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Inquiry in school science, as conceived by the authors of the Common Framework of 

Science Leaming Outcornes K- 12, is dependent upon four areas of skills- These are the skills of 

initiahg and pianning, perfonning and recording, anaiysing and interpreting, and communication 

and teamwork that map onto wbat Hodsoo c d s  the five phases of scientific i n q u e  in schotil 

science: initiation, design and planning, performance, interpretation, and reporting and 

communicating, This study looked at initiation in a multiage (Grades 1-3) classroorn, and the 

curriculum, design tools, and inquiry acts believed to be necessary precursors of design and 

planning phases whether the inquiry ia which young children engage is archival or Iaboratory 

investigation. 

The curriculum was designed to build upon children's everyday biological knowledge 

and through a series of carefiilly organized lessons to heIp them to begin to build scientifically 

valid conceptual models in the area of animal life cycles- The lessons began with wbat is cailed 

benchmark-invention after the historical work of Robert Karplus and the contemporary work of 

Earl Hunt and Jim Minstrell, The introduction of a biological concept was followed by a series of 

exploration activities in wbich children were encouraged to apply the concept invented in the 

benchmark lesson. Enlargement followed- This was the instnictional phase in which cbildren 

were helped to establish scientifically vaiid relationships between the invented concept and other 

biological concepts- 

The pre-instruction and pst-instruction i n t e ~ e w  data suggest that the enacted 

curriculum and sequence in which the biological knowiedge was presented helped the nineteen 

children in the study to recognize the connections and regularities within the life cycles of the 

major groupings of anirnals, and to begin to build scientific biologicai conceptual models. It is, 

however, argued that everyday biology, in the form of the person analogy, acts as an obstacle to 

biological understanding, and that the construction of scientiflc knowledge depends upon frrst 

hand exceriences with organisms, as much as it does diaiogical interaction, "acts of inquiq", and 

reflective exploration of multiple sources of information. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

~ O D U C l T O N  AND OVERYLEW 

Inquj. has a long history in science education, and, like many fàctors tied to curricular 

mytbs, its prominence in pedagogy and curriculum documents has fluctuated- With the 

publications of the Council of Ministers of Educationys (1997) Common Framework of Science 

Learning Outcornes K to 12 in Canada and the National Research Councii's (1996) National 

Science Education Sra&rds in the United States, reform in science education is again 

synonymous with inquiry. Scientific inquïry is at the h a r t  of science Ieaniing. Teaching school 

science involves students in inquiry-oriented investigations into authentic questions generated 

fiom expenence. Teachers guide and fâcilitate inquïq-based leaming. Leamers in communities 

of inquirers develop abilities to think and act in ways associated with the standards of practice 

dehed by the community of scientists- 

One can not help but wonder if such a hun of events cornes as a surprise to scientists, 

psychologists, and educators wbo contributed to the development of curriculum documents in the 

1950s and 1960s and then witnessed their often rapid demise, and disbelief to others, like Philip 

Jackson, =+th a deep-seated interest in the public education of children. At the end ofthis unique 

curriculum reform movement when support ofinquj. in school science was reported to be "more 

simuiated than real in practice" (Welsh, Klopfer, Aikenhead, and Robinson 198 1, p. 40), Jackson 

(1983) speculated that the inquïry/discovery approach to the teaching of science would fare no 

better in the fiiture than it had in the recent past. His opinion seems not to have deterred the 

h~ncireds of people involved in the development of the Pan-Canadian Science F m e w o r k  or the 

Standards and the science educators and teachers of school science who have adopted inquiry- 

based instruction and/or inquïry-based programs- 

While the ability to inquire is considered to be a '%ritical aspect" of students' scientific 

iiteracy (1997, p. 6), the authors of the Common h m e w o r k ,  hereafter refend to as the Pan- 



Cartadian Framework, have not incïuded a definition of scientific inquiry in their two hundred 

sixty page document. Under the heading ïeachüig of science", s c i e n e c  i n q u e  is one of three 

"broad areas of emphasis . . . in which students address questions about the nature of things, 

involving broad exploration as well as focused investiestigations" (1997, p.8) that require certain 

specifiable skilis. There are skills of questioning, iden-g problerns, deveioping preliminan; 

ideas and plans, gatbering evidence by observation, manipulating materiais and equipment, 

. - 
e1YâEIIlIUI1g information and evidence, processing and presenting data, interpreting2 evaluating, and 

applying results in collaboration with others (p. 12). 

In contrast to the Canadian h e w o r k ,  the American Science Education Standards 

(NRC, 1996) provides dennitions on pages 2,23 and 214, and the changes in emphasis brought 

about by the teaching and content standards are made explicit in cha t s  on pages 52 and 1 13. The 

focus is implementhg inquïry as an instructional strategy, or strategies, for the purpose of 

developing "understanding, ability, values of inquj. and knowledge of science content" (p. 1 13). 

The points reiterated again and again are that "the Standards cal1 for more than science as 

process" (p- 2) that "learnuig science is sornething students do, not something that is done to 

them" (p. 20), and science is argument and explanation rather than getting an answer through 

exploration and experiment (p. 1 13)- 

Champagne, Kouba, and Hurley (2000) report that the Standards document does not 

distinguish between scientific inquiry, inquisr, investigation, and experimentation. (The same 

conclusion could be reached in reading the Pan-Canadian Framework.) In response to this 

finduig, they propose a separation between scientific inquiry, as "practiced by natural scientists", 

and science-related inquiry, that is "practiced by aduits and students who are science literate" (p. 

450). In the latter category they place archival investigation, experimentation, and laboratory 

investigation. Archival investigation, more commonly identified as "research, is descnbed as an 

inquiry for the gathering of information by any means other than empirïcal. That is, through 

language- and graphies-based media- Experïmentation is "an inquiry for the purpose of testing a 



hypothesis that derives fiom a scient& theory-" h "hust  meet the rigid methodological 

requirements of the scientific commu~~i@" and is, therefore, encountered in secondary school 

science (p. 452). Laboratory based investigaiions are fhir and unbiased tests- The questions they 

are designed to answer do not relate to theory, and "[tlhe answer does not provide any insights 

into the nature of the natural worid" (p. 452). This wodd include product testing and 

experïmenting as descnbed by Bentley, Ebert, and Ebert (2000). Unlike Champagne and her 

colleagues, Bentiey and his associates include trial and error searches for solutions, documenting, 

prediction testing, refiecting, generating models, and inventing as additional fonns of 

investigating. None of these six types of investigaîions, however, meet the established 

requirement for fair testing and can not be considered a laboratory-based form of science-related 

inquiry. They could, however, contribute to the precursor (initiating) and planning phases of 

It is the initiating phase in which the investigator identifies a problem, deveIops 

preluninary ideas, and formulates a question or hypothesis (see de Boo, 1999; Hall, 1998; 

Hodson, 1999; Lehrer, Capenter, Schauble, and Pu@ 2000; Metz 2000; Pearce, 1999; Toiman 

and Hardy, 1999; among others). Al1 forms of inquiry pass through this phase, and whether the 

urge to know and understand is a consequence of exploration in the classrwm, Iessons, 

experiences in the world, information r a d  andlor heard andor seen, personal needs, or 

interactions with others, the desired result is aiways a good question. Good questions, according 

to Elstgeest, are productive questions, "because they stimulate productive activity" . He wrïtes: 

A good question is the first step towards an answer; is a problem to 
which there is a solution. A good question is a stirnulating question 
which is an invitation to a closer look, a new experiment or a fiesh 
exercise. The nght question leads to where the answer can be found: to 
the real objects or events under study, there where the solution lies 
hidden (1985, p.37). 

Jelly, who interprets this to mean that productive questions "promote science as a way of 

working" (1985, p. 49,  claims that "rnany of the questions children ask spontaneously are not 



productive startiag points for science" @. 44)- This is as much a consequence of the leamer's 

motive for asking a question, as it is the kind of question posed (eg-: philosophical questions, 

comments expressed as questions, interrogative questions, questions that satis@ the urge to name 

and to identw, rhetorical questions, wmplex how and why questioos tbat originate in wonder, 

and the Iike). When questions stem fiorn curîosity and a desire to go beyond current 

understanding, to bridge the gap between existing knowledge and apprehending something ne\& 

they are not often expressed in a fom that is investigable (Harlen, 1996)- The general consensus 

among science educators is that the skiii for formulatïng inque  questions must be modeled in an 

environment conducive to question asking by the learner (see Fraser and Tobin, 1998; 

McGilly, 1994; Minstrell and van Zee, 2000; Mintzes, Wandersee and Novak, 1998c arnong 

others). It is believed that the teacher bas an important role in demonstrating and bringing to the 

attention of the leamer the discursive characteristics and "conventions that characterite science 

(which can be a mystery to novices)" (Tobin, 1998, p. 142)- Of particular interest here is the 

motive for asking and how one supports "information seeking questions" (Lindfors, 1999) that 

are usefiil in the development of ideas, scientific concepts, and conceptual models. 

In her description of children's inquirq- as  ""a language act in which one attempts to elicit 

another7s help in going beyond his or her present understanding" (1999, p- Lx), Lindfors malces it 

clear that inquiry arises in what one knows (p. 92). As such, "inquiries can only belong to the 

inquirer" (p. 57). They reflect not only a personal interest and a unique engagement, but also the 

inquirer's private knowledge, experience, and momentary "puzzlement" (p. 96). For this reasoq 

she writes: "It makes sense that inquiry utterances are imperfectly formed - even dow-nright 

messy sometimes, for they are acts of gohg beyond, not acts of having arrived @. 63). 

Many teachers begin an inquiry with brainstorming sessions or inquiry conferences 

where children are given the opportunity to Say what they know about a topic and would Like to 

find out. Others may foltow a guided or open exploratory activity or senes of activities with class 

meetings where questions arising fiom observations are shared. In either case, the chifd knows 



that questions are expecteci The questions, whether productive or unproductive, will arise fiom 

personal knowledge and mental models that may have Little in cornmon with scientific knowledge 

and scientincally valid conceptual models- One wonders whaî the consequences might be ifthe 

inquiries of children, that is, the language acts descnbed by Lincifors, were a feature of a 

curriculum designcd to help build conceptual models where science-related inquiries, either 

archival- or laboratory-based investigations, occurred at the end of the activities for mode1 

building. 

The cumculum designed for the study integrated the conditions believed to be necessary 

for children to begin to leam and apply scientific knowledge and for children to begin to know 

and utilize the methods and processes by which scientists generate vaiid and reliable knowledge. 

These conditions, reviewed in Chapter Two, are presented fiom two perspectives. The chapter 

begins with the science education fiterature and ends with the Iiterature of a group of language 

educators who perceive curriculum as collaborative inquïry- 

Chapter Three is both a short history of inqUry in North Amencan science education and 

a critical review ofthe science curriculurn development projects fiuided by the National Science 

Foundation in the United States fiom the mid-1950s to the rnid-1970s. Many of these projects 

were dismissed as being too loosely organized, beyond the reach of the average leamer, and 

outdated with respect to developments in the philosophy of science. If inquiry leaming and 

teaching is to be successfiil this tirne around, it seems prudent to familiarize one's self with the 

curriculum prograrns and the fitilings attriiuted to them- 

The research design of the study and the rnethods by which data were collected and 

analyzed are presented in Cbapter Four. The chapter also includes a description of the 

instructional contex-t and the strategies embedded in the curriculum and lessons that were 

intended to make thinking visible while f o s t e ~ g  the development of conceptual models. 

The results of the study are arranged in three sections in Chapter Five- The first section is 

a summary of the children's responses to pre-instructional i n t e ~ e w  questions. The second 



focuses on the teachiog and learning associated with the instnictiod lessons- The third presents a 

synopsis of the children's responses to post-instructionai interview questions- The resuits are 

discussed in Chapter Six dong with tbe implications they have for teaching and research focused 

upon the education of young children. 



North American school science is again in the midst of reformation- One does not have to 

look deep into the educatïon literahire to uncover the concernsl driviag this reform or to 

determine the direction in which reform agenda hope to move science educaîion at early, middle, 

and senior years leve~s.~ In light of the econornic, politicai, and social aauienes motivated by 

decreases in science enrollment and consistent declines in the achievement and performance of 

students, it would be reasonable to attribute contemporary reforrn efforts to a shift in cumcuium 

ideology: those periodic displacements thai inauence curriculum thought and emphasis. Research 

studies over the past two decades on children's science and science leaniing indicate, however, 

that students have little understanding of the scientific ideas t . t  they encounter in school settings 

regardless of the ideological stance, the curricuiar orientation, and the best efforts of 

accomplished teachers and creative program developers (see Anderson and Lee, 1997; Anderson, 

Holiand, and Palinscar, 1997; Driver, Leach, Scott, and Wood-Robinson, 1994b; Gardner, 199 1; 

Mintzes and Wandersee, 1998b; P b d t  and Duit, 1994; Reg 1990; Wood-Robinsog 1995; 

Yager, 1995; among others). If, as teachers of science, Our goal is to promote generative and 

funetional understanding of the theories, models. laws, principles, concepts, and facts of science, 

as well as scientific processes, scientific methodologies, and the ep istemology of science, changes 

in our approaches to the teaching of this discipline should be undertaken- 

Novel terms and phrases3 ârïfling into the science education literature suggest that 

pedagogical change is k ing  informed by cognitive science, cognitive psychology, social 

psychology, cultural anthropology, sociolinguistics, and the history, philosophy and sociology of 

science. Learning science is no longer considered by science educators to be (1) the sole 

consequence of the development of cognitive structures and operations in isolation of other 



cognhnt human beings; (2) passive acquisition of the products of science whether hierarchlcally 

organized within a h e w o r k  and presented to the learner or transmitted as discrete and 

incoherent propositions; or (3) the elùniaation of everyday conceptions and their replacement 

with accepted scienafic knowledge. At the time of this m g ,  the conditions associated wïth 

rneaningfù14 leaming in science cati be represented by the foiiowing four statements: 

The development of scientific understanding is a process of personal knowledge construction 

that is rnediated by one's social and cultural milieu. 

The development of scientific understanding is dependent, to a great extent, on what the 

leamer aiready knows- 

The development of scientiflc understanding occurs at the level of concept acquisition, the 

construction of new howledge, and the evaiuation and modincation of existing knowledge. 

The development of scientific understanding is contingent on an awareness of the 

epistemologicai aspects of science and how scientists corne to h o w .  

As will be seen, these conditions are inexorably intertwuied; the defining statements blur at the 

periphery and are by no means discrete. 

CONDITION # 1: The development of scientific understanding5 is a process of personal knowledge 

construction that is mediated by one's social and cultural milieu (Appleton, 1997; Brown, Coliins 

and Duguid, l989a; Champagne and Bunce, 199 1; Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, and Scott, 

1994a; Fonnan, Minick, and Stone, 1993; Hogan, 1999; Howe, 1996; Inagaki, 1992; Lucas, 1993; 

O'Loughlin, 1992; Pea, 1993; Resnick and Klopfer, 1989; Roth, 1995; Ryder, 1993; Shapiro, 

1994; Solomon, 1987 and 1993; von Glaserfeld, 1989 Vygotsky, 1978; White, 1988; Wood, 

1 9 8 8; Zuckerman, Chudinova and Khavkin,, 1998; among others) - 

From the moment children begin to use sensory-motor operations to interact witb the 

environment, they develop ideas a b u t  the objects, events, and phenomena encountered. 

Interaction alone, however, does not lead to inteliectual development or the formation of 

scientific concepts. According to Day, French, and Hail, "[clognitive abilities are neither 

magically generated in social isolation, nor innately given, nor passively assimilated. Rather, 

nascent skills ernerge that are refined as children actively participate in supportive contexts that 



are strucnired by others" (1985, p- 36). This requues that "[c]hiidren grow into the intellectual life 

around them" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 88). A life in which Bruner and Haste contena language, 

interaction, a d  cognition are interwoven- They wrïte: 

Through laosuage, the chiid is quickly aided in her entry into culntre: its 
metaphors, its kinds ofexplanation, its categories, and its ways of 
interpreting and evaluating events. These are not irrvented by the child; 
they are the common currency of the culture, the h e w o r k  that 
de tendes  the boundaries of the child's concepts (1993, p. 2). 

This comrnon currency, the procedures, symbol and sign systems, practices, and concepts of a 

culture, can only "be leamed and perfected in interaction with those who already possess and 

practice them" (Wood, 1988, p. 213). As a consequence ofthe nature ofthis interaction cognitive 

abilities are sociaiiy transmi#ed, sociaily constrained, socially nurtured, and socially encouraged 

@ay er al., 1985). 

Drawing upon ernpincal evidence fiom sociai psychology and studies of schooi science 

instruction, Champagne and Bunce (199 1) suggest that the ineffectiveness of traditional teaching 

techniques in developing scient& understanding is a consequence of three failures. These are (1) 

Ming to appreciate the knowledge that students bring to Iessons, (2) failing to provide 

opportunities for students to make this personal knowledge explicit, and (3) failing to promote 

teacher-student and student-student interactions that make possible the communication and 

evaluation of ideas in a manner congruent with the nature of science. With respect to the 

discourse practices advocated in the third fàilure, a growing group of educators is arguing for a 

congruence that is much more comprehensive than that envisioned by Champagne and Bunce 

(see Abrams, 1998; Anderson, Holland, and Palinscar? 1997; Bereiter. Scardamalia, Cassells, and 

Hewitt, 1997; Bloom, 1998; Brown and Campione, 1994; Driver er al-, 1994a; Gil-Perez and 

Carroscosa-Alis, 1994; Lemke, 1990; McGinn and Roth, 1999; Roth, 1995; Wells, 1995; among 

athers). These educators conceive of science leaming as a personal and social process of 

enculturation. The objective, whether explicitiy or implicitly articulateci, is the acquisition 

(ccappropriation'') of what Gee (1991) calls a secondary discourse or identity kit. Children are to 



be socialïzed into the discoruse practïces of the scientific coxnmunity, by doing science and 

tallung science rather than hearing science (Pea, 1993). In this manner, they are introduced to 

scientific language, concepts, symbols, standards, and conventions (Le, accepted ways of seeing, 

thinking, formulating questions, supporting knowledge claims, p r o p i n g  explanations, 

negotiating rneaning, acting, and usïng 1aaguage)- Following Vygotsky (1978, p- 28), Gee's 

identity kit is perceived as king a set oftools that will corne to guide, determine, and dominate 

action- As such, Wells (1995, p. 9) -es, "rather than as ends in themselves, they [the artifàcts 

and practices of the dominant cultural tradition] are mastered for their fimctional utility," where 

functiod utility is interpreted as meaning, "for purposes of action and inquj.". 

CONDITION #2: The development of scientific understanding is dependent, to a great extent, on 

what the learner already knows (Bruer, 1996; Bnrner, 1990; Clauton, 1993a; Cleminson 1990; 

Donovan, Bransford, and Pellgrina, 1999; Driver, Guesne, and Tiberghein 1985; Dnver, Leach, 

Scott, and Wood-Robinson, 1994b; Duckworth, 1987; Duit, 199 1; Fensbam, Gunstone, and 

White, 1994; Glaser, 199 1; Glynn and Duit, 1995; Osborne and Wittrock, 1983; Osborne and 

Freyberg, 1985; Resnick 1983; Tobin, Tippins, and Gallard, 1994; Wandersee, Mintzes, and 

Novak, 1994; among others). 

Studies of students' understandings of scientific knowledge r e v d  that leamers enter into 

formal science instruction with attitudes, habits, and a diverse set of conceptions concernhg 

objects and phenornena (Claxton, 1993a; Cleminson, 1990; Dnver et al, 1994b; Duit ,1991; 

Eylon and Linn, 1988; Gardner, 199 1; Glym and Duit, 1995; Harlen, 1997; Lucas, 1993; 

Osborne, 1984; P h d t  and Duit, 1994; Russell, 1993; Wandersee et al., 1994; arnong others). 

These conceptions are constructed, in and out of school settings, fiom personal knowledge 

gleaned fiom private, trial and error sensory experiences, predicarnents, or needs (cf: Osbome's 

"gut dynamics) and syrnbol- and 1angua.e-mediated social experiences (ex Osborne's lay 

dynamics). Research reveals that these conceptions can be, and often are, inconsistent with the 

concepts, t e m ,  principles and conceptual models presented in school science (cf: Osborne's 



physicists' dynamics). As such, they can eïîher impede or fàcilitate learning events that are 

intended to help students corne to understand the naturd world as it is presently known by the 

scient& commun,@ (Biack and Lucas, 1993; Champagne and Bunce, 199 1; Chinn and Brewer, 

1998; Duit, 199 1; Eylon and Linu, 1988; Geiman, 1999; Gilbert, Osborne, and Fensham 1982; 

Glynn and Duit, 1995; Gunstone, 1988; hgakï, 1992; Mintzes and Wandersee, 1998b Novak, 

1988; Wandersee et al., 1994; among others). 

Whether conceptuai change occurs in response to data that is either new, anomalous, 

unexplainable, awkward, consistent, or matching, Chinn and Brewer (1998) propose that the 

outcorne of school science experiences wiil be a wnsequence of five fàctors, or 'kitical barriers" 

to adopt Hawkins' (1978) tenninology. These are (1) the entrenchrnent of pnor conceptions, (2) 

the qudity of the background knowledge that canes into play, (3) the processing strategies 

employed, (4) conceptions about the nature of science, and (5) the origin, quality, kind, and 

explicitness of "input informatïon~'_ To this list, Bloorn (1998) would append the leamer's 

underlying beliefs (e-g. anthropocentrism anîhropomorphism, zoomorphism in biological 

contexts) and personal connection to the subject matter (emotions, values and aesthetics, for 

example, 'Y like these little worms-" and "mt's ciisgushng, when you feel them."). This, of 

course, presupposes that the student is committed to learning something: that the benefit of 

acquiring, manipulating, and transacting knowledge is worth the cost (Clasxon, 1993% pp. 57-59 

and 1993b, p. 196; see also, Anderson and Lee, 1997; Pintnch, Marx, and Boyle, 1993; among 

others); and that personal worlds of family, fiiends, schooling and science are more or less 

congruent with respect to values, beliefs, expectations, and behaviours - that students can move 

fiom one setting to another with little adjustment and reorientation ( C o q  1995; see also, Hogan, 

1999). 

Regardless of the nature of the change that teaching, the classroom microculture, 

reflection, and social pressure rnay bring about, it is believed that learners must be made aware of 

their ideas, and that science curricula and instructional strategies must somehow take extant 



knowledge into account (Black and HarIen 1993; Hewson 198 1; Mintzes and Wandersee 1998b; 

Osborne and Wittrock 1983; Osborne, Bell, d Gilbert, 1983; Stinner, 1995; Tobin et aL 1994; 

Wheatley 1991; among others). Simply teaching the right conception is not enough. Duit and 

Treagust, for example, maintain that "[llearning science is only successfùl if leiunine pathways 

are designed to lead fiom certain fàcets of preinstructioaal knowledge towards the science 

perspective" (1998, p- 19). This is not to suggest that teaching and leaming strategies should be 

activities that promote and foster the addition of new knowledge, by accretion to esisting gut and 

lay science. The conviction, which has a long history in education, is merely to recognize tliat an 

understanding of the leamer's current knowledge is the most appropriate startins point for 

instruction- 

Contemporary cognitive theoxy makes clear that thinking and leamïng are knowledge 

dependent (Resnick, 1989): what is known is used to Link, interpret, and explain new information, 

ideas, and experiences (Resnick and Klopfer, 1989). As Ogborn vurites, Wobody has thought of 

any other way of thinking a new îhought and so of ïmagining a new entity or process, than that of 

adapting a W l i a r  idea, of passing fiom the known to the U I ~ O W ' '  (1995, p- 10)- The 

consequence, made obvious by research studies in cognitive science and of children's conceptual 

structures, is that "Werent students may leam different things fiom the same learning 

experiences" (Cleminson, 1990, p. 441; see also, Chinn and Brewer, 1998; Duit, 1991; Gilbert et 

al., 1982). It is the leamer's idiosyncratic nstwork of rneanings and understandings in conjunction 

with Claxqon's CM-ben& analysis of deciding how to leam that detemine, to a large extent, the 

outcome of school science instruction and the understanding that will be consmcted. 

CONDITION #3: The developrnent of scientific understanding occurs at the level of concept 

acquisition, the construction of new knowledge, and the evaluation and modification of e-usting 

knowledge (Anderson et ai-, 1997; Anderson and Roth, 1989; BIack and Harlen, 1993; Bransford 

and Vye, 1989; Coliuis, 1997; Driver et al., 1994a; Duschl and Hamilton, 1998; Fensham et al-, 

1994; Glynn and Duit, 1995; &tano and Inagaki, 1992; Johansson, Marton, and Svensson, 1985; 



Lind, 1999; Linn and Muilenburg, 1996; Minstrell, 1989; Mintzes and Wandersee, 1998b; 

Nussbaum,l989; National Resource Council, 1996; National Sciences Resources Center et al., 

1997; Posner, Stnke, Hewson, and Gertzog, 1982; White, 1995; Wittrock, 1994; among others). 

CONCEPTS 

Concepts are commonly defïned as general ideas, thoughts, or notions (Amencan 

Heritage Dîctionary, 1992). Accordhg to Pines (1985, pp. 108-1 10), concepts are cognitive 

entities, the funùture of the conscious mina the substance of thought, and the systems of relations 

conventiody iabeled with words through which human beings experience reaiity- In educatio~ 

the definition can be more or less circumscnied- Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, for example, 

suggest that a concept is "the network of inferences that are or may be set into play by an act of 

categorization" (1 956, as cited in Black and Harlen 1993, p. 2 10). Eggen and Kauchak expound 

upon this dennition when they write, "concepts are categories, sets, or classes with common 

characteristics", where characteristics are a concept's defining features (1996, p. 70)- They 

propose that concepts are constnicted through a process that involves discriminating between 

essentiai and nonessentid characteristics, spec@îng the essential charactenstics, and generaiizing 

fiom these characteristics. As a consequence, concepts, like democracy, with many defining 

features and/or characteristics that are not concrete anci observable and, thus, more troublesome to 

make distinct, tend to be the most difficult to leam. 

In school science, each term encountered can be thought of as a concept, and a majority 

of these are complex with hard-to-specq characteristics (e-g. gravity, light, force, electncity, 

floating, dive, adaptation, evolution, photosynthesis, mineral, rock, equilibrium, matter, atom, 

change, order, system, and the like). Nevertheless, science as we know it would be impossible 

without the cognitive processes of categorization (concept invention, concept modification, and 

concept identification, tbat is, deciding when the use of a particular concept is appropnate) and 

transfomation (using concepts to make predictions, to formulate ideas for action, and to solve 



problems) (Black and Harlen, 1993)- Moreover, mental Me, accordhg to Smith and Medin wouid 

be utîerly chaotic. They write, 

If we perceived each en* as unique, we would be overwhelrned by the 
sheer diversity of what we experience and unable to remember more than 
a minute fiaction of what we encounter- And if each individual entity 
needed a distinct name, our language would be s t agge~g ly  complex and 
communication virtually impossible. Fortunaîely though, we do not 
perceive, remember and tallc about each object and event as unique, but 
rather as an instance of a class or concept that we already know 
something about-. Concepts give our world stabiiity. They capture the 
notion that many objects or events are alike in some important respects, 
and hence can be thought about and responded to in ways we have 
already mastered. Concepts also aUow us to go beyond the information 
given: for once we have assigned an entity to a class on the basis of its 
perceptible attributes, we can then infer some of its non-perceptible 
attribu tes... In short concepts are critical for perceiving, remembering, 
talking, and thinlcing about objects and events in the world (Smitb and 
Medin, 198 1 as cited in Black and Harlen, 1993, p.209-2 10). 

MENZ4.L AND CONCEPTUAL MODELS 

Black and H'len (1993) believe that in the teaching of school science, more effort is 

spent on the process of tmnsformiag concepts and conceptual models6 tban categorking objects 

or events as examples of particuiar concepts- As a result, although children can use a Familiar 

concept appropriately once its relevance to a problem has been detennined, their concepts are 

generally restricted to the narrow range of coatexts in whicti they were learned, and their 

networks of inferences are often underdeveloped (vague and lwsely interrelated), fragmented, 

and poorly organized. Uniike the expert with diverse relational understanding who recognizes 

that a given problem is a case of a particular concept with attributes and implications that connect 

it with other pertinent concepts, children in a comparable circurnstance will wander through their 

collection of mental and conceptual models trying to use each in the manner of an unsystematic 

trial and error investigation (also see Anderson, 1989; Glaser, 1991; Hunt and Minstrell, 1994; 

McGilly, 1994; and Prawat, 1989; Yates and Chandler, 199 1; among others). Reif sees this as an 

example of nominal knowledge (cf. Whitehead's inert knowledge) as opposed to fiinctional 

knowledge: '% may be recalled and verbalized, but canot be flexibly applied. .. "(l990, p. 95). 



Whiie this rnay be as much a coasequence of Me expenences as the enacted curriculum in school 

science, it is always an enacted cuniculum underpïnned by a particular cwiculurn emphasis.' 

The emphasîs may or may not give genuine signifrcance to any number of the following: 

children's intuitive ideas and conceptions about the physical world; authentic science 

experiences; decision making and the solving of novel problems; the development offundamental 

skills and processes (metaco@ive/self-regulatory as well as scientific); the nature and structure 

of the discipline; the ideas accepted by the scienhfic community; the social embeddedness of 

thought and individual development (others, încluding peers, as cognitive resources, not 

irnpediments to leaming), and the organitation of children's knowledge in mental and conceptual 

models. 

For many science educators, including Anderson (1989), Arnold and MiUar (1996)' 

Glynn and Duit (1995), Hewson, Beeth, and Thorley (1998), Hunt and Minstrell(1994), Linn and 

Muilenburg (1996), Miutzes and Wandersee (1998a), Nersessian (199 l), Ogbom, Kress, Martins, 

and McGillicuddy (1996), Prawat (1989), Raghavan, Sartoris, and Glaser (1998), and Reif 

(1990), restructuring of conceptual ~ e w o r k s  is central to developing scientific understanding- 

More generally, the construction of conceptuai models is considered to be "-at the heart of the 

instructional exchange" (Resnick. 1988, p. 47). î h e  aforernentioned authors urge teachers of 

school science to help children to build and refine conceptual models and to develop relations 

among other pertinent conceptual models by means of explicit instruction, modehag, and 

opportunïties to practice both categonzing and transforming. ifthis is not done, Duit advises, the 

huge mental step that is necessary for learning a totally new way of viewing phenornena 

scientifically can not be made by the leamer; in which case, "an approach starting fiom the 

students' conceptions and experiences will definitely M" (199 1, p. 76). 

The methods by which teachers of school science i n s t n i ~  model, and enable children to 

apply and m o d e  the fiindamentai concepts, features or relations constituting conceptuai models 

will depend upon the particular view of leaming embraced and the type of leaming environment 





assimilation. New knowledge enriches a d  elaboraîes current conceptions +out significantly 

monifying the leamer's guiding assumptions, The latter type of change is described as radical 

restnicturing, strong restnicturing, or accommodation- New informaîion is incompatible with 

existing conceptions, conflicts with guiding assumptions, and can not be ïncorporated w i + h  

one's cognitive fkunework. Hence, ifscientiflc understanding is to be developed, the conceptual 

mode1 (not the mental model) ofthe leamer must be replaced or excbged. That is, es idng 

knowledge is incornmensurate with new knowledge- 

Much of the work on conceptuai change has k e n  focused upon detennining the 

conditions and processes that encourage accomrnodation/strong restnicturing (see Posner et al., 

1982). To îhis end, a number of instructionai strategies have been developed (see Scott, Asoko, 

and Driver, 1992). Whether these are denved fiom i n t e d s t  or extemalist perspectives of 

science (Duschl and Hamilton, 1998), the general consensus is that "conceptual change is only 

rarely a sharp exchange of one set of meanings for another" (Fensham, Gunstone, and White, 

1994, p. 6) .  Learners hold on to their intuitive conceptions with an almost stubbom tenacity. 

Mental models, as a coasequence, remain highly resistant to change even when confionted with 

cognitive dissonance (see Anderson and Smith, 1987; Driver, Guesne, and Tiberghien, 1985; 

Eylon and Linn, 1988; among others)- Given the reality of this resistance, Hodson asks, why it 

should be otherwise: "Lfan idea has served its purposes well in the past there will be Little 

urgency to replace it" (1999, p. 242). 

"Gut" and "lay" conceptualizations of science phenornena have proven to be effectua1 

means of understanding the world and living a good life in it. But, as Claxton makes clear, this 

cornmonsense understanding is "largely built on an out-of&te science" (1993b, p. 197). We have 

learned to see the worid as it is understood by those around us and the difkion into culture of 

scientific knowledge is slow. This particular set of circurnstances is perceived by Macbeth, as a 

conundm to science education. He writes: 



It seems t h ,  for science, what must be taught m o t  easiiy be found 
elsewhere, and, worst, whaî is found elsewhere inveighs agakt  the aims 
of science instniction- Whïie we might admit various shades of 
understanding for a short story, understanding the relationship of light to 
vision seems to admit but a very few scientifidy accountable ways of 
speaking. By anaiogy, we can say that there is no equivalent of 'West 
Side Story" for Boyle's Law, and that there isn't, delivers specïai 
burdens to the science student, teacher, and the cufnculum designer. The 
resistance to change that science educators find in their students' &ve 
and incommensurable ways ofseeing and thinking about the natural 
world is thus both an obstacle and disénguishing mark for science 
education. In may also signai a decisive departwe fiom any version of 
naive induction that holds that science can be found in ordiaary 
experience (2000, p. 234). 

DEerent means to resolve Macbeth's conundmm have been proposed (see Brown and 

Carnpione, 1994; Cobem, 1996; Driver et al, 1 9 9 4 ~  Hewson et al., 1998; Glasson and LaWc, 

1993; Glynn and Duit, 1995; Hodson, 1999; L ~ M  and Muilenburg, 1996; Macbeth, 2000; Mintzes 

and Wandersee, 1998b; Monk and Osborne, 1997; O' Loughlin, 1992; Pea, 1993; Pintrich, Mars, 

and Boyle, 1993; Roth, 1995; Scott and Driver, 1998; White, 1995; among others). Coilectively, 

these more recent models for conceptual change teaching have several features in cornmon that 

distinguish them fiom former 'Ccognition-only" models that have been referred to as cold, 

isolated, and rational - "driven solely by logic and scientific findings" (Pintnch et al., 1993). The 

features that tend to appear, though rarely in the same combination, are the following: social and 

dialogicai interaction; metacognitive discoune; mediateci, s&olded instruction (cognitive 

apprenticeship); anchored instruction (situated cognitiodearnhg); and authentic science practice. 

Although these new approaches could be perceived as an attempt to generate "intraindividual 

links" between contexaiai, motivationai, and cognitive components of leaming as described by 

Pintrich, Marx, and Boyle (1993) or an ecological approach to leaming in f o d  settings, the 

change is more consequential than either of these two signifjr. It exemplifies what Sfàrd (1998) 

calls "a remarkable foundational ~hift"~, and in this case two shifts are involved. 



SCIENTIFIc CoMMUNlTlES AND SITUATED COGNT~ION 

The fïrst shift is informed by historical and sociological accounts of the development and 

restnrcturing of scientific knowledge- It ernanates Erom philosophical wnting that embeds social 

circumstances of cognitive acîivities in explanilrions ofknowtedge use and change. DuschI and 

Hamilton suggest thaî the apsychological view communicated '%as challenged perspectives about 

what should count as the basic unit for doing science" (1998, p. 105 1)- Scientific objectivity is no 

longer perceived as k i n g  a chatacteristic of individual scientists who accept, reject, or ignore 

new ideas and make choices between competing views on the basis of evidence and the cogency 

of arguments, Rather, scientific objectivity is distributed among various members in scientific 

comrnunïties and Iocated within wbaî Longino (1990; 1994) refen to as "group dynarnics". To 

qud* as howiedge, which indicates that consensus within the scientiflc community has ken 

achieved, there must be publicly recognized forums for the criticism of all relevant perspectives, 

publicly recognized standards of evaluation, and changes to beliefk and theories in response to 

critical discourse, not as a consequence of political or economic power (Longino, 1994, pp. L 44- 

145). 

The second shift onginates in cognitive psychology, specifically investigations of the 

relations between perception and cognition, and langage and thought. These studies show "an 

inextricable iink" between conte- constraints and the acquisition/constniction of knowledge- 

The pedonnances of learners are believed to Vary fiom context to context because cornpetence is 

a function of the context in which the le-g activity is set (Buîterworth, 1992, pp. 1 and 12), 

and the content and context of thought are considered inseparable fiom reasoaing (Mercer, 1992). 

CIaxton descnbes it thus: 

What we know, the 'knowledge' and 'skill' that we acquire. remain in 
general tied to more or less precise specification of when, where, why 
and how we aquired it- And these sorts of 'adverbial' tags serve to 
indicate the new situation within which the 'nouns ' and 'verbs' of 
content and process will be retrïeved and reactivated. Even content and 
process, so-caiied 'declarative' and 'procedural' knowledge cannot be 
dissociated: our know-how is associated with a sense of wbat to apply it 



to: our loiow-that cornes back to use with its own pachges of processes 
and operations for using and expressing it (1993b, p_ 19 1)- 

Claxton goes on to suggest that generalizing and recontextuaiizing, the ability to see the relevance 

of something known to something new, must be taught. It is a matter of expenence as opposed to 

effort, intelligence, or depth of understanding, 

According to Anderson, Reder, and Simon, (1996): the degree to which knowledge is 

bound to a specfic context is detennined not ody by the nature of instruction but also the way 

the material is studied- The following are thought to impair the transfer of knowledge fiom one 

context to another: information presented in a single context (iimited representation and limited 

instruction on shared symboiïc components across multiple contexts); studying the information, 

presented in a single context, in the context of Ïts acquisition (limited opporhinity for generalizing 

and limited opportunities for metacognition and self-regulation); abstract instruction bereft of 

specific concrete examples (limited opportunities to practice and apply learning in a variety of 

tasks); and presenthg declarative knowledge without procedural and strategy knowledge (limited 

exposure to the cues that signal the relevance of a particular concept, problem solving tactic, or 

skiII) (Anderson et al., 1996; Butterworth, 1992; Duschl and Hamilton, 1998; and Hatano and 

Inagaki, 1 9 92). 

Learning in school science has been described as content-, contes-, and taskdependent 

(see Claxton, 1993a and b; Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1989; Hennessy ,1993; Lucas, 1993; 

Cognition and TechnoIogy Group at Vanderbilt, 1990; among others). The educators cited below 

suggest that a goal of adaptive expertise (knowing when to access and how to apply what is 

known) will require s i w c a n t  changes to curriculum, teaching strategies and classroom 

interactions. These changes uiclude, but are not limited to, the following: activekeflective 

exploration of multiple sources of information (Hatano, 1993); various representations 

(Champagne, Gunstone, and Klopfer, 1985); numerous encounters with interesting and relevant 

problems (Stinner, 1995; Wells and Chang-Weils, 1992); diverse contexts (Mïnstrell, 1989; 



Stinner and Williams, 1993); fiequent dialogical interaction (Hatano and Lnagaki 1992); coached 

practice (Bransford and Vye, 1989), and tirne to consider prior mPaningsf to explore new ideas, to 

Lùik new ideas to other existing ideas, to constnict new meiuiings (Cm, Barker, Bell, Biddulpk 

Jones, Kirkwood, Pearson, and Symingt~n, 1994; Hodson, 1988)- 

CONDITION M: The development of scientific understanding is contingent on an awareness of the 

epistemological aspects of science and how scientists corne to know (Cam et ul-, 1994; Desadtels 

and Larochelle, 1998; Driver et-al, 1994a; Duschl, 1990; Hewson et al., 1998; Hodson, 1988; 

Matthews, 1990, 199 1,1994, 1998; Osborne, 1995; Scott et al-, 19925 Smith, 1987; Taylor, 1998). 

The importance of the epistemology of science in science education has resurfaced with 

the emergence of social constnictïvism. in the late nineteen eighties and earl- to mid-nineteen 

nineties, discussions of the dimensions of an education in science and of the aims of school 

science invariably included a component focused on the processes by which scientific knowledge 

is generated (see Duschl, 1990; Hodsoa, 1985 and 1990; among others). Ogborn (1988), for 

example, in his map of science, suggests that there are five aspects of science that should flow as 

red threads through science education beginning in the earliest years of formal schooling. These 

"lines of development", stated as questions, are the foilowing (questions and statements in 

parentheses are Osborne's (1995, 1996) reformulations): 

1. What are things like? What are they made of? (What do we know?) - the ontological line (the 
ontological question); 

2. How does it work? (Why does it happen?) - the line of causation (the causal question); 

3. How do we know? How can we find out? - the epistemological line (the epistemological 
question); 

4. What does it mean? (How can we communicate these ideas?) - the communication line (the 
communicative question); and 

5 .  What can we do? (What can we do with our knowledge?) - the pragmatic question (the 
technological question). 

Duschl(1990) contends that science programs and school science curricula that fkil to 



address Ogbom's epistemological h e  paint an incornpiete picture of science- A picture that 

Osborne suggests is '%e iateiiectual equivalent of givkg a child a hammer without the nails" 

(1 995, p. 928). A clear and wellilefined understanding of the scientific comrnunity's methods for 

producing knowledge and ensuring the reliability and validity of knowledge claüns is necessary if 

leamers are to have a notion of wbat a scientiflc exphnation is, an appreciation of the status of 

ideadexplanations, and the capability to distinguish between jusnfied and unjustified Mie& - the 

foundation of the rationality of science- Without this understanding, science is merely a 

compilation of tenets thaî is no more valuable than any other way of knowing. Rather tban being 

"made-by-the-worid", it is construed as ''a way of world-making" (Osborne, 1995, p- 93 1). 

To counteract the relativisrn such a position generates (see Harding and Hare, 2000), it is 

essential that teachers of science ask more than the familiar ontological questions associated with 

the teachingAearning strategy known as KWL, specifïcaliy: "What do you/we know?"; "What do 

you/we want to know or h d  out?'Leamers' ideas must be elicited and made explicit in the 

context of the development of the topic, not as "a one time event at its start" (Hewson et al., 

1998, p. 204). These ideas should then be discussed and epistemological questions posed, 

namely: %y do you believe you are nght?"; "What is your evidence for beiieving?" '"How 

would you justify that view?"; and "How do you know?" (Osborne, 1995, 1996; cf: "Aron's 

questions" coined by Stïmer, 1992). It is at this point that Hewson and his colleagues (1998) 

suggest that activities be introduced for "rai~ing~~ or "lowering" the status of particular ideas. This 

may involve providing examples, applying the explanatory ideas io other circumstances, giving 

different ways of thinking about them, linking the explanations to other ideas, exploring 

unacceptable implications, considering experiences that ideas are unable to explain, and poinring 

out inadequacies. When this happens, "students have the opportunity of choosing between 

dB-erent ideas on the basis, not of who said them, but how good an explanation each provides" 

(Hewson et al, 1998, p. 203; c -  Hodson, 1988). 

The history and philosophy of science (see Arons, 199 1 ; Hodson, 1988; Klopfer, 1969; 



Matthews, 1990, 1994; Stinner, 1996, 1998; and Stinner and W ' i ,  1993,2000; arnong 

others), Ernst Mach's genetic method (Matthews, 1991); Schwab7s (1960, 19621) "inquiry into 

inqujr", and authentic scientinc inquïxy (open-ended problem solving) have much to offer the 

learner with respect to the processes by which scientific knowledge is constnicted within the 

constraints of the universe in which we live and to the standards/critena by which constructions 

are judged to be credible, valid, and better than competing claims. Notwithstanding, Ogbom 

(1 994, as cited in Osborne 1996, p, 67) and Hodson (1988) caution science educators and teachers 

of school science not to confuse the construction of new scient& knowledge (the philosophy of 

science) with "old science" learned in the classroom @edagogy). As Hodson e ~ p b :  "- - - sound 

curriculum development depends cnicidy on a carefiil consideration of the relationship between 

the nature of science and the nature of learning. However, it would be a mistake to assume that 

this relationship is simple and direct.. . " (p.36)- This is particularly true of practical work in 

school science where the way that science is practiced is thought to be the best way to teach and 

leam, in which case, doing science is often confiised with learning science. Kirschner (1992), 

attributes this situation to a misunderstanding between experiments and their purpose in scientific 

research and practical work and its purpose in science education. He suggests that teachers, 

educators, and cumculum innovators overlook the fact that students do not practice science. They 

learn about science and also leam to practice science in laboratory settings that provide first-hand 

experiences. 

The conditions presented above are those that research studies in science educaîion point 

to as being fiindamental in leaming school science. How prevalent they are in classrooms where 

researchers have never stepped is a question to which a precise m e r  can not be given. It may 

be possible to get a sense of the situation by looking at the results of teacher research and the 

results of classroom studies focused upon I d g  where science is one part of an integrated unit, 

project, therne, or inquiry, and where the researcher is not a specidist in science or science 



education. Such rich descriptions of young children Ieacning in formal settings exist (see Prirnar?; 

Voices K-6, a publication of the National Council of Teachers of Engiish; Brass and ber 

associates, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c; Clifford and Frieseg 1993; Cresswell, 1997; de Boo, 1999; 

Frost, 1997; Hall, 1998; Pearce, 1999; among others), but few are -en with the details that are 

necessaxy for the analysis conceived Nonetheless, as wili be discussed, studies ofthis kind help 

to elucidate Kirschner's (1992) notion of learning about science and leamhg to practice science if 

for no reason other than the approaches utilized and described- 

CHILDREN'S LFARMNG TKROUGH SCIENCE (FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF LANGUAGE AND 
R E A D ~ G  EDUCATORS) 

Those directly and indirectly engaged in the science education of young children will 

have noticed the growing interest in school science, and school mathernatics, that has recently 

been shown by educators with language and reading expertise, Many of these academics and 

tacher-rcsearchers have found their way into science through the whole language movement. 

This is a movement described by Goodman (1989) as "grassroots" (p. 1 15) and "embedded in the 

traditions of science and humanism" (p. 125). That is, it has taken the results of studies 

"conceming bow students leam, how they learn language, how they use language to I q  and the 

influence of the individual, peers, teachers, and various cultural institutions on language leamhg 

and on using language to leam" from psychology, linguïstics, psycholinguistics, and 

sociolinguistics. From humanism, it has taken "respect for, and positive attitudes toward, a i i  

leamers regardless of their ages, abilities, or backgrounds" (p. 125). 

As a conception engendering a popular movement, whole language has been identified as 

"a philosophical stance" (Newman, 1985, p. l), " a  political phenomenon" (Pearson, 1989, p. 

232), and "a theory of voice that operates on the premise that aii -dents must be heard" (Harste, 

1989, p. 245). It has an interestin6 evolution, the retelling of which is outside the scope of this 

study. For present purposes, it is suEcient to say that whole language began in the mid-1960s 



with Ken Goodman's realizaîion that readers make predictions and sekorrect based upon their 

intuitive sense of syntax and whether or not what is read sounds like Ianguage that is heard 

(Harste and Short, 1996)- Eight years later, Micbael Halliday published his findings on the n a d  

development of oral language in seitïngs that enabled Ianguage leamhg through use. His research 

suggested to language educators and classroorn teachers tbat "if you want a child to sound like a 

lawyer, have her associate with lawyers- . ,. ifchildren were to be pets they needed to be 

immersed in poeby" (Short and Harste with Burke, 1996, p. IO). 

The consequences of these and later studies on reading, Wnting, speaking, and listening 

were twofold, FVst, basal reading, grammar, phonetic, and writing programs that decornposed 

literacy acts into simpler component subskills were repudiated and cast aside. It was believed that 

language acts should not be simplified for instructional purposes- Thus, the second aftereffect: 

Ianguage instruction îhat encouraged leamers to write and read for fiinctionai and authentic 

reasons (to communicate and to interpret) fiom the fist days of formal schooling- Rather than 

rnarking vowels and correcthg spelling and gramm;u on worksheets, children were to use witten 

and oral Imguage 'Io get something done" (Newman, 1985, p, 152): to write genuine, not 

simulated, letters to pen pais, invitations to guests, notes for a message board, reflections in their 

persod joumls, and the like (Pearson, 1989; Short et al-, 1996). Rather than readinç to practice 

reading or to learn reading skius, children were to use reading 'to pursue their personal questions 

and interests, to explore class themes and topics, and to think about language" (Short et al-, 1996, 

p. 42). The goal was "to elirninate the gap between school Iiteracy tasks and rd-world literacy 

tasks" (Pearson, 1989, p, 234): to rnake communication work. The result was an awareness of the 

interdependence of ail aspects of language, a preservation of the integrity of literacy events 

(Pearson, 1989, p. 234), and use of "real language expenences" in which children leamed about 

reading and writing while listening, leamed about writing fiom reading and about reading fiom 

writing, and leamed language and about lansuage in the context of leamhg about the world 

(Newman, 1985, pp. 5 and 152) 



The practitioners and advocates of whole language have distinct views of the leamer, of 

the teacher, of the curriculum, of knowledge, and of inquiry. These perspectives, as articulated by 

Copenhaver (1993), Gallas (1994; 1995)' Harste (1993), Leland and Harste (1994), Shon and 

Burke( 199 l), Short and Harste with Burke (1996), and Whitin and Whïtin (1996; 1997)' wiil be 

presented here and discussed with respect to the aforementioned conditions that science educators 

associate with meanin@ leamhg. 

Pearson d e s  that "(wJhole language advocates accept, at a minimum, a constructivist 

view of knowledge" (1989, p. 234). The active nature ofleaming is unmistakable in the following 

excerpt from Short and Harste with Burke concerning rearfing comprehension: 

Reading was no longer viewed as the t r ade r  of the text into the reader's 
head, but as a process where readers actively interact with a text using 
their background experiences to comprehend the text. 
While a text bas particular potential meanings . . . [rleaders construct their 
understanding in light of their experiences and rethink their experiences 
in light of the text so that they bring meaning to and take meaning fiom a 
text. Both the reader and the text are thus changed in the transaction 
(1996, pp. 41-42), 

The active construction of viable knowledge is generally believed to be a consequence of 

transactions between individuals, or purposeful interpersonal interaction. This can be seen in 

Burke's perception of iearning as "social inquiry" (Copenhaver, 1993, p. 7) and the designation 

of cIassrooms of teachers and children as coilaborative, communities of inquirers (Short and 

Harste with Burke, 1996; W h i ~  and Whitin, 1997) and dynamic learning communities (Gallas, 

1994)- The sociocultural nature of leamhg, to which these authors prescribe, is made obvious in 

the following passage fiom Harste (1993): "Knowledge only gives the illusion of residing in 

books, people, and disciplines- In reality, knowtedge is a relationship that resides between and 

among people in particular times and conte-" (p. 4). It is this relationship that Short and Burke 

(199 1) claim enables one to understand and deveiop personal thinking by putîing into words what 

is known and considering what others have to say. 



At fïrst reading, the theory of cognition upon which whole language has based its 

"Iearning through m&gfbl use" closely resembles Condition 1 above (the development of 

scientific understanding is a process of personal knowledge construction that is mediated by one's 

social and cultural milieu)- It is not always the case, however, that the personal and social process 

of enculturation in scbool science involves the discourse practices of the scientific communi~. 

Short and Harste with Burke (1996) suggest that this is the naturai consequence of the adaptive 

fùnction of cognition, They write, ". -. mentally active leamers consciously pick and choose what 

it is that they wil i  attend to out of what is shown to them" (pp. 12- 13)- As a result, not every 

learner wilI learn the same thinp. It is for thk reason that they prefer demonstration, conceived as 

an opportunity to see what can be done, over modeling which they argue engenders unthinking 

imitation by showing what must be done. 

Gallas (1994) contends that the language of science, "using previously established 

vocabulary and specific cognitive structures," is an elitist discourse (p. 97). She suggests that the 

children in her classes will be excluded fiom scientific conversations and the world of science 

because they can't say what they know in the very precise langage of science. Rather than 

'Yeach the correct usage and application of scientific concepts and terminology", she sees her role 

as "one of exploring children's meanings and learning to speak their dialectso' (p. 98). 

Whitin and Whitin ( 1997), iike Gailas, believe tint teachers have a key role to play in the 

developrnent of children's language and identity. They encourage what they believe to be the 

language and rnethodological approaches of the community of scientists, and helped the children 

in their study '%O realize that even tàcts and theories are only tentative best guesses" (p. 3 l), that 

stories, which biur the Line between fàct and fiction, are "clear and honest e'iplanations for 

describing our world" (p. 43), that 'cknowledge changes" (p. 48), that "[lliving with multiple 

theories is a natural part of scientific life" (p. s'l), and that reliance on one theos- "causes 

premature focus.. . and needlessly converges thoughts and ideas" (p- 53). 



As will be shown, these views make Condition 3 (The development of scientific 

understanding occurs at the level of concept acquisition, the construction of new knowledge, and 

the evaluation and modification of exiszing knowledge.) more untenable for whoIe language 

theon~ts than Condition 1. There is no debate, however, with Condition 2 (îhe development of 

scientific understanding is dependent, to a great extent, on what the leamer already knows.), onty 

with what one does with this awareness- 

Like the science educators above, Harste (1993) maintains that "[wlhat leamers currently 

know.. . is the o n .  staxting point fiom which they can leam" (p. 4). This is the perspective 

reiterated by Short and Burke (1991) who write, "[wJhat students know is the touchstone upon 

which curriculum will be negotiated (pp- 25-26)- It is not the role of the classroom teacher, 

however, to guide children toward an understanding of the natural world that more closely 

approximates what is currently known by the scientific community. Wtiitin and Whitin, in fact, 

describe stepping aside when it came to finding patterns in data because they "knew children's 

sense-making abilities would support them in finduig appropriate solutions" (1996, p. 122)- 

Gallas writes about her decision to focus on issues of language and culture and how to bridge the 

gap between teacher intentions and the children's life experiences rather than intervening when 

children would volunteer "'disturbing misconcepbons" (1995, p. 1 1). 

Teachers use idea webs, mind maps, KWL (What 1 how.  What 1 would like to know. 

What I leanied.), brainstorming sessions, and science talks, to determine the connections children 

may have with a topic and use these relationships in planning the invitations that will launch an 

emergent curriculum. As Short and Harste with Burke make cl-, "[tlhe goal of school is not so 

much to get children to out grow their cornmonsense ways-of-knowing as it is to legitimize and 

make r d  connections with these literacies" (1996, p. 54). 

This is a consequence, Pearson (1989) suggests, of the epistemologiçal perspective 

underlying whole language. Meaning no longer raides in te= thus, al1 comprehension is a fonn 

ofinterpretation. Since all readers must construct meaning, each interpretation is as valid as any 



other and needs oniy to be understood, not conected- Communication (negotiation) is made 

possible as a consequence of shared, but idiosyncratic interpretations. "Knowedge", accordingly, 

"is only as good and stable" as the iasî time it was used (pp.234-235)- and leamers "have to 

accept that there are no final solutions, oniy current best solutions" (Short and Burke, 199 1, p- 

27). 

Gallas (1995), in contrast to Harste, Burke, d Short, speaks of seminai questions, 

soIiciting the child's deeply held beliefi, and using them to construct teaching and restructure 

ccmisconceptions" @p. 56-57). Ifthis is not done, she suggests tbat tacher's best intentions could 

"kt, rather t)?iui expand, the children's theoretid frameworks" (p. 6 1). Forty~ne pages later, 

however, she castigates rnandated cumculum units that give little thought to children's questions, 

development, potential as thinkers, out-of-school experiences, and writes: 

If we explore the kinds of thinking elementary children are capable of, 
we cannot help but wish the same capacity ourselves. When we are able 
to resurrect our own wonder and our natural imaginative response to the 
world, we can better teach our children, understanding as we do that 
c'W form science" is not where science begins, but ratber is an 
outcome that has wrongly been inserted ïnto the educatïon of our 
children (p. 102). 

For the educators and tacher-researchers quoted here, "inquiry ... organizes what is open 

to be learned" (Harste, 1993, p.3). Teaching is not guided by a mauifest curriculum, and school, 

like knowledge, is not conceptualized in terms of academic disciplines or school subjects. 

Textbooks, course syllabi, and curriculum documents h m  which teachers are mandated to teach 

are perceived as 'kurricular constraints" (Copenhaver, 1993, p. 6), impositions (Short er al-, 1996, 

p. 26), and "outside" and "coercive" forces (Short and Burke, 199 1, p. 20). They not only "fk 

what çould be learned" (Harste, p.3) but are "loaded with someone else's voice asking ail the 

questions and dernanding al1 of the answers" (Copenhaver, p. 6). 

The general consensus is that curricula that are, in tmth, leaming-centered are based on 

personal questions tbat matter to the leamer. In whicb case, the ftnction of cumcula is to support 



the process of coliaborative inquiry and aii tbat this entails - "making m&g, sharing meaning, 

extending meaning* evaluaîing m d g ,  savoring meaning, and generating new meaning" 

(Harste, 1993, p. 2)- This requires a shift fiorn constnllng curriculum as hct with predetennined 

outcornes to undersbnding curriculum as Iived (active), inchoate, and open-end5d- Students 

become cmicular informanis who help to "forge the best lessons" (Whitin and 1997, 

p.28) and decision makers with " r d  choices in the kinds of leaming expenences in which they 

will engage" (Short and Burke, 1991, p. 5) The teacher becomes one more inquirer among many 

in a classroom learning community, a fàcilitator-helper who does "not step in fiont of the 

stniggle" (Burke as quoted in Whitin and Whitin, p. 10) and "a kid-watcher" (Goodman, 1978) 

who "leads fiom behind" by indirectly supporting the leamhg capabilities of students through 

invitations to explore (see Chaille and Brïtain, 1991). 

Given tbis perspective, there is, as Gallas points out, a crucial distinction to be made 

"between a science environment that incorporates child-centered, hands+n methodology, but 

considers primady the teacher's questions, and a classroom in which knowledge about science 

and the world is carefùlly CO-constructed, incorporating a child-centered, hands-on methodology 

that is h e d  by children's questions" (1995, p. 9). She claims that any notion that the children 

are working with their own ideas in the first example is illusionq: ".--the teacher is in charge of 

what it said.. . The children's remarks are filtered through the teacher's mouth.. . If there is 

discussion, the teacher orchestrates it, choosing who talks, what is said, and the most important 

ideas to be considered and pursued" (pp. 10-1 1). 

Short and Burke (199 1, p. 59) would agree. They state that the purpose of inquiry in 

classroorns of this kind is to confirm what is alreaày known and to make that information 

conventional. In classrooms where an inquiry-based cumculum has been adopte4 the knowledge 

system, of which science is but one, and the sign systems (e.g- art, music, dance, mathematics 

and language) become the ' h l s  for exploring, finding, and researching student questions" (Short 

et al., 1996, p. 261). One doesn't "inquire to eliminate alternatives but to fïnd more fiinctional 



understandings" (p. 260)- As a consequence, progress in school science bas Little ifaq-thing to do 

with advancement toward an understanding of scientific qlanations or the development of 

conceptual models that are more representative of real world phenomena or entities than when the 

inquiry was undertaken, Progress is measured by having new understandings and new questions 

to ask (Short and Burke, p- 59). 

As f'ar as an awareness of the epistemological aspects of science and how scientists come 

to know is concemed, Whith and Whitin are the authors represented here who address this 

condition, albeit indirectly. Galias, who writes about her expenences as a teacher of science, is 

not interested in the presentation of finai forrn science- She focuses instead on the scientist's early 

hcination with the world of nature and Gerald Holton's c'thematics" - private theoretical 

pictures of how the world works that often emerge well before an individual becomes a scientist, 

Both suggest that "a love of science and the attraction to parti& kinds of problems are 

potentially set in motion in early childhood" (1995, pp. 14-1 5) -  It is this intuition, imagination 

and wonder that she hopes to nurture and build upon through science talks and the metaphoric 

thinking and storytelling processes that children instinctively utilize to conceptualize the world 

(1995, p. 16; 1994, p-110). 

Phyllis and David Whitin believe "ftlhat classrooms ought to be embryos of the iarger 

scientific community" (1997, p. 60), and that children in these classrooms ought to be doing what 

the members of the scientific community do, This inchdes " s b g  personal knowledge and 

expenences and viewing phenomena fiom interdisciptinary perspectives" (p, GO), using metaphor 

to convey observations (p. 4), solving problems collaboratively (p. 7), developing strategies to 

address methodological problems (p. 8), usine tools (p. 1 I), observing closely, speculating about 

what is seen, and generating 'Yheories" to explain observational data (p. 13), consulting resources 

(p. 33), and honing, r e W g 7  and questioning language @, 67). 

Every child in the study was considered to be a legitimate scientist, "fU11 fledged 

members of the scientific comrnunity" by reason of a sense of wonder and inquiring mind 



(Whitin and Whitin, 1996, p- 13 1). They had, however, k e n  asked to "record a question as weli 

as a theory" for the bird behaviours observed (p. 1 1). The multiple theories generated were 

opinions and tentative best guesses used to interpret a lunited number of observations- This led to 

a cycle of observing, sharing descriptions, and the collaborative generation of 'hew wonders" and 

"aew theories". All of the children were encouraged to challenge the group's current 

understandings, for accordhg to their teachers, "[tlhe history of scientSc thought is nothing but a 

trail of revolutionary challenges to the established assumptions of the day" (p- 94). The anomalies 

were what kept the children retuniing to the window, "watchiag to coafirm, revise, or abandon 

the îheories" that had been proposed (p- 127)- 

What can be interpreted as indifference to the many issues of importance to science 

educators is in part aîîributable to the ideological position that underpins the whole 

language/whole literacy movement. The position and concomitant beliefs about what should be 

taught, for what reasons, and for what ends include those that are central to progressive 

educationd ideology. Eisner's description, given below, of John Dewey's ideas for Amen- 

education could just as easily have been written with whole language in mind: 

No longer was it appropriate to regard the child as a passive receptacle to 
be filled wïth curriculum content- No longer muld mind and emotion be 
regarded as independent- No longer could the cumculum be regarded as 
a static, fixed body of content, created in administrative offices and 
handed down to teachers. The child acted on the environment, not simply 
digested it, and in the process that environment was persodly 
transformed, Emotion could not be disregarded in dealing with 
intellectual matiers since how children felt about what they studied 
infIuenced how they thought about what they studied. As for the 
curriculum, it could not be optimally developed by people who had never 
seen the child; hence teachers needed to play a fùndarnental role in its 
creation (1992, p. 3 12). 

Of more relevance here than ideological stance, however important, is Dewey's theoy of 

inquhy- It is perhaps the p ~ c i p a l  explanation for the inquiry in inquiry-based curricula having 

little resemblance to the scientific inquiry underpianing the instruction in school science 



envisioned by science educaiors. This inconsistency raises a number of questions the answers to 

which have significant consequences for the science children enCounter in formal schooting. 

There is, of course, the notion of inquiry - how it is conceived, how these 

conceptuLations become translated and expressed in curriculum documents, whether emergent 

and in the min& of leamers or made manifest in print, and why it is believed, hast as a matter 

of course, to be central to learning. 

Whether the inquïry in which leamers engage is scientific or critical reflection joined to 

intelligent action (whatever the degree of genuineness) there remains the reality of personal 

knowledge and mental modeis and the entrenchment and tenacity of each. One wonders, given 

the "naïve and incommensurable ways of seeing and thinking about the naturai world7' that 

Macbeth identifies as an obstacle to scientSc understanding, to what use this information should 

be put. 1s awareness on the part of a teacher sufficient, or must the leamer's conceptions be made 

explicit for both the teacher and the learner (or class of leamers) so that they play a dominant part 

in the teaching-learning process as Champagne and Bunce, and Hewson and his colleagues 

maintain? Al1 efforts by science educators to h d  a reasonable solution to this "conundnim" take 

place without addressing the problem that is mentioned by Gallas and aliuded to by others like 

Freyberg and Osborne (1985). That is, when should a chld be introduced to, or p -ded  toward, a 

particular scientific viewpoint or, more aptiy, when does a leamer benefit fiom a scientific 

perspective? 

This b ~ g s  to the fore the role of the teacher and the role of the leamer and what it means 

to ''take owcership" of one's 1e;tnung. 1s it necessary, for example, that a teacher does more than 

orchestrate the learning environment, observe leamers engaged in that environment, and extend 

invitations? Does orchestrating the environment for leamhg entail the kind of teaching that 

Vygotsky envisioned when he wote about the zone of proximal development, or that Hunt and 

Minstrell(1994) embed in theü "'benchmark instruction", or that Glynn and Duit (1995) view as 

essential if leamers are to construct new knowledge in the form of conceptual models? While 



leamers' questions may be an appropriate starting point for ""authentic pedagogy7' as has been 

claimed, does it necesdy  follow, as Zuckennan and her colleagues (1998) aliege, that 

information not dehieraîely sought is either forgotten or never incorporated into a system of ideas 

that is persody  meaningful? Regardless of the origin of the question or problem pose& if 

leaming is generative and assisting the learner in bailding and rehing conceptual models, is it 

not also the leamer's own, or is school to be a place, as Leiand and Harste believe, where children 

follow their bliss and naiural inclinations? 

These are the questions this study set out to explore. As with all qualitative research, 

several were elimioated, others added, and a fêw refined as the field work got undemay and it 

becarne clear that what had been planned was not necessarily going to be what would take place. 

The study began, nonetheless, with inquiry and its history in North American science education 

and then moved out of the literature and into the lives of nineteen children for that period of the 

weekly school cycle set aside for science. The impetus for a curriculum-based study was a 

passage in a 1993 review of early science education in which the following obsewation was 

made: 

It is important to note that those who come fiom a background in 
developmental or early childhood education tend to take a dflerent 
approach to early science education fiom those who come £kom a 
background in science or e l e m e n t .  education. The former group focuses 
more on the child and the teacher, extendhg the methods and ideas of 
preschool education upward into primary school. The latter group focuses 
more on the processes and content of science, extending the methods and 
ideas of the upper grades downward into the pnmary grades and 
kindergarten. For the former any developmentdly appropriate activity is 
acceptable and usefiil; for the latter there are specific ideas and activities 
that are thought to be a necessary part of children's education (Howe, 
1993, p. 228). 

When one is made aware of the dissimilarity tbat Howe has perceived and 

communicated, and the preceding pages intended to make evident, the early years literature with a 

science education focus c m  be seen to be less ambiguous and confûsed. There are, however, two 

groups of academics, w r i ~ g  for teachers and one another, at what can be interpreted as cross- 



purposes- One group focuses upon chiltiren's inquj', curriculum as in&, and 

teaching/leaming through inquiry and reguiarly uses nanual history or field studies as  the contea. 

The other group focuses upon children's scientific inquj .  and aims to reflect the nature of 

science as closely as it is possible with children in formal setfings who are l e h g  not only the 

methodologies but also the content of the discipline. Howe's clarification, king  little more ban 

this, offers no resolution or course of action by which the situation mi& be ameliorated. These 

circumstances, in my view, cal1 for a ?approchement" equal in significance to the one Matthews 

(1990) claimed to be underway between science education and the history and philosophy of 

science after Ywenty-five years of mutually exclusive development" (Duschi, 1985). 1 would 

hope that the study before you will have as much to say to earIy years teachers who avidly read 

Primuty Voices and works like those by Burke, Gallas, Harste, Short, and the Whitins as the 

curriculum enables the children for whom they are responsible to begin to see the world and their 

education in science in a richer and more coherent and generative way. It is my belief that if 

attempts by science educators are not made to build upon the inspiring work underway in early 

years classrooms where inquiry approaches to literacy leaming have been extended into core 

subject areas, children wilI leave Grade 4 with knowledge ofscience that is unrecognïzable to 

philosophers and historians and with rich, tacit howledge in science that is distinctly ciifferent 

from the corresponding concepts, p~cip les ,  laws, and theories held by the community of 

scientists . 

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH 

Lindfors wonders whether the prevaience of inquiry in language education j o u d s  

suggests a trendy, vacuous stance or a serious trend (1999, p. 127). From the perspective of 

school science, By bee, like Welch and his colleagues (1 98 1) and Jackson (1 983) earlier, suggests 

that it's a serious stance taken by science educators thaî has not changed the teaching or l e h g  

of science in classrooms. He wrïtes: "Most evidence indicates that science teaching is not now, 



and never has ken, in any sipnifrcant way, centered in inquiry whether as content or as 

technique" (2000, p, 42)- It would seem, as  in the Sputnik and pst-Sputnik e q  that the enacted 

curriculum rarely corresponds with the curriculum envisioned by its developers. For this reason, 

one hesitates to design a curriculum for school science that is grounded in the bïtiating phase of 

inqujr and report upon the consequences of iîs utilkation. Be it naiveté or an unf'alteruig beiief 

that early years teachers, however sophisticated in their understanding of science, generally have 

the best interests of children in rnind and genuinely desire sound resources that render cumcular 

outcomes/standards accessible, this is the course upon which 1 chose to embark. 1 proceeded 

dnven by the conviction that theories, drawn fkom a variety of disciplines, esist in no small part 

to S o m  and guide teaching while at the same time being fiilly aware that there is no "best way 

of teaching something to someone" (Jackson, 1970, p. 21). 

While it would be an overstatement to suggest that the design of the curriculum 

developed for this study has accounted for al l  that bas been presented above, the following 

assumptions, models, and/or conceptions have implicitly guided the selection and sequence of 

activities as weli as the stance the tacher is to assume with respect to the subject matter and the 

chitdren and, as a consequence, that which children are ultimately enabled and encouraged to do. 

These are, in no particular order, Dewey's understanding of interest, Stinner's LEP Mode1 of 

Concept Development, Lebrer, Carpenter, Schauble, and Putz's conception of design tools, 

Hodson's stages through whicb theories should pass during a child's school science education, 

and Metz's critical analysis of "devetopmental appropriateness" in science cumcula. Each is 

itemized and more fully defmed below. 

1. Dewey's (19 13) understanding of interest, and assertion that subject matter* objects, and ideas 
are not made interesting by being "sunounded with arûficial stimuli and with fictitious 
inducements to attention" (p- 7). 

Raiher, interest is active, objective, and personal (p. 16): it hc t i ons  for the individual as 

a genuine means of carrying on and developing a more inclusive and enduring line of activity (pp. 

42-43). This can be seen to be reflected in Butzow's (1973) claim that the National Science 



Foundation-fûnded programs of the 1960s and 1970s were developed for the child as a child, 

Lindfors (1999) conception of inquj. as "a language act in whch one attempts to elicit another's 

help in going beyond his or her own present understanding" (p, ix), and Clavtonzs (1993b) 

position that to leam or not to leam depends as much upon personai goals and personal resources 

as it does upon situaiionai demands and situational constrain&- 

2- Stinner's (1992) LEP Model of Concept Development that links the logical plane (the 
concepts, conceptions, and finished products of science, such as laws, principles, rnodels, 
theories, and scientific hm) witb the evidential plane (the experimena intuitive, and 
expenential connections that support what has accumuiated on the logïcal plane) and the 
psychological plane (the learner's intuitive understanding and learned science conceptions). 

Like Ausubel (1963), B m e r  (1963, 1966a, 1990), Glynn and Duit (1995), Novak (1 993, 

also see Minttzes and Wandersee, 1998a), Posner, Strike, Hewson, and Gertzog (1982), Wittrock 

(see Osborne and Wittrock, 1983), and others, Stinner has developed a view of knowledge 

building that is derived fiom leaming theory and begins with the personal knowledge and beliefs 

of the leamer. As does Novak's "human coannictivisty' view and the conceptual change mode1 of 

Posner and his colleagues, Stinner's mode1 incorporates a philosophical perspective based upon 

epistemology derived fiom the history and philosophy of science. It is unique in making explicit 

two necessary çomponents of science content knowledge. These are declarative knowledge 

(knowing that) and operative knowledge (knowing how) as defined by Arons (1983). While 

operative knowledge includes procedural knowledge, in this case the methodologies of science 

for both discovery/generating and justification/vaiidating, it aiso involves an understanding of the 

source of the concepts, conceptions and finished products of science. This latter aspect is 

exemplified in questions, such as: How do we know that.. . ? What do we mean by. - . ? How do we 

recognïze the ... ? What is the evidence that. ..? (Arons, 1983, p. 94). The LEP Model, when used 

as a guide for planning science lessons, can be seen to reflect many of the issues associated with 

meaningfùl Iearning in school science presented above. 



3. Lehrer, Carperiter, Schauble, and Putz's (2000) conception of design tools. 

These are the teacher aîthdes, skiils, and strategies that are believed to be necessary for 

the promotion of learning and the development of children's conceptual tools and conceptual 

models (cf: Bmer's (1983) scafEolding and Vygotsky's (1978) view of presenting ideas in 

advance of development and locating learning tasks within the zone of proximal development). 

They represent aU that a teacher has available for making learning contexis effective. Lehrer and 

his colleagues discuss the design tools that support scientific inquiry in eariy years classrooms- 

These are questions, forms of argumentation and justification, children's inscriptions (Le. records, 

drawings, mathematical forrnulae, measurements, and the me), the construction of models, 

shared experiences, and negotiation, Without the modeling and guidance of teachers, they claim 

that students will seldom move beyond simpIe assertions owing to the fâct that the interplay 

between questions, inscriptions, and argument "does not spontaneously emerge'' (p. 97). This can 

be seen to reflect, in vaqïng degrees, Gaskin's (1994) notion of teachers as "learning coaches" as 

opposed to "bowledge tellers", Hodson's (1 999) understanding of assisted performance and 

guided participation in school science, and the centrai roles that teachers, as the more expert 

leamers, undertake in G l p  and Duit's (1995) model of constructive science learning, Hunt and 

Minstrell's (1994) cognitive approach to the teaching of physics, and Brown and Campione7s 

(1 994) comrnunïty of learners project. 

4. Hodson's stages through which theones should pass during a child's school science education. 

These stages are the following: 

1. Tentative introduction as one of several models. 
2. A search for evidence through observation and experiment. 
3. Selection of the best conoborated model by a process of criticism and 

discussion with others- 
4. Further eiaboraîïon of the chosen model into sophisticated theory- D u ~ g  

this stage concepts are refined and coaceptual relationships are more 
clearly established. 

5. Acceptance of the theory into the body of scientific knowledge - 
consensus within the class. 

6. Use of the theory to explain phenornena- Application of the theory in 
new situations. 



7. Testing the theory's capacity for predictions- During these later stages 
the theory rnay be made quantitative, as precise mathematical 
relationships are established (1990, p. 300). 

The seven stages were designeci to take into account the well estabfished ideas and 

explanations of children, and the knowledge that conceptual fkameworks are not &ed but 

mutable, and progressively so. Hodson (1988) recommends that teachhg begin with the 

elicitation of children7s conceptions and that these be discussed, explore4 teste4 applied r e h e d  

used in making predictions, and challenged before the "'official explanatory framework" is 

introduced and examined in an identical manner. Such a stratesy and the accompanying activities 

can be seen to reflect Hewson and his colleagues' (1998) guidelines for teaching for conceptual 

change reported above as well as the SCIS leaming cycle developed by Karplus (1964b), and 

contemporary modifications thereof (e-g, Barba, 1998; Beisenherz and Dontonio, 1996; 

Bevevino, Dengel and Adams, 1999, among others). 

5. Metz's (1995, 1997, 1998) critical analysis of ccdevelopmental approprïateness" in science 
curricula and the assumption, drawn fiom Piaget's work, that the science education of young 
children, who are g e n e d y  considered to be concrete thinkers, should be restricted to hands-on 
activities focused on their intellectual strengths, namely: observation, o r d e ~ g ,  categorization, 
inferences and communication. 

She claims that such a perspective not only underestimates children's capacities, but 

results in watered-dom science curricula and "building-block" approaches to learning that are 

decontexhiaiized, impovenshed with respect to the nature of science, and uninteresting (1995). 

Drawing upon instructional theory and the cognitive developmental literature, Metz argues that 

stages of cognitive development are not "inflexible, kd-wired constraints on cbildren's 

reasoning, within wbich the tacher must teach" (2000, p- 372). Researchers have simply 

confounded children's limited domain-specific knowledge with developmentaUy weak 

information processing (1997). That is to Say, cognitive performance, or the adequacy of 

scientific reasoning capacities, is more robust in areas where children have developed extensive 

knowledge and become experts (cg Inagaki, 1992). She insists that one "cannot infer that students 

are incapable of some form of inquiry without making sure that they have adequate understanding 



ofthe domain" in which the capacity is investigated (1998, p. 93). The corollary is to scaffold the 

knowledge that is most fundamental, and in Metz's study* this becomes that which is most 

hdamental to scienafic specifidy: domain specific knowledge, knowledge of the 

nature of science, domain specific methodologies, data representation, data d y s i s ,  the 

fundamental constraints on staûstic and probabil& and relevant tools (1998). When this is 

attempted, it appears that children's tbiaking is not tied to singular, linear ideas or to the concrete, 

and hquîry in school science extends beyond that reflected in the developmental literature and 

the majority of e l e m e n t .  classrooms (1998 and 2000). This can be seen to reflect Hatano's 

(1993), Hodson's (1999), Howe's (1996), and Inagaki's (1992) calls for a Vygotskian- 

sociocultural conception of development in early childhood science education. Moreover, the 

attention Metz gives to peer tutoring, collaborative work, open exchange, and the social 

construction of ideas reflects the writïng of Adams and Hamm (1998), Barnes (1992), Bruner 

(1986, 1990), Cadzen (1 988), Gallas (1994, 1995), Lemke (1990), Roth (1995): Wells (1986, 

1995)' Wells and C kg-Wel l s  (1992), Zuckerman, Chudinova, and Khavkin (1998), and others 

too numerous to mention here. 

SUMMARY AND RATIONALE 

My interests are cmicular and focused upon teaching that enables chiken to use their 

min& well. The design of a science c u ~ ~ u l u m  for the earliest years of formai schooling that 

consciously incorporaies the thinking underpinning the five previous statements would seem to be 

al the justification one would need to suggest that a unique contribution to science education is 

being made. The study that was planned and carried out, however, also addressed three issues 

raised in the science education literature as being in need of investigation. 

The first of these was made explicit by Hodson (1990) who pointed out the urgency of 

producing cumculum materials that would "present a more human face for science and challenge 

some of the myths and mistaken assumptions about science" that have been shown to pervade 



much of contemporary science education irrespective of the ievei (p. 308)- With these resources 

in han& he suggests focusing research on the rehtionship between teachers' views and the 

curriculum experiences provided and, what is of partïdar interest here, the relationships between 

curriculum experiences and leaming outcornes- 

Howe (1993), in contrast to Hodson, challenges researchers to identiS. those science 

concepts tbat children restructure (a) through every &y experiences, (b) through appropriate 

guided expenences, and (c) through analogies, models, mathematid expressions, and other 

representations that are inaccessible and must be presented, It is her beliefthat "research in this 

area could provide a theoretical basis and a practicat guide for developing science activïties for 

young children" (p. 232)- 

Metz (1997) builds upon Howe's invitation with the suggestion tbat researchers in 

science education and developmental psychology need to look at "kge-correlated weaknesses" in 

thinking (p. 156). She cites a conclusion reached b y the Benchmark authors and substantiates their 

view that too many studies have focused upon the limitations atîributed to developmental stage 

rather than what students at this Ievel "might possibly leam if instruction were more effective" 

(AAAS, 1993, p. 1 1). Her request is for a research base that distinguishes (a) weaknesses that are 

robust at a particular stage but readily ameliorated at a subsequent stage, (b) weaknesses that 

respond in v w n g  degrees to instruction, and (c) weaknesses that constitute an e n d u ~ g  

challenge irrespective of age and level of expertise (Metz, 1997, p. 156). 



' See Anderson, 2000; Bemowski 1991; Collins? 1997 and 1998; Fensbam 1988; Fort, 1993; Gardner, 1983: 
Grobman 1989; Hurd, 1997; Matthews, 1994; Rai- 1991; Shamos 1995; Wallace and Louden 1998; 
among others. 

See Amencan Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993; Council of Miniters of Education 
Canada, 1997; Duschl, 1990; Fensbam, 1985 and 1992; Hurd 1997; Manitoba Education and Training, 
1999; National Reçearch Councii, 19%; Rutherford and Ahlgrq 1989; Spillane and Callahan. 2000 van 
den Akker, 1998; Watlace and Louden, 1998; among others. 

Knowledge consmiction and reconstniction; weak nsfmchiring and radical rrsmicturing' novice and 
expert problem solving performances; strategic, metastrategic and metacognitive competenceis; seif- 
reguIated comprehension; knowledgelbased mediation; dyadidproleptic instruction; anchored instruction; 
situated cognitioa; cognitive apprenticeship; contexruai learning; distributed intelligence; conditionalized 
knowledge; discourse-orienteci teaching; the narrativdsocial construction of realiw? canonid and 
s0ciocuihua.i reform; zone of proximal development; interactional scaffolding; philosophicaiiy valid 
science curricuIa; authentic science activity; humanistic science education; scientinc inquis; scientific 
community; community of inquj.; endturation iato scientific practices; revolutionary/conceptual change: 
anîimethodism; and the me-  

Maningfuiness is an ambiguous term Cognitive and c o m c t i v i a  theories of leaming put forward by 
Jean Piaget, David Ausubel, M C  Witbock, Ernst von Glaserfeld. and Jerome Bnuier hold that Iearner's 
constnict theü own meanings for the howledge they acquise. From this perspective, meaningfûlness 
ciiffers Little fiom understandi~g~ Smith (1990), in fa- uses the terms synonymously (see p. 36). A concept, 
for example, becornes meaningfîd as it is understood and the link or links to some prior knowledge idare 
made. Harlen (1992), on the other band, argues: "Ideas that are learned with understanding are identifieci as 
those which make sense to the leamer". Meaninghilness, whatever it may entail, appears to be built into the 
construction of concepnial models that organize one's ideas and their interrelations (Glynn et al.. 199 1; 
Mintzes and Wandersee, L99ûa). Owing to the wide varïety of relationships that can exist between new 
phenornena and existing knowledge, meaningfuiness is idiosyncratic and multidimensional- It is this sense 
of meaninghhess that pervades the iiterature of education, It is the essence of Bmer's  (1963) spiral 
curriculum, the gist of Posner, Strike, Hewson, and Gertzog's (1982) condition of intelligibility for 
conceptual change, and one of the prerequisites that Smith (1975) argues must be met before a student can 
l e m .  He writes: "mhere must be a point of contact between what the student is expected to know and 
what he knows already". This point of contact, however, need not be prac t idy  relevant or tied to everyday 
experience. As Floden, Buchmanu, and Schwille (1987) note: "in working with methods and content 
differeni fiom everyday experience [for example, theoretical objects and entities that are not observable 
without the aid of instruments], students may begin with only a faint idea of what It al1 means, but that faint 
glimmer of understanding may be enough to make instniction meaningtùlw. There are a growing number of 
teachers and teacher educators, however, whose calls for rneaningfid leaming and meanin@ instruction 
are not based upon this particular sense of the t e m  They argue for continuity between what one l e m s  in 
school and wbat one needs to know outside of school (an end to the "encapdation of school Ieaming") and 
for opportunities that enable each leamer "to connect" his or her eveyday life with school life (see 
Berghoff and Egawa, 199 1; Brown et al., 1989a; Cassidy and Lancaster, 1993; Chapman, 1992; Clinord 
and Friesen, 1993; Engestrom, 1991; Fleer, 1992; Holt, 1989; Hurd, 1991; Klein, 1991; Mechling and 
Oliver, 1983; O'Loughh 1992; among others). 

By definition, understanding is comprehension - to perceive and comprehend the na- and significance 
of the events in which one is involved- According to Smith (1990), understanding is the opposite of 
confusion. It represents an activity, like breathing, that is naturaï and continuous, but in which one must be 
actively engaged. That is, one brings understanding to a new situation ratâer than waiMg, passively, for the 
situation to make sense. As such, Smith argues, "(u)nderstanding is thinking". He writes: 

The brain is not doing Meren t  things whea we understand and when we think-..I do 
not understand something and then think about it - 1 cannot understand it without 
thinking about it. And 1 cannot thUik about something and then understand it, My 



undersianding may change in the course of my thinking but there must be original 
understanding that is modifred as rny thinking continues. Thinking proceeds k m  
understanding to understanding. Understaading, in other words, is simply the present 
tense of thintcing. 

To understand a fact, concept, c6mmunicaîion, situation, persou, or entire domain it neceSSafilp follows 
uiat a repertoire, or number of elements, of knowledge must be present in one's wlong-termw memory- These 
eIements can include propositions (hm, opinions, or beliefs), strings (pnwerbs. mnemonics. multiplication 
tables, a d  the like), images (mental repcesentations of seasory perceptions), episodes (mernories of 
events), inteliectuai skills (capacities to carry out classes of tasks), motor skills (capacities to perform 
classes of tasks), and cognitive strategies (broad skrlls used in tbinkixtg) (White, 1988)- White and 
Gunstone (1992) contead, that "[tJhe richer this set [of elements], the better its separate elements are linked 
with each other, and the clearer each element is formulated-.the greater the understandingW. Given these 
descriptions, it is a misepresentation to suggest that one either undexsîa~ds or does not understand 
Understanding is a continuum, not a dichotomous state - "(e)veryone understatids to some degree anything 
they know something aboutw (White ami Gunstone, 1992). Leamhg h t  is concemeci with understanding, 
as a consequence, is not an ali or nothing affair (Le. correct, incorrect; right, wrong). As Wells and Chang- 
Wells (1992) state, "it involves the cumulative construction of knowiedge over many encounters with 
relevant problems, with the leamer brïnging what was learned on previous occasions to arake connections 
with the information presented in each new problem and thereby making more and better sense of the 
phenomena in question". Io tbis regard, Snow and Lohman (1989 as cited in Harnish and Mabry, 1993) 
suggest, that "a signüïcant part of the leamer's task is continually to assemble, reassemble, structure and 
fine-tune the accumulatuig body of knowledge into fimctional systems for use in thought and in fûrther 
learningW- Understanding, as a consequence, is never complete (White and Gunstone, 1992). 

6 Concordant with GIynn and Duit (1995): the distinction between mental models and conceptuai models as 
described by Norman is utilized. Mental mdels are personal, private, generally implicit, eveqday 
representationai constructions of the real world (cf: Gilbert and Boutler, 1998). Conceptual models are 
scientincaly valid representations of a real world process, event, phenornenon, organism, object. or 
material (cJ Gilbert and Boutler's "teaching models" that are used to aid the leamer's understanding of 
"consensus models" drawn fkom the scientinc community)- They are formally presented, and evolve as the 
child's sophistication with natural phenomena grows and develops. 

7 Roberts (1982, p. 245) defines cmiculum emphasis in science education as ''a coherent set of messages to 
the student about science". These messages, whether explicitly stated or implicit, have litùe to do with 
subject matter but provide answers to the question, "Why am 1 learning this?" Seven emphases are 
identifiai and designated with the foliowing labels: everyday coping; structure of science; science, 
technology and decisions; scientific ski11 deveiopment; correct ekplanationq self as explainer, and solid 
foundation. 

Begïnning in 1989 with the Brown, Collins, and Duguid article on situated cognition followed by 
responses fiorn Palinscar (1989) and Wineburg (1989) and Brown, Collins, and Duguid's (1989b) 
rejoinder, Educational Research has run a series of articles on cognitive and situated learning, the most 
recent king Cobb and Bowers' (1999) synthesis of an exchange between Anderson, Reder, and Simon 
(1996 and 1997) and Greeno (1997), and the criticai look by Sfard (1998) at the "acquisition metaphof' of 
consbuctivism and the "participation metaphor" of sociocultural approaches in educational research These 
papers present a number of provocative ideas that are beyond the scope of this proposd- The astute =der 
WU, nonetheless, find bits and pieces permeating the introduction in a manner that obscures the 
fundamentd argument as stated by Cobb (1994), "Where is the mind?" Cold-blooded theorists locale 
knowledge, an entity and wmmodity, solely within the individual. Hot-blooded theorists do not talk about 
knowledge or concepts or transfer but speak of practice, conte- situation, discourse, and communication. 
For these theorists, knowing is "an actiMty that is simted with regard to an individual's position in the 
world of social ~~ (Cobb and Bowers, 1999)- Tbe perspective taken here more closely resembles the 
position of Hewson, Beeth and Thorley (1998, p. 202) and Driver and Scott (1995, p. 28) that embraces 
both positions. 



CEUPTERTEREE 

bJQUIRY IN SCIENCE TEACHING AND LEARNMG 

m e  term enquiry is sometimes used to mean "the sciennpc methad" - that is, it m q  be a 
gmonym for "invention, " cc~ons~c t ion ,  " ccdiscavery, " ccvenjication, " and 'Cre~ear~h. " And then 
it nmy be used quite dzferently to mean "thinking, '* "divergent thinking, '" or '3roblem solving- " 
Yet again it may refer to a methoci of teaching, as, for example. by those who talk of c C d i ~ ~ ~ v e r y "  
teaching" (Connelly, Finegold, Clipsham, and Wahlstrom, 1977, p. 3). 

Before looking at the curent d o m  efforts in North American science education, it's 

worthwhile, even profitable, to becorne reacquainted with the instructional materials developed in 

the eady 1960s under the auspices of the National Science Foundation- The follo\;ving section 

beginç by looking at four men, John Dewey, Joseph Schwab, Jerome Bruner, and F. James 

Rutherford, who were pivotal in denning what was and continues to be meant by inque. It 

continues with an examination of the three leading programs that were designed speci£ïcally for 

young children, narnely: Science: A Process Approach, Science Curriculum Improvement Snidy, 

and Elementary Science Study- FolloïMng a discussion of the similarities and differences between 

these curriculum projects, the reasons given for their nonsuccess are presented, 

JOHN DEWEY 

Dewey may have been the first American philosopher of education to wnte a monograph 

on inquiry, Logic: The Theory of lnquiry, yet his narne is seldom mentioned in the literature of 

the science cumculum development projects ofthe 1960s. He has, however, had an appreciable 

impact on cumculum construction ii and social organization of: the early years classroorn and 

for this reason is included here. 

Dewey drew upon the collected papers of C.S. Peirce in formulating his theory of inquj. 

(Fisch 1986, as cited in Siegel and Carey, 1989, p. 21). Peirce defined knowledge as a process of 

settling doubt and f'uung belief through deliberate and self-controlled thought, The process began 

with an anomaly, uncertainty, or judicious skepticism and, througb the processes of abduction, 



deduaion and inductioiS1 ended in meanhg, not enduring truth. Dewey, through Peirce's writing? 

came to see inquiry as a joining of reflective thinking and intelligent action in the world {Siegel 

and Carey? 1989). 

Dewey dehes  reflective thinking as "[alctive, persistent, and carefbl consideration of 

any beiiefor supposed form of knowledge in iight of the grounds that support it and the M e r  

conclusions to which it tends" (1933, p. 9). Unlike other thought processes, Dewey believes that 

reflective thinking is '%e kind ofthinking thai consists in nirning a subject over in the mind and 

giving it senous and consecutive consideration" (p. 3). RefIection Mers  fkom dqdreaming and 

the "random coursing of thiags through the mind since each idea grows out of the one that 

precedes it and determines the one that will succeed it - "reflective thought is a chain" (p. 4). 

Reflection ciiffers fiom imaginative flights of h c y  by having a purpose or goal, beyond 

entertainment, that guides and controis the sequence of ideas - "reflective thinking aims at a 

conclusion" (pp. 5-6)- And, reflection ciiffers fiom beliefs and prejudices that rest upon custom or 

authore because the answer or solution is a consequence of personal examination, scrutiny, and 

conclusions based on evidence - -'reflective thinking impels to inqui@ (pp. 6-7). 

Dewey claims that one complete act of critical reflection, also cailed a unit of thinking? 

begins with a pre-reflective situation represented by a state of doubt, confùsion, or perplexity and 

ends in a post-reflective situation where doubt has been dispelled, confûsion has been resolved, or 

the perplexity has been disposed (1933, pp. 106-107). Between pre-reflective and post-reflective 

conditions, Dewey identifies the following five, non-sequential hctions of thought: (1) 

Suggestion - direct action is delayed as the mind begins to rehearse possible solutions to the 

difficulty/perplexity; (2) IntellectuaIization - the difficulty/perplexity causing inaction is no 

longer considered an annoyance (an emotional quality), but becornes a tnie problem to be defined 

and solved (sornething intellectual); (3) The Guiding Idea, Hypothesis - the first suggestion for 

solving the difficulty pops into mind and is followed by others that become working hypotheses 

by which one is led to rnake more observations, to collect more fàctual matenal, and to refhe the 



explanatory idea until it is more adequaîe; (4) Reasoning - pnor experience and education are 

used to elabrate and transform ideas and inferences; and (5) Testing the Hypothesis by Overt 

Action - the theoretid, or rationally deduced conclusions, are tested agaïnst direct observations 

Dewey (1933) argues for reflective thinking, the power of thought that enables "genuine 

fieedom," as  an educational airn. He urges that trainhg in the above Iîsted aspects of thought and 

the cultivation of attitudes that predispose one to employ methods of critical reflection and 

inqujr (open-rnindedness, whole-heartedness or absorbed interest, and responsibility in fàciog 

consequences) begin in childhood. He does not believe that reflective thinking is "a special, 

isolated natural tendency that will bloom inevitably in due season," but understands that mental 

habits are shaped and refined alongside occasions for thinking in early childhood. It is, therefore, 

the educator's responsibility and obligation, as the following excerpt rnakes clear, to ensure that 

the mental habits formed are those that enable actions to be guided by the thoughtfùl conclusions 

of inquj. as opposed to impulse, appetite, caprice, or circumstances of the moment. He \Mites, 

In any case positive habits are king formed: ifnot habits of careh1 
looking into things, then habits of hasty, heedless, impatient giancing over 
the suriàce; ifnot habits of consecutively following up the suggestions that 
occur, then habits of hapbard, grasshopper-like guessing; ifnot habits of 
suspendhg judgment till inferences have been tested by the examination of 
evidence, then habits of credulity altemating with flippant incredulity, 
belief or unbelief king based, in either case, upon whim, emotion, or 
accidental circumstances. The only way to achieve traits of carefulness, 
thoroughness, and coatinuity is by exercising these traits fiom the 
beginnuig, and by seeing to it that conditions cal1 for their exercise (1 93 3, 
p. 89). 

The pedagogicai question, fiom this perspective, becomes one of orchestrating learning 

and the leamhg environment so that these habits and traits are practiced. Because Dewey is 

convinced that the process of thinking, when carrieci on reflectively, is logical, he criticizes those 

who presume that the mind is illogical and can %ecome logical only through absorption of 

Iogically formulated, ready-made matenals" (1933, p. 79). He is equally critical of those who 

assume that the young mind is so naturally adverse to logical form that logical order is out of 



place in an education focused upon fiee self-expression, spontaneity and naturd unfolcihg (p. 

83). In the first instance, the logicai is identified with forma1 properties of the subject matter and 

the conclusions of an expert, trained mind- In the latter, expression in the activities of the chiId is 

not seen as beiag intellectual, Dewey offers the followïng counsel: 

Some kind of inteilectual organïzation must be required, or else habits of 
vagueness, disorder, and incoherent 'thinking' will be formed. But the 
organkation need not be that which would satise the maime expert. For 
the immature mind is stiii in the process of gainhg the inteIlectual ski11 
that the latter has aiready achieved- It is absurd to suppose thaî the 
beginner caa begin where the adept stops. But the beginner should be 
trained to demaad fiom hunselfcarefùl examination, consecutiveness, and 
some sort of summary and formulation of his conclusions, together with a 
statement of the rasons for them(1933, pp. 84-85). 

Accordingly, Dewey came to equate learning with leamhg to think (1933, pp. 78-79), and 

thinking with the scientific method of knowing (1910, p. 127) "as he saw it" (Atkin 1968, p. 6). 

In a 1909 address to the Americau Association for the Advancement of Science, he submits that 

the knowledge of most worth, ifone can classe knowledge in the manner of Herbert Spencer, is 

ccknowiedge ofthe metbod of knowingy' (Dewey, 19 10, p. 125). With respect to science 

education, this is &'the construction of a scientific habit of mind as opposed to familiarity ~vith 

the facts of nature, universal principles and laws. He wrïtes, "[~Jystematized knowledge is science 

oniy because of the care and thoroughness with which it has been sought for, selected and 

anange&" and proposes that "in the order both of time and importance, science as method 

precedes science as subject-maiter" (19 10, p. 125)- 

Dewey recommends that a reflective and critical attitude toward the study of science be 

fixed d u ~ g  the earlier years of life (1910, p- 123), but he advises that "an habitua1 disposition of 

mïnd" that transfers "guess and opinion into belief authorized by inquiry7' will not occur with the 

acquisition of Iaboratory methods @- 125). Laboratory exercises and the technical methods 

employed in school science are more often than not "liturgkal" and have little to do with 

scientific method as "conscious instmmentaiities" for making knowledge (19 10, p, 125). He 



Scientific method is not just a method which it bas been found profitable to 
pursue in this or that abstruse subject for purely technical reasons- It 
represents the only method of thinking that has proved fiuitfiii in any 
subject - that is what we mean when we cal1 it scientific. It is not a 
particular development ofthinking for highly speciaüzed ends; it is 
thinking so fâr as thought bas become conscious of its proper en& and of 
the equipment indispensable for success in their pursuit (1 9 10, p. 127). 

Dewey believes that science teaching bas M e n  short of the daims made for ik not oniy 

in Wing to attract students but also in not aiming to develop withh the American popuiace a 

scientific habit of mind- It is the later omission, he suggests, that has contributed to flippancy of 

beliefl quasi-skepticism and the detriment of natural wmmon sense, and he has no doubt that the 

future of civilkition depends upon the reparation of this condition (1 9 10, pp. 126- 127). For this 

reason, he recommends that Literary education be gradually replaced by a scientific education, 

that educators determine 'Bow to mature and rnake effective" the scientifk habit of min4 and 

that schools "become laboratones of knowledge-making, not miUs fitted out with information- 

hoppers" (p. 127)- 

JEROME BRUNER 

in September 1959, alrnost two years d e r  the Soviet satellite Sputnik began its orbit of 

Earth, the Education Cornmittee of the National Academy of Science in the United States called 

together thirty-five scientists, mathematicians, historians, psychologists, and educators to appraise 

the new science and mathematics cumcula being created for prïmary and secondary school 

students. The chairman of the ten-day gathenng, what is now referred to as the Woods Hole 

Conference, was Jerome Bruner. In 1960, Bruner's report of the major emphases and issues of the 

five working groups of the coderence was published with the title, The Process of Education. In 

the text of this report are thoughtfiil concerns and perceptions, such as the structure of a 

discip1ineY2 spiml curriculunSi readïness for leaming; and, of p h c u l a r  interest here, 



inquiry/discovery, that were to reverberate through the education literature for the next two 

Amongst science educators, The Process of Education is commonly acknowiedged as the 

document tbat roused interest in inqujlldiscovery approaches to learning, though Shulman 

(1968, p- 35) submits that mathematics innovations usiog discovery as a core had already begun 

when The Process of likfucation was wriüen- Bmer 's  ideas with respect to inquiry/discoveq- 

learaing are nidùnentary or, at the very 1- underdeveloped in this presentation. He wrïtes: 

Mastery of the fiindamental ideas of a field involves not only the grasping 
of generd principles, but also the development of an attitude toward 
learning and inqujr, toward guessing and hunches, îoward the possibility 
of solving problems on one's own- Just as a physicist bas certain attitudes 
about the ultimate orderliness of nature and a conviction tbat order can be 
discovered, so a young physics student needs some working version of 
these attitudes ifhe is to organize his le-g in such a way as to make 
what he leanis usable and meaningfid in his thinking. To instill such 
attitudes by teaching requires something more than the mere presentation 
of fimdamental ideas. Just what it takes to bring off such teaching is 
something on which a great deai ofresearch is needed, but it would seem 
that an important ingredient is a sense of excitement about discoveq- - 
discovery of regularities of previously mecognized relations and 
similanties between ideas, with a resulting sense of self confidence in 
one's abilities. Various people who have worked on cumcula in science 
and mathematics have urged that it is possible to present the fùndameatal 
structure of a discipline in such a way as to preserve some of the exciting 
sequences that lead a -dent to discover for himself(1963, p- 20). 

In the paragraph that succeeds this excerpt, Bruner poses two questions, "1s the inductive 

approach a better technique for teaching p ~ c i p l e s ?  Does it have a desirable effect on attitudes?" 

These are addressed the following year in his paper, The Act of Discovery. Using Maimonides' 

Guide for the Perplexed, Bruner (1961, p. 22) suggests that the most uniquely personal of ail that 

one knows is that which one has discovered for oneself This idea, in combination with the 

knowledge accumulating in psychologyS that children, left to themselves, will discover, led 

Bruner to hypothesize that a classroom environment and style of teaching that encourages and 

predisposes chiidren to w t  to discover, and thereby leam through the discoveries they d e ,  

will result in four, very positive effects. These are: increase in intellectual potency; the shift fiom 



extrinsic to intrinsic motiveslrewards; learniag the heuristics of discovery; and the conservation 

By intellecnial potency, Bruner is referring to the acquisition and processinglorgMon 

of information that enables fùture retneval and use, He suggests that learning through d i scove~  

teaches the child an approach to information g a t h e ~ g  %at &es that information more readily 

viable." It is focuseci, so as to give shape to hypotheses, and it is comected and organized so as 

to discover regularities and relatedness whiie avoiding cognitive overload and information drift. 

He wites, "1 would urge now in the spirit of an hypothesis that emphasis on discovery learning 

has precisely the effect upon the ieamer of leaduig him to be a mnstnictionist-.." (1 96 1, pp. 23- 

26)- 

B m e r  submits that the child, who l e a m  in response to rewards and punishments, does 

not have the capacity to transfonn hisher learning into viable thought structures that relate to the 

rest of hislher cognitive life. If, however, the child is able to approach teaming as discovery, s h e  

wilI come to experience success and M u r e  as information that she  is on the nght or wrong track, 

not as reward and punishment, and the applicability/comectness of new ideas can be checked 

imrnediately against experience rather than from cues piven by the tacher- He writes, "...I am 

proposing that the degree to which competeace or mastery motives come to control behavior, to 

rhat degree the role of reinforcement or 'extnnsic pleasure' wanes in shaping behavior (1961, pp. 

26-29). 

By heuristics of discovery, Biuner does not mean the formal aspects of inquïry (logic, 

statistics and mathematics). He is referring to strategies of attack, or a senes of activities and 

attitudes, some specific, some general, that permeate inquiry and research and "bave to do with 

the process of trying to find out something" (1961, p. 30). One example, discussed by Bruner, is 

the invention, development, and imposition of a puzzle form on to a difficuity that bas the 

potentiai to recast the difficulty as a problem that can be worked with and solved. His hunch is 

that children leam the working heuristic ofdiscovery "ody through the exercise of problem 



solving and the &ort of discovery" (p. 3 1)- He d e s ,  "lp]fiiCtice in inquiry, in tsfing to figure 

out something for oneselfis indeed what is needed, but in what fonn? Of ody one thing I am 

convinced- 1 have never seen anybody improve in the art and technique of inquiry by any means 

other than engaging in inquïry" (p. 3 1). 

With respect to mernosr and the retrieval of information (conservation of memory), 

Bniner proposes that the problem is one of knowing how to place information in memory so that 

it can be recalied on demand. He suggests that the matenal that has the best chance of being 

retrieved is "material that that is organized in terms o fa  person's own interests and cognitive 

structures" aad that has been "placed dong routes that are connected to one's own ways of 

intellectual travel" (1961, p, 32)- As regards discovery learning' he writes, "the very attitudes and 

activities that characterize 'figuRng out' or 'discove~g' things for oneself dso seem to have the 

effect of making materiai more readily accessible in mernory" (p. 32)- 

Returning to the two questions posed by B m e r  ("1s the inductive approach a better 

technique for teaching principles? Does it have a desirable effect on attitudes?), there is no 

argument, fiom the perspective put forward in me Act ofDiscovery, that an inductive approach 

has a desirabIe effect on attitudes. Inquiry/discovery learning has been specifically designed to 

create autonomous and self-propelled thiakers. As fâr as the teaching of principles is concerne4 

current cognitive research suggests that Bruner's intellectual potency and conservation of 

memory are a consequence of constructive activities- Chiidren and adults alike are builders of 

knowledge structures. 'To know somethiag is not just to have received information but also to 

have interpreted it and related it to other knowledge. To be skilled is not just to know how to 

perform some action but also to know when to perfonn it and to adapt the performance to varied 

circumstances" (Resnick and Klopfer, 1989, p. 4). As a consequence of this view, any 

instructional activity that broadens and refines students' knowledge structures and helps them to 

monitor and guide their own thinking and learning shodd be encouraged- This is not to suggest, 

however, that an inductive approach is the better technique for the teaching of principIes. The 



section outlining the philosophical and epistemological arguments to inquirykiiscovery leaming 

will be more informative with regard to tbis particular issue. 

It is important to note that Bruner's operabonal definition ofdiscovery is not restricted to 

objects, events, phenornena, and ideas previously unknown to humanîty. Discovery, he writes, 

"includes al1 forms of obtaining knowledge for oneselfby the use of one's own mind?' (196 1, p- 

22). This is n o d y  understood as king what by Renner and Ragan interpret it to mean when 

they state: 

We cannot, thetefore, expect the children in elementary-school classes to 
make original contri'butions to the accumulated scientific knowledge of the 
world.. What will be f o w  no doubt, is already known and probabiy found 
in some textbook ... In short, do not expect your pupils to discover 
something new. You can expect the chiIdren in your classes, however, to 
discover things which are new to them or to obtain insight about a given 
topic for the f k t  time (1968, pp- 84-85), 

Though it is seldom aclaiowledged in the elementary school science education literature, 

Bruner was much more thoughtflll and definitive in his defintion of discovery. He expands on the 

al1 too familiar dictum stated above with tbe following: 

First, let it be clear what the act ofdiscovery entails- It is rarely, on the 
fkontier of knowledge or elsewhere, that new facts are "discovered" in the 
sense of being encountered as Newton suggested in the form of islands of 
tnith in an uncharteci sea of ignorance- Or ifthey appear to be discovered in 
this way, it is alrnost always thanks to some happy hypotheses about where 
to navigate. Discovery, idce surprise, favors the well prepared mind, In 
playing bridge, one is surprised by a band with no honors in it at all and 
also by han& that are all in one suit: one must know to be surprised. So too 
in discovery. The history of science is studded with examples of men 
"finding outy' something and not knowing it- 1 shall operate on the 
assumption that discovery, whether by a schoolboy going it on bis o lm or 
by a scientist cultivating the growing edge of his field, is in its essence a 
matter of rearrii~lgïng or transforming evidence in such a way that one is 
enabled to go beyond the evidence so reassembled to additional new 
insights. It rnay well be that an additional fact or shred of evidence makes 
this larger transformation of evidence possible. But it is ofien not even 
dependent on new information (1961, p. 22). 

With this statement, the reader is advised not to expect something outside the leamer's 

head (mind) to be discovered- Discovery is a product of cognitive restnicturïng (Bniner, 1966b, p. 



2 05)- S hulman (1 968, p. 35) submits the foilowing interpretation: "For Bruner.-, discovery 

involves an intemal reorganization of previously h o w n  ideas in order to establish a better f i t  

between those ideas and the regulanties of an encounter to which the learner bas had to 

accommodate," 

JOSEPH SCHWAB 

The subtle references by Bruner (in the 1961, excerpt above) to the invention of 

conceptual structures or guining principles, the conceptual organization of data, and the 

interpretation of data by means of the conceptuai prïnciples of an inqui- were, by contrast, made 

lucid and unequivocal by his contemporary, Joseph Schwab (1960, 1962a, 1962b). Schwab \vas 

interested in designing science cumcula that wodd not only expose what would become the 

"bonscience public" to the nature and consequence of scientific research but would also supply 

the United States with fluid enquiren6 and original engineers (1960, 196k). He believed this 

could best be accomplished through efforts to ' b c h  science as enquïry." 

Schwab's enquiring curriculum called for changes in both the high school science 

laboratory and classroom. The laboratory was to be converted fiom a place where learned 

statements were illustrated (cJ verification experirnents/activities) and perception of phenornena 

was focused on tenns and concepts previously taught to a site "where nature is seen more nearly 

ui the raw and where things seen are used as occasions for the invention and conduct ofprograms 

of inquiry" (1960, p- 9)- Schwab argued for termination of the bifircation of school science, that 

is, erasure of the distinction between mind and hand, and he endorsed the use of more permissive 

and open' "invitations to enquiry" (1962a, p. 55). He wanted teams of students to encounter 

phenornenon, discuss possibilities, debate the feasibility and validity of different probiems, 

consider methodologies, apportion responsibility, mite reports, account for/resolve discrepancies, 

and arrive at consensus- "AU these things," he writes, "'are part and parcel of enquiry as it actuaiiy 

occurs-.." (1962% p. 56).  



In the classroom, away fiom the actïvity of enquiring occurring in laboratories, students 

were to engage in what Schwab termed "3econdary enquiryo' or "enqujr into enqui-." Using 

original papers and acaial reports of scientinc enquin-es as well as climactic narratives,' 

multilinear expositions,g or the traàitioiial rhetonc of concl~sions,'~ Schwab wanted students to 

come to know science as enquiry through their discussion of, and enquiries into, these materids. 

Students, guided by the teacher, were to become skilied in the art of r&g and interpreting 

these papers/reports and in their analysis and evaluation of the formulations of problems, 

expenmental pattern, and interpretative processes by which the conclusions had beea reached- 

Instruction, as a consequeme, was not ody to show science as a process of enquiry, but teaching, 

and learning, were to occur througb, and by means of: public enquj., or discussion. This is the 

meaning that Schwab hoped to convey when he spoke about the need to teach science as enquiry. 

Schwab, rnoreover, was carefid to spec* what he meant by discussion in the enquiring 

classroom, He writes, 

Such discussion is concerned with the elucidation, the understanding, and 
the attempt at critical evaluation of the materials at band, It is not a forum 
for irresponsible expression by students of their uninfonned opinion on the 
subject- Neither is it the occasion for mere quizzing about the sufice 
content of the readings- Rather, it mats the materiais read as reports. 
Questions concem the actions, judgments, and decisions of the scientists 
which the book or lecture descnbed (1960, p. 10)- 

As a method of instruction, discussion is essential to Schwab's secondaxy enquiry. It conveys 

information, develops the habits of inquiry, evokes active engagement, and is a means for 

cooperative Iearning and collaborative work. 

F. JAMES RUTHERFORD 

F. James Rutherford, in a 1964 article published in the J o d  of Research in Science 

Teaching, suggested that the phrase? teaching science as inquiry, was being interpreted, and 

therefore employed by teachers, in two distinctiy different ways. He referred to these dissimilar 

methods as "inquiry as content" and "inquiry as technique," and drew the foilowing distinction: 



"inquiry as it appears in the scientîfïc enterprise.-- and ushg the method of scientifïc inquïry to 

leani some science" (p- 80). 

There is not sufficient information provided by Rutherford to know whether inquïry as 

pedagogic technique is to be applied to Dewey's reflective action on the world, BmerTs  

discoveq learning, andior the laboratory component of Schwab's enquiring curricuium- Given 

his introductory parag~aph, however, we do know that these are methods and approaches to which 

Rutherford is not opposed He simply recommends that discourse in regard to inquüy in science 

teaching be focused upon scienrific inquiry, and offers the following justificaiion: 

.--if& that was intended by the inquiry meîhod is that we should 
encourage a student to be inquisitive, curious, to ask questions, and to try 
to fhd answers for himself: then we are advocating no more that what 
good teachers have long befieved in and practiced (1964, p. 8 1). 

Inquj. as content, by contrast, is described as "operat[hg] on the premise that the 

concepts of science are properly unde r s td  only in the context of how they were arrived at and 

of what M e r  inquky they initiated" (Rutherford 1964, p. 81). While this may well be a watered 

d o m  version of Schwab's inquiring cumculum, the point Rutherford is aîtempting to make is 

that in the teaching of science, the conclusions cannot be divorced fiom the process which led to 

them. He goes so f'ar as to state, 'To separate conceptuaily scientific content from scientific 

inquiry is to make it highly probably that the student d l  properly understand neither" (p. 84). 

Unlike Schwab, Rutherford does not believe that inquïry as technique is absolutely 

necessary for understanding inquiry as content- He does, however, caution that progress toward 

teaching science as inquis. will be negligible if teachers do not acquire a thorough grounding in 

the history and philosophy of science. 

INQUIRY - AS USED IN THREE NSF SUP~RTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

While Bruner, Schwab and Rutherford were putting theïr thoughts on paper, the pre- 

college cumculum reform effort supporteci by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the 



United States was in fiill swing- The initial project, which began in 1956 with a gant to the 

Physical Science Study Cornmittee (PSSC), concentrated on improving the course content of high 

school physics. The direction this irnprovement was to take is illustrated in the followïng 

description and quote: 

A concerted effort \vas made to present the scientists' current knowledge 
about the subject and the ways ofobtainùig scientific knowledge. This 
resulted in a general approach in the textbook discussions and problem 
exercises that inwked the students' reasoning and analyticai processes. In 
addition, investigatory Iaboratory activities were designeci to integrate with 
the inquiry approach and discussion in the textbook (Klopfer and 
Champagne, 1990, p. 138). 

Reforrners wanted students to become s c i e f i c ,  not just leam science 
(Matthews, 1994, p. 25). 

With the successfûl Iauncfiinp of Sputnik I, the NSF extended its support to universities, 

colleges, and professional scientific societies interested in developing instructional materials for 

secondary-level courses in chemistry and biology. By the time Rutherford's JRST article and the 

text of Schwab 's 196 1 Ingiis Lecture hit the presses in 1964, eleven Merent high school science 

curriculum development projects were either in commercially published or extended trial 

versions." The college-level scientists who were directing the NSF curriculum reform projects 

had also îumed theû attention to elementary school science and produced nine science programs'' 

that aimed to "bring elementaq school children into con- with scientists' approaches in 

investigating the naturd world (Klopfer and Champagne, 1990, p. 145). Of these nine new 

curricula, Science: A Process Approach, Science Curriculum Improvement Study, and 

Elementaxy Science Study, described below, were the mon widely adopted, with an estimated 

one million student users each @. 14 1). 

SCIENCE: A PROCESS APPROACH (SAPA) 

There is joy in the search for knowfedge; there is excitement in seeing, howeverpartially, into the 
workings of the physical univene and the biological world: there is inteffectuul power to be 
guined in Zearning the scientist 's npproaeh to the solution of human problenrî. The first task and 
the central purpose of science education is to awaken in the child, whether or not he will become 



a profesional scientist, a sense of the joy, the excitement, and the intellecrual power of science 
(Sears and Kessen, 1964, p. 4)- 

Science: A Process Approacb, 1963-1974, is a complete K-6 program developed by the 

Commission on Science Education of the Amerkm Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Tt is based on the conviction that "science is best taught as a procedure of inquky" (Sears and 

Kessen, 1964, p. 4). Accordiagly, young children should be engaged in doing science to leam, 

through Grst band experiences, the procedures and attitudes of scientific study- Robert Gagne, one 

of the designers of SAPA writes: 

The most stnking characteristic of these [SAPA] materials is that they are 
intended to teach children the processes of science rather than what may be 
called science content- That is, they are directed toward developing 
fundamental skills required in scientific activities- The performances in 
which these skills are applied involve objects and events of the natural 
worl- the children do, therefore, acquire information fiom various sources 
as they proceed- The goal, however, is not an accumulation of knowledge 
about any particular domain--.but cornpetence in the use of processes that 
are basic to all science (1 97 1, p. 452). 

The fidamental skiils Gagne makes reference to are the components of scientific 

inquixy: 'Ihe complex set of skills a scientist uses in conductïng a scientific investigation" 

(AAAS/Xerox, 1967% p.3); "tbe procedures that give nse to knowledge and define its meaning 

(Hurd and Gailagher 1967, p- 35). These components of scientific inquby, denved through task 

analysis, are identified as primay and integrated process skiils (Esler, 1973, p- 107) by the SAPA 

developers who asked practicing scientists questions related to how they work (Atkin, 1968, p. 8)- 

The primary skills are the processes of observing, using spacdtirne relationships, classi@ing, 

using numbers, measuring, communicathg, predicting, and inferring. The integrated skdls are the 

processes of controlling variables, interpreting data, formulating hypotheses, defining 

operationally, and experimenting- To help children acquire greater sophistication in the use of the 

processes of scientific inquiry, the thirteen primary and integrated science process skills are 

broken down into a nurnber of component skills, or intradependent subskills for instructional 

purposes. The subskills for each process are arranged in a simple to complex hierarchy13 and 



presented in modules with a prescribed sequence offàirly scripted lessons. The position of a 

subskill in the SAPA hierarchy determines a module's placement in the progam's seven grade 

specfic parts (A through G) with those closer to Gagne's "'terminal capabiliw being encountered 

in Part F and Part G- J3ehavioral objectives accompany each module activity and advise the 

teacher what the individual child should be capable ofaccomplishing after successfid completion 

of an exercise. "Appraisals" determine whether a rnajority of the children in a ciass have 

satisfhorily attained the objectives- "Competency Measures" are used to evaluate the 

achievement of individual children. 

Part A of the SAPA program attempts to make children in kindergarten more attentive tcs, 

and sensually aware of their environment. The modules' activities focus upon the process of 

observing (seeing, smelling, touching, tasting and hearing) and introduce children to three 9001s 

of description" - using spaceltime relationships, using numbers, and measuring (AAAS/Xerox, 

1967b). These tools "iocrease the child's ability to describe wbat he has seen" (David Butts 1996, 

as cited in Renner and Ragan 1968, p- 28 1) and enable simple classification based upon 

similarities or differences in gross or measurable characteristics- 

The school year begins with module a, Observing I (Perception of Color), and the 

teacher is expected to proceed through the following sequence of modules (AAASKerox, 

1967b): 

b Using Space/Time Relationships 1 (Recognizing and Using Shpes)  
c Observing 2 (Obsenting Color, Shape, Texture, and Sîze) 
d Classwng 1 (Classifing Lemes, Nttts, or Shells) 
e Observing 3 (Obsemkg Temperature) 
f Using Numbers 1 (Sets and Their Members) 
g Using SpaceTTime Relationships 2 (Recognizing Direciion) 
h Using SpacelTime Relationships 3 (Observing Movement) 
i Observing 4 (Perception of S u n d )  
j Observuig 5 (Observing Color Changes) 
k M ~ ~ s u M ~  1 (Beginnzng Meusurement - CompaHng Lengths) 
1 Using Numbers 2 (Order Properties) 
m Using S p a d i m e  Relationships 4 (Spacing Arrangements) 
n Observing 6 (Observing M i &  Changing to Liquids) 
O Using S p a d i m e  Relationships 5 (Shupes and Their Components) 
p Using Numbers 3 (Numerals a d  Order) 



q Observîng 7 (Perception of Odor) 
r Observing 8 (Perception of Taste) 
s Classi@hg 2 (A Purpose of Classzficution) 
t Using Numbers 4 (Counting und Numerais) 
u Using Spacdïime Relationships 6 (Recognizing Time Intervals) 
v C l a s s r n g  3 (CIas.s@dng himals) 

In Part B, the process of communicating is presented, and chiidren in first grade become 

involved in activities that continue the elaboration and development of the five basic science 

process skills begun in kindergarten (AAASlXerox, 1967~). During the schod year? the teacher 

works through îwenty-six modules. These are Classifjiug modules a and i,I4 Using Space/Time 

Relationships modules b, c, q, s, and t,IS Measuring modules 4 j, 1, a, u, and z,I6 Using Numbers 

modules f, k, and r," Obseriing modules e, g, m, O, and v," and Communicating modules h, p, 

w, x, and y.19 

As in kindergartea, where "activities designed to develop capabilities in one process 

contribute to the child's capabilities in other processes," the teacher does not complete the 

modules associated with one particular process skiil and then move on to the advities in modules 

designed to enhance the use of a different process skili (AAASBCerox, 1967a, p. 4). Rather, as the 

bold lowercase letters above indicate, s/he follows the hierarchy chart, movïng the children back 

and forth between the five process skilis (a to b to c to d and so on) - each module of activities 

building upon the complexity of those it succeeds. The skilis, as a result, are interdependent and 

not taught in isolation of one another- 

What's more, a process skili is not developed in one specific context or within the 

activities derived from a particular field of study (i-e. rnathematics, physical science, biological 

science, social science, or earth science). Classification, by way of illustration, begins with 

children discussing perceptible characteristics of leaves and sorthg leaves, nuts, or sheUs with 

respect to one conspicuous attriute (Classifjing 1, Part A). In Classifjing 2 (Part A), the 

objective is to explain the purpose of classification. Children are asked to make up sets of objects 

that are red in colour, that can be used to write, that can fit into a paper bag, or that will fit 



through the hole ia the lid of a box, The gross physical and behavioral cbaracteristics of comrnon 

animais are used to constmct a single-stage classification system in Classifj,hg 3 (Part A). 

Following a discussion of the simiiarities and differences between live animals (Activity 1) and 

animals at Merent stages in theu development (Activity 2), children are encouraged to discuss 

and describe filustrations of a hen, chick, turkey hen, turkey chick, lioness. cub, doe and fâwn and 

to arrange the illustrations in groups or two and groups of four (Actïvïty 3). The development of 

this process skiil continues in Part B with two exercises tbat help chiidren to notice the observable 

Merences between living and nonliving things (a toy nirtle and a living d e ,  and the animals, 

plants, water, sand, shells, marbles and coral that will be used to establish a classroom aquarium), 

to sort playground~school-ground objects as either living or nonliving, and to recognize and 

descnbe variations in objects and organisms of the same kind (pictures of dogs, pictures of cats, 

peanuts in the shell flowers of the sarne species, ieaves of the same species, and pictures of 

insects of the same species). In Parts C, D and E, the children develop a simple classification key 

and use it to place new aquatic organisms in appropnate categones (Classifjing 6, Part C); use 

ptiysical characteristics to classifl matter as solid, liquid or gas (Classï@ng 7, Pari C); construct 

a bvelve-hue coior wheel (Class@-ïng 8, Part C); separate and classiS. the components of severai 

mixtures (Classifying 9, Part C); devise punch car& to store and retrieve information (Classrng 

10, Part D); and use a punch card information storage system to i d e n e  unknown mïnerals 

(Class@ing II, Part E), 

Thus, a particdar process ski11 is developed in a variety of contex* that utilize facts, 

concepts and principles drawn fiom biology, physics, and cbemistry, Notwithstanding, the 

project's emphasis is, without fàil, process. Livermore (1964, p- 273) offers the following 

analogy: ''In Science- A Pmcess Approach, the processes are the vwp on which the woof of 

content is woven," This image is elaborated in a 1969 paper co-authored with Mayor when they 

write, 



A particular process skiii can be developed using content fiom different 
fields. S M  in observing and descniing change, for ewnple, can be 
developed equally weii with an expanding ballooq a melting ice cube, or a 
moving a n i d .  It is to gïve children experïence in content fkom different 
areas of science rather than because certain topics are wnsidered important 
for children to 'know about," that the science content is drawn fiom the 
physical and biologid., earth science and behavioral science (Mayor and 
Livennore 1969, repruited in 1972, p. 357). 

The focus of Part B is upon change - its deteaion and description. Children compare 

popped and unpopped kemels of corn, the size and shape of water soaked and unsoaked bean 

seeds, the cooked and uncooked leaves of red cabbage, and so on. They ciistinguish between the 

changes in weather condnions, record the height of mung bean seediing, descnie the observed 

changes when a moving object coliides with a stationary object, discuss the color changes that 

occur when amrnonia, baking soda or vinegar is added to boiled cabbage water, and the like 

(US/Xerox,  1967~). 

In Part C, the processes ofobserving, measurhg, uskg numbers, classeng, 

comrnuriicating and using space/îime relationships continue to be developed and refined. in 

addition, four of the twenty-three modules designed for this level engage children in activities 

that require them to make and test predictions or ident* explanations as inferences 

(AAAS/Xerox 1967d). With the introduction of these two processes, Renner and Ragan (1968, p. 

282) write that "the sense of communication is extendeci to what the observer thinks he sees and 

what he expects to see." 

Predicting 1, module h, begins with a story of five boys and the number of fish they 

descnbe catching. The first boy, Allen, reports catchhg one great big fish. The second boy, 

David, caught two. As the teacher continues to relate the story, the children are to supply the 

remaining numbers of fish caught by Peter, Jobn, and Dick. The teacher discusses with the 

children their explanations for the numbers suggested. She accepts al1 reasonable ideas and 

introduces the word predictïon with the proviso that it is not a guess but a reason based on data. 

The children are then involved in activities that require them to collect and graph data and then 



extrapolate beyond the measuable daîa represeated on the bar graphs- Predicting 2, module u-, 

requires quantitaîive predicting fiom data collected by way of the children's opinion surveys- 

Merring 1, module i, begins wÏth a discussion of gift-wfapped packages and hoiv the 

shape, sue, weight, texture, smeli, a d o r  sound emitted by shakiag or tilting the package can 

give some indication of its contents. As before, the teacher is expected to tell the chïldren that the 

infonned guesses they make about a package's contents are caiied inférences- An inference may 

prove correct, but owiag to the hct that it is made without direct evidence, one cannot be certain 

until the package is opened, This introductory exercise is followed by experiences with known 

materiais in boxes and expenences with packages containhg an unknown object. The objective is 

to have the children distinguish between what they can observe with their senses as weii as 

statements that are observations (e-g. the box rattles) and what they can Ïder fiom their 

observations as well as statements that are explanatïons of observations (e.g. the object is smailer 

than the box). The activities that make up module n, Inferring 2, help children to begin to see the 

unreliability of inferences based on inadequate or minimai evidence. 

At the end of grade three, when children have worked through the twenty-two modules 

constituting Part D, the SAPA developers state that the children's competence in ail eight of the 

basic processes encountered in the three previous years "should be at a high levei" 

(AAASiXeroq 1968a). The fourth year in SAPA science begins with six activities featuring 

cartoon illustrations of situations that require children to distinguish between observed and 

inferred statements, to determine the sense(s) that make possible a specific observation statement, 

and to examine the basis for each inference (AAASBCerox, 1968b). The school year ends with 

Observing 18, the final module in the Observing process sequence- Children use a dropping 

machine and other techniques to observe the fàll of objects of the same shape but varyirig weights 

and the fail of objects of the sarne weight, but v-ng shapes. The objectives are to "disfinguish 

whether or not two objects dropped fiom the same height at the same time strike the floor at about 

the same time," and, with the tacher's guidance to "identiQ possible causes ofthe observed 



differences in Wing times of objects that do not strike the floor at the same t h e  when dropped 

simultaneously fiom the same height" (AAASXerox, 1968~). Inserted between these two 

modules are actinties that, among others, involve children in interpohtïng fiom their graphed 

data of the bounce heights of Mereut baüs, dividing to find rates and means, testing inferences 

about the displacement of water by air, reporting the procedures and results of an investigation on 

the sedirnentation of a suspension, drawing three dimensional shapes with all edges visible, 

predicting the burning t h e  of a candle when the vohune of the glas jar used to smother it is 

varied, and studying transpiration in plants (AAAS/Xerox, 1968a). 

In fourth grade, modules with titles Iike Rolling CyZinders, Guinea Pzgs in a Maze, 

Conductors and Nonconductors, and Living Things Are Compused of Celis are used to teach 

children about controlling variables, interpreting data, formulating hypotheses and deking 

operatiodIy, respectively (AAASKerox, 1968d). According to the literature accompanying the 

package of teacher materials for Part E, these fou. more complex and integrated processes of 

scïentific activity account for sixty percent of the time set aside for teaching the SAPA program. 

Part E marks the end of all modules centered upon one basic process skill (i-e. Using Spaceflime 

Relationships, CIassifLing, Using Numbers? Measu~g ,  Communicating, Predicting, and 

Inferring). 

The integrated processes introduced in Part E are the focus of the eighteen Part F 

modules (AAASKerox, 1970a). Children in the sixth Far of the SAPA program (grade five) 

formulate and test hypotheses to explain data collected in exercises where baianced levers, the 

dissolution of soli& in water at difTerent temperatures, and the reaction of classrnates to a PTC 

(phenylthiocarbamide) taste test are studied- Gnomons (shadow sticks), shadow paths, compasses 

and protractors are used by children to constnict operational definitions of tme north, magnetic 

declination, and magnetic north, while operationai definitions fiirnished by the teacher are used to 

identiQ and name parts of fkniliar plants and beau seeds and to study the relationship between 

inertia and rnass- The remaining twelve modules, rooted in chemistxy, biology, earth science, 



phys id  science, or mathematics involve children in studies where they control variables and/or 

interpret data. The activities are as uncomplicated as using a hransparent d e r  to masure the field 

of vision of a compound microscope so that sues of small objects (small insects, a strand of haïr, 

grain of sand, algae, elodea leafsections, the epïthelial cells of an onion, and scdes fiom an 

insect's wing) can be calculated, and as cornplex as leamîng how to express a measure of chance 

that a specified event will occur in situations tbat illustrate theoretical probability (tossing coins, 

inheritance of individual traits, gender at birth, gender and birth order of families, and spinnùig a 

four-sided top to move in a game) and empincal probabillty (sampling to esbnate the number of 

bean seeds in a jar, people listed in a telephone book, words in a book, half-tone dots in a 

newspaper photograph, salt crystais in a box of salt, and threads in a square meter of cloth), 

Included ia Part F as "Supplementary Exercises" are a model building activity based 

upon children's observations of closed "push-rod boxes" and an introduction to scientific notation 

using Iarge numbers of beads, pulsebeats and respiration, and glurks - imaginaq anirnals whose 

population doubles each &wn- This level of the SAPA program aiso acquaints children with 

printed accciunts of two scientific experiments adapted fiom papers published in Science- Each 

child is to read through 'The Reaching Response of Kittens" and name the variables with which 

the scientist has worked. At a later date, children are expected to idente  the controlled variables 

as well as the hypothesis being tested in a reading titled "Gibberellic Acid and Plant Growth-" 

The f3nal level of the SAPA program, Part G, is comprised of nineteen modules, two 

reading exercises, six reading tests, and a supplementary exercise on the inheritance of a recessive 

characteristic (vestigial wings) in a second generation cross o f h i t  flies. The first five modules 

continue the focus of Part F. Modules a and b engage children in activities that require them to 

use experimental data to reconstruct operational definitions. In module c, children watch a 

demonstration of the solubility of copper sulEate in water and its precipitation by isopropyl 

alcohol and discuss their observations. This is followed by two activities where groups of 

children (1) predict and then measure the effect of the volume of isopropyl alcohol added to a 



copper suifate solution (is a precipitate formed; what is the mass of the precipitate) and enter their 

r d t s  on a SAPA prepared àata sheet and (2) test the effect of manipulahg the variables, kind 

of alcohol (isopropyl, ethyl, and methyl) and kind of solid (alun, sodium bicarbonate, and sodium 

chloride), on the amount of soiid that precipitates fiom solution and enter the data collected fiom 

these tests on data sheets of their own design- Errors in percepaial judgment created by optical 

illusions, particularly the Muller-Lyer illusion, are used to formulate and test hypotheses in 

module d. In module e, children are given copies of photographs of the rnwn's surfàce to 

interpret. The remaining fourteen modules, f through s, proviàe children with expenences in what 

the SAPA developers designate as the "experimenting sequence." 

The experirnenting sequence begins with the identifcation of words in need of 

operational definitions and the construction of operational definitions given a staternent to be 

tested. Successive modules ask children to name responding (dependent) variables and to 

demonstrate how a responduig variable is to be measured, to name the independent variables and 

to demonstrate how each independent variable is to either be manipulated or held constant, to 

descnbe how the collected data either support or do not support a given hypothesis, to constmct a 

test of a given question or hypothesis, to constmct an hypothesis given a set of observations, and 

to revise an hypothesis when collected data do not support it. The experïmenting sequence 

culminates with pairs andor groups of -dents carryïng out their own investigations of specified 

phenornena (AAAS/Xerox, 1970b). 

In gened, the SAPA lessons, which emphasize direct and open-ended e~periences'~, 

involve the identification of problems (by the teacher using the SAPA rnaterials), discussions that 

enable the chikiren to make their knowledge and understanding of the problem(s) public, the 

giving of hints and directions so tbat the children are guided to finding solutions, generaiizïng 

e ~ ~ e r i e n c e s , ~ ~  and final group appraisal problems that, by design, require the children to apply the 

skills they have just become adept at using (AAASKerox 1967% 1967b,; Blough and Schwartz, 

1974, p. 53). 



The suggested strategies and approaches to be used by teachers of the program are 

outlined in wbat the developers cal1 "The Teacher Texî." This is a boxed set of p ~ t e d  booklets 

that descnie the SAPA program and provide the teacher with much of the information the 

developers believe s/he must have to teach school science weU, The booklets are colour code4 

each of the thirteen processes being desi- by a specific colour, and specific to a particular 

exercise (what 1 have been calling a module). Thus the name, "Exercise Pamphlet." A pamphlet 

includes a rationale for teachiag the ski& a sequence chart that shows how the ski11 being taught 

is related to other skills, new vocabulaq, the instnictional procedure for each activiS; a 

description of the generalinng expenence, the goup competency measure with the acceptable 

behavior and, where required, the individual competency measure with the acceptable behavior, 

and a list of the necessary materials that were supplied either by the teacher or by Xeros in 

Standard or Comprehensive SAPA Kits. These kits contained sufficient quantities of equipment 

and instructional materials for a class of thirty students. They were "ready made," and the 

materials were organized in a storage container of comgated cardboard or high-impact styrene 

with drawers that were wlour-coded by process and labeled with letters that corresponded to the 

exercise pamphlets. 

Regardless of the activity or module, the purpose of Science: A Process Approach is 

always to teach children "a structureci and directed way of asking and answering questions" by 

giving each child "the chance to work as a scientist by carrying out the kinds of tasks whicb 

scientists perform" (AAASRerox, 1967% p- 4). Cornpetence in the processes of scientSc 

inquiry, however, is not iimited to experiences in school science or in the discipline of science. 

According to the program developers, '%he prwesses of scientific inquiry, ieamed not as a set of 

rigid rules but as ways of finding answers, can be applied without limit. The weii taught child will 

approach human behavior and social structure and the claims of authorïty with the same spirit of 

alert skepticism that he adopts toward scientific theories" (Sears and Kessen, 1964, p. 4). That is 



to Say, the processes of scientific inquiry are considerd to be transférable "intellectual skills" 

(Gagne, 1973, p. 204). 

One of the goals of SClS is to teach children to look at natural phenomena from a modern 
scienrific point of MW- m i s  wY1ewpoint rnay be quite d@erentfi.om the "cornmonsense" 
orientution prevalent in a partz-cular culture, and the concepts deveioped spontaneousZy &y a 
childfium his interpretation of his own experience may not be compatible with modern scienrific 
concepts. For example, a chi14 fiom his expenence, might not consider air to be matter fa 
material objecr). It is unreosonable to assume that children will spontaneously change their 
viewpoznt and learn modem scienn~c concepts. It is therefore necessary to introduce these 
concepts to them For such concepts to have any meaning, however, the children must have had 
certain previ0u.s experiences, which can be interpreted or reinterpreted in the light of these new 
concepts; for example, children who have felt the wind have had an experience tu which they can 
relate the concept that air is matter. Further understanding andfiil signzjkance of this concept 
c m  then be achieved when children are given the opportunir)., of discovering that new 
observations can aisa be interpreted in the Iight of the new concept. This approach allows 
children to use their creativïîy and imagination within a modem scienti$c framework (Jacobson 
and Kondo, 1968, pp. 4 142)- 

The Science Cumculum hprovement Study, 1962-1974, was developed at the Lawrence 

Hall of Science at the University of California-Berkeley under the direction of Robert Karplus in 

an effort to "increase.,.scientific literacy in the school and adult populations" (Karplus, 1964b, p. 

293). Karplus, a professor of theoreticai physics, believed that an individual's scientific literacy 

results fiom three fàctors - basic knowledge, investigative expenence, and curiosity (SCIS, 

1970% p. 8). He argue4 that for young children, science programs built upon vicarious 

experiences (reading about science, being told about science, or watching a science 

demonstration) or direct experiences alone, wiU not, and do not, lead to a realistic and concrete 

understanding of the phenornena that make up each chlld's surroundings (Karplus and Ttiier, 

1967, pp. 65-68; Karplus and Thier, 197 1, p. 472). In the first instance, the degree of involvement 

for the child is too low. In the second, where involvement for the child in the science program is 

at its highest, there is no conceptual structure to give experiences mÊaning; a scientific 

perspective through which phenomena can be interpreted is absent- As a consequence, Karplus, 

by meam of The Science Curriculum Improvement Study, aimed to tum the classroom into a 



Iaboratory where basic scieatific knowledge, investigative experience, and curiosïty could be 

"integrated, balanced and developed through the children's involvement with major scientific 

concepts, key process-oriented concepts, and challenging problems for investigation" (SCIS, 

The firnction of education is to guide the children's development by 
providing them with particularly informative and suggestive expenences as 
a base for their abstractions- At the sarne tirne, children must be led to form 
a conceptual fiamework that permits them to perceive the phenornena in a 
more meanittgfid way and to integrate their uiferences into generalizations 
of p a t e r  value than they would forrn if Iefk to theü own devices.-- A 
science curriculum should therefore be judged both on the opportunities it 
affords pupils for having stimdating expenences and on the conceptual 
hierarchy these expenences nourish (3.8). 

Karplus is guided in his thinking by the experimental work at the time on the cognitive 

development of children- His reading of Joseph McVicker Hunt, Jerome Bnmer, Jean Piaget and 

Piaget and Barbel Inhelder, causes him to abandon views of fixeci intelligence and predetermined 

mental development. In theu stead, he adopts a conception of intelligence as "a hierarchy of 

strategis for processing information and schemata for assigning significance to information" that 

is "formed and structurai in accordance with the experience of the individuai" CKarplus, 1964b, 

The results of Piaget's and Bruner's clùucal studies of children, provoked others to 

appreciate tint intellectual stimulation during the formative years is as important as  native 

endowment in detennining the fiiture achievement of each child. Karplus recognizes the 

ùnplication of this research for education and teaching, and he notes, 

In this view, the contribution that education can make to society is vastiy 
greater tiian was previously thought possible- The elernentq school 
acquires a particularly deep responsibility, because the child's tbinlùng is 
especially sensitive to experience as it undergoes a gradua1 transition fiom 
the concrete to the abstract in the age range fkom six to fourteen years 
(1964b' p. 295). 

The theoreticai h e w o r k  of the SCIS program is distinctly Piagetian (Karplus and 

mer, 1967, pp. 19-24 and 35-37; Thier, 1970, pp. 75-107), though Cain and Evans (1979 p. 72) 



propose that it is 'Piagetiaa as adapted and applied to Amencan educaîion by Bruner and 

Stendler." Karplus and his associates understand that children, whether inside or outside of school 

settings, make observations, invent concepts that interpret these observations, and make 

discovex-ïes that enable concept refinement- These unschooled (cf- naïve or alternative) 

conceptions, however, "'reveal a type of n a d  philosophy - a 'cornmonsense' orientation 

popular in the culture at a given point in history," not a scientific ïnterpretation (Atkùl and 

Karplus, 1962, p. 46). '7n a small way," Atkin and Karplus explain, 'xhe [classroom] situation is 

analogous to that of a Copernican tacher iastnicting his students that the sun is at the center of 

the solar system when aimost everyone else in the society knows that the earth is at the center of 

the universe." 

The problern, £rom this perspective, then, is not to teach children to invent concepts; they 

do this quite naturaiiy. Rarher, it is to help them to reaiize that their pervious obsemations and 

interpretations can be understood in a different, and more generative way, and to provide the 

necessary conceptual hnework to stimulate their fiirther cognitive development. This is 

accomplished, Karplus and the SCIS developers propose, by means of guided discovery as 

depicted in 'Ue Iearning cycle." Moreover, they submit that the consequence of Ming to provide 

interpetive constmcts is the haphazard development of scientific concepts and the generation of 

invalid generalizations that act as "serious obstacles" to each child's ongoing leamhg in school 

science OCarpius, 1964b, p. 296). 

The SCIS ieaniing cycle incorporates three stages, or phases, that have been labeled 

exploration, invention, and discovery. The exploration phase is a pend  of exzensive, openended 

investigation and experimentation, using pre-selected "more or less cornmon materials", with 

little, if any, specific instruction and minimal guidance (Karplus, 1964b, p. 299; Karplus and 

Thier, 1967, p. 37). Srnall groups of children "handle equipment, try out ideas, share ideas and 

results with each other, and develop new ideas and things to do" (Cain and Evans, 1979, p. 76). 

This is the period in the cycle where children review and deepen their understanding of 



previously formed concepts, and, due to the fk t  tbaî some of the materials are unfàmiliaq it is 

also designed to present children with "some problems with which they cannot yet deai 

odequately" (Karplus, 1964b, p. 299)- 

The period of spontaneous leaming is followed by a structurai teaching phase, called 

invention. Here, the teacher brings the children together to discuss their explorations and 

observations. Owing to Karplus' understanding that "spontaneous learning is limited by the 

ctiild's preconceptions" and "few children can phrase new concepts by themselves" (SCES, 

1970% p. 14), the teacher is instnicted to "invent" a new concept for the interpretation of what the 

children have seen occurriug, and sihe is to guide the children to notice the relationship of their 

findings to the conceptual inventionz (Coffman and Karplus, 1968, as cited in Thier. 1970, p. 

2 17). 

By invent, the SCIS developers mean that the teacher is to supply a term and a clear and 

explicit definition of that tenn, but not in "a complete, definitive, and authorhian way, for 

concepts are never W" (Atkin and Karplus, 1962, p. 47)- Giving a name to an object or event 

stems Erom a belief that "children grasp a stable and usable concept more easily when they have a 

verbai label which helps them cornmunicate with themselves and with others" (Karplus and 

Thier, 1967, p. 38). 

The conceptuai invention is presented to the children as a suggestion; a new way to think 

about their observations (Karplus, 1964b, p. 299). When the concept has been introduced and 

defined "as concretely as possible with the help of experimental demonstrations, text material and 

audio-visual aids," the teacher provides the children with opportunities to use the new concept 

and encourages them to look for illustrative examples (Karplus and Thier, 1967, p. 38)- 

According to Thier (1970, pp. 140-14 1), the concept becornes "more reai" d u ~ g  these focused 

experiences, and the children leam that %e invention is a valuable tool for the description and 

analysis of phenornena." A discussion of the validity of the illustrative examples detected by the 

children brings the invention phase to a close. 



The learning cycle concludes with what is essentiaiiy an application phase. The children, 

in possession of aàditional materials and equipment, engage in activities, either teacher planned 

or self-initiated, that enable them to see/discover how the invented concept applies in novel 

situations and that make it possible for them to discover new and Merent uses of the concept 

(CofiÎnan and Karplus, 1968, as cited in Thier, 1970, p. 217). Atkin and Karplus (1962, p. 47) 

believe this type ofdiscovery is ccexxremely valuable to solid@ leaming and motivate the 

children," and lhey deem it "essential, if a concept is to be used with ïncreasing rehement and 

precision." Their position rests on the follom~g premise: "questions of scientific obsewation are 

decided by experiment, [and] questions of interpretation are at £kst decided by preference in the 

ligbt of past experience and later by the usefulness of the inîerpretation in generating discovenes" 

(p. 51). 

A large portion of the time devoted to SCIS science is given over to the discovery phase 

of the learning cycle. The data obtained in îhese sessions is reported, compared, and analyzed by 

the children- This is aiso the p e n d  in the program where the teacher helps the children to arrive 

at interpretations and conclusions and guides them to see regularities and to use these regularities 

in the building of explanatory rnodels fkom which predictions can be made (Thier, 1970, pp. 144- 

146). 

The construction of each SCIS unit is infoxmed by the distinction drawn between 

invention, "the introduction of an interpretive constnict," and discovery, "the recognition of the 

usefilness of the constnict" (Karplus, 1964b, p. 299). In this regard, Karplus makes the following 

comment: 

An important consideration which 1 believe to be applicable to al1 fùture 
unit5 is this: some things can be discovered by children doing experiments, 
but some cannot. These latter are the man-made constructs in terms of 
which he thinks about naîural phenornena. The former are the outcornes of 
specific experirnents. To make a discovery, however, certain constmcts 
have to be available to the observer ... The creator of a unit has to be clear 
in his mind what constnicts are already available and what constructs must 
be introduced to enable the pupils to make the discovenes he would iike 
them to make. Once he bas decided, the constnicts have to be "invented" 



for the pupils near the beginning of the unit so they may be used many 
tùnes over and at the puph' initiative before the end of the unit- In 
subsequent units, the previousiy introciuced constmcts serve as a starcing 
point whose incomplete adequacy is reveaied by new observations- 
Another cycle of gowth in the pupils' conceptual structure can then 
commence" (1964b, p. 299)- 

The SCIS program is composed of thirteen units. The thirteen d t s  form a complete 

science currÎcuium for use in the elementaq school. One unit, Begrnnings, is an introduction to 

science for children at the kindergarten level. The twelve remaining units, Listed below, are 

divided into six, year 1 through year 6? pbysical science units and six, year 1 through year 6, lifk 

science units. 

SCIS Phvsical Science Seauence SCIS Life Science Sequence 

Matenal Objects 
Interaction and Systems 

Subsystems and Variables 
Relative Position and Motion 

Energy Sources 
Models: Electnc and Magnetic Interactions 

Organisms 
Lzye Cycles 
Popultztions 

Emfironments 
Communities 
Ecosystems 

The use of the tenn 'year" as opposed to grade level is a subtle distinction made b y the 

developers ofthe project who refer to their program as ''ungrade&' ( S u m e  Stewart, 1986, as 

cited in Thier 1970, p. 215). This, according to Herbert Thier, the assistant project director, is for 

the purpose of reducing the penod of transition at the tune of program adoption. 'Wthin the 

SCIS sequence," he reports, 'ihere are a number of flexïbilities as to choice of units at a given 

grade level ..." m e r ,  1970, p- 2 19)- In which case, one need not restnct the use of Organisms 

and Marerial Objects to first grade or Lz* Cycles and Interaction and Systems to grade two, and 

so on. 

The concept tying aii thirteen units together is the SCIS focus on interaction, 'Ihe view 

that changes take place because objects interact in reproducible ways under similar conditions" 

(SCIS, 1970% p. 8). The primary objective of the propram, as a resdt  of this focus, is not sirnply 



to give children direct experiences with a variety of fâmiliar phenomena in settings that help to 

develop their observation, manipulatïve, data coiiection/recording and comfllunication skills, but 

to lead them to think of the nanual phenomena they encounter in tenns of -stems of interacting 

objects or components that do something to one another and b ~ g  about change (Karplus and 

Thier, 1967, p. 15). 

Four major scientific concepts, mafier and energy, in the physical science sequence, and 

organism and ecosystem, in the Me science sequence, run through the SCIS units and are used to 

elaborate the notion of interaction- Owing to the program's theoretical underpinnings and the 

built-in hierarchical levels of abstraction that conform to Piaget's stages of cognitive 

development, these concepts become increasingly complex as the chirdren progress through the 

curriculum. It is precisely for this reason that the developers wam against irnplementing a SCIS 

unit in isolation fiom the others or teaching a unit out of its Me science or physical science 

sequence: "The abstractions on the earlier levels have to be grasped before the ones on the later 

levels can become meaningiùl" (Karplus, 1964b, p. 297). 

Level I in the SCIS hierarchy is adapted to the transition fiom Piaget's presperational 

thought to concrete operational thinking. First level abstractions are conceptions of rnatter (living 

and nonliving objects and materials), of organism (plant and animal; birth and death; growth and 

development), of conservation of matter (systems), and of regulrtrity and variation. Al1 are 

directly observable and concrete. Level II corresponds to Piaget's concrete operational p e n d  

Second level abstractions are conceptions of interaction (contactuai and at-a-distance), of change 

(evidence of interaction), of population and population interaction (feeding relationships), of 

environment, of subsystem, of solution, of variable, and of relativity (the position or motion of an 

object with respect to another abject)- Level III is adapted to the transition between concrete 

operational thought and Piaget's f o n d  operational thinking. Third level abstractions are 

conceptions of energy, of energy transfer, of electric and magnetic interactions, of community 

(interdependence by way of food-energy relationships), of ecosystem (cycling of materials 



between organisms and the environment), of steady state, and of equilibrium- AU are based upon 

the more concrete understandings of Level 1 and Level II (Karplus and Thier, 1967, p- 35; 

Karplus and Thier, 197 1, p. 469; Cain and Evans, 1979, pp. 73-75; Wolfinger, 1984, p- 303)- 

Aiong with the major and minor scientific concepts iisted above, there are four additional 

concepts that make there way into the SCIS uaits. These are property, reference fÎame, system 

and model- They are referred to, collectively, as the process-oriented concepts and are believed to 

be 'kt the heart of the processes of observing, descnbing, cornparhg, c l a s s ~ g ,  meamring, 

interpreting evidence, and experimenting" (SCIS, 1970a, p. 9)- The SCIS developers recognize 

that descriptions, comparisons and classifications are based upon the inherent properties of 

objects, yet understand that each description or cornparison that is made reflects the observer's 

point ofview or fiame of reference- They also appreciate that, without knowledge of the real or 

wnstmcted (model) system/subsystem being investigated, tests of a given question or hypothesis 

caonot be constructed, variables cannot be controlled, manïpulated d o r  measured, data cannot 

be collected, analyzed and interpreted, conclusions cannot be drawn, and predictions cannot be 

made (SCIS, 1970% pp. 9-1 1). 

As a result of the curriculum decisions made by the SCIS developers resarding the 

teaching and leaming of scientific and process oriented concepts, the content goals, process goals, 

and conceptual development goals are "completely intenvoven and intermingled in the program 

of SCIS achvities (Karplus and Thier, 1967, p. 72). This stems fiom the conviction that "no one 

ingredient can be isolated fkom the others as a means for buMing the science program." Karplus 

and Thier, in hct, caution that the partition and separatïon of these goals "usuaiiy leads to sterility 

accompanied by a significant increase in the use of words to talk about science and a decrease in 

the activities which allow the individual to experience natural phenomena direcUy". 

The first year units will serve to illusirate the manner in which content, process, and 

conceptual development goals are intertwined, Organisrns provides children with opporhinities to 

grow pumpkin, mustard, pea and ryegrass plants fiom seed, to establish fresh and sait water 



aquaria, and to explore a local area to determine the p b  and animals living wdhin it. During 

the school &y, children water plants, feed fish, and record and discuss their observations of these 

systems. They are also engaged in actîvities that, among others, encourage them to descnie and 

compare the properties of seeds and seedlings; to investigate the &ect of planting depth. 

substrate, waterïng, and light on seed germination and plant growth; to arrange plants in order 

accordhg to height, color, leafwidth, stem thickness, or another property; to suggest how a plant 

bending toward the light can be -ghtened without being touched; to determine the effect of 

light on a h h w a t e r  aq-u111; to carxy out investigations that wili help distinguish a male guppy 

fiom a fernale guppy; to track changes in guppies bom in the classrmm aquaria and changes in 

the eggs laid by pond mails; to observe and report changes in a dead aud decayuig guppy or s d ;  

to determine the cause of green aquarium water, to fiiter green aquarium water and predict what 

will happen when the fiitered particles are used to inoculate tumblers of aged tap water placed in 

the light; to establish an aquatic habitat; to culture Daphnia in vials containhg algae; to study 

Daphnia's position in the food webs offieshwater aquaria; to determine the ongin of the "black 

stuff' (detritus) in the classroom aquaria; and to compare plants grown in detritus and sand with 

plants grown in detritus alone (SCIS, 1970b). 

At the end of this and the cornpanion unit, Material Objects, where children compare and 

order, son and classfi objects (tangible pieces of matter) on the basis of their properties and 

matenal composition and then change the forni, appearance, or phase of these and other objects 

(SCIS, 1 WOa), cbildren wiil have been introduced to twelve conceptual inventions. These are 

object, property, material, serial ordering, change, and evidence in the physical science sequence, 

and organism, birth, death, habitat, food web, and detritus in the life science sequence. in 

addition, they will have begun '30 sharpen their powers of observation, discrimination and 

accurate description" and thereby taken the first step toward systematic investigation of naturd 

phenornena (SCIS, 1970a, p. 12)- They will also have begun to perceive the consequences of 

interactions between living organisms aiid their environment and the consequences of interactions 



between nonliving materiais (miring liquïds, displaciag water with air and air with water, and 

floating/sinking solid materials in liquid water)- 

Evaiuation in the SCIS program is an on-going process that is not tied to specific 

behavioral objectives. As children work toward scienec iiteracyy the teacher uses a variety of 

sources to monitor their progress. These include observations of each child's work habits, 

attitudes, and participation, assessrnent of each child's written work on lab sheets and in science 

manuals, and on the spot evaluation of the children's responses to convergent and divergent 

questions, 

Each unit in the SCIS cmrrïculum was designed and commercially distributed as a kit that 

contains d of the materials necessary for teaching the program- The contents of a kit were 

packages of equiprnent and supplies, referred to as the equipment kit, student manuals or activity 

sheets, and a teacher's guide ( K a ~ ~ l u s  and Thier, 1967, p. 140-14 1). 

The equipment kit included ail but the most ordinary of the noniiving materiais needed to 

teach a unit to a class of thirty-two -dents. These materiais are sorted and packed into boxes that 

became drawers in a two or three-tiered shelvinglstorage unit. Each drawer was nurnbered, and 

the number corresponded to a diagram listing the name and quantity of items contauied in that 

drawer. Living organisms smdied in the life science units were ordered pnor to use and shipped 

separately . 

The student manuals were modeled dong the lines of the logbook as opposed to the 

textbook and contain no scientific information. This, according to Karplus and Thier, was to 

encourage an approach to science education where children worked directly with materials to 

make discoveries and gain experience and to curb "[tlhe al1 too common reading about science 

fkom a textbook.. ." (1 967, p. 14 1). The printed student manuals, as a consequence, provided 

"instructions for carrying out experiments, forms for recording information about experiments 

completed, and pages which pose problems and encourage discussion.-." (p. 14 1). They were 

valueless in the absence of SCIS materiais and classroom activities. 



The guides d e n  for teachers of the SCIS program have been descnied as " a  real 'in- 

service' education for the experîenced teacher and an invaluable 'counselor' to the neur teacher 

(Renner and Ragan, 1968, p- 260)- This judgment is in response to the effort made by the SCIS 

writers to conceive of the guide as a medium of cummunicatïon between the SCIS staff and the 

classroom teacher. Rather than mereiy outlining student activities, stating the objectives to be 

achieved, Iisîiug necessary materiais, and providing a glossary of new terrns? each guide also 

suggests to the teacher the strategïes to employ, the encouragement to offer, the questions to pose, 

and the pattern of behavior to embrace ifa classroom environment that " d l  aliow the child to 

achieve the objectives which the materials cat lead him to accomplish is to be established- There 

are also chapter oveniews3, notes to remind the teacher of the preparatïons to be initiated in 

advance of activities, and ideas for optional exploration opportunities- Moreover, each of the 

three to seven parts that comprise a unit contain severai paragraphs of pertinent background 

information, and each unit guide begins with a four page synopsis of the SCIS conceptual 

k e w o r k  and an o v e ~ e w  of the program. The program overview includes a description of the 

unit in question, a List of the concepts to be invented, a bief summary of the preceding units, as 

well as a description of the cornpanion unit in the biological science or physical science sequence 

of the program. 

The thoroughness of the teacher's guide is rooted in the crucial role ascribed to the 

classroom teacher by the SClS project team. Owuig to the làct that the teacher is "the adult 

directiy responsible for the presentation of the educational program to the -dent," bey reason 

that the success of the SCIS program is, in large part, determined by a teacher's actions and 

attitudes (Karplus and Their, 1967, p. 80). The guide is to insure that these actions and attitudes 

are informed and guided by an understanding of the content and structure of science and 

knowledge of how- children leam. 



ELEMENTARY SCIENCE STUDY (ESS) 

Ir is apparent that children are scientists &y disposition: they m k  questions and use their senses 
as well as their reasoningpowers to explore their physical environments; they derive great 
satisfactionfiom#nding out what makes things tick; the-v like solving problems; they are 
challenged by new rnaterials- It is this mtural curiosity of chiidren and their freedom fiom 
preconceptions of dzflculty that ESS tries to cultivate and direct into deeper channels- It is our 
intention to enrich every child's understanding rather than to create sctenh@ prodigrgres or direct 
al1 chiùiren toward scienrifc careers- We want children to be at home with modern rechnolom, 
not to be intimiahted by it. We have tried to incorporate both the spin1 and the substance of 
science into ourprogram in such a way that the child S own rich world of exploration becomes 
more dzsciplined, more manageable, and more satis&ng (ESS, 1970% p. 7). 

In 1958, a private non-profit orgaaizahow the Education Development ~enteS". was 

established in Newton, Massachusetts for the purposes of developing "new ideas and methods for 

improving the content and process of [science, mathematics and social studies] educaaon" (ESS 

l!VOa, p. iii)- The Elernentary Science Study, 1960-197 1, was one of the Center's curriculum 

development programs, and one of its largest endeavours (Rogers and Voelker, 1970, p- 36)- It 

began when David Hawkins invited a group of curriculum developers to meet and produce 

equipment for the teaching of science fiom kindergarten through grade ninz. The follo~vuig year, 

the ESS team attained NSF hding and began to develop activities, films, and printed materials 

to support the program's equipment. By the autumn of 1970, fifty-six ESS uni& had been 

designed, field tested, revised and published. 

The fi*-six units, listed below, represent an array of subjects drawn fkorn rnathematics, 

the earth sciences, the physical sciences, and the biological sciences (Romney, 1971, pp. 7-9). 

ESS Units Where the Pnnciple Subject Matter ESS Units Where the Principle Subject Matter 
is Denved tiom Mathematics is Denved from the Earth Sciences 

Atrribute Games and Problems (K - Grade 9) Daytime Astronomy (Grades 5 - 8) 
Geo Blocks (K - Grade 9) Mapping (Grades 5 - 7) 
Match and Measure (K - Grade 3) Rocks and Charts Grades 3 - 7) 
Mirror Cards (Grades 1 - 9) Stream Tables (Grades 4 - 9) 
Pattern Blocks (K - Grade 9) Where is the Moon? (Grades 3 - 7) 
Peas and Pariicles (Grades 4 - 8 )  
Tangrams (K - Grade 9) 



ESS Units Where the Principle Subject Matter ESS Units Where the P ~ c i p l e  Subject Matter 
is Derived fiom the Physical Sciences is Derived fiom the Biological Sciences 

Balloons and Gases (Grades 5 - 8)  
Batteries and Bulbs (Grades 2 - 6) 
Batteries and Bulbs CI (Grades 5 - 9)  
Clay Bouts (Grades 2 - 6)  
Colored Sb lutiom (Grades 3 - 7)  
Drops, Stream and Containers (Grades 3 - 4) 
Gases and ''Airs" (Grades 5 - 8) 
Heating and Cooling (Grades 5  - 7) 
Ice Cubes (Grades 3 - 5) 
fitchen Physics (Grades 6 - 9) 
Light and Shadows (K - Grade 3) 
Mobiles (K - Grade 4) 
Musical Instrument Recip Book (K - Grade 9) 
Mystey Powders (Grades 3 - 4) 
Optics (Grades 4 - 6) 
Pendulums (Grades 4 - 9) 
Primary Balancing (K - Grade 4) 
Printing (K - Grade 3) 
Sand (Grades 2 - 3) 
Senior Balancing (Grades 4 - 8) 
Sink and Float (Grades 2 - 7) 
Spznning Tables (Grades 1 - 2) 
Structures (Grades 2 - 6) 
Water Flow (Grades 4 - 8) 
Whzstles and Strings (Grades 3 - 6) 

Animal Activïty (Grades 4 - 6) 
Animals in the Chssroom (K - Grade 4) 
Behavior ofMealworms (Grades 4 - 8) 
Bones (Grades 4 - 6) 
Brine Shn-mp (Grades 1 - 4) 
Budding Twigs (Grades 4 - 6 )  
Buîterfies (K - Grade 5 )  
Changes (Grades 1 - 4) 
Cr4Yfish (Grades 4 - 6) 
Earthworm (Grades 4 - 6) 
Eggs & Tadpoles (K - Grade 6) 
Growing Seeds (K - Grade 3) 
Microgardening (Grades 4 - 9)  
Mosquitoes (Grades 3 - 9)  
Pond Water (-es 1 - 7) 
S d  Xhings (Grades 4 -6) 
Startingfiom S e &  (Grades 3 - 7) 
The Life of Beans and Peus (K - Grade 4) 
Trucks (Grades 4 - 6) 

The individud units are discrete. That is, they are designed to stand alone, not as part of a 

spiraling science curriculum or particular grade level sequence. Each unit has also been 

developed with a range ofgrade levels in mind, not one specific grade level. Kitchen Physics, by 

way of illustration, is a unit intended primarily for children in grades six and seven, but it has 

been used successfully in both lower and upper grades (ESS, 1974% p. 3). Moreover, it is not 

dependent upon Colored Solutions (Grades 3-7), Drops. Streums. and Containers (Grades 34), 

or Warer Flow (Grades 4-8) though the teacher's manual states that these are units also providing 

expenences with liquids (ESS, 1974% p, zv). 

The ESS cumculum developersS decision to design materials for a grade range is a resut 

of the approach faken in the conception, planning, and development of a unit and the responsa of 



children and îheir teachers to the materials during a two to three year p e n d  oftriai teaching 

(ESS, 197% p. IO). With respect to unit production, Romney writes: 

In developing ESS units, we have not proceeded primarïiy from theories 
about the structure of Science or fiom a parti& concepnial scheme of 
leaming; rather we have relied upon the taking of wbat we thought were 
gwd scientifk activities into ciassrooms to see how they worked with 
children, We have ûied to find out what, in EUX, six-year-olds, and nine- 
and ten- and thirîeen-year~lds find interesting to explore. What kinds of 
materiais and problems are able to inspire children to look at some part of 
the world with greater attention and care? What sorts of questions, 
answers, organizational schernes, equipment, and the like turn out to be 
most effective in a varïety of classrooms? ESS units are, in essence, the 
result of a search for answers to questions such as these (1971, p- 2)- 

Each ESS unit begins with an idea, and the idea, following a process of "discussion, 

consultation, argument, invention and laboratory and shop wo*" ends up in an esperimental 

teaching guide and triai equipment that are tested in a small number of classrooms by the ESS 

staE If the developers, project teachers, classroom teachers, children and observers find that the 

idea is unworkable, the unit is dropped. & however, the unit is seen as practicable, it is revised 

and field tested in a number of cooperating schools, revised again, and sent fùrther afield for triai 

teaching nation-uide. At the point when scientists and teachers consider that a unit is 

"scientifically sound, communicates well to teachers and children, and adds a signifiant 

dimension to the leamïng experience," it is released commercially (ESS, 1970, pp. 10-1 1). The 

commercial product is tùndamentally a compilation of ideas and activities that were, Romney 

explains, ''determined, in large part, by the developers carefûlly recording and building upon what 

seemed to interest both the children and the teachers who tried out the activities" (197 1, p. 2). 

During the period oftrial teaching in cooperating schools, the development team was to 

pinpoint the grade level for which a unit seemed most appropriate. Classroom observations, 

coupled with the feedback from teachers, consistently revealed, however, '*ai a unit rnay work 

well, though in different ways, with many age and ability levels" (ESS, 1970% p. 9). This 

outcome prompted the ESS stafFto lay aside "the notion that a given area of inquiry is 

appropnate for only one age group" and to suggest a range of appropriate grade levets (p. 9): a 



decision that would not deter them fkom their plan to produce science materials with "manageable 

complexity," or nchness, so that children fiom many socioculturai backgrounds and with diverse 

cognitive, psycho-motor and affective abilities can find someîhing fàscinating to explore and 

'kork their own way into a subject, going fiom simple to complex and fiom comples to simple" 

@p - 3 and 9)- 

The decision to make self-contained uni& stems fiom an awareness of 'the enonnous 

variety of schools and school systems" in the United States, and the understanding that -planning 

a cumculum involves decisions which can be made only with specific knowledge about the 

teachers, p~cipals ,  students, parents, and finances in each case" (ESS, 1970a, p- 11)- The ESS 

developers do not beiieve it is possible for any group, including their own, to design a single 

curriculum, or one comprehensive program, that will sat ise  ali of the needs and conditions 

present in s d l  and large, rurai and urban schools scattered throughout the three thousand 

counties of the f'ifty states (Morrison and Walcott, 1963, p. 48). Their goal is to develop units tbat 

can be used to either custom-bdd complete science programs for specific schools or supplement 

science programs in existence (ESS, 1970% p. 1 1)- 

For similar reasons, and in recognition that "learning theorists do not fully understand 

just what sequences of experïences lead to the kind of changes in children ESS would like to see" 

(Rogers and Voelker, 1970, p. 39), the unit itself, as represented in the ESS teacher's guide, is 

merely one of many possible nurnber and sequences ofactivities, It is intended to give " a  feeling 

for some of the things that have happened in other classes" (ESS, 1970b , p. 8). Spinning Tables, 

for instance, is a unit designed to provide children in kindergarten through grade three with 

opportunities to "explore the paradoxical behavior of things that move in circles" using manually 

operated, belt-driven ninitables (ESS, 197 ld, p. 1). The equipment designed for the unit, 

available commercially through McGraw-Hill Book Company, includes drive assembly bases 

(roiating tables) with "0" ring drive belts, pegboard disks, and smwth cardboard disks. It is 

suggested, in the teacher's guide accompanying Spinning Tables, that the children be given 



opportunities to draw upon the spinning carciboard disks using chaik of different colours, to spin 

the pegboard disks onto which an assortmemt of objects including marbles of various sues and 

cubes of aluminum, steel and wood have been placed, and to spin covered round, rectanguiar, and 

compartmented containers holding either a powder or a liquida In the introduction to the guide, 

the authors reveal that the unit worked best, during trial tesbng, as "an extra activity" - the 

equipment being accessible to the children the entire school year, Nonetheless, they do not 

discourage those preferring a more managed, whole ciass engagement from pursuing such an 

approach, but suggest tbat six to eight weeks be set aside so that each child has many 

opportunities to work with the tables. They continue, in a section titied ''A Note on Using the 

Guide," with the following information and counsel: 

Detailed instructions for teaching formal lessons with spinning tables were 
pqosely not included in tbis Guide, Children learn a great deal just fiom 
playing with the equipment. A number of activities are described to help 
you suggest new avenues of exploration to chiidren who need inspiration 
Erom time to t h e .  There is no prescribed sequence to these activities, nor 
are the activities an indication of al1 possible investigations with the tables. 
You and the children wii i  probably think of many other things to do. The 
more tirne you spend working with the spinning tables yourself, the more 
you will be able to help the children in their own explorations (ESS, 19714 
pp. 1-2)- 

The ESS developers refrain from imposing a specific procedure and order because they 

believe that ''the direction a unit takes should be determined, in large part, bg the students, ifthey 

are to develop a personal involvement in, and cornmitment to, their work" (ESS, 1970% p. 9). 

Accordingly, 'Ieachers need the fieedom to modw the units to suit the requirements of any given 

ciass" (ESS, 1970% p- 9) and should not feel lirnited by hem (ESS, 1969% p. 2). individual 

clifferences, significant choices, and diversity in the way children spend their time in school are 

emphasized (Hawkins, 19704 p. 6 1). 

Each of the fifty-six units consists, at a minimum, of a teacher's guide- The guides range 

in length fkom meen (Animal Activiry: Activiy meel s )  to over one hundred thirty pages (Gases 

and 'Airs ") and are laid out in a more or less fixed format. With the rare exception, this format 



includes the foilowing: a three par;lgraph description of the Elementary Science Study; a section 

which acknowledges those involved in the conception, development, trial testing, and wnMg of 

the unit; a table of contents; an introduction to the unit with suggestions for using the guide, 

detennining the age appropriateness of the unit, and teaching and schedulïng the unit's activities; 

a List ofnecessaq materials d equipment;= and a description of suggested classrmm activities 

with guidance on how to begin and then maintain the children's explorations. lnterspersed 

throughout are reproductions of children7s wrinen and graphic work andor photographs of 

children engaged with the materials or equipment specific to the unit. The guides for units in life 

science provide explicit notes on obt=iinin9/collecting, housing, handling, fèeding, and 

maintaining living organisms. On occasion, a List of usefiil reference books is included and with 

less fiequency there exists a section on evaluating. Glossarïes are nonexistent, for the following 

'To introduce technical terms before the phenornena have been 
thoroughZy seen and enjoyed is, in our opinion, a complete mistake" (ESS, 
1966% p. 4); 
"It is part of the ESS approach to avoid introducing the formal names of 
things and concepts before the reality is understood.-. We want words to 
enrich understanding not interfere with - or substitute for - understanding" 
(ESS, 1970a, p. 8); 

Certain ESS units have been developed with supplementary text-based andior pictonal 

resources- These appear in a variety of formats including student booklets, picture packets, 

probiem cards, and worlcsheets (Romney, 1971). Potrd rater, for example, cornes with a set of 

animal and plant "cards" (photographie enlargements) that identify and describe individual 

animals and plants h t  the children may observe in the pond water and mud they collect (ESS 

1969b). A set of se- three "problem cards" is included in the Senior Balancing unit. The car& 

propose problems tbat enable children working with the balancing materials to "stretch their 

imaginations" and to "fhd relationships that underlie balancing experiences" (ESS, 1970d). 

Sixteen student worksheets are inserted throughout the Teacher 's Guide for Gases clnd 'Airs. " 

These one-page worksheets are atypical- Rather tban supplying or selecting solutions to 



questions, the child must carry out an activity (experiment). Once the activity bas been 

performed, the child, as a nile, is asked to respond to questions of the type "what happened?" and 

"how would you explain what happened?" (ESS, 1967)- Tracks contains a focty-four page 

"picture book" as well as a set of52 car& depicting the prints, cira- to scale, of fourteen 

animais and a set of ten "mystery track cards" for the children to puzzle over and scribe to an 

anunal (ESS, 197 la). The T'rack Picture Book is a compilation of black and white photographic 

reproductions of tire tracks, human tracks, animal tracks, and tracks made in the snowr, sana 

water and air. The images are interspersed with questions like What happened here?" and Wow 

were these tracks formed?" (ESS, 1971b). Finally, 16mm silent colour films and 8mm color film 

Ioops have been specifically developed to supplement units iike Growing Seeds, Eggs and 

Tadpoles, Kitchen Physics, and Pendulums. According to Romney (197 1 p. 5 9 ,  they "bring into 

the classroom demonstrations and events which students cannot otherwise observe-" Unlike the 

car&, worksheets, booklets and illustrations mentioned above, films and film loops are not 

included in the unit's kit of materials and resources. They can be ordered at a M e r  cost. 

While the units M e r  in conte- or style of presentation, subject niatter, level of 

complexity, and duration, the developers claim that the fifty-six units "share a comrnon approach 

to the teaching of science in elementary schools" (ESS, 1970% p. 7)- The approach is guided by 

an image of the child as investigator/learner who consciously acts upon the physical world (cf: 

Piaget) and the teacher as resource personfguide, These are perceptions that onginate in leaming 

theones of the time, particularly the conception of knowing and theory of instruction put foward 

by Jerome Bruner- 

Formai evaluation of the childrenzs leaniing using written examinations is possible when 

ESS units are utiiized, but it is not a method advocated by the developers- Although the teacher 

provides the materials and equipment and steers investigations of, and with, these resources, the 

curiosity, effort, and abilities of the children are the detenninants of what is noticed. thought 

about, and explored. As a consequence, the children in a classroom corne to understand an idea or 



concept in unique ways and after varying lenghs of exposure (ESS l97Oc, p. 10). Rather than 

expecting children to get a specific idea at a set tirne and to demonstrate this howledge by 

responding to a specific question., the ESS developers suggest that teachers look at other, more 

complete evidence of Iearning. This is evidence anained by listening, questioning, and observing 

- i n f o d  techniques ofassessrnent and evaluation built into the teaching of each unit (ESS 

1970% p. 11). They wrïte: 

Since much of what we hope to teach is basic to al1 learning, and since we 
offer fiindamentai intellechni tools and try to promote attitudes of inquiry? 
it is possible to judge what a child has learned fiom a given unit not only 
by the amount of information he retains, but also by his qp rmch  to new 
studies in science and other fields, by the skills he has acquired, and by the 
habits of mind he evidences (ESS, 1970% p. 12)- 

SAPA, SCIS, ESS: SMURKES 

The curriculum development projects of the 1950s and 1960s were initiated, albeit 

iudirectly, in response to Vannevar Bush's report, "Science - The EndIess Frontier," 

commissioned by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1944 (Welch, 1979, p- 283) and the reports 

of John R Steelman who chaired a cornmittee for President H k y  S. Truman to consider 

"manpower for research" (Hurd, 1997, p, 29). Steelrnan's committee of scientists and 

representatives fkom science tacher associations linked the econornic progress of the United 

States to increased numbers of scientists, technical workers, and qualified science teachers (Hurd, 

1997, p. 29). Bush's writing "established beyond dispute an urgent national need to improve 

instruction in science and mathematics at al1 levels of education" (Jackson, 1983, p. 147). Both 

documents insligated the 1950 founding of the National Science Foundation (NSF), a U S  federal 

agency with the mandate to maintain the nation's superiority in science and technology by 

"guaranteeing that . . . [the] potential in science research and science education be exemplary" 

(Duschl, 1990, p, 16). 

The first steps taken to strengthen and support scientific research potential, with 

"potential" construed as the development of fiiture scientists, were at the coltegefuniversity level. 



NSF h d s  were provided for graduate level schoIarships and fellowships and to organize and 

administer in-service institutes, during the summers of 1952 and 1953, for coiiege teachers to 

update their science backgrounds (Duschi, 1990, p- 16; Welch, 1979, p- 283). In 1934, the NSF, 

with the endorsement of the National Academy of Science, provided the University of 

Washington with a gant of % 10,000 to host a pre-coiiege summer institute for twenty-sis high 

school leve1 (Grade 9-Grade 12) teachers (Welch, 1979, p. 283)- ïhïs precollege level IUnding, 

Welch suggests, was in response to requests for NFS involvement. It was also an 

acknowledgment of the long-standing belief held by University scientists, industriai scientists, and 

businessmen in high technology industries Iike General Electric, Westinghouse, and Dupont that 

the high school was the weak link in the supply of weU trained scientists and engineers (Duschl, 

1990, p. 16; Welch, 1979, p. 283). By 1959-1960, the nurnber of pre-college summer institutes 

had climbed fiom one to three hundred twenty, sixteen thousand secon* school teachers were 

annually in attendance, and the NSF 's fiscal support for this level of in-service training had risen 

from its initial gant of % 10,000 to $30,000,000 (Wetch, 1979, p- 283)- 

Support for secondary school teachers quickiy outdistanceci the support for college 

teachers (DuscM, 1990, p. 19), and with groups like the Amencan Association of Physics 

Teachers, the National Science Teachers Association, and the American Institute of Physics 

clamoring for improved school te= and laboratory manuds, it was not long before the NSF 

became extensively involved with secondary- and elementary-level science cm-culum 

development and hplementation (Welch, 1979, pp. 283-284)- "The reason ...", Duschi mites, 

"was simple: What good would the training of teachers accomplish if they were sent back to their 

classroom to teach ftom outmoded cumcula using outdated textbooks" (1990, p. 19). By 1975, 

eighty percent of the NSF's short-tenn workshops and in-service and surnmer institutes were 

devoted to the implementation of NSF-supported currïcula (RE. Hughes, 1975, as cited in Welch 

1979, p. 284). 



Al1 of these federally fîmded curriculum projects, regardless of the level for whch the' 

were desiped, have a number of characteristics in cornmon- Welch (1979, pp- 287-290) 

disénguishes between characteristics of the development strategy and the characteristics of the 

c ~ c u l u m  products as a whole. In the former, he piaces an W o n  with three to s k  letter 

acronyms, thus the genenc title, alphabet cwricula; the coilaborative nature of the projects, with 

teams of professionals and a prestigïous scientist at the helm; the experirnental nature of the 

projects, with summer writing conferences followed by a cycle of tnal testing of the materials in a 

large sample of schools, formative evaiuaîion and revision; tacher-training support; and a 

commercial publisher or pubiishers to print and market the instructional materials. For the latter2 

common characteristics of the curicuiurn projects, Welch lists variety and flexibility, doing 

science, and thematic focus. 

'Yariety and flexibility" refer to the rich variety of integrated leaming aids developed by 

each curriculum group (teacher guides andlor laboratory apparatus, student iaboratory manuals, a 

student text, films, film loops, supplementary readers, overhead transparencies, tests), the variety 

within a specific course and among the different courses, and the extensive options available to 

teachers. "Doing science" reflects the position that "...the spirit and method of the parent 

discipline should be represented in the spirit and method of classroom procedures (Easley, 1959, 

p. 6). Movement is away from reading about science content and performing verification 

experiments toward inquiry and research using hands-odlaboratory-based leaming experiences. 

"Thematic focus" illustrates the decision to concentrate upon a few major ideas or basic 

fiuidamentals (i- e. pure science) and organite curricula around a u n m g  theme or conceptual 

structure (e-g- the molecular level of biology, Biological Sciences Curriculum Study; chernical 

bonds, Chemicai Bond Approach; the interrelationships of time, space and matter, Physical 

Science Study Cornmittee). This position \vas in response to the textbook presentation of science 

and techuology and the superficiality of surveying the knowtedge of an entire field in one course. 

It had the consequence of "minùnizing or completely eliminating" personal-social implications 



and technological applications of science (e.g energy use, pollution, health, care of pets, s a f i ,  

conservation, foods, agriculture, use oftools, rnanufkming, traosportation and the idce) (see 

Fensham, 1992; HoFtein and Yager, 1982; Hurd, 1997, pp, 30-34; Kiopfer and Champagne, 

1990, p- 145; among others), 

The common characteristics presented by Welch are attn'buted to two fàctors: (1) The 

Physical Science Study Cornmittee and (2) the guiding principles for project support developed 

by the National Science Foundation, The Pbysical Science Study Co~nmïttee (PSSC) was the first 

of the NSF-fiinded curriculum projects to get underway. h officially came into king on 

November 27, 1956, when Jerrold Zacharïas, a physicist at MlT received a NSF curriculum 

development grant of $303,000'~ to design a new physics coune for -dents attending high 

school. PSSC physics set the tone and estabiished the method of operation, procedures for the 

production and testing of material, the course charactenstics, and the style that subsequent 

cuniculurn refonn projects would follow (Duschl, 1990, p. 22; Gatewood and Oboum, 1963, p. 

363; Klopfer and Champagne, 1990, pp. 139; Piltz and Sund, 196%). 

According to Klopfer and Champagne (1990, pp. l37-138), Zachanas and his project 

team made a "concerted effort ... to present the scientists' current knowledge about the subject and 

the ways of obtaining scientific knowledge." In so doing, they focused not only on the design of a 

new high school physics course and textbook (PSSC Phevszcs) but also on the development of 

inexpensive laboratory teaching ai& and the production of a series of instructional films and a 

series of supplementary monographs. The result was: (1) an emphasis on key physical concepts, 

the building and application of mechanical models of physical phenornena, up-todate content, 

and learning what schoIarly inquïry is al1 about; (2) problem exercises, selected and organized to 

maximize M e r  learning in physics, %at invoked the students' reasonïng and analytical 

processes"; and (3) investigatory laboratory activities that were designed both as genuine 

inquiries and "'to integrate with the inquiry approach and discussion in the textbook" (Easley 

1959, pp. 5-9; Klopfer and Champagne, 1990, p. 138). 



Initially, as the foiiowing excerpt reveals, the guïding p ~ c i p l e s  for curriculum 

development support outlined by the National Science Fomdation prescribed the developmental 

strategy. Characteristics of the curriculum products were to be determined by each project team- 

The course content improvement project originates with scientists of 
high professionai stature and teachers of recognized cornpetence and 
expenence present evidence h t  an urgent need for improved subject 
matter exkts in a partic* field- Projects are directed by college-level 
scientists, and grants are made to institutions of higher learning and 
professional scientific societies. Emphasis is placed on subject rnatter 
rather than pedagogy- However, the involvement of teachers at the 
appropriate level is essentiai to help insure tbat the materials developed 
will be pedagogidly sound- Teachers take part in the initial m-riting and in 
classroom trials of the preliminary versions of new courses. 

Once a grant is made, the scientists who are undertaking the study 
are given fieedom within the pertinent subject-matter area to follow 
whatever paths will, in their collective judgment, best accomplish the basic 
objectives of the study (Nationai Science Foundation, 1962 as cited in 
Klopfer and Champagne, 1990, p- 139). 

Three years later, a revised document prepared by the NSF for its authorizing committee 

in Congress (see Raizen, 1991, p. 16) detennined that the guiding prïnciples of the curriculum 

development prograrn would dictate characteristics of curriculum products as they had, at the 

outset, directed developmental strategy. These guiding p ~ c i p l e s  were 

1. Leadership and work by scientists of stature are essential but al1 
elements of the educationd comrnunity must contribute - teachers, 
administrators, psychologists, and other people with special talents 
bearing on the educational enterprise. 

2. Fundamental rethinking of content and approach is needed. Neither the 
addition of bits and pieces to established programs nor the 
rearrangement of existing material will suffice. 

3. A prime aim is to present the sciences as systems of inquiry rather than 
simply as bodies of knowledge. To this end cumculum studies lay great 
emphasis on havbg students first corne to grips with phenornena 
through laboratov and field expenence (preferably directly) but, when 
necessary, augmented with the range of significant phenornena that can 
be brought into the classroom through the use of film and television. 

4. Laboratory experiences can no longer merely serve to ve* previously 
stated p ~ c i p l e s .  Ways are sought to encourage pupils to discover ideas 
for themselves and to leam the sciences by developiag, so iàr as 
possible, the viewpoints and modes of aîîack of scientists confronting 
problems. 

5. Curriculum content should refiect the structure itself. Program 
provisions for individual merences should be ciifferences in degree, 



not merences in kind- There is not one science for scientists and 
another for labocers and mechanics. Education in science Ws dong a 
continuum, not in storage bins of varying capacities. 

6. Current assumptions on when and how to ïntroduce a topic should be 
scrutinized sha1~1y by specialists experienced in both subject matter 
(scientists) and leaming theory (psychologists and educators). One 
traditional pracbce, that of presenting fàcts of subject information in the 
same chronological order in which they were discovered historically, 
has in some instances seemed to be far less than desirable. 

7. No single effort or cunïculum study, even by a most distinguished 
group, should, simply because of its existence, preclude independent 
consideraiion of the same problerns by other capable groups- As has 
been mentioned, there is no best wax only (hopefully) betrer ways. 

8. Carefiil classroom trial of any new materials or sequences of ideas is 
essential- The acknowïedged experts on what science a school student 
should leam are the scientists, the professional educators, and the 
informeci electorate. The ultimaie expert on what science a student can 
and will leam is the schwi student himself: studying tbat science under 
whatever conditions are prescribed by those in wntrol of the situation 
(Gatewood and Obourn, 1963, pp. 36 1-362). 

Klopfer and Champagne claim thaî the NSF guidelines established "the primacy of the 

professional scientist." They M e :  " ... the scope, content, approach and design of each project's 

instructional materials came to depend largely on the vision and sagacity of the scientists 

involved" (1990, p. 139). The descriptions of SAPA, SCtS, and ESS presented in the preceding 

sections of this paper, certainly corroborate their position, and, as wiU be considered later, the 

judgments and insights (or lack thereof) of these c'scientists at the helm" may very well have led 

to the Iow adoption rates of the new cunicula and the philosophical arguments levied against 

The majority of authors who discuss the comrnon elements and features of SAPA, SCIS, 

and ESS generally allude to the sûategical and product characteristics considered by Welch (see 

Bredderman, 1983; Cain and Evans, 1979; Esler and Esler, 198 1; Howe, 1993; Hurd and 

GalIagher, 1967; Kuslan and Stone, 1972; Piltz and Sund 1968; Renner and Stafford, 1979; 

Trojcak, 1979; arnong others). The issues being addressed by the scientists, teachers, principals, 

and educators concemed with the teaching of science in the elementary school, however, were not 

analogous to the issues confronting the developers of science curricula for the high school. The 



reform in science education at the elementary school level foiiowed the refiorrn efforts at the 

secondary school level. For that teason, the questions initiating debate were different. T'hose cited 

by Hurd and Galiagher (1967, pp. 29-30) include the followingr 

Can real science, science as it is known by scientists, be taught to children? 
Are there certain prerequisites to the learning of science that children must 

first acquue? 
Can we teach children science with curriculum materials that have a 

conceptual structure? 
How can science be taught to advance the intellectual development of 

children? 
What underlying pbilosophy and what aspects of science should be basic to 

elementary school science instruction? 
What problems exist regarding instructional materials, such as textbooks, 

resource units, films, fàcilities, and equipment? 
How should a national effort related to elementary school science cmicula 

be organized and developed? 
What improvements are desirable and practical in teacher prepafation and 

prograins for elementaxy school science teachers? 

From the beginning, it was recognized that the materials for elernentary school science 

would not represent the current methodological and conceptual structures of a discipline that 

PSSC, CBA, and BSCS project teams had elected as foci and were in the process ofattempting to 

elucidate. Nonetheless, Hurd and Gailagher (1967, p. 30) report that this decision did not preclude 

teaching scientific concepts and scientific methods of inquiry to children "in ways that are 

consistent with the meaning and spirit of modem science." What was intended by "ways that are 

consistent with the meanùig and spirit of modem science," however, was open to interpretation 

(italics added). In spite of this dissimilarity, the project team developers, like their secondq 

Ievel counterparts, reduced the number of content areas or uni& at a grade level. Field trials in 

elementary school classrmms had consistently shown that inquixy/discovery Iearning was a slow 

process, parhcularly when compared to traditional and more formal methods of instruction and 

where depth of undersianding was a fàctor in the former but not necessady in the latter. 

In product characteristics other than thematic focus, the SAPA, SCIS, and ESS projects 

ciiffer, ofien to an extreme degree, h m  the high school cumculum projects. These dispananties 



stem fiom an mmîtigated rejection of the traditional science textbook, an utter cornmitment to 

first-hand (individual andior small group) experiences with materials in more open-ended 

activities, and a coacepaialuation of the teacher as a caîalyst, guide, comltant and observer as 

opposed to "a font of knowledge" who, with textbook in han& tek children about, andfor 

instnicts children in science (Bredderrnan, 1983; Brehm, 1968; Carin and Sund 1989; Wobger, 

1984). 

In addition, the three elementary school projects share elements that are not cornmonly 

associated with the experimental programs developed for secondary school science (Brehm, 

1968; Cain and Evans, 1979; Carin and Sund, 1989; Howe, 1993; Wolfinger, 1984)- First, 

although the developers of a program may not have specsed a parhcular psychologicai outlook, 

the creation of SAPA SCIS and ESS materials is based on learning theory and incorporates both 

psychological and developmental principles. Second, owing to the cornmitment of the project 

teams to put materials in the han& of children and to have chïldren leam about science by being 

scientific, success in school science is no longer associated with an ability to read and memorize 

subject-matter content- Regardless of a child's capacity to make sense of written Ianguage, s/he 

can participate in SAPA, SCIS, and ESS activities- Third, in their attempt to bring chiidren into 

contact with the approaches for investigating the natuml world that scientists use, al1 three 

projects moved away fiom the established emphasis on language and description and became 

more quantitative in nature. Counting and estimating, weighing and rneasuring, tabulating and 

graphing data, and interpolatiag and extrapolating from measurable data are an integral part of 

SAPA, SCIS and ESS activities. Fourth, and fïnaily, each of the three projects was commercially 

marketed as a packaged program that included al1 of the instmctional materials in printed form 

developed by a project team for the tacher andior student and sufficient quantities of equipment 

and manipulative materials for classes of thrty to thirty-two children. 



SAPA, SCIS, ESS: DIFFERENCES 

The distinctions, drawn between SAPA, SCIS, and ESS run the gamut fkom signincant to 

trivial. For present purposes, Ï î  matters iittie that approximately one-fourth, one-half; and one- 

third of SAPA, SCIS and ESS activities, respectively, deai with biologic phenornena (Simpson 

1974), or that the storage requirement for "materiais essentiai to program operation" is 25 cubic 

feet for SAPA, 4 linear feet for SCIS, and 10-20 Iinear feet for ESS (Butîs, 1969, p- 8). It is 

signifiant, however, that although the SAPA, SCIS, and ESS deveIopment teams agreed that 

good school science should be recognizable as science by a scientist (as systems of inquiry that 

result in bodies of knowledge not simpiy as bodies of hwledge) and that the inteiiecnial 

development of the child should be considered in the preparation of instructional materials, 

dissimilar programs/unitS of study were designed with respect to the nature and organization of 

activities, the instructional approach, the evaluation techniques, and the roles teachers and 

children are asked to perform- These clifferences, eiaborated betow, are clear manifestations of (a) 

each project's psychologicai foundation and (b) each project team's interpretation of how 

activity-based school science for young children codd most aptly reflect the inquiry and 

investigation characteristic of science itself. 

SAPA AND ROBERT M. GAGNE 

... children are not too young to feam about science systernaticaliy, jusr so long as what is 
presented is understandable to them in terms of thezr previous knowledge. The dfiçulty is t h t  
whatever the content underraken, a great deal of instructional tirne must be spenr in providing the 
child with background knowledge about the methods of science. One can 't get very fur with force 
and energy withour teaching the child how to make systematic observations, measurements, and 
inferences And ~yone proposes to do this in order to teach force and energy, the question 
naturally arises whether one might try to teach observation, meusurement, and inference with 
reference to animal digestion, solutions of chernicals, and many other kinds of content. By this 
line of thinkîng, one zs led back to a '@ocess" view afrer al1 (Gagne, 1966% p. 52). 

The Commission on Science Education of the Arnerican Association for the 

Advancement of Science, under the leadership of John R Mayor, Arthur H. Livermore, and Paul 

B. Sears, elected to base the SAPA curriculum development project upon Robert M. Gagne's 



neo-behavionst psychology and task analysis mode1 of cu.mîculum design, in an address to the 

Conference on Science Instruction in Elementary and Junior High School sponsored by the 

AAAS Commission on Science Education in July 1962, Gagne (1963) outlined bis position, He 

began by liDking the purpose of a curriculum with "a change of beha~ior,'"~ thereby grounding 

curriculum design in the discipline of psychology, continueci with a discussion of individual 

ciifferences, motivation, and learning - three fâctors identifled by psychology as influencing 

changes in behaviour, and ended with recornmendations on the use of this knowledge in planning 

a curriculum that "is not simply and sole- something to be leamed," but that "contaias within it 

some powerfiil hctors affecting the ease and rapidity of learning" ( p. 3 1). 

For Gagne, an individual is not born howïng or Liking science. A science student is du11 

or bright owing to hisher '?ustory of learning" in science, not genetic fimors. His advice, 

therefore, is not to build a science curriculum for the brilliant student, but to construct a 

curriculum that ensures h t  al1 studeats bave "the kinds of background knowledge which make 

science easy for them to learn about..? (1963, p- 29). ifthis is done, it is argue4 the problem of 

motivation is, as well, resolved. For, according to Gagne, the answer to the question " ~ O W  can the 

study of science be made of interest to the largest number of students?" should be built into the 

structures of the cumculum, or how ideas (content) are sequenced. It is his belief that the student 

l e am because sihe likes to leam, and sihe likes to leam because she is able to achieve new ideas 

by combining familiar ideas (p. 30). These new ideas, however, can only be leamed if the 

sequence is nght and if the prevlously acquired ideas can be recalled. The right sequence, Gagne 

clairns, is from the simple to the complex, as "&]nowledge is a hierarchy of ideas, in which the 

more complex ones depend for their acquisition on the pervious rnastery of simpler ones" (p. 3 1). 

The recollection of ideas relies not upon drill but repetition and practice in a variety of conte-. 

Gagne closes his address by statiog the question he believes the confixees must 

acknowledge and respond to before curriculum design can begin: 'What do we want the student 

of e l e m e n w  science to be able to do?" The answer is what Gagne refers to as the terminal 



performance; what the cumculum wiii enable the student to do after she bas learned- It is also the 

behavior fkom which the design teams will work backwards to discover the subordinate ideas that 

will detennine the content ofthe cuniculum and estabiish its sequence (1963, p, 3 1). 

Like Dewey, Bruner, Schwab, and Rutherford, enqujr represents "one of the most 

essentid objectives of science instmction" for Gagne (1962, p. 144), and he establishes the 

terminal capabiIity (possessed by the second- or thïrd-year graduate student) as the disposition '30 

adopt the procedures of sc ienac  enquiry in response to any new unsolved problem" and the 

ability ?O employ enquiry in the manner so well-icnown to scientists" (p. 144 and 15 1). 

Ostensibly, this sounds very much like Dewey's s c i enec  habit of mind, Bruner's heuristics of 

discovery, and Schwab's efforts to teach secondary school science as enquj., Gagne, however, 

set enquj. (probiem solving) as "'the terminai thinking process-" It is considered to be a 

ccdkciphed exercise" that can only be attempted, afier all the necessary previous steps in 

learning have been taken (p. 149 and 153). His ah, with respect to science education at the 

elementary school level (TC - Grade 6), is the progressive development of c%.ïghly generalized 

intellectual skills" (1973, p- 209) also referred to as "Ihe methods of the scientisty' and the 

"fundamental cornpetencies which underlie ail of leaming about science" (1962, p- 152). 

These skills/competencies were detennined to be the p r ï m a ~ ~  and integrated processes, 

and they are the performance capabilities that Gagne believes will enable the child to gain new 

howledge and use it in a meaningfüi way. Accordingly, he is not interested in directly exposing 

young children to the concephiai structures of the discipline (cf: Bruner and Schwab), or to 

accumulated bodies of knowledge won through scientific inquiry, or to the networks of i n q u e  

that have led to the constniction ofspecific conceptual schemes, facts, principles, theones and 

laws (cf: Rutherford and Schwab). These, as well as practice in "the methods ofenquiry" and 

independent investigation, are the foci of subsequent (post-elementary) instructionai levels (see 

f i e  InstructionaZ &sis of Enquiry in Gagne, 1962, pp. 150-152). 



Dewey and Bmer, in contrast with Gagne, have the student begin with problem sdving 

(inquiry) and empbasize 'ibe process of knowledge-getting" (Bniner, 1966% p- 72)- For Dewey 

this is the process of reflective thinking (the scientinc method of knowing). For Bruner this is the 

process of learning to discover for oneself. Alîhough Gagne would agree with Dewey that critical 

or incisive knowledge is a prerequisite to successfcul enquisf - one must be able to discriminate 

"between a good idea and a bad one, or between a probably successfhl course of action and a 

probably unsuccessful one7' (Gagne, 1962, p. 149). He doubts that the teaching of thinlcing 

strategies or styles wïii "produce people who could then bear superior problem-solving 

capabilities to any new situation" (1965, p. 170). 

Like Ausubel, who argues that problem solving can not be a genuinely rneaninsful 

experience without a foundation of clearly understoad concepts, principles, and operations (1964, 

p- 29 l), Gagne claims that broad and generalitable subject-matter knowledge is 'Yhe basic 

firmament of thought" (1965, p. 170) and "an essential basis for the practice of the strategies of 

enqujr" (1962, p. 149)- It makes no sense to him that one would believe b t  a child could thïnk 

without this knowledge- He suggests that such a conception is comparable to asking a child '%O 

play chess without ever having learned what the rules are" (1962, p- 148) and maintains that the 

effective problem solver "must somehow have acquired masses of stnicturally organized 

knowledge..-" that '7s made up of content p~ciples ,  not heuristic ones" (1965, p. 170). 

This is to Say, ifdiscovery is to occur in the learning of principles and in the solution to 

problems, it will not take place in situations where reflective thinking or the heuristics/strategies 

of discovey are applied uniess the prerequisite capabilities of broad and critical knowledge have 

been established (Gagne, 1966b), and these prerequisites, Gagne argues, cannot be picked up 

incidentally either by practice in inquiry or "by pretending to be a scientist" (Gagne, 1962, pp. 

152-153). Moreover, while Gagne acknowledges that discovery as a construct is an essential 

condition, regardless of instructional level, for several varkties of learning (see Gagne, 1966b), 



he is adamant that "it should not be equaîed with enqully," a t e n d  capability (Gagne, 1962, p. 

149)- 

So Bruner (1966b), whose educaîional objectives and conceptions of readiness and 

transfer ciiffer decidediy fiom those of Gagne, begins with the compiex, and provides 

instmctionaI situations imbued with incongruïties and contras& (Dewey's pre-reflective situation) 

that create cognitive dissonance and cognitive restructuring by means of inniition, overt and 

intemalized trial-and error, and discovery (Dewey's reflective though) and terminate in a new 

level of understanding (Dewey's pst-reflective condition). Gagne (1 962, pp. 150- 152) begins 

with the simple and carefiilly guides the student through an ordedy sequence of thoughtfully 

selected content that, by meam of the child's own efforts, curiosity and discoveries, \vil1 

culminate in knowledge of, and competency in, the fiindamental skills used by the scientiste Once 

mastered, the student can begin to acquire the broad and critical knowledge of content and 

methodology that will make possible the practice of inquiry, 

One can infer, i5om Gagne's (1962, p- 144) brief reference to Schwab's Inglis Lecture 

and the SAPA inclusion in Parts G and F of p ~ t e d  accounts of scientinc experiments adapted 

fiom papers published in Science, that this level (Grade 6/7 - Grade 1 1) of classroom instruction 

will include Schwab's secondary enquiry, or enquiry into enquiry. The laboratory component, as 

Gagne (1962, p. 151) descnbes it, consists ofXlaboratory exercises" that seem to map onto 

Schwab's first level of openness (Le. problems are posed and methodologies are described, but 

the relations to be discovered are le& open, Schwab, 1960, p. 9). Less prescription, Gagne 

advises, wilt result in student activity that is either too narrow in scope or ridiculous, because the 

student "dosen't know enough to behave like a scientist" (i-e. s/he hasn't yet learned '20 

speculate, to form and test hypotheses about scientific problems that are not trivial..."). 

SCIs AND JEAN PIAGET 

The SCISprogram intends to nurture the children S wonder, their investigative tendencies, and 
their abilities for organization in such ways that they can eventualiy and sure& achieve formai 



operational thinking and the possibiZzties it h o h  for inteZZecncal smring. Beginning at a point 
where most children are preoperationaf in their thinking, it provides opportunities to faciZitate 
the progres in the concrete operationa2 thoughr thaf is essential ïfthey are to grasp even 
rudimentary scientipc concepts- The intent is not to simply present the concepts to them in pace 
with their current 'readiness, ' but to organïze their e ~ n - e n c e  in such a wcay thar readiness for 
more dzflmlt ideas is constantiy enhanced (Jacobsen and Kondo, 1968, p. 28)- 

The second paragraph of the p&e included on page four of each SCIS teacher's guide 

begins with the sentence, ' m e  SCIS science curriculum is based on current theories of how 

chikiren leam." As the discussion of the Science Cunicdum Improvement Study makes clear, 

these are the learnuig theories of Jean Piaget- 

Robert Karplus' experiences in elementaq school classrooms prompted him to report 

that most instruction above kindergarten was ocnimng on a formal level. This, he presurned, was 

an outcome of stimulus-response theory, and he suggested that it was havùig the unfortunate 

consequence of leaving rnany children unsure about the intent of instruction and dissatisfied with 

school (Karplus, 1964a, p. 236). Two remedies were proposed- Either teachers could be made 

aware of Piaget's sîudies, their outcomes, and their pedagogical implications, or children's ability 

to use formai operations could be developed. Karplus saw the former as a situation to be 

addressed and r e d e d  by teacher education programs. The latter was understood to be a 

curriculum problem that he and the SCIS aimed to correct. 

Karplus' reading of Piaget and of Piaget's theory of intellectual development as 

interpreted by Millie A h y ,  Jerome Bruner, John Flavell, Joseph McVicker Hunt, and Celia 

Stendler ted him to believe that seW-directed, everyday experiences are sufficient to enable 

children between the ages of five and ten to naturally progress fiom intuitive and 

symbolic/representational thinking (Piaget's pre-operational stage) to logical thinking about 

tangible objects and events (Piaget's concrete operational stage) and for some children between 

the ages often and fifteen to begin to think about hypotheticai propositions in a discipiined and 

logical way (Piaget's f o d  operational stage) (Karplus and Their, 1967, pp. 21-22). He 

recognized, however, that the M o r s  Piaget considered to be responsible for the construction and 



emergence of operational structures (physiologica1 manifation, physical experience, logical 

mathematical experience, social transmission of information, and equilibration) do not generally 

lead to the development of a scientific point of view (Karplus, 1964a p. 237; Karplus, 19646 p, 

295)- He writes, 

Piaget has found that this abiiïty develops in some respects without speciai 
instruction, but it does not seem adequate to encompass the resuits of 
modern science. Insteaà, there develops w b t  1 would like to cali a kind of 
common sense or nahuai philosophy. The forma1 thinking of most 
youngsters in high school does not in general enable them to recognize the 
type of relationsbip one has to recognize when one rnakes a scientific study 
(kqlus, 1964a, p. 237). 

Karplus sees this state of affairs as king a consequence of the nature and structure of 

contemporary science, and cites Moms Sbamos and C.P, Snow in claùning that %e scientific 

point of view ciiffers fiom and goes beyond the natural logic or common sense point of view" in 

fundamental ways (Karplus, 1 9 6 4 ~ ~  p. 79). First, it is no longer possible to taik about science in 

common sense terms. The carefiil observation, accurate description and systernatic classification 

that characterized the largeIy pracîical sciences (cf: natural history) near the tum of the century 

have, with the discovery of radioactivity, given way to theoretical constructs that have 'ho 

common sense counterparts" (Sharnos, 1962, p. 8; also see Jacobson and Kondo, 1968, pp. 12-13 

and Schwab, 1962b, p. 198). 

Second, owing to the theory-lademess of observation, the non-scientist and the scientist 

do not perceive phenornena in the same way (Karplus, 1964c, p. 80). According to N.R. Hanson 

(1988, p. 192), what one sees depends on one's howledge, experience and theories. "Swing is 

not only the having of a visual experience; it is also the way in which the visual experience is 

h a d  (Hanson, 1988, p. 190). For this reasoq he maintains that  the ways in which the la- and 

the trained scientist are visually aware of the same object are profoundly different- 

Third, and finally, "the conceptual structure of science is different fiom the concepnial 

structure of common sense" (Karplus, 1964c, p. 80). Karplus points to the dissimilarity between 

the common sense concern with "'purpose and motivation" and the scientific concern with "causes 



in a more mechanistic way" as one representation of tbis Merence. Schwab's (1962b and 1978) 

writings on concepnial structures and elabodon of Bniner's concept of the struchue of the 

disciplines, help to vaiïdate Karplus' position and make explicit the distinction Karplus 

Schwab (1978, pp. 264-265) sees commonsense and science as two sorts of knowledge 

that arise in quite different ways. Cornmonsense is a collection of Cinumerous, separate solutions 

to many different and separate practicai problems-" It is a catalogue of know-hows. These know- 

hows, conclusions of cornmonsense enquiries, are solutions to problems of want and need; 

probtems that "'arise fiom our actions, fiom our natural endowments (our heredity), and fiom ow 

situation, Our environment." They "are t h s t  upon us." "We feel them," like the coi4 and feeling 

them "leads us to think them," that is, "30 state them to ourselves in a fonn which can guide us 

toward solution" (cf: Dewey's critical reflectiodreflective thinking). Using hunger as the 

example, Schwab writes, 

..hunger pangs make us restless; we move; the movements carry us near 
things whose d o r s  rnay rnake us salivate, reach out and grab. Thus, we 
may be directed toward formulation of practical problems not only by the 
felt want and need but also by what foliows - half-intelligent behavior 
aimed toward meeting the need (1978, p. 265). 

In contrast to commonsense knowledge, scientific knowledge is not a collection of 

practical, imrnediate and ad hoc solutions to problems, and scientfic problems and the enquiries 

they occasion do not typically arise fkom actions, naturd endowments, or environmental 

situations and aren't, as a result, either thnist upon the scientist or felt by the scientist. Scientific 

knowledge originates in thought (Schwab, 1978, pp. 264-265), occasionally in thought that is 

"bold and imaginative" (Karplus, 1 9 6 4 ~ ~  p. 84), and is a "model" constnicted to "give meaoùig" 

and "bring order to the congeries of disconnected observations" (Bruner, 1962, p. 120) . 

According to Schwab (1978, p. 265) science is the slow, systematic, and exhaustive 

pursuit of the knowledge of the properties and behaviors of a subject matter, where subject matter 

is interpreted as king "'a something to be studied, instead of a need-to-be-filled." For 



cla,ri6cation, Schwab draws upon the "'catalogue of know-hows" associated with fire and 

combustibles ("a way to keep warm, a way to get light, a way to tenderize meat") and urites: 

Someone sees, perhaps in a flash of inspiratios that we might better serve 
our practicd needs by being not so practid, so immediate, so ad hoc. For, 
surely, if we turneci our attention to fire itself, to the question of what will 
bum and what wdl not, how burning starts and wbat it does, we wouId be 
achieving knowledge of a fir greater scope and usefiilness than by liniiting 
ourselves only to trying to solve practical problems as they arïse (1978, p. 
265). ... the pursuit of science - of systematic knowledge of subject matter 
- is more practical than the practical. It arises as an improvement on know- 
how.. . Its vast superiority lies in the fâct that it enables us to anticipate 
practical problems, not merely wait until they are upon us. It provides our 
£hue as well as our present (1978, p. 266)- 

in addition, Schwab maintains tbat "[slcience begins, or tries to begin in ignorance," and L w i l l ,  if 

it can, tum its back on ... folk wisdom and folk need" (1978, p. 243). It is, however, guided by the 

structure of the discipline; "the body of imposed conceptions which defhe the investigated 

subject matter of that discipline and control its inquiries" (1 962b, p. 199). 

This being the case, scientists borrow or invent conceptions of the nature of their subject 

matter based upon "some rnetaphysical, preferential, or heuristic comniittment" to it (Schwab, 

1978, p. 240). These conceptions, which precede "sure knowIedge," are "developed precisely to 

make such knowledge possible through research" (1962b, p. 198), and their formation and 

explication account for 'ihe burïed mdden] four-fifths of enquiry" (1978, p. 239). As Schwab 

explains in the following excerpt, conceptions are the guiding principles of a scientific inquiry; 

they not only tell the scientist what questions to ask, what to look for, what will and will not pass 

for data, but also what meaning to assign the data: 

In short, wbat hcts to seek in the long course of an inquw and what 
meaning to assign them are decisions that are made before the fact- The 
scientific knowiedge of any given time rests not on the hcts but on 
selected fàcts - and the selection rests on the conceptuai prinçiples of the 
inquiry. 
Moreover, scientfic knowledge - the knowledge won through inquiry - is 
not knowledge merely of &CG. It is of the fàcts interpreted. This 
interpretation, too, depends on the conceptual principle of the inquiry 
(1962b, p. 199)- 



The conceptual stnictwes define the limits of a study, the compromises made in 

collecting &ta, the unverified or unverifiable assumptions forrned, and the confidence with which 

the conclusions can be applied and applied appropnately (Schwab, 1978, p. 238). in addition the 

structures enable one to know whether a howledge statement is a verifiably informative 

staternent as opposed to an emotive statement or a statement of choice, value, or decision and it 

is also these same structures that permit one to determine the sense in which an informative 

statement is 'bue" (1978, pp. 232-236). Uniilce cornmonsense knowledge, scientific knowledge 

statements can be quite remote fiom specific observations. Raîher than being "collections of 

literal statements standing in one-for-one relation to corresponding fàcts" (1962b7 p- 197), the 

knowledge statements of science "change in the ongoing process of scientific activity," due to the 

fact that ''their m d g  depends on ail of the other cornponents in the pattern of enquiry fÎom 

which they arise" (Conneiiy et al., 1977, p. 16). 

In recognizing these discrepancies between problems of want and need (ad hoc solutions; 

a common sense point of view) and scientific problems (the outcornes of scientifïc enquiry; a 

scientinc point of view) and the difncuhy this divergence causes students, Karplus was 

determiaed to devise learning experiences that would "achieve a secure connection between the 

pupilys intuitive attitudes and the concepts of the modern scientinc point of view" (Karplus, 

1964b, p. 293) and reduce "the gulf between scientific thinking and common sense thinking" 

(Karplus, l964c, p. 87). Thus, the laboratory-like classroom; direct experiences with materials, 

organisms and naturai phenomena; a program structureci around a hierarchy of abstractions 

(conceptual inventions) that rnap ont0 Piaget's stages of cognitive development and children's 

intellectuai growth; and a pedagogical device (the leaniing cycle) that tàcilitates the transition 

fiom preoperational to operational thought by leading children to form a conceptual framework 

that perrnits the perception of phenomena in a more meaningfùl (the development of the scientific 

point of view) and generative way (Brwier's tramfer of principles and cumulative 

constructivism). 



The advancement of scientific literacy is the principai objective of SCIS (Karplus, 1964b' 

p. 293; Karplus, l m ,  p- 86)- Scientific literacy is understood by Karplus (1964b, p. 296) as 

being " a  fiinctional understanding of scientific concepts;" the ability to interpret, use, and benefit 

fiom the idonnation obtained and/or reportai by others- It is believed to be contingent on 

possession of a conceptuai structure and a means of communication. Hence, the position taken by 

Jacabson and Kondo (1 968, p. 1 a), authors of SCXS EIementary Science Sourcebook when they 

write, "[eJssentially, scientific literacy invoIves an awareness of the modes of inquiry in science 

and some understanding of conceptual structures of science," and the foiiowing staternent within 

''The SCIS Conceptual Framework": "A person's scientific Iiteracy resuits fkom his basic 

laiowledge, investigative experience, and curiosity" ( s e  p.8 of each SCIS Teacher 's Guide 

published in the early 1970s by Rand McNally & Company). 

The program's focus on structure and fiindamental ideas alongside pedagogical emphases 

on the unusual experience (Karplus, 1 9 6 4 ~ ~  p. 86), development of inquisitiveness, mental 

fiexibility, and skepticism (Karplus, 1965, p. 44), and the îàcilitation of formal thought 

("intemalization of symbolic techniques"), point 10 Bruner's account of what it means to teach 

science as inquîrykiiscovery at the elemenbry school level. Both Karplus and Bruner are engaged 

in bringing together a theory of knowledge, a theory of development, and a theory of instruction 

(see Bruner, 1966% p. 21)- Both men understand, as Bnuier (1966% p. 6) declares, that 

"intellectual development depends upon a systematic and contingent interaction between a tutor 

and a leamer" and each advocates a style of teaching that utilizes the hypothetical mode, as 

opposed to the expository mode, where 'Ttie snident is not a bench-bound Listener" (Bruner, 196 1, 

p- 23) but 'ltake[s] part in the process of knowledge getting" (Bniner, 1966% p. 72). It is the 

degree to which each believes the leamer is capable of creating conceptual organizers and 

discovering interpretive constnicts for hirnherself that Werentiates their approach to instruction. 

This is not a problem of semantics, and what it means to discover. Karplus' written texts 

support Bruner's (1962, p. 118) image of the school as a "specid cornmunky where one 



experiences discovery by the use of intelligence, where one leaps into new and unimagined 

realms of experience ... discontuiuous wiîh whaî went before." Karplus, however, is resolute in his 

belief tbat %e man-made constructs in term of which he thinks about naturai phenornena" 

cannot be discovered by children doing experiments in science (1965, p. 14). They must be 

"invented" so that discoveries can then be made, and invention must be accornpanied by 

substantial guidance and discussion (Karplus and Thier 1967)- 

Bniner is practicaily silent on this issue. His scant comrnents are equivocal- He writes, 

"Children need not discover al1 generalizations for themselves, obviously" (1966% p. 96) and 

"Insofhr as possible, a method of instruction shouid have the objective of Ieading the child to 

discover for himseif" (1962, p. 123). He appears to believe that there are "implicit models" in the 

heads of children that are useful in the knowledge getting process (1966b, p. 105), and that it is 

the sequence of instruction and the structure and form of the body of knowledge presented that 

determine a child's ability to recogaize (dîscover) the connections and regularities within the 

materials they are given the opportunity to explore (1 966a) and to achieve new insights ( 196 1, p- 

22). Yet, he sees the educational system as social invention - 'The sole agent of evolution" 

(1966% p. 26), recognizes that the tutor, "kquipped with a wide range of prevïously inverited 

techniques," teaches the child (1966% p. 6), and pens the following statement that reads like a 

statement fiom Karplus: 

1 suspect that much of [mental] growth starts out by our tuniing around on 
our own traces and recording in new forms, with the aid of adult tutors, 
what we have been doing and seeing, then going on to new modes of 
organization with the new products that have been fonned by these 
recodïngs. We Say, "1 see what I'm doing now," or "So that's what the 
thuig is." The new models are fonned in increasingly powerfiil 
representational systems. It is this that leads me to think that the heart of 
the educational process consists of providiag aids and dialogues for 
translating experience into more powerfül systems of notation and ordering 
(1966% p. 21). 



ESS, JEAN PIAGET, AM) JEROME BRUNER 

So offered to children, 'Science" is not an indigestible textbook regime. though it opens books to 
thern. It is not a standordized anw) of "@rocesses" weighed out and culibrated in units of 
peflormance, though it opens the way to the discipplines of method, It is not a hierarchy of erninent 
"concepts" abstractedfiom currentiy fushionable synapses; ir is watchil and respec@l. rather. 
of the concephralpowers of children, active or latent, when these are invited ro play and observeci 
responsively (Hawkins 1970~.  p. v). 

In addition to the previously mentioned spiraling curriculum, structure of knowledge, act 

of discovery in learning, and readiness, B m e r  (1962, 196th) by the mid-1960~~ had also d e n  

about right-haaded and left-handed knowing, intuitive understanding, empty formalisnq depth 

and continuity in teaching, intellectual delight, self-generatïng intellectual inquis; the i d 1  to 

leam, and the cycle of ~ e a m i o ~ . ~ ~  As the following excerpts disclose, di of these ideas, in some 

form, find their way into the ESS approach to elementary science teaching: 

.-.we feel that our approach should foilow a mked strategy - one that does 
not even pretend to be perfectly planned and leaves occasional decisions to 
chance and to the opportunities of the moment for a particular cbild, 
tacher and classroom. Our materials therefore provide situations for 
traditional, rational, "right-handed" leamhg and situations suited more to 
the intuitive, playfiil, "lefi-handed approach. They are designed to appeal 
to all the senses, to the imagination and artistic instincts, and through the 
wordless experimental equipment as much as through the printed or spoken 
world (ESS, 1970% p- 2)- 

One mandate is imperative for our style of work: there must be personal 
involvement- The child must work with his own hands, mind and heart 
(Morrïson 1970, p- 11 1)- 

The richness of the materials allows for each child to fïnd sornething 
fàscinating to explore, if he is given the opportunity to choose his own 
problems and his own way of working on them. The rnost fiuitfùi 
investigations and projects have been consistent1 y those whic h ctiildren 
themselves have initiated and on which they have worked in rather 
informal and individual ways (ESS, 1 9 7 1 ~ ~  p. 2). 

Rather than beginning with a discussion of basic concepts of science, ESS 
puts physical materials into children's han& fiom the start and helps each 
child investigate through these materials the nature of the world around 
him. Children acquire a great deal of usefiil urfonnation, not by rote but 
through their own active participation. We feel that this process brings 
home even to very young students the essence of science - open inquixy 
combined with experimentation (ESS, 1970a, p, 7). 



Children's explorations---an help them understand something of the world 
around them, A child may not be able to explain the W3rat S and Why 'S..- It: 
however, he is £ree to evolve his own ideas and models, he will also feel 
fiee to change them as cucurnstances require- It is for this reason that there 
is no attempt to teach concepts, as such.-, Concepts will emerge - 
sometimes with fhdts  - but ia a matter that ailows for change. If a child 
develops a concept on his own, he is more likely to modie it ifit proves 
not to suffice for changing cùcumstances- The importance of free play and 
the need to avoid sustained periods of directed teaching and explanatioa 
cannot be emphasized too heaviiy (ESS, 1976, p. 6)- 

...if y ou cast your rnind over the whole range of abiliaes and backgrounds 
that children b ~ g  to kindergarten, you see the folly of sbndardized and 
formalized beginnings. We are profoundly ignorant about the subtleties of 
Iearning but one principle ought to be asserted dogmaticaily: that there 
must be provided some continuity in the content, direction, and style of 
leaniing. Good schools begin with what children have in facr mastered, 
probe next to see what in fact they are Ieaming, continue with what in facr 
sustains their involvement (Hawkins, 1965, p. 7). 

Much of the child's potential for learning is lost as soon as someone else 
attempts to assume responsïbility for that leaming (Hull, 1970, p. 147). 

Owing to the emphasis on unstructureci exploration with highly motivating materials, the 

ESS approach, popularly characterized as c'messing about," is g e n e d y  perceived as being the 

archetype of discovery learning. The developers of the ESS units, however, take exception to 

both des ignations . 

In the article, "Messing About in Science," the free.and unguided exploratory work, 

designated the O Phase, is but one of three major phases determined by the author and one-time 

ESS director, David Hawkins, to si@@ good science teaching. The A Phase, externally guided 

and disciplined work with "Multiply Programmed" materials, and the 0 Phase, informal and 

formal lecture/discussion about concepts and theory, are no more or no less important- Hawkins 

deplores the prevalence of O styles of science teaching at the expense of O styles, and subrnits 

that "no teaching is likely to be optimal which does not mix al1 three" (Hawkuis, 1965, p, 9). 

Like the distinction drsrwn between Karplus and Piaget, there is no consensus among 

Hawkins and other ESS stafFmembers with respect to the character and extent of externai 



guidance or with respect to the role of scientificaiiy accepted Mews. At one extreme, teachers 

select engaging materials, create environments tbat support children's explorations and refiective 

thinking, and monitor children's efforts as they work and talk with one another to construct 

meaning (see Duckworth, 1964 and 1972). At the other extreme, teachers select engaging 

matenals, creafe environments that promote children's explorations and reflective thinkingz 

monitor and guide children's efforts as they work to extend theu exyenence and relate new 

information to existing conceptions, and then help them to see that their network of inferences 

about a concept can be used to interpret analogous situations, make predictions, and solve 

problems (Hawkins, 1970~). Although subtle, the distinction made between Duckworth, a -dent 

of Piaget's, and Hawkins is simiificant, 

For Duckworth, the development of intelligence is a matter of h d g  wonderful ideas. 

Wonderful ideas are creative intellectual acts that depend upon occasions for having them as well 

as knowing enough about something to be able to think ofother things to do and of other 

questions to ask: "wonderfiil ideas build on other wonderfùl ideas" @uckwortb, 1972, p- 224)- 

They "need not necessady look wondehl to the outside world" (p. 23 l), a world that Ïncludes 

the comrnuniiy of scientists and scientificaily literate adults, for they are ideas invented by 

cMdren who have figured something out for themselves (cJ Bmer). 

Hawkins also sees children as "the prime and indispensable agents of their own learning", 

but insists that it is an error to relegate teachers to passive, laissez-faire roles when they are 

indispensable CO-agents in leamhg (Hawkins, 1974, p. 191). This is the perspective made clear in 

"L Thou, It", an article on the relationships between children, teachers, and the world, when 

Hawkins (1970~~  p. 47) states, "Without a Thou, there is no evolving". Teachers respond 

diagnostically and with guidance to behaviours that signai impasses and/or confusion. They help 

investigators, inquers, and explorers over humps that they can't surmount through their own 

resources. Teachers also bring thiags together in synopsis by means of well-timed lectures. 

Although dubious of the lecture method when used too early or too often, Hawkins e t e s :  



1 know of no way equai to it, in which doors can be opened and new vistas 
seen. In the act of b ~ g i n g  precision and coherence to a subject aiready 
partly grasped, it transforrns the private wanderings of thought into a 
public order, into what we h o w  and prize as knowledge (19704 p, 66)- 

As regards discovery leaming, the ESS developers do not deny that aesthetic and 

scientific discoveries of many khds will result fiom children making their own observationsz 

asking their own questions, performing their own experirnents and drawing their own 

conclusions. This is precisely the reason Bruner's " k h i a g  for knowledge with the left-hand" is 

inte-pted into the approach: %e le& banded is intuitive, hypotheticai, playftl, witty, 

imaginative, and sometimes simply wrong" (ESS, 1970% p. 4). Misrepresentation ensues when 

discovery is construed as having children detect pre-planned conchsions, when lefi-handed 

learning is confiised with a discovery rnethod, when a ''Discovery Method" is "used as a defense 

against a lack of subject matter content and as a way of minllnizing the importance of 

preparation"(Hawkins, 1966, p, IO), and leaniing through discovery is equated with the O Phase 

as opposed to the 0, A, and il Phases whether the children, collectively or independently, develop 

concepts on their own or with a teacher's guidance, As Hawkins (1965, p. 9) wrïtes: "'Theorizing 

[the O Phase] in a creative sense needs the content of experience [the O Phase] and the logic of 

expenmentation [the A Phase] to support it. But these do not automatically lead to conscious 

abstract [scientific] thought." 

Ostensibly, the ESS project in school science sounds like Dewey's dream of what schools 

might become: "a genuine fonn of active community iife" (Dewey, 1990, p. 14) where no gap 

exists between the everyday, persona1 experiences of the child and the subject matter of curricda 

(Dewey, 1990). Except for the dues provided by the choice of words, one would have difficulty 

attributing the foliowing passage to Dewey, Hawkins, Duckworth, Hein, Morrison, or aay 

member of the ESS tearn: 

Development does not mean just getting something out of the mind. It is 
development of expenence and into expenence that is r d l y  wanted. And 
this is impossible save as just that educative medium is provided which 



will enable the powers and interests that have been selected as valuable to 
bction, They must operate, and how they operate will depend almost 
entirely upon the stimuli which surround them and the materiai upon which 
they exescise thernselves. The problem of direction is thus the problern of 
selecting appropriate stimuli for instincts and impulses which it is desired 
to employ in the gaining of new experience. What new experiences are 
desirable, and thus what stimuli are needed, it is impossible to teli except 
as there is some comprehension of the development which is aimed at; 
except, in a word, as the adult knowledge is drawn upon as reveaiing the 
possible career open to the child (Dewey 1990, pp. 196-197)- 

Correspondence, however, breaks d o m  with Dewey's notion of critical reflection, 

particularly intellectuajization, and the e p t i n g  of thinking with problem posing and problem 

rat-in-maze experiments of laboratory psychologists- It seems that rats wandering, through a 

rnaze, not for a prornised reward, but after they were well fed, would saabou t ,  explore, and 

generally make themselves at home- These same rats brought back to the hiuigry state and re- 

tested, invariably ran the maze better than control groups- Hawkins writes: 

The rat who pokes around in his world, who leanis its highways and 
byways just because he is well-fed and curious, will have a better chance 
of escaping enemies than one who does not; but he does not eqlore well in 
the presence of enemies, and when he explores well it is not out of aryriety 
about those enemies. The rnap building propensities of men are vastly 
larger, and education confines at its perii- For the motivation of learnïng 
that is really important is the motivation intrinsic to leamhg itself. And the 
only satisfàction, the only reinforcement that counts importantly is that 
which accrues frorn discovery, fiom findïng structure and order in our own 
individual and unique experience (Hawkins, 19704 p, 62). 

This is what Burner has in mind when he writes about intellectuai potency, the shift fiom 

extrinsic to intrinsic motives/rewards, and conservation of memory- 

Given the attention paid to children, teachers, psychology, and the nature, structure and 

processes of science in the development and implementation of these progams for school 

science, one can't help but be puzzled by the rapidity at which they ceased to be used. In a 1982 

report by science educators Shpansky and Kyle, and biologist Alport, the following questions 

were posed: 



Whatever happened to ESS (Elementq Science Study), SCIS (Science 
Curriculum Improvement Study), and SAPA (Science - A Process 
Approach)? Why, in fess than 10 years. have hands-on, ad*-based 
programs Wed aimost entirely Grom the elernentaq schml curriculum 
after so much time, effort, and money were invested in developing and 
introducing them? (1982, p- 14) 

Those who have examined the iaquiry-based science curricula of the 60s in an attempt to 

determine why they did not Live up to expectations offer a nurnber of probable causes, As will be 

showa, these run the gambit fiom the practical to the piiilosophica1. 

REASONS FOR THE DEMISE OF THE NSF FUNDED SCIENCE CURNCULA 

Ln the article titled, V h y  the 'New' School Science Doesn't Sell", Butzow (1973) 

discusses the obstacles to implementation tbat he observed while working as a teacher educator in 

northern New Engiand. He attributes a Mure to adopt the federally fiinded science programs and, 

thus, lack of change in science education, to three fiictors. These are: (1) ignorance ofthe 

existence of SAPA, SCIS, and ESS or perfùnctory awareness that is coupled to a belief that the 

programs are experimental and 'Yoo radically di£Ferent fiom what is in cunent use"; (2) 

perceptions about the role of science in the forma1 education of young children; (3) and 

differences between ' ~ e  science teaching understanding" of schooi policy makers and the 

developers of the new science programs. Butzow contends thai teachers would rather have young 

children read about science and l e m  descriptive t e m  than do science. Moreover. his study of 

administrators and curriculum cornmittees Iead him to believe that few will decide in favour of 

non-traditional methods because such methods require school-wide or district-wide adoption and, 

given the hierarchical nature of  programs like SCIS and SAPA, several years to phase-in, 

Concept-based text series somehow circumvent this problem. In addition, they provide a program 

for e l e m e n t .  school science that is considered foundational and, therefore, fidamental to 

secondary and post secondary science education. 

It is the notion of "fûndamentai" tbat Klopfer and Champagne (1990) and Bybee and 



DeBoer (1994) attempt to elucidaîe. To understand their i~terpreta~ons, an awareness of the aùns 

of science teaching is necessary. Bybee and DeBoer (1994, pp. 357-359) look at the staadard 

components of school science (i. e. scientific knowledge, scientific methodologies, and scientific 

applications) and posit four basic goals for forma1 science education- These are personal 

developrnent, social efficiency and effectiveness, the development of science, and national 

security (cJ the four goal clusters formulated by the Project Synthesis staffas quoted in Welch et 

al., 198 1, namely: personal needs, societal issues, fundamental knowledge, and career 

educatiodpeparation). The priorïty and emphasis of these common goals is believed to determine 

the structure of science curricula and the pedagogic parameters of instruction- Thus said, the 

curriculum reform of the surties is considered to be a reaction by scientists and personnel of 

science and technology businesses and corporations to the progressive era in education; a penod 

between 19 17 and 1957 when the goals of personal development and social relevance 

predominated According to Welch university and industrial scientists believed that there was a 

"science rnanpower shortage" and that 'high school education [with outmoded curricula and 

outdated textbooks (Duschi 1990, p. 19)] was the weak Link in the system" (1979, pp, 283-285). 

This perception is understocxi by Klopfer and Champagne (1990) as a being a struggle between 

the professionaiists and the visionariesm, by Mintzes and Wandenee (1998a) as academists 

versus practicalists, and by Bybee and DeBoer (1994, p. 375) as a rnovement away fiom '-an 

intellectually weak" cumcular focus 'xoward intellectual rigor, mastery of the structure of the 

discipline in a way that modeled the way scientists themselves thought and created knowledge". 

In other words, with scientific knowledge being the primary goal, the crucial knowledge for 

science teaching became the concepts and conceptual schemes that formed the structure of the 

discipline, and the means of attahing this fiuidamental knowledge was scientific inquj., 

discovery and problem solving, not reading obsolete and dilute information printed in textbooks 

and remernbering teachers' third-hand elabmation of what scientists had earlier explained. 

In an effort to present scientists' current knowledge and to "restore the primacy of subject 



matter" to the science curriculum (Physical Science Study Comznittee as quoted in Easley, 1959, 

p. 3, the pre-college programs were to becorne domiaated by scientists- As Duschl writes: 

'Individual projects were directed by prestigious scientists, coordinated by advisoxy boards 

composed of prestigious scientists, and written by scientists" (1985, p. 547). "Science for 

scientists" became the catch phrase @uschi, 1988, p- 59; Duschl, 1990, p. 22), and solutions to 

the question 'What does it take to provide an accurate picture of my discipline?" (Hw4 1969, p. 

34) established what was to be taught and how it was to be learned, This was a reform rnovernent 

Smith (1966) and Gatewood ( 1968) descriie as elitisî, and that Jackson (1983, pp. 144-145) 

suggests placed academic excellence, quality, and achievement ahead of equity and social justice. 

The consequences for teachers were many, 

Teachers were to work from materials that were developed to be teacher proof "(Yager 

1992), and although the programs, through the auspices of the NSF, provided numerous 

opportunities for in-service teacher training (Welch, 1979), support fkom the few cumcdum 

specialists and science supervisors at district and state levels was minimal (Welch, 198 1). As a 

consequence, many teachers were dl-prepared to guide students in inqujr learning (Arons, 1983; 

Welch, 198 1). According to Arons (1983), college science preparation fâiled to provide school 

teachers with the knowledge and understanding necessary for effective use and irnpIementation of 

materials. As such, they could not respond miitfiilly to the observations or questions of thoughtful 

students (Stake and Easley, 1978 as quoted in Welch, 198 1, p.61), and, when hands-on 

experiences were provided, the focus tended to be on observation and measuring skills rather than 

problem solving. Welch (198 1, pp. 63-64), in fact, suggests that values associated with 

speculative, cntical thinking were "oflen ignored and sometimes ridiculed" while "the carefiil, 

productive conforming aspects of schooling and socialization" were supported- Classroom based 

studies of this sort, prompted Jackson to write the following: 

Today's students are now king exposed to content that is more fàctuaily 
correct, in the sense of king closer to what leading scientists clah to 
know, than was tme in the past; yet the new matenal is still being taught in 



"old" ways, with an emphasis on recitation and the memorization of fim. 
The notion of science as a process, a mode of inquhy, seems not to have 
caught on, even arnong those using the inquiry-oriented materials (1983, p. 
15 1). 

In their own defense, teachers pointed to a nurnber of fhctors inhi'biting adoption and 

classroom implementation of the new, federaily h d e d  curricular materiais.. These inciuded 

inadequate preparation and support as well as managerd problems which Martin summarizes as 

follows: 

Oflen, the new pro- were simply handed to teachers with instructions 
to replace the old programs with the new ones. Teachers were not trained 
in the use of the new materiais, did not know the rationales for the- and 
were not informed of the program goals or what the new programs were 
supposed to accomplish- Using the new materials was expensive; tacher 
preparation time was extensive. Teachers were a f b d  of losing control of 
their classes by aliowing children fieedom to explore.. . (2000, p. 19). 

There was also the belieÇ mentioned by Welch, that the materials and discovery methods 

"didn7t work for most students" (198 1, p. 61)- Secondaxy school teachers complained that the 

curricula were designed for college bound students preparhg for scientific careers, not those of 

average ability or with little interest in science (Jackson, 1983)- Similarly, teachers of children in 

elementary schools complained that the programs "were beyond the reach of the average 

youngster, to say nothing of those below average" (Jackson, 1983, p. 153; see also, Arons, 1983): 

a difficulty which was believed to be the consequence of "a logical rather than a psychological 

ordering ofsubject matter'' (Hodson, 1988, p. 19; also see Ausubel, 1965, pp. 260-261). Although 

Arons (1 983) conteads that it was equally a problem of pacing (too rapid), failure to examine 

underlying assertions, and teachers' lack of understanding- Whatever the case, such first-hand 

assessments, coupled to the unequivocal results of studies on the effectiveness of the new 

curricula (prior to meta-anaiysis techniques), Ied many teachers to conclude that children didn't 

l e m  as much in classrooms where student inquiry and practical (àands+n) experiences were 

emphasized (Kyle, Shymansky, and AIport, 1982; Shymansky et al., 1982; Shymansky, 1989)- 



Finaily, Butzow (1973) reports that teachers in his study found the new programs to be 

too loosely organized. He quotes one teacher who describes SAPA as confùsing: it did not stress 

the topics of science but jumped fiom physics to biology. This, and simila. comments, were 

interpreted by Butzow as king a consequence of a c d i c t  in objecbves. Where traditionai, 

textbook-based programs envisioned science as a body of vedïed knowledge and focused upon 

preparing students for the next level in formal education, the new programs attempted to help 

children develop skiils they could use as chikiren- That is, "[tlhey were developed for the child as 

he is now, rather than as he wiLl be later" (Butzow, 1973, p. 21). This is a confiict that is 

mentioned again and again by those trying to understand why reform did not go as weli as 

planned (see Arons, 1983; Hurd, 1969; Jackson, 1983; Welch, 198 1; Welch, Klopfer, Aikenhead, 

and Robinson, I 98 1 ;ammg others). 

Plausible causes associated with the limited success of the NSF-sponsored programs did 

not end with the level of diflFiculty of the materials and the inadequacy of logistic support for 

classrmm teachers. Welch (1979) mentions unforeseen problems such as integration, strident 

unrest, declining secondasr school enrollments, school reform movernents, environmental 

concerns, inflation, and a fading public image of science. Jackson (1 983, pp. 1%- 155) discusses 

in detail the "deep and fùndamental uneasiness", "ambiguity and confusion", and " d i n g  and 

indecision" associated with federal tax dollars being spent on the development of pre-college 

curricula and the production and distribution of the cumcular materials created. The 

repercussions that congressmen associated with what is described as an "Orwellian threat of 

thought-control" by means of a national unifonn cumculurn and Welch's unanticipated 

challenges will not be elaborated here. Rather, the focus will be the charge, leveled against the 

scientists directing the development of programs, that relevant developments in curriculum 

research and in the history and philosophy of science were ignored. 

While the theoretical writing of Piaget, Bruner, Schwab, and Gagne provided the 

rationale for much of the curricular work at the elementary level during the 1950s and 1960s, 



Abirnbola (1983), D d  (1985; 1988; 1990), and Hodson (1985; 198%) argue that 

epistemologid issues in the philosophy of science should have guided the development of the 

new cumcula as well. This position is summed up rneticulousIy by Hodson (1988) who aîtributes 

the fàilure to improve the quaiity of science curricula and science instruction to teachers' 

inadequate views about the nature of science and to the confusion in the philosophical stance of 

the programs developed, He writes: 

The period of rapid change in the science curiculum, referred to earlier, 
was coincident with equaUy rapid changes in the philosophy of science, 
characterized by the work of Popper, Kuhn, Lakatos, Feyerabe- Laudan 
Putnam, and others. In general, the former was d o r m e d  by the latter, 
and the views of science rncthodology contained within the 
proposals were confùsed, fiequently contradictory, and "based on dubious 
or discarded philosophies of science" (Martin, 1979). There was too much 
emphasis on inductive methods, a too-ready acceptance of an 
instrumentalist Mew of scientific theory, a serious underestimate of the 
çomplex relationship between observation and theory, and a neglect of the 
activities of the scientinc comnunity in validating and disseminating 
scientific knowledge. Perhaps even more damaging was the mistaken 
assumption that scientific knowledge is best Iearned through experiences 
based on the procedures of science. In this latter respect, the basic error 
was in assuming that the pedagogic content of the learnuig experiences is 
identical with the syntactical structure of the discipline being studied. 
Curriculum developers confused the teaching of science as inquis. a 
curriculum emphasis on the processes of science) and the teaching of 
science by inquïry (using the processes of science to l e m  science). It was 
assurned that the attainment of certain attitudes, the fostering of interest in 
science, the acquisition of laboxatory skills, the learning of scientific 
knowledge, and understanding the nature of science were ali to be 
approached through the methodology of science, which was, in general, 
seen in inductive tenns (1988, p. 22). 

Duschl(1985) suggests that developments in the history and philosophy of science were 

ignored for two reasons- First, the NSF-hded projects, with the exception of Harvard Project 

Physics, did not include historians or philosophers on their advisory boards or wnting teams. 

Second, the credibility ofthe new philosophical views among scientists was low. With respect to 

the latter, Mintzes and Wandersee draw upon the writing of others and speculate that %e 

'empirical flavor' of psychology was more attractive to the scientists themselves than the 

ephemerai reflections of armchair philosophers" (1998a, p. 35). In contrast to this view, Ausubel, 



an educational and developmental psychologist active during the reform movement, argues that 

"[tlhe philosophy of science should not be taught [explicitly or împlicitly] to scientifically 

unsophisticated individuals" (1965, p, 256). The reason given centres on the knowledge and 

understanding that is necessary not ody wah respect to subject matter and the nature of a given 

discipline, but also with respect to the level of cognitive maîurity, or Piaget's genetic 

epistemology- This is a detail singled out and developed by Hemon (1969, p- 107) who considers 

the pursuit of "'an adequate account" of the nature of science as being, kcinating, worthwhile 

and "critically necessary to science c m * d u m  building and to the training of science teachers3_ 

Notwithstanding, ttiis is a pursuit îhat he daims is hught  with uncertainty and, as a result, is 

much less a panacea than Pandora's Box He writes: 

Ifthere are, in fact, a -ety of equally viable points of view 
corresponding to different "schools" of philosophical thought, are some of 
them more appropriate than others for different curricular purposes? That 
is, would one "model" be more appropriate to the education of the fùture 
scientist and other for the nonscience career oriented? Or can we agree 
upon a single particdar point of view appropriate for students in al1 science 
classes? Are some points of view more appropriate to the biological 
science and others to physics and chemistry? With what detail do we wish 
to examine such materïals.-- and how specific should we get with 
currjcular materials? To what extent does one Msi@ such materials for the 
sake of "simplification" to increase the probability of their comprehension 
by those at a relatively unsophisticated level? Perhaps we would iike to 
reconsider whether this objective is what we want to pursue or not- "Mer 
aii," some will say, "we are interested in the teaching of science courses, 
not philosophy courses- Even if we were to suppose that we could arrive at 
a sembIance of understanding of several complete and adequate accounts 
of scientific inquiry, how much t h e  c m  we afTord to devote to such 
questions when there is so Iittle time to do wtiat we would Iike to do now" 
(1969, p. 107)- 

Hodson offers an interpretation that differs subtly fiom those just mentioned- He uses 

arguments put forth by Green and Scheffler to answer two questions believed to be crucial in the 

design of science C U ~ C U ~ ~ ,  These questions are, can one learn what it is to be scientific without 

being scientific, and, can one be scientific without knowing what it is to be scientific. The 

conclusion reached by Hodson is that practitioners trained in science (the scientists) 'heed to be 

less knowledgeable about their discipline (in a philosophical sense) than those who teach" and are 



educated in science (1985, p. 28). This may give new meaning to Welch's (1979, p. 288) 

contentiog shaped by persona1 experïence, tbat the scientist-&ers "were usually hesitant to 

accept the criticisrn oftheir 'science' h m  school teachers" piloting the new program- However, 

it could be as Ivany suggests, tbat fidure to include a philosophical underpinniag was the mere 

consequence of complacency brought about by the psychological and philosophical 

(epistemological) uses of the word ''enqujr". That is, the use of phiiosophical terrnino1og)tt in 

this case "enquj. oriented", led many to assume tbat philosophical thought was "well 

represented" (Ivany, 1969, p. 114). In actual it wasn't Inquiry/enquiq in the psychologïcal 

sense employed by % m e r  and Gagne and Piaget was very Werent £rom its contempomy 

meaning in an epistemoIogica1 context (Ivaay, 1969; Hodson, 1985)- According to Matthews 

(1994, p. 147), the psychologists' student-led discovery and experiment-oriented curricula 

produced a mode1 of learning that was based upon a nurnber of propositions "more characteristic 

of Aristotelianism" than they were of modem science- In this context, Cawthron and Rowell 

write: 

With hindsight the movernent &radually became an intellectual hhion; an 
ideology as Popper defines the term. Science involves inquhy, and children 
were to Iearn this where possible by engaging in the process. Herein lay the 
seed of possible confiision. Educators, naturally, were virtualiy concerned 
that children should learn, influential psychologists were assuring them that 
a 'discovery' approach had marked advanwes and, 'science is discovery.' 
It all seemed to fit; the logic of knawledge and the psychology of 
knowledge had d e s c e d  under the mesmeric umbrella tenn 'discovery' 
and there was no very obvious reason for educators to look firrther than the 
traditional inductivist-empiricists explanation of the process (1978, pp. 37- 
38). 

The failure to look fiirther, to have adopted wholeheartedly %e mistaken legacy" of 

Aristotle, Locke, Hume, and the British empincists, is described by Matthews (1994) as 

unfortunate and unnecessary. It is generally agreed that the implicit empiricist-inductivist 

characterization of the projects distorted scientific rnethodology and the nature of science, 

specifically, how scientific ideas are formulated, tested, and revised (Abimbola, 1983; Cleminson, 



1990; Driver, 1994; Duschl, 1988, 1990; Finley, 1983; and Hodson, 1985, 1988). Rather than 

developing the arguments to which Hodson alludes in the critical synopsis quoted above (see 

page 1 15), the salient points h m  the writing of Abimbola (1 983), Cleminson (1990): Driver 

(1994), Duschi (1988, 1990), Finley (1983), Hodson (1985, 1988, 1990), Matthews (1994), 

Millar (1994), MiUar and Driver (1987), Robinson (1965) Stinner and Williams (2000) will be 

enurneratecl- These are: 

1. obsemtion is not a neutral or unprejudiced activity; observations are not given In nature 

but are selected by the scientist who is not an unbiased, impartial, or detached spectator 

of the material world; any statement reporting an observation carries wiîhin it theoretical 

ideas (all observation is theory laden; prior knowledge and belief condition 

observations; or, as Claxton (1993a, p- 47) claims, "perceptions do not precede our 

interpretations: they are our interpretationsy'); without howledge, beliefs and theories (a 

£rame of reference) one does not know what to observe (al1 observation is theory 

dependent); discovery fhvours the prepared mind (it is not possible to recognke a 

problem if an anomalous Merence between what a theory predicts and what is 

observed &ls to be perceived); 

2. scientific knowledge is neither grounded in, nor the product of, sense data, sensory 

impressions, or sense experiences with the physicd environment; scientific knowledge 

does not emerge fiom objective and detailed observation or inferences fonned fiom first 

hand observations; there is no known logid  procedure for formulating a generd 

statement or principle fiom specific sets of discrete observations; usefiil and meaningfbl 

organhtions of the "fàcts" of sense data can occur only in the contex% of a parhcdar 

conceptual scheme; a f&ct can no longer be perceived as an objective statement; 

3. rather than being revealed or amved at tbrough inductive reasoning, scientific 

hypotheses and theories are hwnan constructs produced by creative acts of abstraction, 

imagination, and invention to explain observations and to make precise predictions; 



theories are not simple guesses about nature; theories are provisiod (subject to 

modification), they are not absolute, unalterable? fked tniths; good theories are neither 

validated by direct observations nor abandoned without compeiiing evidence successfirl 

fkkifyïng tests of existing theones are rare; and 

4- a specfible scientific method with generalizable intelledual skills does not ex&; there 

is no dgonthm, or set of methodological d e s ,  for gaining (discovering) or validating 

(justifjiiug) scientific knowledge; processes do not precede concepts, concepts infonn 

and determine the processes by which knowledge is constructed and validated, as a 

result, methods/processes are not independent of content or conte'rt, thus, when the 

situation changes, the change; the sciences different theones, 

require Merent küids of evidence, and employ merent procedures of inquiry. 

These four sets of statements are attempts to clar* the intellecnial and techical means in 

which knowledge cIaims are developed and tested in science. CoIlectively, they brhg to the fore 

the question posed by B m e r  and reiterated above: "1s the inductive approach a better technique 

for teaching principles?" Philosophers of science interested in a high degree of similitude 

between school science and the nature of science would not hesitate in responding, "no", if the 

technique for teaching is free and open exploration exclusively. One wonders if the sarne can be 

said for cognitive psychologists interested in education, particularly forma1 education in science. 

On this point, Driver, a science educator and social constmctivist, states: 

The more simplistic interpretations of the discovery approach in science 
suggest that we orily need to give pupils the opportunity to explore events 
and phenornena at first hand and they will be able to induce the 
generalhiîons and principles themselves. The position suggested here is 
that children do make generalizations fiom their fia-hand experiences, but 
these may not be the ones the tacher has in rnind. Explanations do not 
spring clearly or uniquely fiom &ta, . . . If we wish children to develop an 
understanding of the conventional concepts and princsples of science, more 
is required than simply providing practicai expenences. The theoretical 
models and scientific conventions will not be 'discovered' by children 
through their practical work, They need to be presented. Guidance is then 
needed to help children assimilate their practical experiences into what is 



probably a new way of thinking about them The slogan '1 do and 1 
understand' is comrnonly used in support of practïcal work in science 
teachiag. We have classrooms where activity plays a centrai part  Pupils 
can spend a major portion of their t h e  pushïng trolleys up mways, 
gathering, cutting and sbcking tangluig metres ofticker tape; rnarbles are 
d e d  around in trays sirnulating sofids, liquids, and gases, batteries and 
bulbs are clicked in and out of specially designed circuit boards. To what 
end? In many classrooms, I suspect, '1 do and I am even more confùsed' 
(1994, pp. 47-48). 

This is not to suggest that an inductive model of teaching has no place in forma1 science 

instruction. It is, Eggen and Kauchak (1996) argue, grounded in constnictivism; the belief 'Yhat 

leamers construct their own understanding of the world" (p. 59), and intended for use in the 

teaching of concepts, generalizations, principles, and academic d e s  irrespective of subject 

matter. Its effectiveness, however, is dependent upon severai factors, namely: (1) the clarity of 

objectives (content goals and metacognitive goals); (2) the quality of illusaahve esamples 

provided ("ifthe example is good enough, all of the information that the student needs to 

understand the topic is contaïned in the example"); (3) the quality, pacing and number of open- 

ended and convergent questions that help leamers in the re-constniction~construction of new 

conceptions; and (4) a classroom environment "in which students feel ffee to take risks and offer 

their conclusions, conjectures, and evidence without fear of criticism or embarrassment". 

The model presented by Eggen and Kauchak is composed offive steps that have been 

labeled as follows: lesson introduction, the open-ended phase, the convergent phase, closure, and 

application. There is no doubt given the discussion accompanying each step that the inductive 

model subsumes guided discovery, many forms of guided inquiry, the SCIS leaming cycle, and 

Hawkins' interpretation of effective teaching in the ESS program. Thus, Hodson's (1985) 

declaration ofthe absurdity ofthe suggestion that al1 science content must be leamed through the 

methods and procedures of science. This is not to say that epistemologically valid methods and 

procedures should not be reflected in the practical work of school science, only that it may be 

necessary to separate the epistemological and the psychological "if satisfàctory leamkg 

experiences are to be provided" (Hodson, 1985, p. 4 1). 



hlPLICATIONS FOR CUREUCULUM DEVELOPMENT 

For developers of science curricuia, the task would seem to be to synthesize what has 

been presented and then, in light of thîs information, to fàbricate series of lessons that teach 

science (scientific knowledge) and teach about science (the nature of science) in a manner that is 

philosophically, psychologically, and pedagogidy valid. Given the documents3' currently 

dnving cumculum reform in North Amencan science educaîion and their emphasis on scientific 

inquiry, active leaming, and inquixy-based programs, such a @esis is not only pertinent but 

necessary. The reasons for thïs opinion are shaped, in part, by the views of Derek Hodson and 

Arnold Arons- 

Hodson (1985, pp. 39-40) q a n d s  the meanhgs assigned by Ruthdord (1964) to 

teaching science as inquiq (see above: pages 54-55). While maintaining inquïry as technique 

(Rutherford's "using the method of scientific inquiry to leam some sciencey'), he teases apart 

inquiry as content (Rutherford's "inquiry as it appears in the scientific enterprise") and 

distinguïshes between teaching science as (1) a method of acquinng knowledge, (2) a set of 

inquj l  skills, and (3) a general and generaIizable method of inquiry (c-J Welch, Klopfer, 

Aikenhead, and Robinson, 198 1). In the first instance, the curriculum ernphasis is epistemologicai 

issues (e-g. the status of scientific observations, the nature of scientific theories, and the methods 

of scient& inquiry). In the second, the acquisition and use of specific skills (e-g. Gagne's 

primary process skills). In the third, the acquisition and use of general strattegic skills (e-g.: 

problern-solving, logical reasoning and decision making). While al1 have a legitimate place in 

well-grounded science curricula, it is, as Hodson argued immediately above, naïve to believe that 

each can be achieved through learning expenences that attempt to mode1 scientific research. 

Hodson, in fàct, provides the following list ofgeneral outcomes and suggests that di£ferent kinds 

of experiences may be necessary for attaining each specific one: 



acquisition of fictual and theoretical knowledge; 
criticai scnitiny of evidence and arguments for and against pparticular 
theones; 
p d c e  in using theories for expiaining phenorne- 
using theory for prediction; 
acquisition of laboratory &Ils and techniques; 
testing predictions and other consequerices of particular theories; 
designïng experhnents to test hypotheses or to illustrate theones; 
hypothesis generation; 
testing hypotheses by logical criticism (intenial consistency, 
compatibility wiîh other existing theory); 
testing hypotheses by experiment; 
appreciation of socio-economic and histoncal issues concerning 
science and its applications; and 
appreciaîïon of the nature of science, scientific methods and 
scientific practice (1988, p.34)- 

This suggestion, when ju.xiaposed with the Common Framework of Science Learning 

Outcomes K to 12 (Council of Ministers of Education, Caaada, 1997) and Kindergarten to Grade 

4 Science: Manitoba C u ~ Z u m  Framework of Outcomes (Manitoba Education and Training, 

1999) is startling; not for reasons of congruence, but in making conspicuous the fàiling to 

communicate the complexity of scientific inquiry. in the Canadian document, written as a 

h e w o r k  for curricuIurn developers, students are to be engaged in (1) active inquiry, (2) 

problem solving, and (3) decision making. It is suggested that although the particular contexas 

may Vary, îhe overall scope and focus will normally include these three "broad areas of 

emphasis". The science inquiry emphasis is one "in which students address questions about the 

nature of things" (Councii of Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997, p. 8). Solutions to these 

questions are to emerge fiom either "broad explorations" andior "focussed investigations7'. This is 

interpreted by the Manitoba development team as king a cycle of problem posing and problem 

solving as the foHowing passage illustrates: 

Scientific inquiry is a way of leaming about the universe. It involves 
posing questions and searching for explanations of phenomena. Although 
no single "scientific method exists, students require certain skilis to 
participate in science-related experiences- 
Skills such as questioning, observing, inferring, predicting, measuring, 
hypothesizing, class@ing, designing experiments, collecting, anaiysing, 
and interpreting data are fUndarnental to scientific inquiry; as are attitudes 
such as curiosity, skepticism, and creativity. These skills are often 



represented as a cyde. This cycle involves posiiig questions, generaîïng 
possible explanatïons, and collecting and analyshg evidence to determine 
which of these explanaiions is most usefiil and accurate in accounting for 
the phenornena under investigation- New questions may arise to re-ignite 
the cycle (Manitoba Education and Training, 1999, p, 2.10). 

Providing childrw with models, however rudunentary, or an adequate understanding of 

the preconceptions or theoreticai framework by which successfùf conjecture is possible is not 

mentioned. Hodson &es clear that speculation within the paraciigm and hypothesizing within 

the paradigm exploration, and that tbis kind of exploring, which helps to develop 

understanding, can lead to experimental testing: 'ksîhg of the adequacy of a particular 

theoretical proposition for e x p l d o n  and prediction" (Hocison, 1988, p- 29). It makes no 

ciifference whether the problerns are empincal or conceptual (Fdey and Pocovi, 2000). 

Unlike the Canadian coumerpart with skill, attitude, and knowledge outcomes, the 

American curriculum document, N a t i o ~ f  Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996), has been 

developed with standards for science teaching, professionai development, assessment, science 

content, science programs, and science education systems- Interspersed through the presentation 

are generalizattions, rigain so ill-defined as to become indistinguishable from those previously 

determiaed to be philosophically unsound, for example: 

Inque  into autùentic questions generated fiom student experïences is the 
central strategy for teaching science (Chapter 3, Science Teaching 
Standards, p. 3 1); 

Science as inquiry is basic to science education and a controlling principle 
in the ultimate organization and setection of -dentsy activities (Chapter 6, 
Science Content Standards, p. 105); and 

Full inquiry involves asking a simple question, completing an 
investigation, answering the question, and presentuig the results to others 
(Chapter 6, Content Standards: K-4, p. 122). 

The authors, however, are neither oblivious nor uninfonned of the problems of induction, and 

they do not insist on inquiry as the sole approach to science teaching and leaming. Their 

understanding is expressed in the following two passages: 



The Sta&rds cal1 for more than "science as process," in which students 
l e m  such skïiis as observing, inferring, and experimenting- Inquiry is 
central to science learning- When engaging in inquiry, students descnie 
objects and events, ask questions, coos~nict explanations, test those 
expianations against cwrent scientiflc knowledge, and communicate their 
ideas to others--. The importance of inquls. does not irnply that all teachers 
should pursue a single appfoach to science teaching. Just as inquïry has 
many different fàcets, so teachers need to use many ciifkrent strategies to 
develop the understandings and abilibes descn%ed in the Standards 
(Overview, p- 2); 

Inqujr is a muitif'aceted activity that involves making observations; posing 
questions; examining books and other sources of information to see what is 
already known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known 
in light of experimentai evidence; using twls to gather, analyze, and 
interpret data; proposing answers, explanaîions, and predictions; and 
communicating the results- Inquj. requires identification of assumptions, 
use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of altemative 
explanations . -. Although the standards emphasize inquiry, tbis should not 
be interpreted as recornmending a single approach to science teaching, 
Teachers should use difFerent strategies to develop the knowledge, 
understanciings, and abiiities described in the content standards. 
Conduchg hands-on science activities does not Qu;rrantee inquhy, nor is 
reading about science incompatible with inquïry. AttauWig the 
understandings and abilities described in Chapter 6 cannot be achieved by 
any single strategy or learning experience (Chapter 2, Principles and 
Definitions, pp, 23-24); 

Unfortunately, as in science, one must first lmow what to look for in order to understand 

what is being perceived and, in this particular case, being said. Testing e'rplanations against 

"'current scientific knowledge" and reviewing "what is already known" in light of experimental 

evidence, does not inform the curriculum developer or teacher or reader, with precision, as to the 

source of the knowledge agauist which daims will be made and conclusions drawn. 1s it to be the 

knowledge of the community of scientists or the knowledge sifted through the authors of p ~ t -  

based resources and texts or the knowledge of individual members of the classroom commdty 

or the knowledge of any number and combination of conceivable candidates? The answer without 

doubt is tied to one's goals for formal education in science- 

In spite of al1 that has been written, Arnold Arons (1983, p. 118) suggests tbat "a 

significant number of excellent curricula" were developed with the support of the National 

Science Foundation, and, within this signiticant number, he designates SCIS and ESS as king 



among the best. Not only does he descnibe these curIiculum materiais as "interesbng, imaginative, 

and educationdy sound, they are dso considered to be excellent because 

children start from scratch, with no ptesuppositions concernïng prior 
''knowiedge" of technical terms- Ideas corne fust and names aftemard. 
Concepts are synthesued out of observationid expenence rather than 
received through didactic presentation. Reasoniag starts at  concrete 
Ievels and, provided it is under the guidance of a comptent tacher: 
g r a d d y  proceeds toward the abstract (p. 1 18). 

This is Arons interpretation of Hawkins' O P k  using the ESS materiais and Karplus? 

exploration phase of the learning cycle in the SCIS materials. 

"Faiture" of the curriculum development efforts, as a consequence, is not attributed to 

deficiencies in the quality or charater of the materials. Arons, in fàct, quips, "[c]urrïcular 

materials, however skiilfûi and imaginative, cannot 'teach themselves' ." It is for this reason, he 

suggests that curriculum reform wÏth its promise of a new generation of better and more effective 

resources for teaching and leaming is "a fkliacious and forlorn hope." Shymansky (1989), a 

defender of ESS, SCIS, and SAPA, would perhaps concur. Based upon sign&cant gains in 

student performance and attitudes shown by meta-analysis of sixty studies, he advises curriculum 

developers to use these NSF materials as a foundation on which to construct any new elementary 

science program. 

One conclusion to draw from Arons' and Shyrnansky's writing is that the criticisms of 

the curriculum products developed with the NSF7s rnonetary support were too fâr reaching- By 

being all-inclusive, distinctions were not made between programs grounded in outdated or 

contemporary notions of sound instructional practices with respect to the psychology of learning 

and the philosophy of science. The descriptions provided of SAPA, SCIS, and ESS were ïncluded 

so as to make this claim obvious, particularly with respect to SCIS and ESS as envisioned by 

Hawkins. It's difficult to name more thoughtful resources for early years teachers who seek 

subject knowledge as well as pedagogic and cumculum knowledge. 



Abdunive reasoning involva the g e n d o n  of hypatheses tbat tentatively explain pieling enmunen. 
According to Siegel and Carey (1989, p- 25), Peirce believed "that abduction was the on1y fonn of logic 
capable of starting new ideasn Possi'ble consequences of these hypotheses were tested (in thought) using 
deductive reasoning and (in action) a@mt real world phenornena and experiences using induction. 

' "Students, perfofce, bave a limited expoairr to the matenals thy are to leam How can ihis e.uposure be 
made to count in theu thinlang for the rest of theu lives? The dominant view among men who have been 
engaged in preparing and teaching new currïcula is that the answer to this question lies in giving students 
an understanding of the fundamental structure of wbatever subjects we choose to teach" (1963, p. 11)- 

"...the basic ideas that lie at the h a  ofaii sa-enœ and mathematics and the basic thema that give form 
to Me and !iterature are as simple as they are powenirl. To be in cornmanci of these basic ideas, to use them 
effectively, requires a contimiirl deepening of one's undernanding of them that cornes h m  leaming to use 
thcm in progressively more complex fonns ... A cmiculum as it develops should rewisit these basic ideas 
repeatedly, building upon them until the studem has grasped the fùU formal apparatus that goes with them" 
(1963, pp. 12-13), 

u.-.any SUbject can be taught &e&eIy in some intellectuaiiy honest form to any child at any stage of 
development" (1963, p. 33). 

I refer here to the work of the Geneva school in developmental psychology, specindy Jean Piaget and 
B&l Mielder. 

Similar to Kuho's sa-entists workiog between paradigms wbo invent new ways of givïng order to data 

7 Schwab is refening to the level of prescription in labomtory work He describes îhree levels of openness 
and pennissiveness, these are: (1) the laboratoxy manual states the problem to be investigated and d e s c n i  
the methods that one should use to discover unknown (as yet untaught) relationships; (2) problems are 
posed and the methodologies and answer solutions are not describal, they are open; and (3) problems as 
well as methodologies and answer/solutions are open_ 

8 "Climaçtic narrative begins with description of phenornena which symôolize the field to be treated.., With 
such a starting point, a problem is formulated and the narrative moves thereafter fiom one experiment its 
results and interpretation, to another until it reaches its intended stopping place, its climav theory" 
(Schwab, 1960, p. 10). 

9 "Multdinear exposition is one which includes description of alternatives, ciï£lïclrlties, and doubts attendant 
on enquiry. Some of the alternatives taken seriously at a given time are examineci in the light of their 
various supporting evidences. There is emphasis on the uncertainties and Iosses involved in choosing one 
over other alternatives" (Schwab, 1%0, p. IO), 

'O "A rhetoric of conclusions, then, is a structure of discourse which persuades men io accept the tentative 
as certain, the doubtfid as the undoubted, by making no mention of reasons or evidence for what it asserts-.. 
the m e n t  and temporary constmctions of scientific knowledge are conveyed as empincal, Liteml, and 
irrevocable tmths'' (Schwab, 1962a, p- 24). 

11 These are PSSC - High School Physics; Chernical Bond Approach; Biological Sciences Curriculum 
Study-High School Biology: Blue, Green, and Yellow versions; C h d c a l  Education Materials Study; 
BSCS-Interaction of E.vperiments and Ideas; PSSC-Advanced Topics; Earth Science Cdculum; 
Introductory Physical Science; Quantitative Physical Science; Time, Space and Matter, Project Physics 
(Klopfer and Champagne, 1990, p. 140). 

'' These are Elemenary School Science Roject, Grades 2-5; Elementary Science Study, Grades K-8; 
Minnesota School Mathematics and Science Teachg Project, Grades K-3; Science Concept Development 
in the Early School through Inquiry Training, Grades 1-8; Science Cuniculum Improvement Study, Grades 



K-6; Elementary School Science Project, Grades 1-2; Science: A Process Approach, Grades K-6; 
Quantitative Approach to Elemenmy School Science, Grades 3 6 ;  and Individualized Science, Grades K 4  
(Klopfer and Chamgagne, 1990, p, 14 1)- 

l 3  Gagne's research in psychology is based upon a hiaarcby of learning capabilities, and he developed a 
theoretical mode1 of a simple-toamplex hierarchy of types of leaming SAPA is build upon this theory. 
and the simple to complex ordering of subskills and processes is "based on what seemed logically correct in 
science and psychologicaüy accurate for most chüdren" (Butts 1973, p 183)- The h t e r~hm accompanyiag 
the SAPA program states: "Gagne bas s h o w  îbat ifa lemer  aaains behaviors subordùiate to a higher 
behavior, there is a high proôabiiïty that he can attain that higher behavior- On the other hand if he has not 
attained the subordinate behavior, there is near zero probabiiïty that he can attain the higher behavioi' 
( M S t X e r o x  1%7a, p. 10)- Each SAPA activity is designed specificaiiy to help children aquire the 
subskill or ski11 necessary for the next step in the leaming pn>cess, The SAPA hierarchy is established by 
" i d e n m g  the most wmplex beb lo r ,  Le., the terminal behavior, that a chiid is expected to develop in 
each of the processes. Then this terminai behavior is anal* to determine what subordhate behaviors the 
child should have acquired More he can be expected to achieve the tennioal behavïor- Each of these 
subordinate behaviors is aaalyzed in tum to determine what prior behaviors are required before the child 
can be expected to achieve each of them This procedure is continuai until the simplest behaviors are 
reached. The hierarchy cbart for each process lis& ail of the bebaviors that have been identifieci in this way 
and indicates this intradependence" (AAAS/Xerox, 1967% p. 7). 

14 Modules a and i are Class-g 4 (Obsming Living and Nonliving Things) and Classîfj-hg 5 (Variation 
in Objects of the Same Kind)_ 

l5 Modules b, C, q, s, and t are Ushg S p a M i m e  Relationzhi-ps 7 ((Synrnetry), Using Spacefïhe 
Relationships 8 (The Shapes cfrlnimals), Using S p a d ï i i e  Relationships 9 (Shadows), Using SpaceiTime 
Relationships 10 (Recognizhg and Using Angles. Direction, and Distance), and Using Spacdïime 
Relationships 1 1 (Tirne Intervals), 

16 Modules 4 j, 1, n, u, and z are Measuring 2 (Linear Meusurement), Measuring 3 (Coniparing Volumes), 
Measuruig 4 (Linear Measuremenrs Using Metric Units), Memuring 5 (Making Cornparisons Using a 
Balance), Measuring 6 (Ordering Plane Figures by Area), and Measuring 7 ( S e d s  and Si-ed Germination). 

l7 Modules f ,  k, and rare Using Nwnbers 5 (Numbers and the Nimber Line), Using Numbers 6 (Numbers O 
Through 99), and Using Numbers 7 (Addirion of Positive Numbers). 

18 Modules e, g, m, O, and v are Observïng 9 (Observation, Using Several of the Si-nses), Obsenhg 10 
(Observing the Weather), ObseMng 1 1 (Observing Sorne Properties of Magnets), Observing 12 
(Observing Color and Color Changes in Plants), and ûbserving 13 (Observing Mold Gardens). 

l9 Modules h, p, w, s, and y are Communicating 1 (Ident&ing an Object), Communicating 2 (Introduction 
to Graphing), Communicating 3 (Describing Physical Changes), Communicating 4 (Observing Collisions), 
and Communicating 5 (Describing Changes in Plants). 

20 These experiences involve stories, field mps, building a simple thennometer and using it to rneasure 
temperature, the construction and care of mold gardens, games that involve the identification of materials in 
"mystery bags," developing a classihcation key, the establishment and care of living and nonliving 
materials in aquaria, using a gnomon, obsewing falling objects, constnicting a bar graph and interpolating 
on the graphed data, and the like. 

" The generaliung expiences are contexts that enable, and invite, children to use the skills they are 
developing to complete a ta&. These may be as basic as following the directions on a map to find a "bïdden 
trea~ure" and playing a game of twenty questions or as wmplex as playing on a merry-go-round to 
expenence, and then discuss, how position with respect to the axis of rotation affects the start-up speed and 
how movement fiom the outer edge to the center during rotation a8lécts the speed at which they revolve 



around the &S. 

22 The SCIS team of developes cail concepts inventd by the teacher "conceptual inventions" because each 
concept "was once inventai by a scientist" (Karplus and This 1967, p. 84). A conceptuai invention is 
dehed as "a new idea for interpreîhg expenence, an idea which d t e d  h m  an inductive mental leap" 
(Karplus and Thier 1967, p. 40). 

" SCIS units are divïded into several parts, each part is diMded into chapters, and each chapter is divideci 
into activities. 

24 The Educatiooal Development Center incorporates the Institute for Educatioaal Innovation and 
Educational SeMces Incorporated and began as the parerit body of the Physical Science Study Cornmittee 
(PSSC high school physics) estabiished by Jerrold Zachanas, a physicist at M ï ï  (Rogers and Voeker 1970, 
p. 36; Matthews 1994, p. 16). 

25 In most cases, the recornmended materials are inexpensive and cornmon This is to ensure that al l  
children are actively involved, and that the equipment and supplies are "not imposingly scientincm but 
resemble materials assessable to chiidren outside of school (Blough and Schwartz 1974, p, 50)- It is 
believed that familjar materials wili predispose chiîdren "to relate the subject matter of the unit to their 
everyday experience" (ESS 197% p- 8). Where specialized or hard to fh~d materials and equipment are 
necessary to teach a unit's activities, they are sold in kit fonn as an integral part of the unit 

26 Piltz and Sund (1968, p. 91) report tbat no group prior to the PSSC had ever received as much federal 
money to produce matenals for school use (1968, p- 91)- 

27 Gagne (1963, p. 27) states, Tundamentaiiy, the purpose of a curriculum is to organl-ze the educatiorial 
situation in such a way that students, who are at one stage, or age, incapable of e.uhi'biting certain kinds of 
behavior relevant to science, become capable of exhi'biting ce* kinds of behavior." 

?8 Bruner's cycle of learning is de sc r i i  in the June 17, 1961 issue of Saturday Review where he writes, 
"...it is essential haî, before king e.vposed to a wide range of materiai on a topic, the child first have a 
general idea of how and where things fit. It is ofkn the case that the development of the general idea cornes 
fYom the first round of e-xpenence with concrete embodhents of ideas tbat are close to the child's Me. The 
cycle of learning begins, then, with particulars and immediately moves toward abstraction. It comes to a 
temporary goal when the abstraction can be used in grasping new particulars in the deeper way that 
abstraction perrniîs (reproduced in Bruner, 1962, p. 123). 

29 Klopfer and Champagne (1990, pp. 134-135) dxaw the following distinction: "For the professionalist, the 
main purpose of school science instruction is to provide the best possible preparation for fiirther science 
study for those students who will pursue careers in the naturai sciences, applied science or technology." 
"For the visionary, the main purpose of school science instruction is also to establish a firm preparatory 
foundation, but he thinks of the students' preparation not ody for careers, but for M e  ,,.the visionary 
f'es on the devetopment of students' fiinctional understanding of those concepts and pnnciples of the 
biological and physical sciences which will help people lead safe, sane, and more satisfjing Iives." 

30 1s it possible for cmïculum materials to be designed as teacher proof as Yager daims? Arons (1983) 
suggests not. He writes: "It is unlikely that any cwricuiar materials, however hi& their potential for 
cultivating thinking, reasoning, leaniing, and understanding will ever be "tacher-proof." A teacher can 
always negate the intent of the materiais by attitude, invidious comment, and, most significantly, by what 
he or she chooses to test for." 

31 These documents are the following: Comrnon Fmework of Skience Learning Outcornes K to 12 
(Council of Mhisters of Education, Canada, 1997), Benchmarksfor Scientifc Literacy (American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993) and National Science Eciucation Standards (National 
Research Corncil, US, 19%). 



CEUPTER FOUR 

RESEARCa DESIGN, METHOD, AM> PROCEDURES 

Co-s ON RESEARCH DESIGN 

In the most recent edition of Research Methods: Learning to Become a Critical Research 

Consumer, Martella, Nelson, and Marchand-Martella (1999) play down the debate between 

quantiiative vs. qualitative methodologies by rnakins clear that each is focused upon answerlng a 

particular kind of research question, They Maintain that it is not a matter of thinking one 

methodology is better than the other, but detennining which is most appropnate for the study 

envisioned and the question(s) posed- 

Quantitative research is generally concemed with the investigation of the impact of 

independent variables on dependent variables. The independent variable is often referred to as the 

treatment- It is manipulateci, extraneous variables are controlled, and the response of, or change 

in, the dependent variable is measured and compared to a controi group. The basic assurnption is 

that the participants of the experimental and control groups are equivalent pnor to the 

introduction of the independent variable, and that any ciifferences observed at the end ofthe study 

are a consequence of the independent variable. Attributiag ciifferences in performance to the 

experimental treatrnent (not sampling and/or measurement errors) is determined by means of 

statistical significance testing. 

Qualitative research has been defined by Strauss and C o b ~  as "'any kind of research that 

produces findings not arrived at by means of statisticai procedures or other means of 

quantification7' (1 990, p. 17). Researchers using qualitative methods are not concerned with a few 

carefiilly, but narrowly defhed variables and statistically signifiant effects that culminate in 

iinear, cause-effect relationships. Their concern is with meaning: understanding the context in 

which bebaviour occurs, the big messy pichire of real world situations and, thus, the complex 

interdependencies of multiple variables over a penod of t h e  (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992; Guba 



and Lincoln, 198 1; Martella et al-, 1999). In qualitative research, the researcher is the key data 

collection instniment, and data are detailed, thick descriptions, coliected through fieldwork where 

the researcher ''joins the subjects' world" (Bogdan and Bikiin, 1992, p- 79)- Fieidwork data are 

the observations, interviews, transcripts, historiai records, and artifacts fiom which explanations 

are induced (2.e. grounded theory: theory derïved fiom real-world data and existing theories on 

children in social interaction, not naïve empiricism). While the accuracy of a narrative assessrnent 

report is difncult ro obtain, vaiidity and reliability of the researcher's interpretations are judged 

by several criteria. These are: c'completeness of infomiation; adequacy of interpretation; 

determination of inconsistencies in data; adequacy of metaphors, pictures or diagramsi 

collaboration with participants; and multiple methods to gather data" (Franklin and Jordan, 1995, 

p. 291). 

The questions this study attempted to answer such as, 'What are the instructional 

variables/design tools that account for student performance?" and "How do instructional 

strategies affect the process and advancement of learning?", could best be answered through 

qualitative methods. Thus, an interpretive approach, where the researcher becomes part of the 

world studied, was the methodology utdized-. 

COMMENTS ON PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 

Studies in qualitative research are g e n e d y  case studies, multisite çtudies, or 

multisubject studies. Bogden and Biklen (1992, p. 62 and 69) advise nascent researchers to 

choose a case study as a project due to the fàct that multiple site and multiple subject approaches 

are CCdifficult to acwmplish for a first undertaking." A case study involves the examination of one 

setting, one particular event, a single subject, or a single depository of documents and, as a 

consequence, can be referred to as an historical organizational case study, observationai case 

study, Me history, or document anaiysis. 



Obsexvationai case studies are of three kinds, namely: participant observation; 

nonparticipant observation, and simulaaon, According to Guba and Lincoin, participant 

observation is a form of in- in wbicb the inquirer plays two roles, The first is the role of an 

observer where the researcher "is responsibie to persons outside the milieu being observed; the 

second is as  a genuine participant where the researcher is a mernber ofthe group, interacts with 

the participants, and has a stake in the group's actïvîty and its outcomes (198 1, pp, 189- 190). The 

participant-as-observer approach, where the participants are uifonned ofthe participant 

observer's role and intentions, is the approach that was adopted for the study. There was no need 

to create or reaeate a situation, as  a simulation makes possible, since this was not an example of 

a case where the ability to coilect information was in any way compromised. Nonparticipant 

approaches attempt to lower observer effects by unobtnisive observation. Thus, nonparticipant 

researchers choose not to manipulate what occurs in the natural setting. The study incorporateci a 

unique approach to curriculum design and very specific strategies in its implementation (the 

"event", to use Eisner's tenninology). It was essential that the investigator be informed of the 

understanding being developed over time (the effect of the event on eqerience) (Eisner, 199 1, p. 

183). Nonparticipant approaches to &îa collection would not bave allowed the manipulation and 

interaction necessary for determining the depth and breadth of understanding and, thus, the 

significance of the event for the participants. 

COMMENTS ON DATA COLLECTION 

Vdidity in qualitative research refers to the %utruthfiilness" of the infierences and 

conclusions drawn fiom research findings- According to Martela and his colieagues (1999, pp. 

270-273), qualitative researchers must be aware o f  descriptive, interpretive, theoretid, and 

evaluative validity. The first two refer to the accuracy with which data are described and 

interpreted. Theoretical validity is concerned with the tniuifiilness of the explanation that is 

constmcted fiom descriptions and their interpretation. Evaluative validity is the ability to appraise 



a situation and to make right and wrong statements that are perceived as valid by the researcher's 

'public". 

To enhance the validity of research findings obtalned using qualitative methodologies, it 

is suggested that multiple sources of data be incorporateci ïato all research designs (Graue and 

Walsh, 1998; Guba and Lincoln, 198 1; Mathison, 1988; Marteiia et al., 1999). The use of data 

fiom different sources or daîa developed using different methodologies is referred to as 

trianguiatïon. The technique, when two or more processes with different assumptions and 

fiindamental premises are used to construct propositions, is believed to make data finduigs 

credible. 

Four types of trïangulation are consistentiy mentioned (Guba and Lincoln, 198 1; 

Mathison, 1988; MarteUa et al., 1999). These are data triangulation, investigator/analyst 

triangdation, theoqdperspective triangulation, and methodological triangulation. Mathison 

(1988) dismisses theory mangulation fiom her discussion because the writhg of Denzin suggests 

that researchers committed to a given theoretical stance will not look at the research data fkom a 

Merent theoretical perspective. Martella, Nelson, and Marchand-Martella (1 999), however, 

suggest that it is not unusuai in some areas, like problem solving with behavioural and cognitive 

perspectives, for researchers to rnake use of this form of triangulation. 

Data triangulation can be attained by including more than one individuaUparticipant as a 

source of data or by ercamining a setting, event, or individual over time and in a variety of 

conditions. If more than one investigator is collecting data, or the study uses several field workers 

or research assistants to assess existing &ta and the interpretations are compared, 

investigator/analyst tnangulation is achieved. Methodologid, between methods, triangulation 

involves comparing the data from two or more methodologies. The methods can be qualitative or 

a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative. Mathison argues that the goal of triangulation is not 

"convergence upon the truth:" convergence requires as much explanation as inconsistent and 

contradictory data which are more likely to occur (1988, pp. 14-15). Rather it is to end up witb 



information with which the researcher can constnict plausible explanaiions for the phenornena 

studied. 

The study was designexi with a classrmm of young children in one investigator, 

and the use of several methodologies including descriptive field notes with observer comments, 

pre-instructional and post-instructional interviews, informal conversations with the classrmm 

teacher, and written and pictonal amfacts. It is believed that the accumulateci data provide the 

evidence necessq for the construction of valid propositions by means of inductive adysis. 

RNDING THE APPROPRIATE RESEARCH S E ~ G  

The proposed study was designed with eight criteria for selecting the site- These are, in 

no particular order: (1) a school within fifty kilometers of central Winnipeg; and a school with (2) 

a total enrollment, NurseryAbdergarten through Grade 6, of two hundred or les; (3) operative 

windows and a green space appropriate for outdoor education and life science activities; (4) class 

sizes below 25; (5) several multi-age classrooms at the early years level; (6) teachers at the early 

years level who worked collaboratively to plan cumcula; (7) one, perhaps two, earIy years 

teacher interested in children's learning in science; and (8) an administrator as interested and 

supportive of the proposed study as the classroom teacher(s). 

The process of finding a school meeting the eight criteria began with the attainment of 

cornputer printouts of the pnvate and public schools in the province of Manitoba. These lists 

included the school narne, school division, grade levels, total enrollmeat, enrollment by grade, 

phone number, principal, address and postal code. Al1 schools meeting criteria 1,2, and 4 were 

short listed. This eiiminated al1 but twenty-six schools in fourteen school divisions. The next step 

was to identify which of the twenty-six gave children access to naîural light during class time and 

to a green space during recess. This was achieved by driving fiom schooi site to school site and 

placing phone calls to the principals of those considered acceptable. The phone conversations 

focused upon the remaining four criteria (5 through 8). 



The k t  principal to be contacte& a teaching principal in the McPhee-Lewis School 

Division, suggested that a meeting be scheduled with the teaching stanto introduce the study and 

answer potential questions. It was after this meeting in mid-April that arrangements were made 

with S m e ,  one of two Grade 4-5-6 teachers, to pilot a science unit on populations, 

communities, and ecosystems for May and June- At the end of this coilaboration two early years 

teachers (Grades 1-2-3), Cecile and Lauren, whom 1 assisted when invitations were extended, 

offered their classrooms as sites for the study. With this overture, 1 was also inforrned that the 

Grade 3 science curriculum in the 1991 guide would be the content they would need to tach- 

THE SCHOOL AND STAFF 

The school in which the study was conducted is located in what was once a small fann 

cummunity in south-eastern Manitoba. Today, as a wnsequence of several housing 

developments, there bas been a shift from a rural to a sububan population, This has seen the 

school enrollment clïmb fiom 3 1 children durhg the 1986-1987 school year to 153 when the pilot 

study was carrieci out- The projected enrollment for late August was 185. 

The school has a staff of twelve which includes the secretaxy and two custodiam. The 

teaching staff of nine can be broken down as follows: one ECindergarten,music teacher with a 0.64 

appointment; four eady years teachers (two with füll-tirne positions, one with a 0.5 appointment, 

and one with a 0.5 teaching appointment and a 0.5 reading recovery appointment); two middle 

years teachers with fùll-time appointments, one teaching principd, and one upper middle years 

teacher with a fiil1 time appointment that is divided between the classroom and the gym as the 

physical education instnictor. There are, as a result, one morning Kindergarten class, three multi- 

age (Grades 1-2-3) eariy years ctasses, two multi-age (Grades 4-5-6) rniddle years classes, and a 

multi-age (Grades 7-8) upper middle years class ("'early years", "middle years", and "upper 

rniddle years" are the schml staffs descriptors). 



The presumption made with the selection of this school as the setting for the proposed 

research was that it met the requïrernent for maximum variation samphg. This is the qualitative 

sampling method that does not look for deviant, typical or critical cases, but hopes for a 

heterogeneous sample with a great deal of participant variation (see Martella et aL' 1999, pp. 267- 

270). 

SELECTING THE IN-SCHOOL S E ~ G  

Midway through the summer holiday, I met with k e n  at her request. She had been 

thinking about my study, and was interesteci in haviog children for whom she f ias responsible 

selected as the participants. She suggested that I design the curriculum for the five, suc, seven, and 

eight year olds in all tbree early years classroorns, and tbat she and Cecile and 1' meet each week 

to discuss upcoming lessons and activities. 1 wasn't immediately enthusiastic about these ideas, 

since my interest and focus were the thinking that the envisioned and enacted curriculum would 

enabIe children to do, not the thinking of teachers. Moreover, 1 had, at the outset, promised to 

provide the necessary materials and resources- 1 hadn't envisioned another approach than the one 

that had been successfilly used the previous spring wÏth S-e in the two Grades 4-5-6 classes. 

In this instance, the scope of the curriculum was determined by the objectives Iaid out in the 

Manitoba science curriculum guide for Grade 5 .  The sequence of lessons and activities, and the 

specific approaches for helping students anain the predctermïned objectives were plaaned and 

careftlly scripted by me, often the evening after the completion of a science session. Suzanne was 

fazred the content of each succeeding lesson and asked to follow the plans, written as a narrative 

in a conversational voice that iovited and built upon the ideas, conceptions, and questions 

expressed in previous lessons by the students. When deviating, she was asked to respect the view 

of science and the sociocognitive participation that the curriculum was designed to enhance. 1 

realized, with Lauren's suggestion, that having more tban a single classroorn teacher involved, 

although interesting, would most likely consume more of my time and energy and resources. 



There was also the rîsk that the study would become altogether diaerent fiom the one 1 

envisioned- Making my apprehensions expikit, our ensuing conversation ended in compromise. 

In this sixty minute meeting, my role went fiom participant observer to investigator- 

teacher. Although little changed with respect to the proposed study and its desi= with hindsigh~ 

it would have been admntageous to video tape the lessons, for which 1 would later wrïte copious 

albeit incomplete field notes, ifonly to have verbatim transcripts of the diaiogues tbat became 

such an interesting part ofthe oral discourse provided for and encouraged- Regardless, control of 

the envisioned and enacted CUTicuia were now in m y  han&- Variables associated with 

incomplete currïcular knowledge, content knowled~e, andior pedagogical content knowledge 

would be less iikely to influence the outcome. 

THE CHLDREN 

Twenty names, for eight girls and twelve boys, had been typed into Lauren's class 

enrollment List when 1 received a copy in late August- The names of seven children, three boys 

and four girls, were entered under the heading Grade 1. Of these seven, five began the school year 

as six year olds, and two, a girl and a boy, would not becorne six umil the 3rd and 13" of 

December, respectively (mean age = 74.6 months or 6.2 years). The seven children Iisted for 

Grade 2 included two girls and five boys. Of îhese, two were eight years old when the school year 

began, three were seven, and two would not celebrate their seventh bïrthdays until the 13" and 

2gLh of October (mean age = 90.6 months or 7.6 years). The names of four boys and two girls 

appeared under the heading Grade 3 - Of these six, one girl and two boys began the school year at 

eight years of age, one boy would celebrate his eighth birthday on September 27', and the 

youngest girl and boy would become eight on the 24& of December (mean age = 97 months or 8.1 

Y - 

As a consequence of being in Lauren's ciass, aü twenty children were exposed to and 

parhcipated in the lessons of the science cumculurn designed for the study. Three of the twenty 



children, however, were not part ofthe study itseK That is, they were not interviewed and their 

paper and pencii work was not photocopieci for interpretation and analysis- In two cases, the letter 

requesting consent to use the data coiiected fkom the cbild was not retumed- In the third case, the 

child u.as withdrawn fiom the school and enrolled at another withïn the division. For these 

reasons, the conclusions drawn are those made possible by eight girls: four in Grade 1 (Rosl- 

Debbie, Anne, and Cindy) and two in each of Grade 2 (Reena and Sara) and Grade 3 (Annie and 

Cathy); and nine boys: three in each of Grade 1 (Wiliïe, Dannyf and John), Grade 2 (Robert, 

Scott, and Ken), and Grade 3 (Marc, Michael and Patrick). 

THE PRE-INSTRUCTiONAL PHASE (Preplanning for the Biology Unit) 

When Lauren spoke with Cecile after she and 1 met ui early August, it was decided that 

they would begin the school year with the life cycles unit in the Grade 3 science curriculum 

guide. With this information, 1 began collecting resources that could be useful in planning and 

designing lessons, and looking for materials that rnight enhance children's understanding of the 

unit's concepts and iearning objectives (see Appendk B). This included, but was not restricted to, 

the relevant cumcuium documents developed for the ESS' SCIS~, and  SAPA^ programs, 

seiections fiom children's Iiterature and trade books, commercial video recordings, Living and 

preserved organisms, CD ROMs, current news items, three dimensional models, and two 

dimensional illustrations. 

Pre-interview and pre-instruction planning resulted in a provisional outline that focused 

on the concepts emphasized in the curriculum guide. These were the life cycles of animals, 

metamorphosis, complete (4-stage) metamorphosis, incomplete (3-stage) metamorphosis, 

classification based upon life cycle, animal behaviour, instinctual behaviour, and respect (human 

actions tbat allow for the continuity of the iife cycles of other organisms). It seemed prudent to 

begin by drawing upon the children's knowledge of the Me cycle of humans- This would lead 

nicely into the life cycles of other phyla and classes of animals that hatch or are bom resembling 



their adult parents anatomically, and grow, perhaps with a change in proportion, through time. 

From a discussion of these animais, a majority of which are classified as mammais, birds, fish, 

and reptiles, animais k h e d  or born with M e  resemblance to the adult parent, that change in 

form and structure through tirne, would be introduced. This includes the amphiôians (fiogs, toads, 

and salamanders) and the insects that undergo complete metamorphosis with egg, lama pupa, and 

adult stages- The finai lessons would be reserved for those insects that are born as immature and 

small scale versions of the adult parent- They go thtough what is referred to as incomplete 

metamorphosis with egg, nyrnph, and adult stages. In aii cases local anünals îhat children could 

possibly have observed in or around their neighborhoods were to be used as examples. 

Plans also included the in-school culturing and care of mealworrns, crickets, lady bugs, 

the pupa state of butcerflies, and a pond water aquarium stocked with snails and fish. These 

organisms would not only offer daily opportunities for fkst band observations of stages in the life 

cycles of several animals, but any investigation or scientific inquiry wouId very likely originate 

with them or the habitats in which they were maintainai. The presumption made was that these 

living creatures would be the context tbrough which many of the objectives would be achieved 

usùig the LEP Model and the teach;ae/Iearning strategies known to enhance understanding which 

the Model supports (see references in Chapter 2 to Glen and Duit (1995); Hewson, Beeth, and 

Thorley (1998); Hodson (1988, 1990, 1999); Lerher and his colleagues (2000); and Metz 1995, 

1997, 1998,2000). The goal being, as Duschl and Gitomer make clear, to begin to help "seeing 

as7' leamers become '%eeing that" observers (199 1). 

Owing to the fàct that the pre-instruction interviews were to be conduaed before any 

science teaching got undemy, the first task was to re-acquaint myself with studies on young 

children's intuitive ideas about the concepts of life, animal and animal classification, growth, and 

life cycles (ive. : B m b y ,  1982; Driver, Squires, Rushworth, and Wood-Robinson, 1994c; Lucus, 

Linke, and Sedgwick, 1979; Ochiai, 1989; Richards, 1989; and Stepans, 1985 for Me; Bell, 1981 

and; Trowbridge and Mintzes, 1985 and 1988 for animal and animal classification; Rosengren 



Gelman, Kalish, and McCormick, 199 1; and Russell and Watt, 1990 for growth, and Shepardson, 

1996 for Me cycles). 1 also re-read the studies of Inagaki (1989, 1990a, 1990b) and those on 

which she and Hatano collaborateci (Inagaki and Hatano, 1991; Hatano and inagaki, 1992)- 1 

found intriguing their idea that constrained personification in biology could be innate or an early 

cognitive constraint. Moreover, U e  the SPACE Project that operated out of the University of 

Liverpool, EngIand in the 1980s and 1990s, the character of the questions asked had features 1 

hoped to reproduce- For example, when investigaîïng the effects of raising pet goldfish on the 

biological knowledge of children attending kinderg.arten (mean age, 70.9 months), two of the 

more than thirty questions posed were the following: "Someone put ice cubes ùito the goldflsh 

bowl on a hot summer &y. 1s this good for the goldfish, or not?" and "Suppose someone is given 

a baby X and wants to keep it forever in the same size because it's so small and cute. Can he or 

she do that?" (Inagaki, 1990b, p. 122). 

The pre-instruction interviews for the life cycles unit were scheduled for the second week 

of school. Each of the seventeen children participating in the study met with me for 

approximately ten minutes Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday moming between 9:00 AM and 1 O:3 0 

AM. A serni-structured format with set topics and pre-developed questions was used- The tone 

was conversational. Unlike the stmctured format which is standardized with respect to the 

wording of questions and their sequence, the approach adopted, provided the fieedom necessary 

to probe for the thinking behind particular responses and to tailor the questions to each chiid- The 

inteniews, conducted in a quiet corner of the classroom, were composed of 

background/demographic questions, opinion questions, experience/behaviour questions, and 

knowledge questions (see Appendix C), A small, portable tape recorder, visibly positioned on the 

table around which al1 interviews took place, was used to record wbat was said. Recording began, 

with the child's permission, as soon as dhe was seated in the chair to my left. The recorder was 

stopped when the final question had k e n  responded to and the child th=uiked. Al1 audio tapes 

were transcribed after the final interview. 



THE INSTRSJC~CNAL P m E  (Overview of the Study) 

Science instruction began the Monday following the interviews. In her creation of the 

daily schedule, Lauren sloned science for the sïxty minutes ïmmediately following moming 

recess on Monday and Thursday. We generaüy ran beyond 11:40 AM and imo cleanvp t h e  

scheduled five minutes before the classroom-based lunch and mid-day recess. The recommended 

time allotment for Kindergarten through Grade 3 science is seventy-five minutes per week, or 

what one determines as "sufncient time to cover the entire program for any gïven year" 

(Manitoba Educatïon and Training, 199 La, p. 5). The decision to allocaîe approximately one 

hundred fifty minutes per week was in part a response to Cecile's desire to scheduie science for 

more than what amounted to fifteen minutes each school day and in part to my conviction that a 

number of language arts, mathematics, fine arts, music, and dramatic arts objectives would be met 

through the lessons making up the science curriculum- 

The cUmcuium in science, as it was developed, was the program in science. Embedded in 

the lesson plans for a unit were the design tools, conceptual models (as defined by Glynn and 

Duit, 1999,  exploration activities, elaboration activities, forms of assessrne* and variations of 

the SCIS invention phase and what Hunt and Minstrell refer to as "a 'benchmark' problem 

situation" (1994, pp. 58-60). The uits began with interviews. Although it has been shown that 

older children capable of expressing their thinking on paper provide suficient data when a pre- 

instruction quiz is utilized, such an approach would aot have been suited to the five to eight year 

old children in the study. A group i n t e ~ e w  was also eliminated as a possible means of eliciting 

intuitive beliefs and conceptions as it was the initial ideas of individual children that were desired, 

not a general impression of the sorts of ideas children may have constnrcted by this age or 

constnict while listening to one another. The pre-instruction interviews were followed by lessons 

designed to help children to begin to build conceptual models within specific domains of biology 



that could be activated and called upoa in real world and school science contexts and at the same 

time to begin to develop theïr ideas toward an understauding of the nature of science. 

As a d e ,  lessons were composed of three parts. These were benchmark-invention, 

elaboration, and enlargement. In the M e  cycles unit, for example, it was decided that the red 

thread or big idea by which ali lessons were to be united would be the notion of pattern. It made 

no sense to think of a cycle without an understanding of the concept of pattern and repeating 

pattern which a cycle \;uas eventually defined as being. Accordiagly, the nrst lesson began with 

three Scomsh kilts made from a Gordon tarCag a Stewart tartan, or a MacMillan tartan and a story 

about highland clans and the production of fàbric and hhionïng of garments in ancient Scotland. 

We looked carefully at the colours and construction of the kilts and illustrations of highlanders in 

their tartan clothing, This was followed by a discussion of S l y  and what it meant to be a 

member of an ancient clan where everyone shared the same suniame, could -ce their great, great 

grandparents back to the same man (fâther) and woman (mother), and lived within walking 

distance of one anothet. Clau members, regardless of age and gender, also wore the same tartan, 

designed by the clan's weavers. So I asked how they couid r e c o w e  a W y  member, often at a 

distance, on crowded market days. When they responded, %eu tartanyy, 1 asked how one could 

tell a Stewart fiom a Gordon (the kilts having been placed at the opposite end of the classroom 

fiom where we were seated) when these tartans share rnany similar colours (black, forest green, 

and yeilow), The children immediately reaiized that it was due to the placement of the coloured 

vertical and horizontal lines, and the fact that there was no red in the Gordon tartan and no bold 

lines of yellow in the Stewart tartan. 1 then told them that the clan weavers in designing a tartan 

usuaily began with a block composed of Werent colours and widths of lines and then repeated 

this block to create a tartan. The initial block was called a sett. 1 asked if anyone could find the 

sett in the Gordon tartan: "What was the block of colours king repeated over and over again?" 

Several children volunteered to point out the se& and drew around it with their f i n g a  an 

ùnaginary square or rectangle. We did the same wiîh the MacMillan tartan. When the discussion 



had run its course, the term, pattern, was introduced, by asking ifanyone before today's lesson 

had heard this word king spoken, Several mentioned the use of patterns in sewing. We then 

discussed whether or not a sett could be considered a pattern- 1 suggested that they think about a 

pattern as being a sen tbat is repeated over and over- At this point, the elaboration phase ofthe 

lesson began, As will be seen, elaboration, in the context of lesson planning, involved both 

reinforcement and application of the concept invented in the benchmark lesson- Given what is 

currently know about memory, it was believed tbat this phase would move an idea in short term 

working memory into long term memory in a form that could be recdled, se-worked, and used in 

fiture conte- whether in or out of school- 

We began with the children and involved them in active pattern making. First, they were 

asked to line up in a way that the two people stanàing to their right and left would be a gender 

differeat fiom their own, '%hi they made a pattern?" "How did they know'l" "Could they locate 

the sett?" Then they were asked to count o e  1-2, 1-2, 1-2.. . All of the 1s were to sit on the floor 

and ali of the 2s were to stand on their fiet- "Had a sett k e n  created?" "Could they identi- it?" 

' Was there a pattern?" 'Why did they believe that there was, or was not, a pattern?" At this point 

the 2s sat on the floor and were asked to clap while the 1s to their left and right barked in 

succession (that is, bark-clap-bark, bark-clap-bark-.,)- The children then became bears and fiogs. 

The fiogs squatted on the floor and made a croaking sound, and the bears rose up and growled. 

From the pattern making based on their positions relative to one another, we moved to patterns 

bas& on sound that each child could produce by themselves (e-g. clap-clap-snap, dap-clap- 

snap.. . ) and fhally to pattems based on colour or shape, and eventuaily colour and shape using 

pattern blocks. 1 began by laying out a colour pattern on the floor and asking the children i f 1  had 

made a pattern. Ifthe response was, 'Yes", a child was invited to point out the sett and tell how 

many times the sett had been repeated in the pattern. If a child disagreed, s/he was invited to 

present the visible evidence in support ofthe opposing view. The children were then asked to 

i d e n w  and repeat a teacher-made sett in order to make it into a pattern. In the last ten minutes, 



pairs of children selected a bag contaïnîng between fifty and t w ~  hundred pieces of four objects. 

and atîempted to arrange the objects in an assortment of pattern for which their partner was to 

identfi both the sett and nwnber of repeated setts. 

The next session began with an eniargement activity, linking what had been learned about 

setts and pattern in the preceding lesson to a context very different fkom the ones in which the 

concepts had been introduced. Enlargement, for the purposes of the science program, m e r s  fiom 

eiihancement in the scientifically valid relationships that are constructed between an invented 

wncept and other concepts. Aithough eniargement will likely cause modifications in, and, 
'r . - - - 

therefore, enhancement o c  the invented concept, the intent is to begin the construction of 

conceptual models- An iilustraîed book, titled S d s  (Coldrey, 199 l), was used to tak about and 

discuss land mails and the life this gastropod is known to live. The following field notes give a 

sense of the thinking the enlargement phase encourageci and the conceptual relations king 

We gathered together on the floor infi.ont of the white board (children simng on the 

floor, Lauren and myselfon s m d  chairs)- 1 didn 't read the book to the children, but rather 

showed them the ~Ilustrations and talked about the snail S Izye. I began b-v showing a picmre of a 

snail und how it musr stay in the shade where it is either moist or damp. We talked about the 

snail S amtomy (shell and foot) and its slime trail- We talked about the shape of the shell. WiIZie 

said that he hadpondsnails in the water near his house thut looked like the illustrations in the 

rext. Since we were reading about Iand snaik, and the illustrations were of land snails, 1 

wondered zypond snails might have dzflerent shells. He didn 't think so. Several children 

wondered fthe snail could corne out of the shell- 1 told them thar the s n d  's shell is as important 

to the snail as the turtle 's shell is to a turtle. We felt Our nbs? and 1 told them that the turtle 's rïbs 

are a part of its shell? so it could never corne out of it. Simihrly wzth the mail, except t h  there 

are no bones connecting it to ifs shell. The shellprotects the mail's body Sorne students thought 

rhat they had seen a s n d  without its shell. I wondered ifthey may have seen a slug which look 



very much like a sMi(, ut Zeast the snail 's head and foot a d  slime trail- I mentioned manhg and 

showed them the illustration of rhe snail laying its eggs- We talked about the shape and colour of 

the eggs, and the fact thar they are not laid on the groumi but rather in the grourui Willie was 

very curïous about the iIlusmtion of the centipede "stealing" an egg- He wondered whhv the adult 

snail, the mother, speczjicaZlly. didn 't take zt awuyjFom the centipede. (Inagaki andHatan0 would 

have loved this conversation!) mi3 was a pe$ect time to mention the fact that not al2 unimals stay 

with their young. So, not all mimals are dependent when they are born The addt snail was no 

longer needed by the eggs. They would hatch on their own. We then looked ut the illustration of 

the developing snail eggs. We talked about the change in the eggpom the previous illustration. 

Now we could see the developing snmcnl.- its shell and the eyes on the appendages or stalh- Z asked 

the children ro think about the eggs that they eat und the egg in which the snaii is developing 

Could they see any dlfferences? Well, 'Me snail S egg is a c ide"  and it 3 also " like a ball". 1 

woruiered if h e y  could we see into a chicken 's egg. The mail S egg is aimost like lookfng through 

glass. It 's practicully transparent (translucent is the wordhuren uses on the i9th). The next 

page showed the snails hatching out of their eggs. 1 mentioned that thefirst food that a snail 

would ear would be its own shell- Several children wondered zya mail rnight eut another mail S 

shell. (Good question!) Since they are findamenta lI,v vegeiarïans, I said that I thought they 

wouldn 7, but 1 wasn 't certain, fhar thîs was a very good question to have asked, where might 

we begin looking for an a m e r .  We then talked about the food a mail would eut. lt doesn 't have 

a mouth with teeth like ours, but rather scrapes the top layers ofleaves for food We turned the 

page andpointed out the changes we could see in the iflustrarions that portrayed a srnall, 

immature snail and an adult. They saw that the adult S shell had more colour, that there was a 

pattern on the adult shell that wasn 't obvious on the youth S, and that the adult shell was bigger- 

So we discussed what happens to the shell as the smil eats and grows. The s n d  doesn 't rnolt like 

the snake or young grmshopper (nymph) when they get too big for their bodies, but has to u&a 

new spiral to its shell to make room for ifs bigger slie. Usingfingers, we traced the spirals in the 



illustration undsaw that it had made 3 cornpiete hrm- Eben we talked about the age ut which a 

snail stops growing (1-2 years) ana' how it prepres for the winter- Zt c m  't fi south, it '.Y roo slow 

to walk to places where it is warmer, so if must stay put- But couGd it just hide under the Ieaves as 

it does in the sumrner and survive? Sorneone suggested t h  it probably sleeps, Someone else 

thought that if might hibernate Zike the beur- And it does- It pulls itselfinto its sheil andplugs the 

end and spends the winter fike this, never doing any of the things it would be doing in the spring 

and summer and autumn when there is plenty to eat- When the weather becomes warmer and 

plants begin to germinate und Ieaves begin to grow, the snail cornes out of its plugged shell. 

begzns tu ear again, mates, and I q s  eggs. "The pattern sturts over again, " Marc exclaims! 

(Per$ect clusure!) 

At this point the children were usked to curl up into an egg shape. to mimic the snail 's 

egg. Then they were to mimic the snail hatching out of ifs egg. How big would its shell be? How 

could they position their bodies to show t h t  they were a hatchling and not an adult (slightly 

hump the back)? Where are the snail S eyes (at the ends of the hands)? Finaliy, the adult stage: a 

big hump and longer stalks with eyes. How about the adzdt in hibernation? Do you see the foor? 

Do your see the eye at the en& of the stalh? 

We then had the children in groups of three make a sert of the mail egg, snail hatchling. 

and hibemating adult. Then the children formed a semi-circle, stifZ in their sen, and we made a 

pattern- 1 tapped my hund on their head as I went around saying " egg-youth-adult, egg-youth- 

adult. .. ". "What is our sen? " "How do we know that we have made a pattern?" 

The life cycles unit conchded &er thirteen weeks of lessons very much like those 

described above. In the 09 September to 06 December interval, eight penods for science were lost 

to school closures as a consequence of snow Ml, relocation, and national holidays, to a classroom 

Halloween Party, student-led conferences, and a &y late in September when Lauren decided not 

to schedule a science lesson so that aii three classes would again be in spchrony. The thirteen 

weeks represented eighteen sessions or approximately 1350 minutes (22.5 hours) of instruction in 



science. The pst-insituchon interviews, conducted during the second week of December, 

differed from the pre-instruction interviews in the greater number and kinds of questions asked 

(see Appendix E) and responded to and, therefore, duration (range: 20 to 36 minut- mean: 29 

minutes). The questions were application questions designecl to reveal the conceptual modeb 

under constnicîion, Thtrt is, each child responding to a question called upon bis or her conceptual 

model, implicitly taught during science lessons, to describe, interpret, and explain phenornena not 

previously encountered, 

DATA COLLECTION 

For the sixteen weeks over which the study was conducted several methodologies were 

utilized. These were (1) the audio taped pre- and post-interviews described above, (2) informal 

wnversations with Lauren and Cecile, (3) conversations with the children when they approached 

me, outside of the time scheduled for science, with questions, observations, and "wonderfiil 

ideas", (4) written and pictorial artïfàcts of the children's "scientific" thinking and seat work, (5) 

photographs taken by both b e n  and myself of the children during science lessons, and (6) 

descriptive field notes of science lessons with my observer cornmentsi as the invesîigator-tacher. 

The main bodies of data drawn upon for this study were field notes and the transcribed 

post-instruction interviews. The descriptive field notes (6), thaî included the conversations listed 

in (2) and (3), were used as records of social interactions in the negotiation and construction of 

meaning and as formative fonns of evahation. That is, by embedding assessrnent in instruction, 

they helped to make clear those areas where children required additional opportunities for 

presenting, discussing, questioning, c l m g ,  and defendhg the conceptual models king 

formed as well as those areas where they simply possessed knowledge in pieces with gaps and/or 

few established relationships. With the exception of the small number of works compieted during 

science lessons, the d e n  and pictorial artifacts (4) were not utiiïzed. The msrjority were 

Lauren's use of the science being presented as the context for language arts tasks. These 



particular m-ritten and illustrateai worksheets in my possession, whether accomplished 

independently, collaboratively with peers, or teacher dictated/directed, were wvorked upon without 

m y  knowledge and completed while 1 was not present and for this reason were not analyzed. The 

photographs represent dent  records of the children's involvement in the explorations, activities, 

readings, and discussions that help to rnake visible the enacted and experienced curriculum- 

ANALYSIS 

Bogdan and BMen (1992, pp. 185-186) suggest that Ït is usefiil to think of data analysis 

as falhg into two modes. In the f* andysis and data collection are concurrent- At the point 

when data begïn to appear redundant, adding little that is new to the study, and field work is 

brought to a close, d y s i s  is essentiaily finished. Ln contrast, the field work ends in the second 

mode before an analysis of the coliected data is begun- Their couasel to beginning researchers is 

to borrow strategies Erom both, ifonly to give &ta collection a focus and direction- Irrespective 

of this position, there was no other option for the study being reported- Lesson plans, with the 

embedded strategies and design tools believed to help children to build and develop conceptual 

models by linking what they know and understand with wbat is believed to be a more scientfic 

perspective, however elementaq, requires that anaiytic induction begin with data collection. 

From the first pre-instruction interview and the moment teaching began in September, the 

children were encouraged to share their ideas by bringing them into the open for refection and 

ciiscussion. Regularïties and patterns in the cbildren's untutored beliefs and conceptions became 

the coding categones to organize the first pieces of descriptive data collected during the teaching 

of a science unit. As a result, the understanding and explanations presented prior to and eariy in a 

unit's lessons became the information fiom which personal, mental models could begin to be 

reveded, perceived, and built upon, Regularities and patterns occurring in the data collected 

during the subsequent weeks of instruction became the categories by which changes in the 

development of children's understanding could be detected and emergent conceptual models 



could begin to be icnown. The transcnpts of pst-instruction i n t e ~ e w s  and field notes made at 

the conclusion of an instructionai unit were used to refhe emergent categones. These categories 

would be used for two purposes: to decipher and re-constnict the system of concepts, features and 

relations constituting the conceptual models that teaching and social dialogue would have helped 

children to constmct; and to detennine the ease with which the appropnate moàel, however 

perfected, was activated in the appropnate context. 

Like the properties a scientist rnay use to sort objects into the appropriate classification 

groups, coding categones are chosen for pariicular purposes The categories used for data 

analysis in the study before you are those beiieved to permit the elucidation and description of 

children's developing conceptuai models in one area of biology. They are, as weiI, those thought 

to allow for the identification of concepts, in the conte- studied, that are accessMe to young 

children and can be leamed with meaningftl understanding through guided esperiences and 

presentations (Howe, 1993) and those that are too challenging (Metz, p. 1997). 



' Ji& the reading recovery specbht earfy yean teacher, was not responsiùle for the science inmunion 
her students received Tbîs was a task that, 1 later leanied, Lauren had either requested or been handed. 

* Teacher's Guide for Behavior of Mdworms (ESS, 1-3; Teacher's Guide for Briue Shnmp (ESS. 
1969~); Teacher's Guide for Butterfies (ESS, 1970e); Teacher's Guide for Eggs and Tadpoles: 
Development of Living Creatures (ESS, L974b)- 

Organisms, Tacher's Guide (SCIS, 1968) and Life Cycles, Teachers Guide (SCIS. 1970c) 

Part A, Classifyiag 3 - ClassiQing Animais; Part B, Cladjhg 4 - Observing Living and Nonliving 
Things; Part B, C-g 5 - Variation in Objects of the Same Kuid; Using S p a f l i m e  Relationships 6: 
Part A; Part C, Observing - Observing Animal Motion; and Part C, Communicatïng 6 - Stages in Life 
Cycles (AAASIXerox Company7 1%7b. c, and d) 



CHAPTERFlvE 

PAITERNS AND CYCLES: HEIPING CEUL~REN TO LEARN SCIENCE 

The results are organized in three sections- The first presents a !mmxnap- of the children's 

responses to twelve pre-instructional interview questions. The second focuses on the teaching and 

learning associated with the instructionai lessons that became the Iife cycles unit. The third 

presents a synopsis of the children's responses to eight pst-instructional interview questions. 

CHILDREN'S RESPONSES TO THE PRE-INSTRUCTION INTERVIEW 

Sixteen of the seventeen chikiren in the study were interviewed, Patrick (Grade 3) \vas 

absent or catching up on school work eacb of the three consecutive momings inteniews were 

scheduled. For obvious rasons, 1 chose not to elicit bis ideas once instruction \vas underway, 

Moreover, Roslyn. (Grade 1) would not permit the recording of my questions or her responses to 

them. The uninterrupted scheduling hindered accurate recall of the ideas she expressed- As a 

result, the data represent the responses of fifteen of the children whose recorded interviews were 

transcribed. 

DATA FROM QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 3: 

Where do you live? (Maple Hills, Eau Claire, Marshfield) 
Do you live in the town of (Maple Hills, Eau Claire, Marshfleld) or out on a 
fiInn? 

Does your mother or father have a garden? 
What did you grow in yourgarden this year? (flowers, vegetables, bemes, etc.) 
Were you able to help your (mother or fâîher) plant the garden in the spring? 
What kinds of things did you help plant? (seeds or starter plants) 

Do you have any pets (or animals on your h)? 
Can you tell me about them? 



Name 

Three of the children live on fàrms, three live in the country, and nine iive in three 

villages within the school's catchment ara- 1 placed Willie in the country, although he did not 

give this answer directly. When asked, 'Do you live in Maple Hills, or do you live out on a 

hm?" he replied: 'Well I live, 1 Lve at a house, but my dad doesn't have a barn. He oniy has a 

shed for a red tractor. But he's just a little tract, he's just a Iittle M e r  with no other tractors, 

only one". It was not untii Question 4- when be said that he would not b v e  a Kool Aid stand 

because, ". - ,our store is a flower store, cause we have so much flowers that have grown up at our 

house", that 1 ciassified his residence as country. 

AI1 of the chikiren had mothers who gardened. The kind and extent of the gardens varied 

tremendously. Cathy, for example, said: 'We don't have a garden." Her mother grew flowers. 

When 1 asked if her mother grew her flowerïng plants from seeds, she responded: "Ah-h,.- a 

couple with seeds and couple were grown already." Similarly, Cindy's rnother had flowers, 

planted as seeds, around the perimeter of their house, and the flower beds of Anne's mother were 

planted with greenhouse varieties already in bloom. Reena's mother had flowers in a rock garden. 

Marc 
Cathy 

Michael 

Arta of Residence 

Yes 

Pets Farm 1 Rural 
1 

Vinage 

Yes 
Yes . 

Helper 
Garden(s) on Property 

Horses, Rabbit 
Fish 

Dogand Cat 
Dog 

Flower Vegetable 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes I 



The vegetable and flower garden that had customady k e n  planted by her mother, didn't get 

tilled and sowed in the spring- in con- Michael's mother had a garden in which she grew 

"tomatoes, cucumbers, squash, strawbemes, corn, sudower seeds, um-m, potatoes, pumpkins, 

and more of those um-m carrots, and um-m the white kind of canots, whatever they are 

Iparsnips] .-- foi1 tornatoes and some apples." His f h i l y  also had a choke cheny tree. 

Just as the gardens varied so did the children's participation in the sowiag and tendIng 

and harvesting of the vegetables &or flowers that were developing. Danny and Reena had 

never assisted their mothers. Marc's participation was Limited to planting a marigold and a 

nasturtium that he had grown fiom seed the previous school year. Scott helped his mother put 

vegetable and flower seeds in the ground in the sprïng, but once in bloom, he said: 7 donot go too 

ciose to the flowers. There's always bees around, and wasps." Robert seemed less enthusiastic 

about gardening than Iivestock, or perhaps his farm chores simply involved work with his father 

more often than his mother. His comment, after stating t h  he helped his mother in the garden 

was: "1 planted corn crops, stuff like that." These eqeriences con- sharply with those of 

WiUie7s. Willie "got to help mom plant her potato plants", and in the middle of Question 4, he 

began taking about his famïly's recent projeci with willow propagation. The followïng is an 

excerpt fkom this conversation: 

Willie: And do you know what? We plaated a big wïllow forest, just with sticks with 
roots, in our back yard, by the grave1 pile." 

McMillan: And how does it look? 

Willie: Well, the sticks didn't grow yet- 

McMillan: Well, they should. Right? 

Willie: Yeah, but they don7t have any roots on 'em yet. But we just found them laying 
around at the house. 

McMillan: Ok. 

Willie: That, they just fell down. 



Willie: And we just planted them in our back yard. 

McMillan: That wiU be nice when they gow, though- You will have protection [a 
windrow-] - Right? 

John was the only child to grow up without a pet, Anne's dog had died when she was 

young, and she said that she was %O littie" to remember it- Reena's cat was a "'gramma cat"- At 

the time of the i n t e ~ e w  her family bad this one pet but was ccgoing to get two more, a kitten and 

um a dog." Danny's Cocker Spaniel and Debbie's Shih Tsu were older than the six years Danny 

and Debbie had been alive, Dauny, however, said that he "saw [Sarnmy] as a puppy." Scott and 

Michael acquired theù dogs as puppies when they themseives were five and 'Tour or five" years 

in age, respectively. Cathy had both a cat and a dog îhat had become a part of her M l y  as kitten 

and pup- Cindy and Ken had both lived with kittens that had grown up to become cats at the tïme 

of the interviews. When Willie \vas asked if he had had his cat since it \vas a kitten, he responded: 

'Nope. 1 ju, 1-1-1, um-m-m, rny brother found it- But we got it fiom the pet store, but it got lost 

once, but then it came back." 1 took this to mean that his W l y  had not purchased a kitten. Marc 

was the only child with fish. Sara, one of the three children growing up on fàrms, responded to 

the question with: "1 only have a dog." Her M e r  was a grain fanner with no livestock, In 

response to Question 6, however, she said: 'We used to have kittens- Tm um-m, Furball, she 

used to be, urn-m this big [uses her han& to illustraie length] and now she's that big, but she died, 

She fkoze in the winter-" A grain fàrm was the same environment in which Annie lived, but in 

addition to a dog, Annie's fàmily had a "cat, a btinny, three horses and," she said, " .- -weYre gonna 

get two more [horses]. . . " and "we're going to get a goat. Like a pigrny goat." When Robert was 

asked if there were lots of animals on his km, he answered, "Just cows, and a cattle dog and 

cats." The cats were not house cats: 'They stay in the barn." In response to the question, "t's 

a cade dog?" Robert replied, 'It's on [two second pause] the [two second pause] so we don't 



have to chase the cows in. The dog wodd chase the cows in-" He lived on a d e  & but cows, 

a dog, and cats were not the oniy animals present. When he was shown the acoms (Question 4) 

and asked if he knew what they were, his answer, 'Weil, 1 know because we have pigs." 

Moreover, when he identified a photograph of a chick (Question 12) after king asked what it 

might bey he anmvered: "A chicken. We used to have some chicks." Finally, when asked if he had 

ever seen a fiog (Question 8), he said: Teah ,  we have lots on our fàrm." 

DATA FROM QUESTION 4 

4. Do you h o w  what 1 have in this bag? (aconis) 
What do you think would happen to this acorn if we put it in the ground and made certain that 
it got plenty of mte r  and sunshine? 
Now imagine that you have an dc tree in your yard, and it 's about my height when I'm 
standing- It's a hot, summer day and you decide to have a lemonade sale- So you get together 
everything that you need and set up in the shade of the oak tree. And, so that people going by 
will b o w  how much you7re charging for a glass of lemonade, you make a sign that shows 
the price. You get a hammer and riail, and you nail the sign to the oak tree at about your eye 
level. Now, at the end of the &y, when you've sold everything, you clean up. But there's a 
problem; you can't get the nail out of the tree. You tell your Mother and Father and they say, 
"Don't wony. The nail won? hurt the tree." So, you l ave  the nail in the tree. Now, in about 
ten or twelve years you go back and look at the tree, and it7s higher than the ceiling (>3 -5 
meters). You remember your Iemonade sale and wonder where the nail you left in the tree 
would be. Where do you think you would have to look to find d? 

Willie, John, Robert, and Ken, identified the seeds in the bag as acorns- Willie and John 

had ccacom trees ''in their yards. Robert had once fed acorns to his Mer's pigs- Marc knew tbat 

the objects in the bag were seeds, and thought that that they might have been fiom a pinecone. 

Cathy believed that they were nuts. When asked what they might have come fiom, she responded: 

"They come from.. I don't know." Michael identified the acorn that he was given to hold as "a 

walnut or whatever." Six chtldren, Danny, Cindy, Scott, Reena, Sara, and Annie, had no idea 

what the acom might be. They had never before seen sucb objects. 

The four boys who identified the acom by name, said that it wouid either grow into an 

oak tree (Wiliie) or ;'an acorn tree" (John, Robe- and Ken). When Marc was asked what would 

happen if an acom were put in the ground and given lots of water and sunlight, he replied: It 

would grow into an oak tree." Cathy's response to the same question was: "A tree wiil grow. It 



[the acorn] gets bigger, and a tree wiii grow." Michael answered the question with a question: "A 

tree?" Six of the eight children who were told that the objects in the bag were aconis fkom an oak 

tree, said thaî acorns wouid grow into oak trees. The answers were generally not as clear and 

unequivocal as Cindy's and Scott's who repiied: '?t will grow Into an oak tree7' and "A-a-a oak 

tree would grow", respectively. Reena, iïke Michaei, answered the question by asking a question: 

T t  would grow into the ground and be an oak tree?" Sara and Debbie s h p i y  said: "It would 

grow." The foilowing excerpts fiom theu interviews help to cla* what they meant: 

McMillan: And what does that mean though? Would this [acom] just get bigger? Would 
we just get a huge acom? 

Sara: Yeab. No. You would get a tree, and then the tree would grow out acom. 

McMillan: What does that mean though, that it would grow? 

Debbie: It gets bigger and bigger- 

McMillan: And what does it look Iike? 

Debbie: It wili be an oak tree with leaves on- 

When inforrned that the objects in the bag were seeds, called acom, ftom an oak tree, 

Danny also said that they would "Qrow" ifpianted. His response to the question asked of Sara 

above was: 'Yeah [it's going to be a bigger acoml-" When asked, "Would it end up looking like a 

pumpkin or a squash?", he replied, "Vm-m7' and began nodding his head up-and-own in the 

affirmative. Anne's understanding and responses were similar to Danny's as the excerpt 

ïmmediately below reveals: 

McMillan: If1 were to take this acom and plant it in the ground, like you did the flowers 
in your yard, what do you think would happen to it? 

AMe: It will grow an acorn- 

McMillan: It will grow an acorn. So does it just get bigger, like you get bigger, and so 
eventualiy we'll have a big acorn rnaybe the size of this table (diameter approxïmately 
one meter)? 



Anne: Nods in the affhmive- 

McMiiian: Do you know that this cornes off of an oak tree? 

Anne: Nods in the affirmative. 

McMillan: So do you stiii think it would just make a big acorn? 

Anne: Nods in the anirmative. 

McMillan: Yes? 

Anne: Nods in the affirmative. 

McMilian: Ok- 

Fourteen of the fifteen children responded to the final part of Question 4. Danny, who 

realized he was missing the be-g of moming recess, had becorne too distracteci to continue 

the interview and was released to join bis friends- Of the fourteen who answered, thirteen 

beiieved that ten or twelve years after the nail had been lefi in the tree, they would have to look 

up to see it. The height to which they would have to look, hourever, varied considenbly, as the 

following responses show: 

Name 
-- -- 

Location of the Nail in the Tree 
I 

Wiilie 
Debbie 

Anne 

"Right up to here" [uses hands to indicate a nse of about 30 centimeters] 
"It would be a little higher- Cause it's growing. The oak tree's growing. And it wouid - 
be harder to get. Because you would, you couldn't reach it." 

- 

'The nail will go up, Because the tree's growing and the sign goes, and the nail keep, 

John 

Cindy 
Robert 

- - - 
goes with it, because it's stuck in." 
"About-, right here" [stands up to show with his han& where he thinks it will be: 
about 3 0 centimeters hi~her]  - 
cWayuphigh." 
"Because the tree will grow. It [the nail] won't be in the same spot. Right-. . Like here 

Scott 
[indicates with his han& a rise of about 30 centimeters)." 
"Aimost at the top. Because um-rn, cause the, cause it, cause it's [the tree] is growing 

Reena 
Ken 

1 Marc 1 "Right up here [uses his fuiiy extended amis and band to show the height]. Because 1 

[and brings the nail dong with it]." 
"Higher up, A lot higher up." 
W a y  Mer. Because the tree grows, and it [the nail] just stays in the same spot, but 

Sara 

1 the tree would have grow~~., and the nail wodd have corne up with the tree." 1 

the spot that it's in just goes hiqher." 
"It would be in the middle." 



Annie, alone, claimed that "it [the nail] would stay in the sarne place." When asked, 

"Why do you think so?", she res~onded, ccBecause, the nail won't grow." This belief \vas held 

even when asked: 'But it is the tree that is growing, so even though the tree gets taller, the nail 

will be in the same spot?" 

Cathy 

Michael 

DATA FROM QUESTIONS 5 THROUGH 7 

It'd [the nail] be ;rlmost at the top. Cause the tree wilI grow higher, and the nail wiii 
ao hi3her," 
'Higher. Ah-h, ah-h, ah-h. because it [the tree], it starts to grow when, when, after a 
few Yeats it starts to grow [and takes the nail with it]," 

5 .  Has your (pet: cat, dog, horse, fish, bird, etc.) c h g e d  as it has gotten older? 
How bas it changed? 

6 .  Can you think of other animals, like your (pet: cat, dog, horse, fis4 bird, etc-), that just 
seem to get bigger as they get older. 

7. Have you changed as you've gotten older? 
What can you do today that you couldn't do when o u  were a baby? 

Scott's dog, M a .  was 'hot much bigger]" thaa when it was a puppy, one of Amie's 

horses "was old when we [her fhmily] got hh" and hadn't changed in the interim, and when 

Marc was asked if his fish had changed as they aged, he replied: '-No. Only one of them has 

gotten a littie bigger." Al1 of the other dogs and cats and bunny and horses had "gotten biggerY7 

(Willie and Danny) or "bigger and more trained" (Annie), or 'Wler'' (Anne) or "talier and wider, 

longer" (Michael) or bad "grown" (Robert, ) or "grown bigger" (Ken)- 

Michel's dog could "run fâster [three second pause], jump higher." Cathy's cat, 

Gumdrops, made several notable changes: "-. . she got bigger and everytbing got, like her claws 

got sharper, and she got her claws, and her claws grown, and um-m her teeth grown and she lost 

some teeth." Ken's cat, Toby, "was really skinny" but "getting fàttery7- Danny's Cocker Spaniel, 

Sammy, "doesn't run much anyrnore" and preferred to '%it down." Scott's two year old dog, Max, 

could "walk down the stairs [without fâiliag]" and "'jurnp on his doghouse." When Scott's hnily 



instded a fence, he aiso "'used to keep jumping over the fence, fiom the dog house to over the 

fence." ~ ~ i e ' s  dog could now "stay home" when the fàxniiy was away for short periods: "She 

doesn't have to be close to us." Sara's dog, Dudley, "- --used to not SM, and now- he &s 

everything." 

The anirnals thought to change by getthg bigger as they aged, included the following: 

"A fish- Um-in-m [three second pause] a cat-" (Lkbbie) 

c'&-h-h, ah, a yeiiow lab. Um-m, let's see, oh, urn [three second pause] a black lab- Uxq 
um-m, ah-h, let me tbink, monkeys? (Scott) 

'A  horse, and a cat Caterpillar, a penguin, and a pig-.- Um, A zebra. Actuaiiy a Qiraffe" 
(Cindy, while looking at the covers of books placed on the table) 

"Deer. Fox. Um-m [three second pause] rabbits [three second pause] Lions." (Ken) 

TJm-m- Kïttens- Um-m. My dad used to have pigs. About this big [uses hands to show 
size]. And then, some were about this big [shows Iarger sue  with hands, anns ex*ended], 
and they dies. Um-m cause they were about a hundred years old," (Sara) 

"Whaies. Um-m-m. Any animals? Elephants. Li.., no not lions- Only, Because the boys, 
while they get bigger they grow a mane. The girl lions don? change, alls they do is get 
bigger." (Marc) 

Al1 of the children had changea for the most part, by getîing bigger- Marc, for esample, 

said: T v e  gotten bigger-er, and 1 can taik and as a baby I couldn't talk." When asked if he could 

do other things that he couldn't do before, he responded: "Math-" Like Marc, Debbie "used to be 

a baby" and had "@own a little bit." Now she could "stand up" and talk: "But 1 could taik a littie 

bit. Like 'ma-ma, ' '&dey." Reena had "longer hair and brown eyes" and "could run fàster.. . read 

better.. .and draw better." When Danny was asked w h t  he could do now, that he couldn't do as a 

baby, he replied: "Um-m, swing. Um [three second pause] climb a tree. Um, swim. Um-m, ju, 

jump off a diving board." To a sïmdar question, John answered: "Ah-h-h, walk- Because babies 

can only crawl- You can flip, You can [NO second pause] talk. You can eat, but babies have to 

swallow. Because they have no teeth." Robert's response was: "Drive a tractor- Drive a 



motorcycle. Ride a calf[three second pause] like, like things like that- Oh! My Dad's getting a 

snowmobilc." 

DATA F'ROM QUESTIONS 8 AND 9 

8. Have you ever seen a h g  or a toad? 
What does a baby h g  (or toad) look like? 

9- Have you ever seen a caterpillar? 
Do you tbink they change as they get older? (If "yes", ask, How do they change?: if iin~y', 
aslq Did you know t k t  a butterfly develops fiom a caterpillar?) 

Al1 meen children reported seeing a living eog- John saw "a toad  that "was like 

çwimming in water" as weil as a fiog at his cabin. Reena whispered that she had seen "just one 

fiog" in her Me. She came upon it at her tàmilyys lake property. Danny reportai seeing a "huge 

one." Scott and his older brother "saw a black fiog" that  they ended up killing uith wood 

"because it can irritate your skin." When Cindy was asked ifshe had ever seen a fkog, she 

responded: 'Yeah- And 1 kinda, when 1 had one, 1 put it in a pail and gaved it water, lots of tïmes, 

and give it some grass and give it a rock so it could stand on it and dry off when it has a bath- But 

it just went away." Sara, on the other hand, reported having a fiog for three years. She said: "Yes- 

s-S. 1 don? have [two second pause]. But I've, when 1 catch a fiog- Since 1 had a fiog when 1 was 

one, and then 1 let it go when 1 was four years oId-" Like Robert who claimed to have "lots [of 

fkogslon our [his fàmi1y7s] farm", Willie reported ' ~ons  of fiogs at home" and Ciadpole eggs in 

our pond." 

Witlie, Debbie, Anne, Cindy, Marc, Cathy, and Michael had heard of tadpoles, and knew 

that it was a tadpole that emerged fiom a fkog's egg. When Cindy k v a s  asked if she knew fiogs 

laid eggs, she replied: 'Tadpoles. They are little baby ones, and they're called tadpoles, but they 

have to be in water first." In response to the question, "Does the tadpole look like the adult 

frog?", she said: "No, they would never look like a tadpole." Marc described a tadpole as looking 

"like a little fish." Anne said that "it has a little tail, and [two second pause] no wings." When 



asked if she thought tbat the fiog hatching out of an egg would look like the adult fiog, Debbie 

responded: "Um-m- A-a-a. 1 forget whaf they're called. No, not yet, because they're urn-m, little 

insects that, not îhaî, cause 1 forge what they're d e d .  And soon they're going to get legs, and 

[two second pause] arms. To the same question, W i i e  replied: "No- They just have big heads on, 

like right here Cpoints to his own head], and they have tails on the back- So they can swïm." 

Reena whispered that she ""didn't know" about baby ftogs, o d y  that what cornes out of 

the eggs must be "gooey-" The question asked had been: "So did you know that they corne out of 

eggs as well? But the egg doesn't have a bard shell like a bird's egg- I f s  just iike an egg in leli-o. 

It's a big gelatinous mass and there are a whole bunch of thern- So what do you think the fiog 

looks like that hatches out of an egg?"e other children, D m y Y  John, Scott, Robert, Ken, Sara, 

and Amie descnbed the baby h g  as a "little &og" or a "srnall frog" that gets bigger as it grows. 

Ken, for example, said that he thought fiogs emerging fiom eggs would be "probably normal like 

babies or Iike, they're small." Scott's more detailed response is given in the follouuig excerpt: 

McMiIlan: Did you know that fiogs lay eggs? 

Scott: Yeah. 

hicMillan: They7re not like birds' eggs though, are they? 

Scott: No, 

McMillan: How are they different? 

Scott: Because, the, um, the, they're kind a srnaller so you can't see them. 

McMiilan. Ok. So what comes out of a fiog's egg as it hatches? 

Scott: A fiog- 

McMillan: What does it look like? 

Scott: What, wbat, what it um, what, what, what his mom looks like. 

McMillan: Ok. So it's just a smaller version of its mom? 

Scott: Um-hum. 



McMiUan: And as it eats and gets older, what happens to it? 

Scott: Ifit's a boy, it tu- iïke its Aad, and if it's a girl, it nuns like its mom. 

With the exception of Annie and Ken who didn't know about "baby buttefies," Anne 

who said that the buttedy emerging fiom an egg would look like "[a] little math," and Danny 

who drew a caterpdar as "growing a iïttle bit" and then a lot but never becoming a butter&- or 

mot& the children understood that a caterpillar 'hinis into a butterfïy-" DifEerences existeci in the 

language used to descnie the pupa and, in two instances, the duration of the pupal stage. For 

example, when Willie was asked, "Whai happens to a caterpillar as it gets older?"'? he responded: 

"It huns, it, it makes a ca, it rnakes a, a canoe and tum into a butîerfïy. Flap Flap [moves his 

arms up-and-down like wings]," For Debbie and Cathy, WiIlie7s canoe is a "Littie nest." Debbie's 

response to the same question was: "Um-m. A butterfly? Because i& it's a [two second pause] 

caterpillar, then it finds a nice place to build a littie nest, and you, and it goes in and waits a 

couple of years, and then it s p ~ g s  out to be a butterfly." Cathy, who was asked "Do you thInk 

that when the caterpillar hatches out of the egg, it just grows into a bigger caterpillar?" gave the 

following reply: 'No, it [three second pause]- Weil: yeah. It grows into a bigger caterpillar, but 

when it goes in the [three second pause] little nest thing, he goes into a butterfly." Both Sara and 

John referred to the cocoodchysalis as a "raccmn" and ''raccoon egg", respectively. For Sara, 

"it [the caterpillar] has to make a raccoon and then it goes inside for a couple of days, and then it 

tums out as  a butterfly." John said: "-.. it [the caterpillar] goes in a rac [four second pause]. A, 

sort of like a raccoon egg, and then it opens, and then it's a butterfly." 

During the interviews, six of the children spoke about the growth of buttedies- Scott 

believed that the adult would grow ';just a little bit" after emerging from the chrysalis, as did 

Michael, who said: 'They grow a Little bit. Their wings. Their body." Willie, Debbie and Reena 

thought that the adult would not get bigger. That it would always be the same size. This was what 

Sara also believed. When she was asked ifthe butteffly 'hirning outo7 of the ''raccoon" would 



gow, her response was: "Um-m [three second pause]. No-o, it just flies." Willie and Sara. 

however, did not believe this was the situation for other inseas- When Willie was asked, "Do you 

think when the butterfîy cornes out of the "canoe" that it gets bigger? Does it grow?", he replied: 

"No they just stay how they are, but the wasps that are iïttle grow up-" To the questioq "Do you 

think that a little fly, that maybe bothers you at a picnic, groïvs d o  a bigger fly?", Sara answered: 

A-h-h, it grows [two second pause] into a [two second pause] bee. Like a bumble bee." 

DATA FROM QUESTION 10 

10. What do you think changes more during its life a caterpillar that becomes a butterfly/a 
tadpole that becomes a fkog or your @et: cat, dog, horse, fish, bird, etc.)? Explain. 

Of the eleven children responding to Question 101 seven believed that the caterpillar or 

fiog changed more than a kitten (Reena and Cathy) or puppy (John, Scott, S a  and Annie) or 

fish (Marc). The explanations were not unlike the responses given by Marc and Sara to the 

question, 'Why do you think so?" Marc said: "Because fish the, they don3 change ver, fish don? 

change very much only sometimes they get old and they get bigger, but fiogs, when they7re born, 

they change h to  a fiog and they were like little fish-" Sara answered: "Well, because- It's [the 

caterpillar is] just so little, and it, besides it really does change." 

Ken thought that a cat changed more thau a butterfiy, but h t  a fly changed more tban a 

cat. In the l ï r s t  example, a cat "grows, and it gets stronger c lam and better gip-" In the second, 

flies "fly around and bite people and they take up most of the place. Like, make people stay 

inside." Debbie said that a cat that "used to be a baby and now i f s  a-a adult" changed as much as 

the butterfly. Robert presented the Iamb as an esample of an animal, like the fiog, that doesn't 

resemble the adult parent at birth. He said that the lamb d e s  more changes over its life than the 

butterfly. This was attributed to the fâct tbat the I m b  "gets more fbr, and the butterfly it gets like 

colours al1 the time." Willie answered the question by saying, "It's a, it's, it's a cat and a puppy" 

that change most as they get older, not the caterpillar. When asked why, he mentioned the 



caterpillars that turn into wasps, and said: cV~-m-m, the caterpîiiar. Cause they turn iato 

buttedies ." 

When the cbildren were asked ifthey could think ofanimals that changed as much as the 

fiog or butterfîy, five, in addition to Robert who mentioned the lamb, named at least one- These 

were the following: "a spideryy (Danny), "cheetahs" (Ken)? "a shark and a whale, especially 

whales" (Marc), "a person" (Sara), and fish that begin as mlanows (Michael). Al1 got bigger- The 

cheetah got fàster as well- 

DATA FROM QUESTION 1 1 

1 1. Imagine that a bird bas built a nest in one of the trees in your yara and that the bird is a robin, 
The robin Iays five eggs in the nest that she bas b d t  in your tree. What do you think will 
hatch out of those eggs? (Ffthe answer is %aby birds" or "baby robins" ask the student if it 
would be possible for the baby birds to be blue jays or humrningbirds,) 

The ten minutes set aside by Lauren for interviewkg each of the children had been spent 

in four cases before Question 11 had the opportunity of being posed. As a result, eleven of the 

meen children were asked about the contents of the robin's eggs- Willie, Danny, Cathy, and 

Michel were not. 

Of these elevea, Debbie and Scott believed that "a robin" would hatch out of each of the 

robin's eggs. Amie answered, "more robins" and Marc said, 'Wt.le robins." When asked 'Why?" 

or "Could there ever be blue jays or hummingbirds or gold finches hatching out of those five 

eggs?", the following responses were given: 

Debbie: No. Because the mother lays a robin's egg, and if it's not a robin's egg it will be 
a wrong bird. 

Scott: Because um, because it, because e q  because the mom is a robin and it laid robin 
eggs- 

Annie: Because um-m [S second pause] because that's not the kind of bird the mother 
was. 

Marc: Because, um, it bas to be an egg fiom the sarne kind of bird. 



With the exception of Sara who answered the question, ''Wh kind of eggs does a robin 

lay?", with 'Vm-m, special eggs, that have birds in themT', the other children's responses to the 

first part of Question 1 1 dïd not ciiffer fiom tbose already reporteci- Anne, for esample, replied, 

"Ah-h-h, a cbick? Ah-h-h, robin chick." Ken said, "8irds, baby bu&." Reena answered, '-A baby 

robul." Nevertheless, these four children, dong with John, Cindy, and Robert, ail believed that 

other kinds of baby bu& could, or might possibly (Reena), batch fiom the eggs laid by a fernale 

robin. This belief is expressed by Danny in the following exchange: 

McMiilan: So, let's say in your yard you have, you've got an oak tree, and a robin has 
built a nest in that tree and it Iays a whole clutch of eggs. Now what do you think will 
hatch out of those eggs? 

Danny: Ah [two second pause] babies. 

McMillan: And wbat do the babies look like? 

Danny: Four second pause] Um-rn-m. [seven second pause]Kind of look like birds. 

McMillan: Yes? 

Danny: Yeah. 

McMillan: So could it, do you think, coulci it be any kind of bird that hatches out? Could 
a bhe jay come out, or a h d g b i r d  corne out of the robin's eggs? 

Darmy: Yeah. 

McMillan: Just any kind of baby bird? 

Danny: Yep ! 

DATA FROM QUESTION 12 

12. (Inagaki's question) Show the pictures of the baby animals (chick, penguin, piglet, foal, kitten 
and human baby) in the book, Growins UV, Some people like baby animais so much that they 
wish they could keep them as babies. Do you think it is possible to keep a kitten a kitten and 
not have it become an adult cat, a piglet a piglet, or does it have to become a pig, and so on. 
Why do you believe this is possible or impossible? 

Question 12 was not asked of Danny, Debbie and Ken. Of the twelve children 

responding, ody Robert bdieved that it was possible for baby anirnals to remain baby animais 



and for a baby brother or baby sister to remain a baby' without getting older. The eleven other 

answers and explanations, where given are presented below: 

1 Name 1 Responscs: CM one prevent the growth and development of an animal? 
I 

1 1 second pause) they have to grow, and they eat more and more and that makes them 1 

\Villie 
Anne 

- -- - - - - 

'Wo- Cats grow up. hippies grow up." 
'You can't. Cause, a-bh [three second pausdthey [three second pauseJdonzt [two 

John 
Cindy 
Scott 

'No because it just jgrows- You can't stop a baby either." 
"Take out their brain- No. It has to grow into a don." 
'%o. Because it, because a, because it, because sorne, because it, it will die. Because 

Reena 

Sara 

um, f?om getîing too old. It starts to um, just, just starts waikin' slower, ninnin' 
slower." 
T m .  Put a coîiar on it and keep it, and get a litter box. No. Because it get, has to get 
older, and then you cali it a cat-" 
'Nope. Well, you can keep it until it grows up and then you can let it go. You can do 

Annie 
it iike that." 
[Shakes head for side-to-side.] "Because it bas to grow bigger to make more kitteas, 

Marc 

second pause]. Anyway after years pas, you get bigger and then smaller again. When 
you're old people, p u  get to go smaller. You're iust going to get a Me bit short-" 

Well, because they bave to grow to get stronger i d  um-mifive second pause] make 
more-" 
'No. Because they grow and they can't stop it fiom growing. Cause dl, everything 

Cathy 
Michael 

"No because it keeps on .growin,p:. You GUI'~ stop it fiom growing." 
''It has to be a cat. You can't [three second pause]. Oaly if you don't feed it or [three 



It is not an easy task to take thirteen weeks of science lessons and present the salient 

points that will enable more than biased conclusions to be drawa in the final chapter. Rather than 

present a summary of each &y's activïties and the ta& tbat ensued, the 3ataf' will be presented 

in a format that resembles a journal, Not any jounzal, but what 1 imagine the j o d  must be of a 

wayfàrer on a iightly scheduled itinemy, She cornes to the end of the day fiiled with as maqy 

questions as observations. These must be recorded before fatigue overwhelms aii conscious 

thinking, and they are lost fkom memory in sleep and the flurry of another day. The records are no 

more than informa1 notes, photogmphs, drawings and artSk& picked up almg the way - 
placeholders for the wayfàrer- These placeholders, however, give enough information for any 

reader who happens upon them to become aware of the Lived experiences of one individual during 

a sojouni- 

Before examining the c~oumai'' that follows, it is suggested that the life cycles unit be 

read (Appendüi D). As the note explains, these are the lesson plans written each week for the two 

teachers of eady years science at Maple Hills School. 

WEEK 1 
Wednesday 04 September Pre-instruction Intenrïews 

09:lO Debbie 
09:20 Sara 
09:30 Annie 
0950 Ken 
10:OO Danny 
1O:lO Cathy 
10:20 Michaei 

The biology unit begins on Monday. Lauren mentions that she would like to spend the 

remainder of the week discussing with the children the concepts of living and noniiving- She asks 

for ideas. 1 wonder if I should tell her about the research that has been published in this area, 

especially the studies of young children, the properties that they think show lifez and their 

animistic judgrnents- There is the book, Whirt S Alive? (Kathleen Weidner Zoeafeld) that she 

could use. It's a Stage 1 (aga 4 to 8), Let's Read and Find Out Book, This could be a nice way to 

begin ifit's not simply read (teach by telling), but discussed. 1 must remember to bring it with me 

tornorrow morning. 1 have to thuik more about this. She needs a way to bring the children's 

intuitive ideas to the surface. Maybe '%lime" (8om.x and white glue) or "gloop" (Sta-Flo liquid 

starch and white glue or "goo" (corn starch and water) could do this. 



Thursday 05 September Pre-instniction Interviews 
09:05 Robert 
09: 15 John 
09:25 Reena 
09:35 Cindy 
0955 Wiliie 
10:15 Marc 
10:25 Roslynn 

Lauren plans to read m a t  S Alive? this aftemoon- M e r  Roslynn's un-taped interview 

(morning recess), 1 showed her the slime actïvity fiom Homemade Slime and Rubber Bones: 

Awesome Science Acrivities (Wïiiiam R Wellnitz), and asked if she would be interestecl in having 

the children make this substance with white school glue and Bomx. (Glue and Borax produce a 

cross-lïnked polymer that can be rolled into a bali or stretched, and, if left in the han& will flow 

slowly through the fingers Like mud,) 1 thought that it would be interesthg to have them mL;i 

borax and water and then add this solution to glue (al1 inanimate and manufàctured materials). 

When the children removed the slimy goo fkom their cup or zip-lock bag after stirring or 

kneading the mixture and played with it and saw that it flowed (moves on its own), she could ask 

questions like, "Do you think the s h e  is dive?", "Why do you think so?", "What does it mean 

for something to be alive?" 

She plans to purchase the Borax after school. The children will make it on Friday. 

Friday 06 September Pre-instruction Interviews 
09:40 Scott 

1 miss the making of slime. Earlier in the week 1 had made arrangements with Bob 

Stewart to pick up two authentic Scottish kilts îhat I wanted to show on Monday. To arrive at his 

house on tirne, 1 couldn't and didn't stay beyond the twenty or so minutes it took to interview 

Scott and pack up the paraphedia 1 had used. 

WEEK 2 
Monday 09 September Setts and Repeating Setts as Patterns (10:40 - 11:20) 
(Described in Chapter 4) 

Several of the children, looking at the world map that Lauren and 1 had pinned to the 

wall, couldn't believe how fiu Scotland was fiom Maple Hills. But even more surprising, when 

we opened the books to show the clothing once worn by Scottish highlanders, was the r e a l a o n  

that the men wore "skuts." Were bey, in f'act, skirts? A more carefiil look at the illustrations 

showed fâbric wrapped around the waist, up the back, crossed over the shoulder, d o m  across the 



chest, pinned to the "skirt" above the knee, and held in place with a belt. To cover a tall man, I 

told them thaî a piece of fhbric wider than 1 was ta11 (approximately 1.8 meters or 6 feet) and 

longer than the classroom (approximately 14.4 meters or 16 yards) was needed. So much more 

than a blanket or the fàbric needed to make a shirt and pants. To many of the children, this 

seemed incredible. The highlanders couidn't go to the more, as they would today, to buy the 

material or the Gaished clothing. The fabric had to be made. We talked about this process: the 

sheep and the shearing of their wool and how the wool fleece was cleaned, dyed, and spun before 

it was given to a male crofier/weaver to weave/make into a piece of fabric, When 1 asked if they 

thought people living at this time would have drawers and closets filleci with clothes, they didn't 

think so, but were amazed that there could possibly be only an outfit for work and a dressier ou& 

for specid occasions. 

The discussion of clans led to the redization that none of the children lived within 

walking distance of their grandparents, and most cousins and aunts and uncles lived even fiuther 

away. 

The notion of a sett and a repeating sett making a pattem seemed conceivable as long as 

the set remained a-b or a-b-c and the pattern a-b, a-b, a-b.. . and a-b-c, a-bc, a-b-c.. . 

When Cathy suggested that the sett for a pattern be "cougar, tiger, cheebh" and no one was 

immediately certain how these three cats couid be made distinct to fonn a recognizable sett, her 

neighbor said that a cat and dog wodd work. This sett was organized into a pattern and the room 

was filled with barking for severai minutes. 

Robat and several other children weren't certain what to look for when pattern blocks 

with different shapes and different colours were used in making the sett (e.g if the sett was red 

diamond, blue diamonci, yellow star, green triangle, orange triangle, they would represent it as 

two diamonds of any colour, a yeiiow star, and two triangles of any colou.). The work of the 

children, in partners, with the bags of four different objects, tended to be a-b, a-b.. . or a-b-c, a-b- 

c. -. or a-b-c-d, a-bc-d.. . Danny and Michael, Debbie and Steven, and Anne and Sara were 

exceptions.. 



Thursday 12 !&ptembcr Making Patterns (10:40 - 1 153) 
(Described in Chapter 4) 

Six stations, one fôr each bag of objects, were estsblished at the pods of four desks. The 

children could rotate when they had completed a pattern at one station, if they could see a space 

for themselves at another. The materials everyone wanted an opportunity to use were the stamps, 

especially the Crayola mini stampers (used by Anne, Reena, Sara, Ken, and Amie), the self- 

inking animais and the Jurassic Park dinosaurs (used by Wiliie, Debbie, Cindy, Scott, and Marc). 

Robert and Michael each made a pattern using the adhesive starnps. Danny, John and Cathy made 

patterns in Play-Doh and with beads. 

The patterns created on papa by Willie, Cindy, Scott, R- Amie and Marc varied 

only in the number of items in the sett and the number of times the sett was repeated verticaliy: 

one sett occupying one row, and each row representing one repetition. Marc's pattern was jaguar- 

alligator-dinosaur repeated for seven rows. Reena's sett was each one of the fBeen mini çtampers 

repeated for twelve rows. The pages upon which these six children repeated their setts had the 

appearance of columns of identical items rather than pattems. 

Debbie, Sara, and Ken repeated theu setts horizontally as weil as vertically. Debbie 

created the sett, fiog-bird-jaguar, fiog-bird-jaguar and repeated it for a second row. Sara and Ken 

made four object setts, repeated their setts over five and seven columns, respectively, and then for 

a second row. 

Michael and Anne were the only two children to use multiples of a single item in creatuig 

a sett. Michael's sett was barn-bani-cow-cow-cow-pig. It was repeated once verticaliy. Anne's 

sett, ladybug-sw-star-ladybug, was repeated across four columns and two additional rows. 

Unlike the other children, Robert ran his three object sett (barn-cow-pig) vertically for 

four columns. Laid out on the page this looked like a row of four barns (red, green, yellow, blue) 

below which was a row of four cows (pink, pink, dark green, light green), below which was a row 

of four pigs (red, yellow, blue, green). 



WEEK3 
Monday 16 September Recognizing Natural and Man-made Patterns in the Environment (10:40 
- 12:oo NOON) 

Weather: Partly cloudy, an air temperature of 15" C with a forecast high of 19" C 

Science began, with the end of recess, just inside the main entrance of the school. We 

waited for Lauten to arrive. 1 asked if they had noticed any patterns in the school building, Marc 

mentioned the "brick-iine, brick-line, brick-line. - - " pattern in the bnckwork- When asked to point 

out the brick and the line he was talking about, he touched a brick and the row of mortar above 

and below it. There was also the pattem made by the mortar on either side of the brick that he 

hsdn't noticed. I asked the chikiren to look carefûlly at the wall, especially at the way the bricks 

overlapped. This pattem (a stretcher bond) was much stronger tban if the bricks had been stacked 

one on top of the other in rows and columns. 

Two girls pointed out the grid sandwiched baveen the glass of the entrance door and 

explained the pattem they saw in it- Danny suggested that everyone look at the ceiiirig above the 

doors. It had an "updown, updown" pattern. (This was tongue and groove alUrninum. Danny's 

up and down were the pits or canals on either side of the flat section.) 

When we moved through the door to the sidewalk outside, the children were asked ifthey 

could find a pattem in the way the concrete bad been laid. Several skipped down the sidewalk 

caiiing out ';big block-crack, big block-crack---" as they landed on a big block and skipped over 

the crack. Everyone agreed that the seti was the "big block-crack". It repeated over and over 

again. The sidewitlk was a pattem- 

Could anyone explaia why it had been made this way and not as one, long, smooth strip? 

Before this question could be considered, Willie and Amie and Marc and Scott needed to know 

how a sidewalk was made. When the children who had watched a sidewaik being formed finished 

explaining what they had seen, Willie said that he believed the big block \vas a single brick, like a 

paving Stone, and that the cracks between two big blocks were just the spaces between any t w ~  

paving stones. No one could see any soi1 or gras in the spaces, only more concrete. Could there 

be another explanation? No one spoke. Had they ever seen similar kinds of spaces on bridges or 

sidewalks across bridges? Michad dong with severai other children said that they had. Had they 

noticed ifthe sue of the space changed in the summer and winter? No one had thought to look, so 

1 said that the spaces are there for a purpose. if it weren't for the man-made cccracks" (contraction 

joints) in concrete sidewalks, the surface would be covered in more cracks and fissures t h  we 

already see. The contraction joints aiiow the concrete to crack inside the joints, rather than the 

s h c e .  Annie said that she had once asked her mother why the cracks were in sidewalks, but her 



mother couldn't answer her question. Lauren, who had amved several minuta before, suggested 

that Aunie explain the cracks to her mom- 

The following patterns were noticed by the children as tbey udked through the parking 

lot and then skipped and hopped across the gras to the play structures: 

"'post-rail, pst-rail, pst-rail- . . " of the parking lot fence (Scott); 
"post-chain, post-chain, post-chain pattern" of the playground fence (Danny): 
"flat-up, flat-up, flat-up" pattern created by the links in the chah (several children at 
once); 
"board-space, board-space, board-space - - . " of the suspended plank bridges; 
@anny wondered ifthe spaces in the swinghg bridges were put there for the same 
reason the spaces were put in the sidewalk. Someone suggested that the spaces might be 
there so that the rain would nin off.) 
"solid-space, soiid-space- --" of the two tires nailed one above the other (Sara); 
"in-out" pattem of one tread line on a tire (Robert); 
(Several children wondered if ail tires had the same pattern of treads. We would have to 
look at the tires of the cars in the parking lot on our way back to the classroom- Before 
we left the play area, Michael pointed out that the treads on the tue swing didn't look Iike 
the treads on the tires to be clirnbed. What did this mean? There are Merent tire 
patterns-) 

The children paused in fiont of a symmetrical structure of twenty-five posts that h a n  on 

the Ieft and the nght with a post about thirty catimeters off the ground and gradually rose post- 

by-post to the thirteenth (and centre) post with a height of over a meter. What did they notice? 

Neil, one of the children in the class who was not interviewed, said, "big, bigger." He tapped the 

lowest post and said, "big" and then tapped the post adjacent to it and said "bigger". He kept 

going like this di the way up to the tauest pst. Everyone was çonfiised- The posts got bigger and 

bigger. Why uras he saying the posts were "big-bigger, big-biggery'? 1 suggested that they look at 

two posts at a time- Were they arranged big-bigger? Patrick jumped up and said, "big-bigger- 

biggest!" His sett was a sett of three. At the midpoint, he had to change his pattern. Big-bigger- 

biggest wouldn't work on the way down. 1 wondered if they had noticed that the posts decreased 

in size on each side of the tallest pst- If we could draw this structure on paper, we could fold the 

paper through the tallest post and have the pattern folded back on itself. Held up to the Light, we 

would see that each half was the same. Everyone sat with a blank stare, more confiised than Neil 

had made them. Michael and Patrick walked up the posts, Michael begiming on the lefi and 

Patrick on the nght. We counted as they stepped fkom one to the next. Lauren asked ifthey 

thought they could draw this arrangement of posts when they got back to the classroom. I heard a 

fevv children Say "yes", but many more answered 'ho". 

On the way back to the school, we stopped to rest under a tree and looked up through the 

crown at the pattern of branching, What did they see? The biggest branches were nearest the 



trunk and the srnailest hanches were fkthest fiom the trunk, Each branch was smaller than the 

one fi0111 which it grew. Was this tme for al l  trees? How did this compare with the veins in the 

leai? Was a Made of gras iike a leaffiom the tree? 

We had nm out of tirne, Back in the classroom there were only a few hurried minutes to 

show the hexagonal patterns in the corn and honeycomb (the bubbles cdapsed too quickiy) and 

the self similarity in the smaller and srnalier portions of the fern fiond. 

Marc wondered if the corn was rotting and ifthis was the reason for its colour not being 

Thursday 19 Septembtr Cycles as Repeating Patterns (10:40 - 12:OO NOON) 

A new Iaminated work on chart paper had been put up on the w d .  It was made with the 
heading, "Slime". The contents are reproduced below: 

We made slime. 
We worked in partners- 
We rnixed glue, water, food colouring and Borax. 
We let the slime slip through our fingers. 
We talked about the slime. 
1s it living? 
How do you know? 

Yes No 

How do vou know? 

It is living because: 
it feels iike a fiog 
it is here 
it sqWshes around 
it feels like a snake 

It is not living because 
we made it 
it doesi't have eyes 
it would have been able to wafk by itself 
it doesn't have legs 



it wiggled around it can't eat 
Jesus made us and we made the slime if& was living, it would have a braïu 
it feels s h y  Like a h g  at my lake 
when we play4 with iî, it moved around 
it changes shapes 
it feels iîke a worm 
it splatted down 
it bounces 

The lesson began with a review of the mail's life cycle using the book, Snails that had 

been read the week before- 

The children were shown a cross section of the mail in the UItimate Yrsuul Dictionury 

(pages 176-177). The illustration showed why the mail must have its shell: it protects very 

important interna1 organs (the lung, hart, digestive gland, stomach and kidney), 

What organs, the children wonder. Where is the brain? Where is the heart? Does the snaii 

have arteries? Why do they cd1 the part outside of the shell a hot? What happens to the snail if 

it's in the sun? Why are there so many shells wïthout bodies? 

At this point, it was the octopus that shared the two page spread that became more 

interesting. Wouid the octopus eat snails, if the mail gave birth to little mails? Lauren asked if 

they thought that the octopus would lay eggs since the snail lays eggs and scientists have grouped 

them together (Mo1lusks)- 

John tells everyone that he has a book about skeIetons, and that it has lots of skeletons of 

animals and lots of skeletons of dinosaurs. Ail of the children want to talk about dinosaurs and the 

dinosaur books they had or continue to own, 

It's time to curl up and look Iike a snail egg. "Are you ready to hatch out of your egg and 

emerge as a little snail? Are you eatïng and growing into the adult?" Lauren touches each student 

on the head. They are either an egg, youth, or adult- Everyone holds hands and d e s  a circle. 

You're a mail again, Where are the eggs? Where are the youths? Where are the adults? Where is 

Our sett? What have we made (an egg-youth-adult, egg-youth-adult-.- pattern)? Where does the 

pattem begin? 'With me" says an egg. "No, I'm the egg" says another. Where does the pattern 

end? 

There is no ending. The pattem begins again and happens in the same order. What is the 

order? "Egg-youth-adult, egg-youth-adult, egg-youth-adult.. . " It keeps going and goùig and 

going. We are standing in a circle. The pattern is d l e d  a cycle. 

There was no time for stories or discussing naîural cycles (moon phases, the four 

seasons, &y and night). The children were given a long and narrow strip of paper that they folded 



in halc and folded in half a second the .  When the paper was dolded, they were asked: What do 

you notice? "Creases". "Bwnps"- Sara says "four flat pieces and three bumps". Does everyone 

see what Sara sees? We have four spaces, al1 the same size, separated by folds. Can you draw a 

sett on the first space and repeat it in each of the three other spaces? What will everyone end up 

with on their paper? "A pattern". How many times will the sett be repeated? "Three"- 

Michael is one of the last to fhîsh colouring the objects in bis pattern (spider-ladybug, 

spider-ladybug . . . ). Debbie only finishes ber sett and one repeat (adult mail-octopus-d 

snail).Danny makes a sett of geometrïc shapes. J o b  altemates a sun with glasses and a star. 

W ï e  draws a Tyrannosaunis-Raptor pattern. Marc's pattern is a hockey puck-hockey stick- 

hockey net. We wrap the patterns around their head and forehead and tape them snugly in place- 

What happened to your pattm? '3 goes on and on and on-" Where does it begin? Where does it 

end? What is the name for a pattern that repeats itselfin the same order over and over again? "A 

cycle." 

WEEK 4 
Monday 23 September Science cancelled (catch-up day for Cecile) 

Thursday 26 September Revisiting the Concepts of Living and Nonliving (10140 - 12: 10) 

Lawen asked if she could use the time scheduled for science to look again at the notion 

of living and nonliving. We would use the objects that 1 had placed on a table top the previous 

Monday for the children to explore. These included a jar of glass marbles, four cifiecent sheUs, 

two living plants (jade and philodendron) in a green plastic pot, five ladybugs in a jar with twigs 

and leaves, a spider in a jar with twigs and leaves, a moth in a jar with twigs and leaves, 3 plastic 

ants in a jar with soil, a green plastic grasshopper in a jar of grass, a McDonald's pull back 

"Lucy" car, a wind-up penguin, a plastic tropical puffer fi& in a jar of tap water, a metaliic crab 



with moveable appendages in a hinped, wooden box, a piece of rock wïth quartz and a yellow- 

ochre rock, (AU of the objects in jars were contained in wide mouth, 2381111 Mason jars.) 

The children sa- in a circle on the floor- LaUren placed a sheet of paper with the word 

living and a second sheet ofpaper with the word nonliving on the floor inside their circle* She 

planned to send the objects one by one round tbe circle. The sorting would begin when everyone 

had looked at each one. 

With the exceptions of Willie the children said the shell was nonliving- It didn't have 

legs. It couldn't move by itseif- 

The crab was nonliving, It was a toy- Michael said that he had taken one apart and there 

was metal on the underside of the crab's body. 

The penguin was nonliving. Its legs were moving, but it was a toy. You had to turn a 

kuob on the back to get it to move- Living thlngs donTt have to be wound up. 

The fish wasn't dive. It moved in the water but only when it was shaken- It couldn't 

move in the water on its own. It's in the water, but it isn't swimming- Fish siWn. It isn't real. 

The plant was nonliving- It couldn't move in its pot. No matter where it was plante4 it 

couldn't move. It's plastic. It's an artifjcial plant. The soi1 is dry. 

The ladybugs (crawlhg aii over Scott) were living. They were moving. 

At this point Lauren asked if movement was the best cntenon to use. She pointed to the 

chart on the wall(Is the cricket alive? How do you know? It is alive because it makes a sound, it 

moves by its legs, it eats food, its body cannot change shape, it has an outside skeleton, it 

breathes."), and read the three words at the bottom. "Water, Air, Food. Ifsomething is alive, it 

needs water, food, and air to stay alive. These are the things a scientist would look for to 

detennine whether or not an object was living." 

Everyone was hungry and restiess. The children in Cecile's classroom were in the hall 

getthg their lunches. 

1s the rock alive? The response frorn the children was a unanimous, "no". Why wasn't it 

alive? "It can't move." "It's a rock-" "It doesn't have legs." Cathy answered, "o. Because it 

doesn't breath air. It doesn't eat- It doesn't drink water." 

1s the spider alive? T e s " ,  several children responded, because '3 saw it moving in the 

jar." Annie, Marc, and Cathy answered, Tes ,  because it needs air and water and food-" Lauren 

asked, "Cathy, how do you know?" "Michael, how do you know?" They answered, "it needs air, 

water, and food. 



WEEKS 
Monday 30 September Cycles: Focus on the Four Seasons (1025 - 1150) 

Before recess ended, Michael came up to me to show a gifl he had received for his 

birthday- It was a soA p h - c  mail. He handed it to me, 1 looked at it carefùlly while at the sarne 

t h e  teliing hirn wbat a wonderfiil present 1 thought it was- 1 wondered if he thought it was living. 

He said "'no", took it fiom me, turned it over in his haods, and showed me a hole in the bottom- 

''Living things don? have hotes in them like this-" Did he think it looked like the snails we had 

been t a h g  about? Michael looked at it carefùlly and said. 'Ws not the right colour." He also 

pointed out the shell that could be %quished" down and thought that it made it look like a 

newborn. 1 told him to look carefùliy at the eyes. This is when be noticed that the eyes were 

painted on the snail's k e ,  and not on the ends of the two stalles- He lau&ed- 

I had planned for the seasons to be reviewed using dramatization, and for Gredda 

Muller's book, Circle of Séasons, to have been read the previous week after cycles had been 

introduced. Instead, the lesson began with the stov, and the story became a benchmarldinvention 

Iesson for many of the children rather than an elaboration (of cycles) or enlargement (thinking of 

the seasons as a cycle) lesson. There were so many questions about the illustrations and things 

said in the text tbat the idea of a c'circle [cycle] of seasons" was essentially lost. The 

dramatization was very unorganized, The children counted off 1-2-3-4, 1-2-34 ... The ones were 

to be a plant in s p ~ g ,  the twos were to be a plant in surnrneq the threes were to be a plant in 

autumn, and the fours were to be a plant in winter. Al1 but the seedlings looked the same. It 

became obvious that we needed props. The subtle distinctions were difficult ?O illustrate using 

stance alone. We encountered the same problem with Cathy's suggestion for a cougar, tiger, 

cheetah sett several weeks before. 

The leaf ru b bings, following a discussion of Maestro's question Phy do Leaves Change 

Color?, that were to portray the sçasons as a cycle, were as ineffectual as Muller's book. The 

children were f'ascinated with the process and product not representing the cycle of the seasons 

using light green crayons for spring, dark green crayons for summer, red, orange or yellow 

crayons for autumn, and brovm for winter. Many of the children placed their leaves in rom on 

the page (using colours Like blue and purple and magenta) rather than the four quadrants. in this 

configuration it became almost impossible to show the cycle. Those who copied the cycle onto 

the page that 1 had drawn on the boarâ, season by s e a s o ~  as Muller's book was being rad,  didn't 

attempt to match the words with any particular colour. The connection between season and 



foliage colow had not been made, and I eaded the lesson doubtfbi that they understood the 

repeating pattern tbat was the seasonal cycle: spring, summer, aubmti, winter, 

Thursday 03 October Life Cycles: Focus on the Life Cycle of Human Beings (10:40 - 1150) 

L arrïved to find three words printed on the whiteboard. These were ''birth," "living," and 

"death": the three components of an individual's Metirne, Lauren asked that 1 read Lifetimes: and 

this is how we began. Michael wanted to know why it was subtiiied, "A Beautt%(l Wq ro Explain 

Death to Children." Lauren answered, saying that death was one part of a Metirne that followed 

birth and a lot of living. 

Discussion was as animated as always. When we reached the page where the Australian 

birds were portrayed, Danny said that he had an uncle living in Australia- 1 wondered if hïs uncle 

would have seen a kookaburra. Maybe Danny could ask him the next time they wrote to one 

another. Several children began to sing the kookaburra song. 

The longest discussion focused upon road kill and dead aaimals that the children had 

seen. Everyone seemed to have a story to tell. Lauren asked them to contribute something to the 

discussion that would fit inta one ofthe three categories: "1s your stoy about b* death. or 

living?" This was not easy to do. The children wanted to tak about tbings they had found or 

noticed. 

At the end of the story, Lauen stood up, walked over to the white board and saîd, "If we 

are born, and we are all born, and if we die, there is a lot of living ttiat has been done ui between 

these two events. What happens a&r you're bom? What kind ofevents are important in a 

Wetime?" 

The children responded with comments like the following: you go to kindergarten; before 

kindergarten you might go to nursery school, or a day  are;  after nursery school you go to 

kindergarten; then you're in early years- At this point, Michael and several other children began 

reading off the timeline of Bill Peet's life on the West wall: "birth, early years, middle years, 

senior years, Walt Disney Studios.. . " Lauren talked about Peet's life in the contex? of the science 

lesson. She said that this was Bill Peet's lifetime. Not everyone would work at Disney or have the 

experiences he had ha4 but we al1 have a birth and we all die and we al1 have a lot of living in 

between. 

The remainder of the class was spent reading B&ger Than a M y  and thinking about the 

things that they could now do that they couldn't do as newboms and in£ants and t a h g  about 

these changes and changes in appearance. It was their perception of thernselves as babies that 

they would be drawing on Friday. 



Monday 07 October Life Cycles: Newbom to Early Yeats Student (10:40 - 12:OO NOON) 

Lauren asked the children to sit aromd the "pumpkh patch" (a quilt made with sixteen 

squares in a sett that is repeated in five colimuis and eight rows). We began by showhg the 

drawings they had completed of themselves as babies narning everything that had been included, 

fkom the designer diapers, toys, and first words in dialogue bailoons to each appendage, h b ,  

and facial feature. The first question went something me this: considerhg we have al1 of the 

same body parts and f e a m s  today that we had as babies, how is it that we know we are seeing 

pichires of young children when we looks at these drawings? Just about everyone said it was size. 

Babies are " d l e r "  or "a lot srnaller". Babies don't have as much hair. Tm of the drawhgs 

showed babies with teeth (Roslynn, Debbie, Anne, John, Cindy, Robert, Reena, Ken, Annie, and 

Cathy). This prompted several of the chiidren to ask if babies are born with teeth. Lauren 

answered that she had heard of babies king bom with one or two teeth in place. We both thought 

this was rare. In most babies, teeth don3 begin to appear untü they are older than three months. 

The diagpms illustrating the changes in proportions of the human body during prenatal 

and postnatal growth generated tittering as weU as questions and observations. Amie wondered 

why the "private areas" of the male and fernale haà not been covered. Scott and Michael said that 

the head did not grow d e r  bi. Before tbis question could be discussed, Annie said that her 

sister told her that "Mes  don't have brains". This was the reason we can't remember anything 

when we were in the mormmy's tummy. Marc then said something about the skin stretching as 



you grow. We wondered if he thought you were boni with ali the skin you would need as an 

aduit. Everyone looked at the skin on their hands and arms and legs- They didn't think it seemed 

very tight. Stretching seemed like a possibility. 1 menàoned that the skin is their lafgest organ- It 

doesn't have to stretch to fit their bigger body. It gows right dong with it. Before they began the 

drawing of themselves as early years students, someoae asked if muscles grew. 

WEDNESDAY 09 OCïOBER Uascheduled Session (9:SO - 10:OO) 

The children in Grades 2 and 3 giggled and pointed out the baby-like antics as they 

watched the video, Babies ut P l q  on a Fun Rainy Dar. W'ie, Danny, Debbie, Anne, John, and 

Cindy were read Imogene 's Antlers and Piggybook. 

This was the day the children were invited to participate in the Canadian Nature 

Federation' s Lady Bede  Survey. An explanatory letter to the parents and the CNF Lady Beetle 

S w v e y  pamphlet and reporting card were sent home with each child- Danny couldn't wait to 

show his mother that he was a red scientist. 

Thursday 10 October School Closed (transition fiom temporary to newly construçted school) 

WEEK 7 
Monday 13 Octobcr School Closed manksgiving Holiday) 

Thursday 17 October Slime Survey (Science Cancelled) 

Lauren was elated. When asked, aü of the cbil&en said that the slime was nonliving. 

WEEK 8 
Monday 21 October Animals (Birds, Reptiles, Fi&, Memmals) That Grow in Sue With Age 
(10:25 - 12: 10) 

Lauren h d  read the book, Look Our for Tudes! on Thursday. She wmted to begin the 

lesson with a discussion of the turtie and turtle hatchling and the snake and snake hatchling have 



the children retuni to their tables for the miitching of the young animal with its adult parent, begin 

partner reading of the "Sec How T ' y  Grow Series", and watch the video? See How Bey Grow 

Farm Animals. 

She called the children by table group to the reading area and sat fàcing them with the 

model of the adult turtle in her right hand and the model of the hatchling just emerging for the 

egg in her left hand- When the students were settled, she asked them to tell her one at a time how 

the two animais resembled Gne another and how they digered The conversation proceeded as 

follows: 

They both have a shell- 
They are both the same colour- 
They both have legs. 
They both have a bridge (that portion of the shell that connects the upper shell - carapace to 
the lower shell - plastron)- No one could remember the exact word for this part of the tortoise, 
so Michael got the book, Look Out For Tudes! and they looked it up- 
They both have a head. 
They both have a mouth. 
They both have four legs- 
Scott said that a t u d e  only had two flippers. It also has two feet. Several weren't sure that 
Scott was correct. They knew that a sea turtle had flippers in the fiont, but they weren't sure 
it also had flippers in the back- Lauren opened the book to the illustrabon of the sea turtle. It 
was obvious that the artkt had given the tude four flippers but the children weren't 
convhced, 1 thought that the tortoise and the turtle probably had the same number of bones in 
the skeleton of their han& and legs, but that through tune as the turtle left the s a  for land it 
didn't need flippers. So the flippers were lost in fkvor of feet. 
Someone wondered if a turtle with flippers could walk on the land. Someone remembered 
that the turtle laid its eggs in the sand of a beach, so it had to be able to wallc on the land. It 
used its flippers to push its body across the sand, They would certainly be more useful in the 
water. 
Lauren wondered what scientists called the eggs laid by a single turtle. 
Marc remembered that it was a  clut ut ch^" 
Lauren asked how the baby turtle rnanaged to get out of the egg. 
Someone said they used a special egg tooth- 
Willie mentioned that there was a turtle in Robin Hood. It \vas a little turtle. (He must have 
been thinking of Disney's animated version). 
At this point someone (a girl) said that they both (the hatchling and the adult tortoise) began 
in an egg. 
Lauren wondered out loud, "1s this right, Did the duit tortoise also begin life in an egg as a 
haichling? " 
Most of the children nodded in the afiïrmative. Several didn't respond. 
Lauren continued. '?)id this tortoise (adult) look just like the baby (hatchling)? 
There was a chorus of Tes." 
Lauren asked me to pick up, and hold, the adult and "hatchling" snakes- She asked, "Could 
the turtle have laid the egg the snake is coming out of?" 
There were several giggles. "A turtle couldnyt have a snake baby." 
Could the snake have laid the egg the turtle emerged fiom? 
Again there was laughter and giggles. 



Lauren persistai, How would you teU a small child who doesn't know as ntuch as you do 
about animals and theù babies, that the young snake does not belong to the adult turtle and 
that the young nirtle does not belong with the adult snake. 
This seemed to be confiising to the chilciren, 
Someone said, the snakes don't have sheiis like the turtle- 
The snakes don? have legs- 
They are different colours. 
The snake is bigger. (It was the model that was much larger than the model of the tortoise.) 
Snakes slither, Turtles waik slowly. 
The snake is slimy and slithery. The turtIe has a hard sheil. 
Snakes have scales. Turtles don't- 
She again asked how they wodd explain to much younger children why the hatchling turtle 
belongs to the duit turtle and why the hatchling snake belongs to the adult snake- 
We went through similar criteria. 
One has legs, one doesn't- 
One has a sheli, the other doesn7t- 
One is brownish, the other is greenish- 
One has a tail, the other doesn't- 
Lauren asked, "Scott, which of these two anïmds doesn't have a tail?" 
The turtie, 
But the tuftle bas a tail- Lauren points it out to bim- 
Well the snake bas a much longer tail. 
Lauren a k s  me to summarize everything. 1 said th when an animal gives birth to another 
animal, ifthat animal is a bird or a fish or a reptile or a mammal, the newborn wili aiways 
resemble the parent, It may be s d l e r ,  but it will have the same physical appearance. So the 
snake will lay an egg and the animal that hatches out of that egg wili look like a smailer 
version of the parent snake. It wiii never look like a turtle or a any animal other than the 
snake itself. The sarne holds true for the turtle- It will lay an egg, and the anùnal that hatches 
out of the egg will never be a snake or an alligator. It wi11 always be a turtle that looks like a 
small version of the aduh parent. 

Lauren takes me aside and suggests that we spend t h e  on animal classification. 

Thursday 24 October Animals That Change Form and Structure as They Age (Newbom Do 
Not Resemble Adults) - Focus on Amphibians (10:40 - 1 1155) 

The Lessons began vrith a review before the life cycle of the fiog was discussed and 

before Chinery's book, Frog, was read by a teacher substituting for Lauren, Wbat could they tell 

me about the animal that hatches from a turtIe egg and the animal that hatches fiom the egg of a 

snake? Thry thought for a few seconds and then mentioned that snakes can oniy have snakes and 

that turtles can't make eggs that have anything but turtles in them- Marc said that the babies of 

snakes always look like their parents, and that the babies of turtles always look like their parents. 

Cathy said that a hirtle can't have a baby that looks like a snake, and a snake can't have a baby 

the looks Iike a turtie. Aii of the children agreed with Cathy and Marc when they were asked if 

this is what they believed. 



As Frog was king read to the cbildrea, several asked when lunch would be. There was 

just enough time before clean-up to watch tbe s e p e n t  on the fiog fiom the .Sée How They Grow: 

Pond Animais. Everyone is now singing dong witb the chorus that starts each of the animal 

sequences in this senes of videos. 

WEEK9 
Monday 28 October Review Animais That At Birth Resemble Their Parents and Introduce The 
Insects (10:45 - 12:OO NOON) 

We begin with the children in a circie on the fioor and asked them, in order, to name an 

animal that gives birth to a baby thaî resembles the parent, (The circle began at my left with Neil, 

Peter, Danny, Scott, Marc, Patrick, Micbael, Sam, Ken, Robe- WUie, Debbie, S m  Reena, 

Annie, Quinn, Cathy, John, Cindy and Anne.) 

They were asked to îhink of an anunal that no one else would mention so at the end of the 

activity we wodd have the names of 20 different anirnals. Lauren asked ifthere were any 

questions. Reena wondered what the word "resernbles" meant. 1 answereci, "looks iike." Michael 

wondered if they could make the sound their anunal makes. We thought this wouid be a good 

idea, if there was tirne. 

This is the List as it was wrïtten on the white board: 

whale zebra 
rattlesnake 
white Gerrnan Shepherd dog 

giraffe 
monkey 

cat COW 

~ i g  tortoise 
horse shark 
g o d a  penguin 

bear 
duck 
rabbit 
dolphin 
al1 igator 
chicken 
Iamb 

Off to the side was the word, "Iadybug" suggested by Reena, Since we hadn't studied the insects, 

she wouldn't have know that few insects are boni resembling their adult parents. 

As the children named an animal, they were asked, "How do you know that a baby 

(name of the animal suggested) resembles its parent?" Most replied: "1 saw it on a TV 

show" or "1 saw it in a book" or "1 saw it at the zoo". 

Disagreement and uncertainty came with the calf, the duckling and the rabbit. The baby 

calf was often a different colour tiom the mother cow, and it could be a bu11 (a boy). The 

duckling, Peter thought, could grow up to become a swan, and a swan doesn't look like a duck. 

Also the ducklings 'W' was yellow, not white and it was softer. Several children said that the 



rabbit didn't look like the mother because it was born without hair, and it could be a different 

colour. 

The cow was the fint to be questioned- Lauren defened to Robert because his kther 

raises dairy cows- Robert agreed that both colour and gender could be different. We wondered if 

colour was an important feature to focus upon- When we think of the c m ,  think of its body or 

physical structure. Does the calfhave the same physical structures (body parts) as the adult cow 

does? The students seemed to agree that it does- 

Then we came to the duckiing. Many -dents feh that it dicin't resemble the adult parent. 

1 asked Lauren if she could get the "See How They Grow" books fiom Cecile's classroom. M e n  

she came back we iooked at the pictures of the duckling as it grew over a six week period. We 

noticed that the feathers were down-like, and that they were a different colour cornpareci to the 

adult. But, the ducking and the duck both had a head with two eyes and a bilL a neck, a body, 

wings, two legs and webbed feet. They had the same body parts. Scott wondered ifthey both had 

the same parts inside their bodies. He wanted to Say that they differed in one respect but didn't 

\vant to say where - "it was a private part", Lauren asked hirn to whisper it in her ear. It had 

something to do with the elimination of body waste, because Lauren said that it kvas al1 right to 

speak of this part. The adult duck had to have an organ to get rid of waste material, did they think 

the duckling needed a similar organ, The students d agreed tbat the duckling needed tbis organ 

as much as the adult. 

The next problem was with the rabbit. Again we had to look at the "See How They 

Grow" book on rabbits It is tme that the kit is boni without haiq but when the features of the 

adult rabbit were listed and the children were asked ifthese same organs and appendages could be 

found on the baby rabbit, they agreed that they had the sarne body parts. 

T hursday 31 October Science Canceled (Early Years Hdoween Parh;) 

WEEK 10 
Monday 04 November Insects with GraduaVIncomplete Life Cycles: Egg - Nymph - Adult 
(10:40 - 12:OO NOON) 

When everyone was settled, Lauren said that the children had just Ieamed a cycle - the 

cycle of the rnonths of the year. She asked Reena ifshe could recite them for me. Reena did this 

task, slowly and carefùlly, without one mistake. Lauren thanked Reena, stood up, and said that 

today they would not be studying the life cycles of mammals, or reptiles, or bu&, or fish, or 

amphibians, but the Me cycles of insects. These were specid insects that hatched out of theü eggs 

as nymphs and then became adults. What insects did this include? The children began saying with 



her "grasshoppers, cnckets, dragonflies, damselflies, praying mantids, and giant water bugs", 1 

was very surprised because I hach't introduced these insects to them (Lauren obviously had)- 

1 wondered how they knew of ail these different insects. How m a .  (show of hands) had 

ever seen a grasshopper? A cricket? A dragody? A damselfly? A praying mantis? Lauren kept 

count. AU of the children had seen grasshoppers and crickets, most had seen dragonflies. quite a 

few had seen damseIflies, but l e s  than half had seen a praying mantis. 

Had they heard the cnckets in the terrarium? We talked about the grasshopper and the 

cncket and how they make the sounds they do. Both are only capable of producing sounds when 

they molt for the final rime and become adult insects- This is because they use their adult wings in 

the case ofthe cncket and their adult wings and a knob on the jumping legs in the case of the 

grasshopper. if we hachyt heard the crickets chirping, what does tbis tell us about the cnckets in 

the terrarium? Several children said that they must stiil be nymphs. 

Marc said that he knew that grasshoppers couid jump six times their body length. I 

wondered where he had leamed this. He said that he had a book at home about insects and that 

was one of the things he had read- We got into a discussion about the difference between hopping 

and jumping. Was the grasshopper jumping or hopping? What did it mean to jump, Lauren 

wondered. Was there a difference between jumping and hopping? Scott suggested that fiogs 

jumped. Marc said that grasshoppers must hop because that would be why they have the name we 

caii them, gtassHOPpers. 

Patrick demonstrated what he beIieved a jump and hop must be. If you jurnped? your feet 

went off the floor, but you came back down in the same place on the floor where you began- If 

you hopped, you went up and covered a distance- So you didn't land in the same place that you 

had begun. Lauren asked the children to take one hop like the grasshopper. They were to notice 

the place at which they set off and then compare the distance they had moved fiom this starting 

point. Did they think they could jump like the grasshopper and travel a distance six times their 

body length? Most of the children thought not. Michael became the standard. Five, not six body 

lengths, were al1 that could be fit dong the available length of the classroom. Most of the children 

could not hop m e r  îban Michael was tall, Paîrick was certaïa that ifhe could take a ninning 

star& he could hop two body leagths. 

After discussing the life cycie of the dragonfïy and what it means for an insect to molt, 

the chiken reenacted the life bistory of the grasshopper. This began with the egg and the nymph 

that emerged that would eat and grow and become too big for its exoskeleton and molt, and eat 

and grow and molt, and eat and grow and molt until emerging as the adult with wiags. 1 became 

the bird who preyed upon the grasshopper emerging fiom its exoskeleton when its body was soft 



and had not had time mou& to hiadm. Several of the chiidren believed that they could escape by 

flying. Does a grasshopper fly or merely use its wings after hopping to stay alofi longer than it 

might otherwise? 

Amie and 1 discovered two exoskeletons in the terrarium when we added an apple m e  

and a piece of her carrot. What did this mean? 'Two of the crickets had molted. They should look 

bigger. Their wings should be bigger." 

Thursday 07 November Schwl Closed (Snow Day) 

WEEK 11 
Monday 11 November School Closed (Remembrance Day) 
Thursday 14 November Science CanceUed (Student Led Coderences) 

WEEK 12 
Monday 18 November School Closed (Snow Day) 
Thursday 21 Novembtr Insects with Four Stages in Their Life Cycles: Egg - Larva - Pupa - 
Addt (10:40 - 12:lO) 

At the end of the story of the hickory horned devil caterpillars fiom lnsecr 

Metamorphosis by the Goors and the dramatization of the life cycle of a butterfiy, 1 shared the 

answer to a question that had been asked more than two weeks ago. The question was, "How 

many insects are there?" 1 showed hem an article in Scientific American ihat talked about the 

nurnber of species in the world. There were approximately 800,000 species or kinds of insects. 



This was more than aU of the green plants in the world, all of the fish, aH of the birds, ail of the 

marnrnals, and so on. Severai children wondered how they had counted them dl. It was not 

800,000 insects, 1 said, but h d s  of insects- I fwe think about mammals, human beings are one 

kind of mammal even though there were approximately 3,000,000,000 of us on Earth. Similady, 

there could be 5,000,000,000 of just one kind of beetle or one kind of moth or one kind of praying 

mautid. Scientists knew about and bad classfied 800,000 kinds of insects. This represents 

millions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions of insects. 

1 then shared a newspaper article that my mother had sent about fkogs in North America- 

h said that students on a field trip had found fiogs witb one back leg or four back legs where there 

should have been two. hhiaUy researchers believed that some fonn of pollution must be causing 

these deformities. Maybe there was another reasonkxpldon- 1 showed a recent article fiom the 

Globe and Mail's science page that told of a California researcher who attributed the defonnlties 

to a fluke (a flatworm) whose life cycle depended upon the garter snake, the snail, and the fiog- 1 

told them that the snake deposited its waste in wetlands and that this waste contaïned the eggs of 

a flatworm that lived in the snake's intestine. These eggs were gobbled up by an animal that we 

had studied at the beginning of the unit. Marc, called out "snail." Yes. The snail ate the eggs and 

instead of the eggs hatchïng and fieeing one fluke, one egg might give rise to hundreds of flukes. 

These flukes were fiee swimming and parasitic on tadpoles/f?ogs. Instead of hunting for food, 

they would attach themselves to a tadpole, burrow inside the tadpole and feed off the tadpole. 

How did they thin. the fluke got inside the tacipole's body? If we think about the tadpole before it 

b e r n e  legged, where did they think the softest tissue might be- Marc again answered, saying the 

legs, or where the legs would eventualiy corne out. This was correct. Did they remember the 

fàvorite food of a garter snake? "A frog" everyone called out- Yes. The scientist, wrïtten about in 

the article, believed that the deformity occurred in fiogs that were not eaten by snakes as tadpoles. 

The fîukes in the fiog's body did not allow the legs and other developing parts to mature 

properly. This, he believed, was the cause of the deformities that had been observed all over 

North America, not chernical poilutantS. 1 concluded by mentioning the Friends of the Frogs 

home page (fiom the Minneapolis column).They rnight want to look at it the next time they were 

on the internet. 



Friday 22 November Presentation of Iasects (Living, Pinned, Preserved, and Photographed) by 
Tanja McKay and Carla Wytrykush of the Department of Entomology, University of Manitoba 
(10:40 - 12: 10) 

(For an annotated list of the slides shown see Appendix E) 

At the end of the slide presentaîion, the children were asked to look at the pinned insects 

on display, the photographie reproductions of insects, and to line up to view the meal wonn pupa 

under the dissecting microscope and the house fies in the Plexiglas box. The chiidren spoke with 

one another and with Tanja about the pinned insects. They were amazed to see so many different 

kinds of insects. They wanted to know why some (like the termites) were in solutions in d 

glas bottles. Was one of the beetles really a rhinoceros beetle? They were surprised to see the 

scaie of the prayhg mantids and the large tropical cockroach. Near the drawer that held the 

beetles, several of the children in Lauren's classroom including Cathy and Sam said that they 

could teil which ones were the adult beetles and which ones were the babies. Knowing that beetle 

larvae don? look anything like the adults they wiU becorne, 1 asked them to show me how they 

couid tell the "babies" h m  the adults. That's simple, Cathy said, "The babies are the littler ones 

and the adults are the bigger ones." 

At 1155 Lauren asked the children to take a seat on the floor. She gave hem the 

opportunity to ask questions. Most of the questions are given below. 

- Why do you want to be a scientist? 
- How do you get them ail? 
- Do you know ail the names of the bugs? - (Sara) Once m y  brother got bit by a fly. it like the fies in the Plexiglas 
box?] It was a horse fly, not a house fly. 

- Once 1 saw a bee hive in the woods. 
- How many bugs do you have? 
- (Annie) Where is your school? 
- How âid you get interesteci in bugs? 
- (Willie) How come you have bumble bees in this drawer? 
- How many house fies are in the box? 



- (Debbie) Where did you get aîi of those pretty buttedies? 
- How do you feed the house fies in that box? 
- How many bugs did you bnng here? 
- How many diffefent khds of bugs did you bring? 
- (Michael) How many boxes do you have of those bugs? 
- (Sara) How mmy can you get into one box? 
- (Debbie) How do you captute dangerous bugs? 
- (Michael) Why do you put pins through the bugs? 

WEEK 13 
Monday 25 November hsects with Four Stages in Their Life Cycles: Egg - Larva - Pupa - Adult 
(10:40 - 12:OS) 

We discussed the life cycle of the honey bee. The cbildren flew over to the sink as worker 

bees in preparation for lunch. Marc stoppeci me and said, "1 don7t want to be a worker bee, 1 wmt 

to be a drone." 

Thursday 29 Novembcr Insects with Four Stages in Theu Life Cycles: Egg - Larva - Pupa - 
Adult (10:40 - 12:05) 

Annie brought in her book about iusects. Afier reading about Two Bad Ants and 

discussing the life cycle of an an& we looked at the pictures in her book of ants and termites and 

bees. The pages on ants asked the question, "What do ants use their feders for?" Annie read this 

heading. 1 asked the children what another word for feelers might be. They said antennae. We 

asked the children the question posed by the authors of the te-, They thought that they might use 

them to get by one another in theu underground tunnels. To tell one another where they might 

fhd food. To say hello. Annie read out the explmations given in the text. She said that the 

pictures reaIly gave it away. 



WEEK 14 
Moaday 02 December Insects with Four Stages in Their Life Cycles: Egg - Larva - Pupa - Adult 
(10:40 - 1 l:55) 

We began with the life cycle of the rnosquito, then r e e ~ c t e d  its life histop in dramatic 

play- When they arrived at the pupa state, Lauren wondered what changes rnight be occurring to 

the lama. Someone said, it gets wings. Another said, it gets three pairs of  legs. Willie said, it gets 

jaws. Certainly the mouth parts changed (I wasn't certain about an extemal jaw). Michael said 

that it gets a head, thorax and abdomen- I wondered if it didn't have a head and thorax and 

abdomen as a lama. Does an insect only have three body parts as an adult? 

Lauren asked the children to stand and count silently by 2s to 100. This was the time the?- 

had to allow for their wings to dsf. When they had counted to 100, they could fly out into the 

open space and back again as the adult mosquito- When they had renimed, 1 asked if they knew 

how the mosquito made its high pitched b u u -  Did it make sounds through its mouth like we 

make sounds? One of the students said that it was the mosquito's wings flapping. Yes. They beat 

their wings so rapidly tbat it makes the air vibrate around them. Could they name another insect 

that made a sound with its wings- '&A cricket" was the response. 

During this lesson, there were many questions posed by the ctuldren and many bits of 

information offered. Cathy said that she was dergic to insect bites- Lauren wondered what 

happened when she was bitîen by a mosquito. What did it mean to be allergie? Cathy said that she 

gets big bumps, Lauren said that the bumps can be as Iarge as a dime and sometimes as large as a 

nickel on people who are bitîen by mosquitoes- One of the students thought that it was the 

mosquito taking blood that made the bump and itching feeling. The adult mouth parts are a iot 

like a straw. In order for the mosquito to get blood up the straurY it fïrst had to put a chemical that 

its body makes ùito the animai being bitten- This stops the blood fiom getting thick like a 

mikhake and rnakes it a lot easier for the mosquito. It is this chemical that makes Our skin feel 

itchy where the mosquito bite occurred. 

Some of the questions asked by the children follow: 
- How big can a mosquito get? Robert answered, saying that he had once seen a mosquito 

about a millimeter in length in his bam. Lauren asked the children to look at their thumbs, 
and said that one milheter  would be about as long as their thumb aail, - Sara wondered how fâr a mosquito could fly without resting- 

- Scott wondered how fàst a mosquito could fly since a dragon fly could go as hst as 95 kdh. 
- Michael wondered if it was good for mosquitoes to bite us &er 1 mentioned to the children 

that it is only the female mosquito tbat bites animals as she needs the blood to make her eggs. 
1 asked him whaî he thought. He said that if mosquitoes did not have us to bite, they would 
not be able to continue their Me cycle since the female needed the blmd for her eggs. 1 asked 



him if there were other animals with blood that mosQuitoes could use instead of us- He 
nodded in the afErmative- It's just a lot easier to get blood fiom us because we don3 have as 
much hair covering our bodies as horses and cows and sheep do, 

- Annie said that mosquitoes bite horses and that horse f ies bother them too- She was right, but 
did she know that the fies bite raîher than iaserting a mouth part to remove blood- Their bite 
would be a lot more painfiil- Launen wondered ifhorse flies bite humans- Annie said that they 
do. 

- Cindy wondered how Iong mosquitoes could stay awake. Do they stay up alI &y Iong? 
- Marc and Wïilie both talked about mosquitoes being out in the evening and at night- Marc 

said that mosquitoes don't like the daylight. So they are most active at night. 
- Debbie mentioned the time a mosquito lama crawled up her leg. She was fnghtened of it 

because of the way tbat Ï t  looked. 
- Ken thought t h .  the lama ofthe mosquito was like a scorpion. It must be the breathhg tubes, 

or is it the shape? LaUren said that the more he hows about mosquitoes and the more he 
knows about scorpions the more he will recognize that they really aren't the same. 

The lady beetle was introduced with a story, and the s t o ~  generated many questions. 

Some of these follow: 

- What is a the& curent? 
- How firr could a ladybug travel without resting? 
- Could we rnake kites? 
- What would happen to the ladybugs put in the sacks [to sel1 to &ers 

interested in biological controls]? 
- How long could they live [in the sacks]? 
- What do they do in the winter? 
- Where are its wings? This question prompted Willie to start talking about his 

expenence wïth ladybugs- He stood up to tell us about the t h e  he walked into 
his yard and all sorts of Iadybugs with their "beaut .  hard wings and little thin 
wings" flew up and around him- As he spoke he used his arms and han& to 
show us the way they had f l o m  in the air surrounding hirn- 

in the discussions, it became evident that many of the children believed that the number 

of spots on the ladybug increased with age. We looked again at its Iife cycle- It emerged fiom the 

pupa as an adult. If four spots eventually appeared on its hard wing covers, would it die with eight 

or ten or fourteen? Marc said 'hoy' but many still weren7t sure. 

Thursday 05 December Making Ladybug Paperweights out of Clay 
Friday 06 December Post-instruction Interviews 

13:07 - l3:42 Debbie 
13:45 - 14: 12 Annie 
14:15 - 14:40 Sara 
14:42 - 15:OS Anne 

WEEK 15 
Moaday 09 December Making Ladybug Christmas Cards and Post-instruction Interviews 

09:20 - 0950 Ken 
0955 - 10:25 Michael 



Tuesday 10 Decemkr Painting Ladybug Papemeights and Post-instruction htaviews 
09: 1 O - 09:40 Cathy 
10:18 - t0:43 John 

Wednesday 11 Dccember Post-instruction Interviews 
09: 10 - O9:42 Danny 
09:45 - 10: 14 Marc 
10: 17 - 1053 Cindy 
11:15-11:43 Reena 

Thursday 12 December Wrîting for Christmas Cards and Post-instruction Interviews 
09:20 - 0955 Willie 
09:58 - 10:30 Scott 

WEEK 16 
Monday 16 December Post-instruction Interviews 

10:20 - 11:05 Robert 



CHIW>RENYS RESPONSES TO THE POST-INSTRUCTION INTERVIEW 

Fourteen of the seventeen children in the study were interviewed at the conclusion of the 

unit. Roslynn (Grade l), who would not permit the recording of my questions or her responses 

during the pre-instruction interview and Patrick (Grade 3) who missed the pre-instruction 

interview were not asked to participate in a final interview. Robert (Grade 2) \vas interviewe4 but 

the audio recorder faded to record any sounds ont0 the tape. As a result, the data represent the 

responses of fourteen children whose interviews were audio recorded and transcnibed. 

DATA FROM QUESTION 1 

1. If you had to descriie this object (a red potato tuber) to someone who had never seen it 
before, what would you say about it? ifthe name is not given in the description, ask: "Wmt 
do you think it is?" 

Where w-odd you look to find potatoes? Ifthe child ansvers, '?n a garden" ask: 'Where is 
this part of the potato (the tuber) found in the garden? 1s it on the ground or hanging on the 
plant or in the earth?" 

Would you say that this potato is living or nonliving? Why do you h-nk so? If a chiid in 
answering any of the preceduig questions has already said that it is living or nonliving, ask 
the following: 

Let's Say you were a scientist fkom another planet and had never seen a potato or potato pIant 
before, but you knew about plants because different plants grew on your planet. Now if you 
happened to corne to Earth, and couldn't speak English, and saw this (potato), what would 
you do to figure out whether or not it was living or non living? What kuid of questions do you 
think a scientist would ask to determine ifthis object (potato) is alive or was once dive? 

With the exception of Reena who called the red potato tuber a tomato, the children 

correctly identified as ''a potato" the object that they had been asked to describe. The descriptions 

vxied in the details stated as the following excerpts reveal: 

"Um-rn-m. It has tittle [three second pause] dots. Little holes, kùid of things [six second 
pause]. It's a potato because my mom planted those last week. 1. In this week- Yep. And 1 
plant. And 1 help plant. 1 help plant the potatoes with my mom-" (Wiliie) 

"Ah-h-h. It grows in a field." (Debbie). 

cc . . . m y  mom peels them." (Anne) 



'That it's a [two second pause] patata, and you have to eat 3, You slice it, An-n-d- You 
have to-o. It's something [pvo second pausd And it also has red where you have to peel 
off; of course. An-n-d- Hum, There's a lot of dots on the red- Tiiat's i t"  (Cindy) 

"It has some holes in it. It bas some wlinkles on it, Iike these things here [points to 
indentatîoas]. It's in a like an oval shape. And it has this bump right here, and it has this 
Little [inaudible] and tbis line. Ah-h. There is peel coming off here." (Scott) 

"Um-in- You can cut it up, and you can eat it. You can aiash it. You can um put some 
camp on it and eat it for supper-" (Reena) 

'cUm-m-m. It [two second pause] like [two second pausd grows underground, and [three 
second pause]. Oh-h-h- You [two second pause] eat it. And [three second paiise] bugs 
grow on it-" (Ken) 

"Um [three second pause]. That it's kind of pink, and you can eat it," (Annie) 

ccIt's a vegetable. Um-m [two second pause]- It used to be living. Ah-h [three second 
pause]. You can eat it- It grows under the ground, Um-m [eight second pause] ." (Marc) 

"Um-m- Ifs a potato. You make s e s  out of it, Um. Um, h7s smooth- You get it out of 
the gromd. Um- That's it." (Cathy) 

Tt's red- It bas a lot of eyes. Ah- Um- It's a potato @augbs]." (Michel) 

In response to the question, 'Where would you look to frnd potatoes?" seven children 

suggested looking '5x1 a garden" (Cindy, Sam, and Annie), "in the garden" (Anne, John), ''in your 

garden" (Danny) , or "in Our garden" (Michaei). Debbie answered, "'It grows in a field." Reena 

said, ".,.the Safeway or the market. At the fruits um, um row- Column [aisle] !" Scott responded, 

"In my garden or at the store." 

Ken and Marc in their descriptions of the potato had said that it grows "underground and 

"in the ground", respectively- Cathy7s description mentioned getting a potato "out of the gound." 

When asked where the potato (tuber) itself would bey T s  it on the ground like a purnpkin or up in 

the plant like a beaa or in the earth like a carrot?" Scott answered, "Ah-h-h. Above the earth." 

Reena replied, "Um, It rests on the ground." Anne and Sara had never seen a potato growing. AM 

responded to the question with silence. Sarah answered, 'W's in the earth." Debbie didn't know 

anything about how the potato grows or what it would look like as i t  grew. She said, 'We. Cause 

we have a field back here and it, it grows s d o w e r  seeds, not potatoes." Danay and Cindy 



responded, "under the &round." John and Sara replieci, "in the earth-" Annie answered, "in the 

SOL" Michael said, "underground" and then added: "Tt would be in the earth and part rnight be 

sbcking up." Willie's response is given in the excerpt below: 

McMiUan: When you look at the potato pIant, where is this part of the potato? 1s it above 
the ground or hangïng on the plant or in the earth? 

Wiie: Um [two second pause]. It's hanging underground, 

McMillan: Can you see it when you look in your garden? 

Wiliie: No. Cause if it. Cause ifit was on, on top of the ground, then 
they won? be good to eat- 

McMillan: Oh. 1 didn't know that. Why? What happens to them? 

Willie: They get ronen. And- And- And we can't eat them- Cause then they would get 
rotten, and they would taste yucky if you ate them, 

Twelve of the fourteen children responding to the Living-nonliving questions believed 

that a potato (tuber) was nonliving Eleven of these twelve said that a potato plant growing in a 

garden would be living. Sara didnyt answer the question about the plant- She didn't think the 

scientist fiom another planet would know, j u s  by loobg,  ifthe potato plant was living. When 

asked why, she responded, "'Because if people are fkom a different plane& they wouldn't know 

what it is, because they're fiom a different planet. They don? know the same things as you do." 

Of the eleven children who said the potato plant was Living, ten atû-ibuted this to a 

requirement for food, water, and air. Like Michael quoted here, they believed "all living things 

need food, water, and air-" When Debbie was asked, "Does this potato need food, water, and 

air?", she responded: 6CHum-em. Cause it only needs water and air to grow. Like, we need food, 

water, and air." In addition to food, water and air, Cathy mentioned that a plant "needs suoshine." 

John said a plant won? grow very well without 'Ihe roots." 

The potato tuber was thought to be nonliving for several reasons. Reeoa said, ' Y s  like a 

rock, but it's nonliving." When asked b w  she knew that it was nonliving, she responded: 



"Because u m  if it were living it would move, and d would need food, water, and air- And if it was 

nonliving, it would just sit there." At this point she mas asked to look at a potted Philodendron 

plant hanging from the ceiling near a set of Hindows. The interview progressed as foliows: 

McMillan: 1s it [the potted plant] moving? 

Reena: No 

McMilian: Is Ï t  living? 

Reena [Wbispers] Yeah- 

McMiUan Why? How do you know? 

Reena: Because it needs food, water, and air. 

McMillan: Do you think that when this [the potato tuber] was attached ta the plant that it 
was living? 

Reena: Yeah. 

McMillan: So when did it becorne nonliving? 

Reena: When the M e r  went to go pick them it was swnmertimez and he just went like 
this [makes a cutting motion]. And then it would be nonliving cause it was attached to the 
vine and into the ground where the root was, 

Cindy, like Reena, also used motion as a criterion for living. When asked, Wow would 

you k d  out [if the potato tuber was living or nonliving]?" she said: ''Cause [two second pause]. 

Anyways [three second pause]. I'd just put it dom, and if it's not living. 1 am touching it, it's just 

rnoving because of my h g e r .  And I know that's not living." Her responses to the questions 

similar to those asked of Reena are gïven below: 

McMillan: Just because it can7t move? 

Cindy: Yeah. Like when I'm not touching it. 

McMillan: Ok- But look at the plant up there. Now, is that Living? 

Cindy. Yeah. 

McMillan: 1s it movuig? 



Cindy. No. It moves fkom the wind, and d needs water and [mo second pause] and [two 
second pause]. Um. Food, water, and air- 

McMiilan: So do you think this potato [tuberldoes [need water, food, and air13 

Cindy: Weil, in the ground, yes. 

McMillan- Ok- But once the ber or gardener cuts it away fiom the plant it's growïng 
fiom, does it need food, water, and air anymore? 

Cindy: No. 

McMillan: So would you teli that person who came fiom another planet that this Cpotato 
tu ber] was nonliving? 

Cindy: It is n-n-. Well it was living when it was in, under the garden place, and [two 
second pause] but there was this person who just took it out, and then it didnTt [MO 
second pause] it wasn't a real tbing- 

McMillan: Ok- So i f 1  were to put that in the ground when spring cornes, what do you 
think would happen to it? 

Cindy: Um-m-m. Get rotten. 

Marc also believed a re-planted potato tuber would rot in the soil, Reena said, "lt would 

stiIl be nonliving, but it might [five second pause] um-m-m-m [three second pause] just stay in 

there. 

Of the twelve cbildren who said the potato tuber was nonliving, Ken is the only one who 

began by saying, "It looks like it's never been alive." When asked what he might do to firid out if 

it had never been dive or ifit &ad once been dive, he responded: "Ah-h-h, Eat it or something?" 

The interview continued as follows: 

McMillan: Ok. But if you ate a piece of bread, would that help you know if it was ever 
alive? 

Ken: No-0-0 @aughs]. 

McMillan: No. So what kinds of things do you think a scientist would ask ifhe found 
something that he had never seen before? 

Ken: Ah-h-h [three second pause]. 1s it living or not? 

McMillan: And how would he know? 



Ken: Ah-h, 1 don't know. 

McWan:  What things do we need to stay aiive or do plants need to stay alive? 
Ken: Ah-h [three second pause]. Food, water, and air, 

McMiUan: Ok, So do you think this needs any of those thiags? 

Ken Ah-h-h [three second pause] - Yeah- 

McMillan: You said the potato would be underground. Would Ï t  need food, uater, and 
air? 

Ken: Yeah. 

McMillan: So do you think that once it has been harvested and taken away from the plant 
that it is alive or is it nonliving? 

Ken: Um-m-m- Nonliving. 

McMillan. Ok. And why do you thïnk that? 

Ken: Ah-h-h- Because it's ail rus& ail over. 

McMillan: Because of what? 

Ken: It's al1 rusty and M. 

Debbie, Anne, John, Scott, Sara, Amie, Marc, Cathy, and Michael all beiieved that the 

potato tuber was living when attached to the mother plant, but in their han& as a solitary potato 

tuber it was nonliving. The explanations aven were like those of Cindy, Debbie, and Scott 

reported here: 

"Because it's off the vine and doesn't need food, water, or air" (Cathy); 

"Because it got pulled up" and no Ionger "%ad the roots" or was "growing" (Debbie); 

"Because it got pulled fiom the thing that it got feeded by.. . because it needs food, water, 
and air to live. Because it needs air to breath. It needs food um [two second pause] iive, 
also [two second pause] whatever that, energy, wouldn't be able to move. And the water 
so it, so your mouth doesn't dry up or anything" (Scott); 

Danny and Willie, in contrast to the children above, answered that both the potato and the 

potato plant were living. Their responses to the interview questions are presented below. 



McMiilan: Now if you were a man fiom another pla.net, and you had never seen a potato 
growing and had never seen a potato like this, and you came to Earth, and you s a w  
people with potatoes, how wouid you decide whether or not a potatto was a Iiving or a 
nonliving object? 

Danny: Um. You would check if it needs air- 

McMillan: And do you think this needs air? 

Danny: No. 

McMillan: And what else did you say you would check to see? 

Danny: If it needs food- 

McMillan: Do you think the potato needs food? 

Danny: No. 

McMillan: So, if you were that alien person, would you th& the potato was living or 
nonliving? 

Danny: Living. 

McMillan: Ok. If you saw the plant growing would you think that it \vas Living or 
nonliving- 

Danny: Living. 

McMillan: When the potato was harvested by the gardener or Eumer, would this part still 
be living even though it has been separateci frorn the plant? 

Danny: Ah. Yeah, 

McMilian: How would you h o w  that? 

Danny: It wïll need. It wlII need water- 

McMillan: Does it need water? When you buy potatoes fiom the store do you keep them 
in water or give them water? 

Danny: No. 

McMillan: So how would that person fkom a different planet decide if this was like a rock 
that had never been dive or was iike something that had been alive? 

Danny: He would check if it needs food and air? 

McMillan: Ok. Airïght. 



Willie is the child who planteci potatoes with his rnother. When asked how this was done, 

he replied: "Th-m-m, ifthete's mots on it then we plant it with the roots stickhg up-" This led to 

the conversation about above &round tubers rothng and tasting yuch, and then to the exchange 

presented in the followhg excerpt : 

McMillan: Ok. Well, what 1 am wondering is, do you think that potato ïs living or 
nonliving? 

Willie: Um-m- Living. 

McMiiian: How do you know that Wiliie? 

WiUie: Because it feels like a reai potato. 

McMillan: Ok- Now just imagine that you are a boy fiom another planet and you were 
coming to earth and you had never seen a potato before and you saw tbis and you 
thought, "Oh boy! Thai really looks Iike a rock- 1 wonder if it's aiive-" Now what kinds 
of question would you ask to find out whether or not it was Living or if it had never been 
alive? 

Wiliie: Um-m. 1s this living or non living? 

McMillaa: And how would you know? 

Willie: Cause. Cause tbat- Cause that would help me know what it, i& it would be. like, 
where it is. 

McMillan: Ok. And what kinds ofthiags do living plants and anïmds need? 

Willie: Ah-h, um-m. Food, water, and air. 

McMillan: And do you think this potato needs food, water and air? 

Wiiiie: Yeah. 

McMillan: Does it, even when it has been harvested and taken away fiom the plant? 

Wiilie: Yeah. 

McMillan: So does your mom give her potatoes that you have in your house food, water, 
and air? 

Willie: No- It just gets. It gets air and water to rnake it grow- 

McMillan: Do you think it's growing right now? 

Wiier ghuckles] No. 



McMillan: But if you were to put it into the grou& what do you think would happa to 
it? 

Willie: It would grow fiom the plant- 

DATA FROM QUESTION 2 

2. Ask the child to name the animals in the order they are ananged on the tabletop- If s/he does 
not spontaneously mention that they are arranged in a pattern, ask: What can o u  teil me 
about this arrangement of anunals? If the child says that that animais are arranged in a 
pattern, ask Wbat is the pattern that you see? Can you show me the sett? How rnany t h e s  
has the sett been repeated to make the pattern? Can you conCinue the pattern with these 
pieces? 

What could you do to make this pattern into a cycle? Can you show me, and as you make a 
cycle can you tell me what you are doing to make the pattern a cycle? (What is a cycle? How 
does it ciiffer f?om a pattern?) 

Twelve of the fourteen children said thai the twenty animal models had been m g e d  in 

a pattern. Two of the twelve responses, one fiom Cindy and the other fiom Scott, were 

unsolicited. Cindy and Scott began by atternpting to narne the animals placed on the tabletop. 

Both recopnized in the naming of those in the second sett that there was something special about 

the way they had been positioned- Cindy said: "'Hippopotamus- Lizards. And al1 over again! This 

looks like. 1 know w k t  this is: A pattern!" Scott's response \vas: "'Hippopotamus. Lizard. Um. 1 

thuik i f s  a pattern- Because um. Because um, it starts \Mth a hippopotamus, and it goes lizard, 

And here7s a hippopotamus and thereys a hippopotarnus here. And lizard and lizard, beetle and a 

beetle, and two of these and two of these, and one of these and one of these, and so it goes [as he 

speaks, Scott uses his fingers to point out an animal or two animals ùi one sett and their 

compliment in the second sen] ." 

A ihkd unsolicited, but inaccurate, response was offered by Annie. When asked to name 

the -1s the models represented, she responded: "A rbinoceros. Lizards- Um-m, a beetle. 

Octopuses, and urn-m-m-m. A rhinoceros beetle? And bees. Another rhinoceros. Then a lizard. 

Another beetle- And another octopus. And it goes in a cycle." To the question, <'Is it a cycle?", 

she answered: "No. It's a pattern- Because it [tbree second pause] it repeats a sett-" Danny offered 



the same response when asked what he had noticed about the way the aavnals bad been ananged. 

He said; Thaî it's a cycle.7y With the follow-up question "3s it a cycle?"? he hesitated les  than a 

second before changing "kycle" to "pattern-" 

Three of the ten correct and solicited responses to the question 'What can you tell me 

about this arrangement of animais?'' were more detailed than "pattern" (Reena) or "a pattern" 

(Anne? J o b  Ken, and Sara) or "in a pattern" (Cathy) or "a pattern?" (Michae1)- Debbie, for 

exarnple, arrived to be inte~ewed before the animal models had been arranged in the Linear 

pattern on the tabletop. She chatted about her cousin as this was k ing  set up, offered the names 

of the animais with wbich she was f'amiliar, at one point asked, '-Bo 1 have to fhd the matching 

pair or something?", and then began to help- The foiiowing is excerpt fiom her interview: 

Debbie: Another bee! Four bees- Fou. bees. Four bees. Four bees [three second pause]. 
Five bees [three second pause]. Six bees [three second pause], (She is counting the total 
number of bees that have been place& and are in the process ofbeing placed on the 
table.) 

McMilian: It wouId have been better i f1  had this set up, but the roads were so-o icy, that 
1 couldn't get here as fixa as 1 hoped- That one between those IWO. 

Debbie: You could just put it here. 

McMillan: What do 1 need there? This? No. 

Debbie: Hum-em, 1 thïnk a lizard. 

McMillan: 1 think 1 need a rhino [a rhinoceros beetlej. 

Debbie: Why a rhino? Someone. Something came fiorn there- 

McMillan: Ok. Now what do you notice about the way I've set up these animals? 

Debbie: Um-m. You're trying to do a pattern? 

Willie and Marc each mentioned more than the pattern the other children reported seeing. 

Wiiiie noticed that the twenty animal models had been arranged "in a line", and that they were 

"put in one in a group [the hippopotamus, an orange-yellow coloured beetle, and the rhinoceros 

beetle], or two Ui a group [the lizard and the octopus], or three in a group [the bumblebee]." 



When asked if he noticed anything else, he answered: '"There's different kinds of animais on this 

table. Cause. Cause they're. Cause they go. Cause they. Cause they go in the same pattern-" 

After naming the animais, '%fammaL Igwnas- An ïnsect- Octopus. Beetle [u?th help]. 

Bees, or wasps", Marc took ten seconds to consider the question about their arrangement. He 

replied: "'Animal, reptile, insect- There's one hippopotarnus, two reptiles, aad seven insects. One 

hip-, mammai, two reptiles, and seven insects." After king  asked, Wow do you think an octopus 

is an insect?", Marc spent several minutes trying to figure out the classification of this animai- He 

referred to it as an insect, then a fish, and eventuaily asked: "What do you cal1 that?" When told, 

cephiopod, he responded by saying: "Cephalopod- T 'en an inse- f o u  insects, then a animal, 

two reptiles, two cephalopods, and then four insects." At this point Marc was asked, "So what is 

this?" He answered, ;'a pattern," 

Seven of the children defined a pattem using the term 'ken". A pattern was either a sett 

that "repeats"/"is repeated (Reena, Annie, Michael) or "repeats itself' (Danny) or "repeats many 

times" (Cathy) or "repeats itseif many times" (Sara) or "repeats itseif many times over and over 

again"(Marc). The children who did not use "sett'' in their definition, explained why they 

believed the mode1 animals had been arranged in a pattern. Scott and John, for example, said: 

"'Um. Because, um, it repeats itself', and ' l t  keeps going [three second pause) to the end ..-in the 

same order", respectively, Cindy's explanation was, "It's going recycling-" Debbie, rather than 

explain what a pattern is, showed and descrïbed what a pattern isn't by removing the 

hippopotarnus, setting it off by itself, and sayingr "That [three second pause]. This is not going to 

be a pattern then because that doesn't have anythiog else-" As she continued t W g ,  she began 

movïng an octopus and a h d  and the beetle in one of the hvo setts to dfierent locations within 

the same set& and said: T m  m e e  second pause] AU this has to be the same. And pretend this 

one was here.. . The octopus right beside the rhino and the lizard nght beside this beetie- That 

would, and then, this too nght beside the bees. That wouldn't be a pattern. Because um, they have 

to be the same. In the same places. It wouldn't be a pattern." 



Eleven of the fourteen cbildren located the sett of ten mode1 animais in the pattern- They 

did this by cupping their han& and placing their right hand between the hrst set of three bees and 

the second hippopotamus and their left hand at the beginning of the pattern next to the first 

hippopotamus. John and Anne identifid the pattern as the sett, that is, all twenty mode1 animais 

or both setts often were included. When John was asked, Ts this whole thing then a sett or is a 

sett something that's repeated, he answered, "reepeated." He then located the sett by markïng off 

the first ten anïxnals in the pattern with his hands- Danny was asked to show where the sett for the 

mode1 animal pattem would be ïmmediately after saying thaî a pattern occurs "when there is a 

sett and it repeats itself." He pointed to each kind of animd and said: 'This would be the 

bumbIebee sett, and this would be the octopus. This would be the hippopotamus. The rhino 

beetle. This would be the hippo sett. Lizards." When asked how many times the sett repeated, he 

sat quietly for fourteen seconds before shrugging his shoulders. Ken, Cathy. and Michael said that 

the sett had been repeaîed "once" or "'once more." John, Cindy, Reena, Sara and Marc said the 

sett was repeated "ce" or %O times." 

Al1 fourteen children repeated the sett when handed a bag containing one hippopotamus, 

two lizards, one orange-red beetle, two octopi, one rhinoceros beetle, and three bumblebees, John 

was the only child who kvas not successful on his first attempt. As he worked to duplicate the set% 

he said the following: "Um. Hippopotamus. Lizard [nine second pause as he places the second 

l iard  next to the first] . Beetle [continues working for twenty-five seconds]. Hippopotamus, 

lizard, beetle, octopus, beetle, bee, octopus, iizard, bee. Ln response to the question, "Now, have 

you repeated this sett? 1s yours the same as this sett?", he paused to rnake a visual comparïson. At 

the end of four seconds, he answered: '%o. Ah-h. It's different-" His second attempt kvas 

successful. 

When it came to convertkg the tbree setf pattem inîo a cycle, two of the fourteen 

children, Danny and Anne, believed that they had done so, when they hadn't. Danny had been 

asked to repeat the set& and responded by saying, "Ok. I'U copy yours." At the end of twenty 



seconds, he had atmched the ten model animals in the proper order to the established pattern. 

Before tuming the animal pattern into a cycle, D a n .  said that a cycle is "when there's a sett and 

it doesn7t ever stop." He then worked for twenty-three seconds moving the sett he had just 

completed to a position on the table directly under the two setts of the initial pattern. In response 

to the questions, "1s that a cycle?" and 'What more do you need?", he said, "%ot yet" and 3nore 

[model animals]." At the end of forty-eight seconds, he had connecteci his sert with the beginning 

and ending of the pattern. The sbape was a perfèct semi-circle. In copying the sett, however, he 

had not considered that the order would have to be reversed, Rather than three bumblebees, one 

hippopotamus, two lizards, one beetle, two octopi, one rhinoceros &etle--- (repeat the sett), he 

had three bees, three bees, rhinoceros beetle, two octopi, one beetle, two lizards, one 

hippopotamus, one hippopotamus, and so on. 

Scott encountered the identical problem, but where Danny believed that he had created a 

cycle that would keep going forever and ever: Scott in making ''a curve in it", exclaimed: "No! It 

won't work- 1 have to tum this around and put this here and put thÏs here." In twelve seconds he 

had corrected his rnistake. 

Anne made the correct sett below the two sett pattern. With the request to tum the pattern 

into a cycle, she worked for twenty-seven seconds to shape the original pattern into an arc above 

and well separated fiom her copied sea. In response to the question, "Do you think that you've 

made a cycle", Anne nodded her head up and down. She said that a cycle "is a pattern that keeps 

on repeating." 

Cindy and Sara, like Danny, initially said they needed more model animals to cornplete 

the cycle they had begun to construct. Amie responded, '3 don't have enouçh" when she 

completed her sett and was asked what she would have to do to rnake the pattern a cycle. To the 

question, "Do you think you could put it [the pattern] into a cycle?", Marc responded; Tm-hum. 

If it's long enough." Cindy and Sara were told there were no other anirnals before they began to 

shorten the diameter of their circles. Annie was asked, "Well, what could you do with the ones 



that you have to make it into a circle?" It was a circle that she previously had said she would have 

to rnake. Her response was, "make it srnail." When Marc was asked, "What do you do if it's not 

long enough?", he answered, 'T have to move tbis and this." The result was a cycle in the shape of 

an elongated and nanow ellipse, The cycles of John, Cindy, Scott, M y ,  and Michael were 

similar in fonn to Marc's- W'ie,  Debbie, Reena, and Ken produced cycles that were more like 

The foilowing are eight chiidren's descriptions of cycles or how to make the pattern into 

a cycle while retaining the positioning of the animal rnodels w Ï t h  the three setts. The children 

speak of circles and making circles and a cycle that keeps on going or repeats over and over again 

and never stops- (Italicized passages represent the voice of the interviewer.) 

WeU [two second pause]. Cause it. W-w-wetl, Cause- Cause the. Cause a pattern just 
goes in a line, but a cycle goes in a httle circle that never stops- (Willie) 

Ah-h. It repeats over and over again and it never stops. Ok- So what are you going to do 
have to do to put these [thirty model animau in a cycle? Um [eight second pause]. Make 
a circle? (John) 

Put them into a circle. Ifthey are in a circle why does that make i f  n cycle? Ah-h [sis 
second pause]. Cause cycles keep on going and going, and it never stops. (Debbie) 

Ah. 1 can just make tbis in a circle. IS a circle always a cycle? No-0-0. Like it can go 
around the room. So ifyou were to explmk to me what a cycle is, what words would you 
use? Ah. Repeats itself over and over and never stops. (Scott) 

Um-m. A cycle never ends. You can't tell where the beginning is and where the ending 
is. And a pattern doesn't, does end- So what S your plan? To make it a circle. (Ken) 

You have to [two second pause] rnake it [NO second pause] a circle.. - And why is rhat a 
cycle and not a pattern? Be-e-cau-au-ause, um, a sett [in a cycle] repeats over and over 
and over and over and over and it never stops. (Annie) 

A cycle is um when like um spring, aunimn, Ml, winter. Itys like. It keeps ongoing. Like 
it's in a eircle. It keeps on going. (Cathy) 

A cycle goes on. It never stops. Cause just like a [three second pause]. A cycle [two 
second pause]. Could 1 take one of those? michael makes a difïierent cycle with four 
bees and four octopi]. That's a cycle. I've got bee-octopus; bee-octopus; bee-octopus; 
bee-octopus. Right. And why is that a cycle? Because it. It never stops. .- So what are you 
going to have to do [to make the three sett animal model pattem into a cycle]? Repeat the 
sett. Repeat the sett? Repeat the sett and make a circle. (Michael) 



Six children whose descriptions are presented below did not mention a cucle, but spoke 

of ongoing, forever repeaîing and never stopping cycles. 

It's [two second pause] I f s  a pattern that keeps on repeating- (Arme) 

When there is a seîî and it doesn't ever stop. (Danny) 

It's going forever, A n d  w h t  does thut mean? A recycle? (Cindy) 

A pattern repeats, and a cycle um is a patteni that keeps on going, and y u  can't see the 
beginning or the end, (Sara) 

Umm- A cycle keeps on going forever and it will never stop and a pattern wilI stop at 
where it ends and f?om the begïmïng lfyou want to go backwards- (Reena) 

Cause they repeat theirselves over and over, and they never stop- (Marc) 

As the children neared the end of the pattern to cycle component of the interview, six 

were asked if they could think of examples of cycles other than the one they had just made. Reena 

and Cathy mentioned the months of the year and the life cycles of an individuai or what Cathy 

referred to as "@eople". The latter were described as ;b chila teenager, adult, grandmother or 

grandpa" by Reena , and %ey are babies, and then they are teenagers, and then they are adults, 

and then they die, then babies", by Cathy- Cathy also said that the months of the year are a cycle. 

Cindy, Scot t  and Ken taiked about patterns that they could make with other animals and objects. 

These included Cindy's "fish-toad, fish-toad, fish-toad cycle and Scott's square-circle-triangle 

cycle that is described in the following excerpt: 'Wyou like ah-wn, like pakted a square and a 

circle and a triangle and kept it going around and ended with a triangle , ah-h in front of it- Right 

behind a circle and you keep it going." Scott also named each of the animal groups that had been 

discussed during science: manunals, insects, bu&, fish, reptiles, and amphibians. When Willie 

was asked about other cycles, he answered,: "Um-m- Numbers. They're in a cycle. Cause. Cause, 

Cause they never stop [two second pause] going- If you go up to a hundred, then it goes up to two 

hundred, and then it wiii never stop." 



DATA FROM QUESTION 3 

3. 1 have [randomly] placed nine photographs of adult animals on the tabletop. Could you please 
put the photograph of each baby animal witb its parent? While you are deciding which young 
animal goes with each adult, can you tell me what you are thinking? if the child is successfûi, 
ask Why was this so easy for you? How did you know which baby to pair with each adult 
parent? 

Al1 fourteen children successfûlly paired the images of the young and adult b a r ,  cak 

cow, dog, elephant, horse, rabbit, sheep, and tiger. The images of the young animals were 

shufned and in randorn order when handed to the child for sorting. Ail of the chiidren worked 

fiom the top image to the bottom image in the set. While engaged in sorting, no images were 

passed over or placed aside by any of the children. 

Danny, Anne, and John worked silently as they placed the images of the young anïmals 

on the image ofthe adult parent. Annie began sorhng the images by saying, Tm-m-m. That you, 

it's just a smaller version of the bigger oney', and then became quiet. When asked if she thought 

this was true of ail rnammals, and could she think of animals that are bom not looking like a 

smaller version of the aàult pare* she answered: "Um-hum- A frog. A salamander- Um-rn-in [ s k  

second pause]. A-a-a [eight second pause]- Um-m-m-m [ten second pause]. At this point her 

conversation ceased until the pairs had been made. 

The eieven children who talked as tbey established the young-adult pairkgs, generaliy 

gave the name of the adult anima1 and name of the corresponding young offspring- This was 

done in two distinct ways as the following excerpts from the interviews of Cathy and Debbie 

represent: 

EXCERPT FROM CATIN'S INTERVIEW 

McMillan: Well, here are the young, and what 1 want you to do is to take these car& and 
tq to match the newborn animal with its adult parent- Ok? 

Cathy: This will be easy- 

McMiIlan: And talk about it while youyre doing it. 



Cathy: Ok That's a foai, It goes with a horse- Thaî's a lamb, It goes with the sheep- A 
bear cub. Goes with the bear A caE Ah, where's the cow? Goes \Crith the cow. Puppies 
go with the dog- Babies rabbits go with a rabbit. Baby elephants go wïth the babyy the 
elephant. Tiger cub goes witb tiger cub lplaces on ad& tiger] and kitten goes with m e n s  
Cplaces on adult GU]. 

McMillan: Now, I've got other picnues that show young anünals- These are pictures of 
aii the adults, and 1 want you to see i f  you can match up the picture of the newborn 
animal with its parent- Ok? 1 want to hear what you're thinking. So while you're doing it, 
just talk out loud and say evexy word that is going through your mind- 

Debbie: Ah-h, This is a baby cow with the, where's the, with the mother right here. 
Here's the baby larnb with a sheep- Me, me, me. Me, me, me, me. I'm not going to have 
room enough, Here's the dog. Baby dog- Where's the big dog? No here7s [three second 
pause]. This is the. Ah-h-h. This is the [two second pause] adult dog, and here's the dog. 
Jeesh, i'm gettuig miced up here [three second pause]. Here's the mother tiger and here's 
the [three second pause] baby tiger. Here's the mother bear and the baby bear, Baby barbear 
Jeesh- These things don't cooperate wtth me- Um-m. Big bear. Little bar .  That's a baby 
elepbant. It looks cute [nine second pause]. It. Big elephant- Little elephant- Here's the 
[three second pause] litîle cat. Here's the mother cat. Here's the big horse and here's the- 
e-e 1-1-littie horsy. Um-m-m. 

McMillan: What are these? 

Debbie: Rabbits. 

McMillan: Ok. 

Debbie: Here's the mother rabbit and the bunnies. 

Ken and Michael performed the palnng in a manner similar to Cathy. Willie's responses 

were like Debbie's, except that he stopped thinking aloud after placing the kitten on top of the 

cat, ("Oh-h. That's a cat. I'm [two second pause]. I'm putting the baby on top [three second 

pause]. Kitîen. Got two of then. Hum- That 's siliy. Cat Foal. Foai.. . ") the foal on top of the horse, 

the baby bear on top of the bear, and the larnb on top of the sheep, 

Cindy, Reena, and Scott went beyond naming ofthe adult and its offspring, and 

commented on the similanties and differences observed in the old and young animal pairs. The 

majority of Cindy's comments were about "looking the same" and size- She used the adjectives 

"smaller" and "bigger" in reference to the foal and horse, the bunnies and rabbit, the calfand 



cow, the bear cub and bear, and tbe kittem and cat- When she held the image of the puppies in her 

hand, she spoke about a Merence in colour. The images of the lamb aud sheep and the 

merences portrayed in their "W elicited the following remark: "Ok- Lamb, goes with this. 

Anyways it kind of doesn't really look the same, because ï t  doesn't have so much fur." 

Reena began with a focus on colour and size but slowly added features specific to the animals 

pictured. These included feaîures like floppy or ilattend ears and open or closed eyes. Her 

comments whiIe pairing the caifand cow and the lamb and sheep follow. 

"Because the cow goes with the And it goes. And i fs  the same colour- Um. Um 
[three second pause]- Um this one [the a just is a smaller version because it's a 
mammal." 

And the la-a-m-m-b is a, um, srnaller version of its mommy except it's just a, It's 
mommy is, um, very fluffier, and this one's just a httle fùuy. And- Um, that one's 
called a sheep and this one's d l e d  a lamb cause it's a baby, um [two second pause] 
lamb, and Mt's a bigger, mommy sheep-" 

In his descriptions, Scott generally focused on similarities in physical characteristics 

evident in the images. Like both Cindy, who taiked about elephants and tigers being jungle 

dwellers, and Reena, who said that baby rabbits "don't need to close their eyes when they are 

boni", he also used information dram fiom life experiences. When placing the images of the 

kitten and the cat together followed by the calfand the cow, he had these things to Say: 

'These two go together. A kitten and a cat go together- Because, UIQ a men,  um, it 
doesn't jump high, as high as the cat, and when it gets older, it jumps high like the cat- 
And it will tum into a cat. And um, it has haïr Iike the cat, and the lids and the eyes and 
the nose are in the sarne places. And these things are the sarne. Oh, and a calf? um, goes 
\ith the cow. Because, um, um, Robert told me that, um, the caives get bom by the, by 
the cows, because, um, because, urn, it's just a different word and it starts out to be like it. 
And um, and um, and m. The ears are ahost  like the same except these they, they keep 
tbem al1 forward. And, the nose is just like the sarne and the same with the eyes." 

Marc and Sara began pairing the images as soon as directions for sorting and thinking out 

loud were given. Marc finished &er saying: 'Tm attachiag the baby to the adult." His response 

to the question, 'Why was this so easy for you to do?", was: "Because they, um, like have the 



the same colour thaî [three second pause]- They d l  look, kinda look the same." Sara aaswered: 

'Because [two second pause] by these picnires [two second pause] you can just look at them and 

they look exactly the same--- Not d y -  That's- This one is bigger and this one is smaller." 

The responses to thïs question by nine ofthe children were sïmîlar to the aaswers given 

by Marc and Sara. In each case the chiid mentioned that the aaimals in the paired sets looked 

alike or resembled one another except in size. Michael who named the animals as Cathy ha& 

responded to the question, "Why was that so easy?", with the following: "Because [three second 

pause] they look the same, and 1 know- Ah-h. Because [No second pause] mam- The mammal's 

young, it looks like a s d e r  version of the adult-" Anne, who spoke at the end of the sorting, 

answered: "Because most ofS a d  these look the same- ---th- just need a bit of growïng." 

Cindy, Danny, and WilIie did not think that the babies of ail mammals would look like 

the adult parent, Cindy poiated to the different colours of the puppies and adult dog and quantity 

of "WY on the adult sheep and lamb. Danny said that when baby rabbits are bom "their skin is 

red and theü mom's is gray, or white." Unlike al1 other children, he also said: "Some [young and 

adult mammals] are the same sïze. The tiger is almost the same size as the mom-" An escerpt 

fkom Willie's interview is given below: 

McMillan: Now, Willie, why \vas that so easy for you? 

Wiliie: Cause [two second pause]. Cause 1. Cause 1 just looked at them closely, and 1 saw 
what they were. so 1 jus& so 1 found the missing baby and put her on top. 

McMillan: Well, do you think that al1 baby mammals look like their adult parents? 

Willie: Some of them do. 

McMillan: Do o u  tbink that some ofthem don't? 

Witlie: Yeah, 

McMillan: Which ones don't? 

Willie: Um-m. The ladybugs. 

McMillan: Are they mamrnals? 



Willie: No. They're insects. 

(At tbis point in the interview, a definition of mammat was given which caused a 
digression into a discussion of haïr- Waie looked at the images of the cow and elephant 
and said, "Cows don't have hair-" "'But you know what3 Elephants do not have haïr.") 

McMillan: Do you think tbat when a baby is bom to a mammal that the baby is alwvays 
like the adult in shape? 

Willie: Um-m, No- 

McMilian: Does it have the same nurnber of legs and eyes and tail, nose, mou& feet? 

Wiilie: Yeah. 

DATA FROM QUESTION 4 

4. 1 have a model of a desert short homed lizard. You can hold it ifyou would like- Do you 
know what group ofanimals the l iard  belongs to (mammal, reptile- arnphibian, birds, fish, or 
insect)? 
The lizard is a reptile. Do you remember the two reptiles we talked about during science? 
(snakc and turtldtortoise) Well, this iizard has a Me cycle just like most turtie/tortoises and 
snakes. Even though we haven't studied the lizard, teli me what you think the lizard's life 
cycle could be. 

Cindy, Reena, and Marc said that they bad seen a lizard. Reem didn't know what the one 

she and her e l y  observed in Hawaii was called, but she said, '&-- - we got a good view of it-" 

Scott and Debbie knew that the model \vas of a b d  before being told the name- When Debbie 

held it in her hand, she made the following comment: "1 know, because 1 had three glow-in-the- 

dark Iizards and three glow-in-the-dark snakes. 1 stdl got them- 1 just got them yesterday-" She, 

dong with Ken, Marc, Annie, Cathy, and Michael, identified it as "reptile" or "a reptile7' when 

asked in what group or fâmïly of animais the lizard belongs. John said that it belongs to "[a] 

Iizard's group", but selected "reptile" fiom a spoken list that began insect, mammal, amphibian, 

reptile. From a sirnilar iisting, Cindy responded, 'ho" to mammal, to bird, to fish, and to reptile, 

and "rnaybe" to amphibian. Scott equivocated between insect and reptile and eventually settled on 

"insects, 1 thin'," Scott and Willie, Danny, Anne, Reena, and Sara were told the lizard is a reptile. 



Hearïng the word reptile, Reena responded, c'scales." When asked what Merent kinds of 

reptiles she had read and talked about in science, she answered: "Snakes and d e s - "  To a similar 

question, Michael responded: "Um-m-m. Crocodile. And reptile [thinking to himselfJ? Snake?" 

Asked about animais like the lizard with scaly skin, Scott repiïed: A crocodile. Ah-h and a snake. 

A turtle." The other eleven children were helped to reach this conclusion. They were reminded of 

the models of the snake and tortoise on display in the classroom or given f'aIr1y explicit hints like 

those reproduced here that were given to John: "One of them has scales on its body just like the 

Iizard, but it doesn't have any legs- It slithers dong- What might that be?" 'The other one has 

scales but they're covered up by a shell, and it's realiy slow as it  walks dong. What might that 

be?" 

Cathy talked about the Iife cycle of the turtie and the snake. She said that a baby turtle 

hatched fiom the turtle's eggs looking like "a smaller version of the adult." When asked what the 

Me cycle of the lizard would bey she responded: "Um [three second pause]. Ah. Egg. Then adult. 

Oh no, not egg and adult. Egg, couldn't be a pupa [three second pause]." It wasn't untiI she was 

asked what would ernerge fiom the egg and what would hatch £rom a lizard's egg, that she 

responded: "Ah! A baby turtIe or a baby snake." "A baby lizard-" 

Two children, Willie and Marc, talked unaided and accurately about the life cycle of the 

turtle ancilor snake, and what they believed the life cycle ofthe lizard would be. Debbie spoke 

ody  about the Iizard. It's beginning "as a [three second pause] egg", and hatching as "a  little 

baby" that "looks like its mother. Um-m-m [three second pause]. Mother is bigger." 

Willie, udike any of the other children, used a lizard fiom Question 2 to show what the 

lizard hatching would look like. This l iard was green, not the blue colour of the desert short 

horned lizard, and about one fourth its Iinear dimension- When questioned about these 

characteristics, WilIie said that the hatchling would be that small, and that "it would be green, and 

when, but- Ifit was M y  grown the, then it would look like this [points to the short homed 

Iizard] . " 



Danny, Anne, and Reena did not immediateiy recall the life cycle of the turtie or snake. 

When it was suggested that they think of the three-dimensional models that tiad been on display 

their responses were not unlike those given by Wdlie, Debbie' and Marc. Escerpts of D q ' s  

and Reena's interviews are presented beIow- 

EXCERPT FROM D M ' S  bllERVIEW 

McMiiian: Do you remember what the Me cycle of the snake or the turtle is? How do the 
snake or the turtle begin? 

Danny: Um-mm- They. They. Ah-h. The tude starts out as a egg. 

McMdlan- That's rigbt. 

Danny: Then it- Then it goes in for some food- Then it grows. 

McMillan: Ok. 

Danny. Then it gets older- Then it turns into ah-h-h [two second pause] young adult- 

hlchlillan: A young what? 

Danny: A young kid. 

McMillan: The turtle does? 

Danny: It eats and [three second pause] tum. Ah-h, Youth. 

McMillan: Ok. So when the turtle hatches out of the egg does it look at dl like the adult 
parent? 

Danny: It's just a srnaller version. 

McMillan: Ok, So what do you think this [pointing to the desert short homed lizard] 
reptile would begin life as? 

Danny : It would get [three second pause]. It lays eggs. 

McMillan: Ok- 

Danny: And then the baby would be a smaller version. 

McMillan: Of the parent? 

Danny: pods head up and down.] 



McMillan: Do you remembcr the life cycle of the snake and the turtle? How do they 
begin? 

Reena: Egg, 

McMillan: Um-hum- What hatches out of the egg let's say of the nirtle? 

Reena: Ah-h-h. A smaller version of its mother- 

MeMiIlan: S k e  tbis is a reptile, wbat do you think its life cycle would be? 

Reena: Egg- Srnaiier version of its mother. 

McMiUan: And then what? What does it become after it hatches? 

Reena: Adult- 

McMillan: But what does it have to do in order to become an adult? 

Reena: Um-m. Eat and grow, eat and grow. 

McMillan: Ok., 

John, Cindy, Scott, Ken, Annie* and Michael needed help recalling the life cycles of the 

snake and turtle. John and Michael weren't certain how the cycle began. Cindy, Scott, Ken, and 

Amie h e w  that i t  began as an egg, but when asked what hatches fiom the egg, answered: "Um- 

m larva?"; "Ah-h-h. Ah-h-h. 1 forgot."; "Um-m. A nymph. Oh, no! Um- 1 forgot."; and "A 

larva?", respectively. in most cases a question like the one in the escerpt below and asked of 

Scott was sf ic ient  to trigger the appropriate response. This was: 

McMillan: Well, do you remember the models we had [in the classroom]? There was a 
large snake and a snake's egg. What was coming out of the snake's egg? 

Scott: A little snake! 

McMillan: How is it different form the adult snake? 

Scott: Um-m. It's not as long as it is. And um-m. ifs.  And the, the green spots are in like, 
like in the brown or whatever holds the spots. He doesn't really have as much as the 
mum. 



McMillan: Ok So they are different in sue  and in the d o u r  that they have? 

Scott: Um-hum, 

McMillan: Ok, What do you uiink this [the dessert short homed lizard] reptileTs Iife cycle 
would be? 

Scott: Ah-h. Egg. Little, um, um lizard. Ah, and then adult Lard- 

McMiilan: Ok. So it eats and grows and then becomes the aduit- 

Questions like the one asked of Scott did not help Cindy. She recalled that a turtle 

emerged fiom the m e ' s  egg and that 'Yt does look the same [as the adult]" only smaller, Her 

response to the question about the l h rd ' s  egg, however, resulted in an answer heard before in the 

context of the turtle: "Um- Um-m-m [four second pause]. Hum. A larva? Ah-h-m. Hum [three 

second pause]. 1 can7t even remernber-" Sara said that the life cycle of the iizard would be the 

following: ''Egg. Larva. It sheds its exoskeleton, hpa-" Annie, who is mentioned above as saying 

a larva would hatch fiom the Lizard's egg, was helped to realize that it would be a baby lizard 

when she was reminded of the snake and tortoise rnodels- When asked, "What &es you think 

that?", that it would hatch as a smaller version of the adult, she answered: "Ummt because it 

doesn't go through metamorphosis." 

DATA FROM QUESTION 5 

5.  1 have modeIs of three animals that look a lot like lizards, and many people seeing them for 
the f i s t  tirne believe that this is what they are. They are not lizards, though. Lizards have 
scales. The sk i .  of this animal is srnooth. Do you know what these anirnals are d l e d ?  
(salamanders) Do you know- the animal group they belong in? (Al1 salamanders are 
amphibians,) Do you remember other animals that we taked about that were also called 
amphibians? (fiog and toad). Even though we haven't studied the salamander in detail, tell 
me what you think the salamander's life cycle couid be. 

Eight children, Willie, R e e q  Ken, Sara, Annie, Marc, Cattiy, and Michael, identified the 

mode1 anirnals as salamanders. Debbie and Cindy said they were liards. Anne, John and Danny 

couldn't remember what they were called. Scott was inadvertently told. 



Nine of the children said that salamaaders are amphibians. Of these nine, Marc and Scott 

were asked how they could tell that the model salamanders were amphiiians and not repblesj 

what was the Merence between the two groups (classes). Marc replied: "Saiamanders look- 

They have skinnier bodies- Ah-h. They're longer than a. They're amphiiians. They don3 Iook 

Like urn their mother when they're born-" Scott answered: "'Um-m. Because um this [the model 

salamander] can go in the water and land, and this lpoints to a model of the desert short homed 

lizard] can't. This can't go in the water-" Ken and Sara responded, "keptiles" to the question, 

you have any idea what animal group salamanders beloag to?" Cindy answered a similar question 

as fotIows: "They don? shed- So they can't be insects." Debbie and Anne? were inadvertently told 

ccsalamanders are ampùiiians" when aven  the cornmon name. 

"A frog" or "fiogs" were the answers given by twelve of the children when they were 

asked to name amphibians other than the salamander. Wiliez Reena, and Sara aIso mentioned the 

toad. Debbie said "fish." After narning salamanders and fiogs, Scott said: "Ah-h-h [three second 

pause]. Birds. No-o-o. 1 mean ducks." When asked, 4'Ducks? Are they amphibians?", he 

responded, "yeah." 

All of the children talked about the life history of the fiog, fiom egg to adult. As 

îllustrated in the four excerpts below, the descriptions varied in definitiveness and, thus, numbers 

of intervening questions. 

McMillan: Now, what was the life cycle ofthe fiog? 

Scott: Um. Um. A e g g  

Scott: Ah. A tacipole. And then it forms its back legs- And its front legs- And- And. And 
its. And. And its mouth- And um. His um. And then he's. He has a little taii. And um he 
eats his tail. It should be. Ah. To have a big mouth and tongue, And um. It's a, a young 
little fiog. Then ifs a füll grown aduh. 



McMdh: Now, what was the Iife cycle of the fiog and the toad? Do o u  remember 
when we read and talked about haî? 

McMilIan: Right . 

Cathy: Tadpole- 

Cathy: And, Ah-h, Young fkog or toad and then a f5og or toad- 

McMillan: Ok So whaî happens to the tadpole between the time it comes out of the egg 
and then is a young fiog? 

Cathy: WeIl, first it gets its back legs, 

Cathy: Then its fiont legs. And then his, um, t d  disappears, and he comes out of water, 
and then he just gets bigger after that. 

EXCER.Fr FROM ANNE'S INTERVIEW 

McMillan: Do you remember the iife cycle of the fkog? 

Arme: Four second pause]. Un-huh. 

McMillan: Ok- How did it begin? 

Anne: Egg. 

McMillan: Right, 

Anne: And then it had it had a little, a long tail, And then it had its back legs. 

McMillan: Ok. And then what happened to it? 

Anne: It, he got his front legs and his tail started to shrink. 

McMiilan: And then what did it look like? 

Anne: It looked like his, the mom. But it still needed more growin5- Just a litîie bit more- 

McMiilan: Was it the same size at the rnom? 

Anne: No. 



McMillan: Was it bigger? 

Anne: No. 

McMiUan: What was it? 

Anne: It was smder. 

McMillan: Ok- Do you remember what they c d  the Little animal that cornes out of the 
fiog's egg? 

McMillan: Ok. 

McMiiIan: Now, what was the Iife cycle of the fiog or the toad? 

Marc: Um-m, Egg. Tacipole- Adult. 

McMillan: Ok. Does it just go fiom a tadpole [iaterrupted] 

Marc: Egg, tadpole. Egg, tadpole, young f?og, and then the adult? 

McMïllan: Ok. What happens between the time when the tadpole hatches out of the egg 
and it becomes a young adult? 

Marc: It breathes in] looks like it just needs to grow to be the aduit, 

McMillan: So the tadpole looks like a miniature ~ o g ?  

Marc: No. 

McMillan: What does it look like? 

Marc: Ah-h, It looks like a srnall fish. A little fish- 

McMillan: Wbat does it get that makes it more fiog-like? 

Marc: Its back legs. 

McMillan: And then what happens? 

Marc: Its fiont legs corne, and it develops the lunes, and ah-h, then it. It rnakes, ah-h, its 
making its tongue so it eats its tail, and then, ah-h-h, it's the*, alrnost the adult, and then 
the adult. 



Debbie was the oniy child to report a life cycle different Erom egg, tadpole, young adult, 

mature adult. She answered the question with: "'Egg, lama, pupa, adult." When asked, "7s that 

what the fiog does?", she responded: Ah-h. The fiog is, um, egg, lama [two second pause], ah-h- 

h-" With the subsequent question, 'Urbat was the thing that hatched out of the fiog e s ?  Try to 

remember the models of it uiat were on the table.", she said: "Oh yeah! Um. Um. Egg [three 

second pause]. Tadpoie [three second pause]. Youth." 

John said that the tadpole emerging fiom the egg 'lias no legs". It has "a Little tail at the 

end of its body." When asked, 'Whafs the first change that happens to its body?", he answered: 

"Ah. It gets the fiont legs" and then, "the back legs-" 

Seven children say tbat the developing tadpole "eais his/its taii" (Danny, John, Cindy, 

Scott, Reena, and Marc) or the "stuff inside the tail" (Michael) to make a tongue. Annie explained 

it thus: "It develops its back legs, and it eats its tail, not Iike that, but it grows into its body and 

then becornes a tongue-" When Marc was asked where he had heard that the fiog eats its tail, he 

responded: "Um. When we were studying science- The fiog eats its tail [clears throat] because it 

can't eat because it's making a [two second pause] long toague to catch flies. I heard it when we 

were sîudying science." WiUie, Anne, Sara and Cathy do not mention the eating of the tail but say 

that "the tail shnnks?', the "tail started to shrink", the tadpote starts "to sunk in its tail", and "the 

tail disappears", respectively- 

Responses to the question, 'The salamander is an arnphibian, what do you think its Me 

cycle could be?", are presented in the following table- (Italicized passages represent the voice of 

the interviewer.) 



Name Life Cycle of the Sdammder 

Wiilie 

1 1 legs. And then it loses his tail [two second pausel &th his a&." Does it look like it 

"Um-m. Egg- Nymph lpicks up the spotted salamander model, holds it in both hands, 
and scnrtinizes it while talking], Kind of a tadpole like thing- But 1- Except it already 
h s  two back legs and two fiont legs. It- It. It- I t  I t  It gets. Tt. It, It gets a Iitîle bit of 
spots on it and it grows and it eats and grows- And as soon as it. It. It. It. And it almost 
got lots of dots, bus except it doesn't have its right tail for going on land yet. And then 
it gots part of its tail. And then more of its tail. And then more of its tail. Then more of 
its tail with lots of spots. Then more of its îaii with not, no spots, and then more of its 
tail with no spots Then, It. It, It, Ifs  all the way to the end tail and then it's fiilly 

Danny 
Debbie 
Anne 

grown- Then it's a fUy grown salamander." 
"As a egg. A young A smaller version of the mom-" 
"Egg. Tadpole- Then it starts to get gills- Youth." 
'The same thing [as the fiog]? A long tail. Oh! A egg. A tadpole- And then it has back 

1 1 toad" Ah-h. Yeah, And whar do p u  thnk cornes out of the egg? The amphïïian looks 
John 

just like a tadpole. Do you suppose it gets legs just liki t h e f i  does. ~ e b .  Whor 
happens to the tail? They eat- It .grows." 
"Em em em [intonation exactiv as if saying 1 don't know]. 1 don't know." 

would lose its tail like the FOR? ''No- It grows his tail." 
"'Ah-h-h [eight second pause]. Ah-h," Do you think its an egg? Like thefiog and 

1 Scott 1 "Egg. Um.  adp pole. Ah-h. It forms it's back, no it has it always, its back legs and 

you think this one loses ifs tail? No-o-o. It grows its tail. Ah-h-h- Salamander, young 
salamander- 

Reena 

"Egg. Um-m. Tadpole. Small salamander- And [two second pause]. ,,,the saiarnander 
cornes out of its egg, ah-h, of its egg, it has four legs already- Do you think it loses its 

fiont legs. And adult." 
'The same as the fiog? Egg- Tadpole. Back legs. Front legs- Um- Eats its tail. Now. do 

I 
- .  

1 eggs? " ~m-h&. And then what hatches out of the eggs? A-a-a.  ornet th in^ like a 

Sara 
Annie 

1 1 6dpole [huo second pause] except it has its fi& andback legs. And then do you think 

tail like the frog? Nope." 
Tm-m-m- The same [as the fiog's Iife cycle]- A egg, A tacipole." 
"'Just like that [the life cycle of the fiog] ?" Ho w would that be? Do you think they Zay 

Cathy 

Marc 
doësn'r look like the adult salamander. Um-m [three second pause]. It doesn't have its 
fiont legs- Um- Um. Itts not as long. Ah-h-h. So does the tadpole of the salamander 
look just like the tadple o f  the-fiog? No. It has its legs." 
Um-m. Egg. Um-m- Couldn't be a [six second pause]. Couldn't be a îadpole- It isnyt 
called a tadpole. It's d led .  Oh. 1 forget what it's called- It's called- It's calleci. It's 
like it has it's legs and [two second pause] it bas a tail and it swims- Da- Da, They, da, 
lose îheir tail. No they don't lose their tail- Um. 1 don't know. They. Ok. They lay the 

it jh grows and becomes the adult? Um-m. No. It has to eat and grow." 
"Egg. Umm. A young salamander and a- But. And then an adult salamander, but it 

- - 
egg Um. A linle tadiole thing. Then they, ah, linle salamander th&" 
"Um-m-m. Starts out as an egg in the water. Then it hatches out. And [three second 
pause] s-s-swims around? Um-m-m- What does it look like [whispers to selfJ? It 
looks-s-s like the fkog.. Ah-h-um-m feleven second pause] tadpote? Um-m-m. It 
changes less. Because it [two second pause]. It doesn't [two second pause] eat the tail. 
The tail doesn't go away." 



6. Six weeks ago we read and talked about grasshoppers and crickets, 1 have a diagram that a 
fiïend of mine drew, He was just learnins about these insects, and he wanted to do a drawing 
of the grasshopper's Me cycIe. Take a look at bis diagram- Tell me whaî you see- What stages 
has he shown? Point to the pupa and ask, what do you thiak this might be? If you were his 
teacher, wlm would you say to hïm about the M e  cycle he has drawn for the grasshopper? if 
the child sees an error in the diagram, a pupa thaî shouldn't be in a life cycle without a larval 
stage, show the corrected diagram and ask if s/he believes it is a more accurate (better) 
representation of the life cycle of the grasshopper- Wbat is it that makes her/him think it's' 
''better" than my %end's attempt- 

Name 

I l I I 1 adult." 
I C L A  1 "  I 

Egg 

I Wiuie l "An e&." 

1 Danny 1 "'A egg-" 

1 "Adult." 1 '%ecause he w r s  1 

"An adult-" 

"An adult" 

"Ah-b. A young 
grasshopper." 
" A  cricket." 

Debbie 
Anne 
John 

1 1 1 Except not a full grown / grasshopper." 1 second pause]A 1 

Nymph 

"A pupa" 

"He's tumïng into 

'The egg." 
'CEgqy' 
C'Et&' 

Adult 

Marc 

Pupa 

"Cricket. Ah-h. ~larva." 

Cathy 

Ail of the children identified the egg and adult stages in the lifecycle of the 

"A adult." A nympn. 

"An egg." 

Michael 

cricket/grasshopper. The drawing of the grasshopper nyrnph was variously called a "cricket" 

"Cricket." "Cricket- Adult." "His old skin," , 
'%ma, No! Lama." 

' m e  egg-" 

(Danny and Anne), a "youngyT'not fully grown grasshopper" (Willie, Annie, and Cathy), a 

g ras  hopper." 

"A nymph." 

"An egg." 

"A young caterpillar- Not 

"An adult." 

a caterpillar! A cricket." . 

'A  larva. A-a-a nymph! 

gmshopper shedding 
its esoskeleton-" 
"[Six second pause] A 
larva. Ah-h, Ah-h-h. 

';Ah- A gras- 
Um-m-m." 
Um. Chrysalis or 

hopper. Adult." 
'An adult." 

something- 
"Um-rn-m. Hum- 
What's coming out of 
the egg? 1 don't know. 
He put a pupa." 



"larvaY' (Debbie, John, Cindy, Ken, and Sara), and a "*ph (Sott, Reena, and Marc). Michael 

initially identified the illustration as "a larva" but instantly changed this to "nymphY- 

The illustration of the butterfly chrysalis was identined as a "pupa" by seven of the 

children (Wïilie, Cindyy Scott, Reena, Ken, Sara, and Michad). As the following escerpts 

suggest, the understanding fiom whïch the ter- "pupaY7, was uttered, varied, 

McMillan: 1 have a fiend who bas been studying grasshoppers, and he did these 
drawings because he wanted to show the stages 

Sara: Egg boints to the egg]- Lama [painting to the nymph]. Pupa [pointing to the 
chrysalis]. Adult lpoiuting to the adult], 

McMilIan: You think this Cpointing to the nympb] is the adult grasshopper? 

Sara: No- Larva, This one's the lama- Pupa Cpointing to the c)irvsalis]. Adult Cpointing to 
the adult]. 

McMillanr Do you think he \vas right, then, when he showed the grasshopper iookîng like 
this. That the grasshopper does have a pupa state? 

Sara: üh-hum. 

EXCERPT FROM KEN'S INTERVIEW: 

McMillan: What do you think he was drawing here? 

Ken: Egg. 

McMillan: And what do you think this Cpointing to the n p p h ]  would be? 

Ken: Urn-m-. Larva- 

McMillan: Ok. And what do you think happens to t h t  larva? What do the larva usually 
do? 

Ken: It eats and grows and molts- 

McMillan: Wbat does it mean to molt? 

Ken: Ah-h, Sheds it, its old exoskeleton- 

McMillan: Does that usually happen a lot of times to an insect? 



Ken: Ah-h. Yeah. 

McMilian: Because that's how they get bigger, isn't it? 

Ken: Um-hum, 

McMilla.: Ok- Now what do you thùik this is [painting to the chrysaiis] that he dtew? 

Ken: Pupa. 

McMillan: Now do you thinL a grasshopper has a pupa? 

Ken: Um-m-m [8 second pause]. 

McMillan: Does it have three stages in its Me cycle or does it have four? 

Ken: Four. 

McMillan: Four? Because here's another drawing that someone did. They also have an 
egg. And they've got a little one that grows and molts, grows and molts, grows and molts. 
Each tirne getting a new exoskeleton- Until the final molt when it has its adult wings and 
probably sexual organs so it can mate. Now which one of these do you think is the most 
accurare? 

Ken: Um-m-m [6 second pause]. Hum- 

McMilian: It would depend on whether or not you think a nymph cornes out of the cricket 
or grasshopper egg. Or is it a lama tbat's going to have a pupa state, where it rests. 

Ken: [Seven second pause] Nymph 

McMillan: So what would you tell him that was wong with his drawing? 

Ken: Because it went egg, larva, pupa. 

McMillau: So what did he do wrong? 

Ken: He um didn't put the nymph in. 

McMillan: Ok- Should he have had this? The pupa casing? 

Ken: Um-m. Um-m. No. 

EXCERPT FROM REENA' s INTERVIEW 

McMillan: So what would the stages be in its life cycle? 

Reena: Egg, nymph, adult. 

McMillan: Ok. And what is the nymph? What does the nymph look Like for a cricket? 



Reena: Ah-h.., I don't how.  

McMillan: m e n  it hatches out of the egg, what do you think it looks like? 

Reena: Ah-h-h. 

McMillan: I've got a drawing that might help- A fiend of mine has k e n  studying 
crickets and grasshoppers, and he did this drawing- Now, what do you think that 
[pointing to the egg] would be? 

Reena: He drawed that!? 

McMillan: Um-hum, What is this? 

Reena: Oh [exhales]. An egg. 

McMillan: And what do you think that would be [pointing to the nymph]? 

Reena: A nymph [whispered] . 

McMïIlan: Yes. And so what's this Cpointing to the aduit]? 

Reena: An adult. 

McMilian: Right. And in order for the nymph, because it's an insect, to get to the adult, 
what is this M e  nymph going to have to do? 

Reena: Um. Eat and grow, Eat and grow. 

McMillan: Wbat does it have on the outside of its body? 

Reena: Oh! Exoskeleton. It molts! 

McMillan: Ok. And then what happeas when he molts? 

Reena: He gets a different coloured skin and becomes an adult. 

McMillan: But does it just take one molt to do that? Does he just change his exoskeleton 
once? 

Reena: A Iot of thes.  Several times- 

McMillan: What do you think my friend drew here [pointing to the chrysalis]? 

Reena: Pupa. 

McMillan: Ifthis is the nymph [pause] egg, nymph, adult, should it have the pupa? 

Reena: Oh. Let's see! Young, um, grasshopper- 



McMillan: Young grasshopper? Isn't this Ij.inting to the nyrnph] what you called the 
young grasshopper? 

Reena: [Giggles .] 

McMiilan: Do you think that this beiongs in this life cycle drawing? 

Reena: N m .  

McMillan: So would this one [show the diagram of accurate life cycle] be more 
[interrupted] 

Reena: A caterpillar- 

McMillan: accurate? 

Reena: Yeah. 

McMillan: Do you remember what the life cycle of the grasshopper was? 

Scott: Um-hum- Um. Egg. 

McMillan: Um-hum. 

Scott: Ah-h-h, Larva? No, never a larva Nyrnph! Adult- 

McMillan: Ok, And what is a nymph? 

Scott: Ah-h. A young. It's a. When it eats and grows and its young. And it's not fùlly 
grown- Or it's not just a really grown one. 

McMillan: Ok. So when it eats and grows how does it become larger? 

Scott: Ah- Because it urn- When it. It because it gets bigger when it has eaten, 

McMillan: 1s there something special about insects? 

Scott: Umm- Yeah- 

McMillan: What? 

Scott: They molt- 

McMillan: Right. And why do they have to molt? 

Scott: Because their exoskeleton gets urn too tight on them. 



McMillan: Ok- WeU 1 have a fiiend that did this drawing of what he thought the life cycle 
ofthe grasshopper would be- 1 want you to look at it and teii me what you think diat is 
Cpointing to the gasshopper egg]? 

Scott: Egg- 

McMillan: What's this [poinhng to the grasshopper nymph]? 

Scott: A nymph. 

McMillan: What's that [painting to the adult grasshopper]? 

Scott: Adult, 

McMilIan: Ok- Now what do you think this is [painting to the chrysalis] that he included 
in his Me cycle? 

Scott: A pupa. 

McMillan: Does that belong in the life cycle of a grasshopper? 

Scott: Um-m. No- 

McMillan: Why? 

Scott: Because um, It's- Because this isn't a lama- 

McMillan: Does a nymph ever have to rest the way a lasva does? 

Scott: No. 

Like Cathy who d l e d  it a "chrysalis or something", Cindy said: "It, it almost looks like 

a, look like a um, um, caterpillar-" This was the interpretation made by Reena [see excerpt 

above] and the interpretation made by Marc as shown in the excerpt below: 

Marc: [Points to grasshopper egg] An egg. [Points to grasshopper nymph] A nymph. 
points to adult grasshopper] An adult. 

McMillan: What's tbat Ipointing to the chrysalis]? 

Marc: [Sir second pause] - A larva. Ah-h. Ah-h-h. Orn-m-m. 

McMillan: Does it remind you of something? 

Marc: Bu. A-a lady- Ah-h-h caterpillar. 

McMillan: Does it look Wre its cocoon? 



Marc: It doesn't have a_ The cricket doesn't have a cocoon, 

McMillan: So is this drawing very good- 1 mean it may be drawn nicely, but is it accurate 
in tenns of thaî life cycle? 

Marc: [Shakes head fiom side to side.] 

McMillan: What should he have done instead? 

Marc: Egg, nymph, and then just an adult. 

Danny said that the drawing of the chrysalis was the young cricket turning into the adult, 

To the foilow-up questions. "And what would you cal1 this [chqsalis]? 1s there a name for this? 

1s it a case? Or a cocoon? Or do you think it's the e~oskeleton?'~~ he answered: "Yeah. 

Exoskeleton. It eats and grows [two second pause] and then it, sheds its skin-" The exoskeleton or 

old skin or grasshopper in the proçess of sheddiag its exoskeleton were how the drawing was 

interpreted by Anne, John and Annie. 

Debbie, who identified the drawiag of the nyrnph as a cricket/ larva, said the drawing of 

the chrysalis was a nymph. She said that a larva emerges fkom the egg, becomes a nynph, and 

that the nyrnph becomes an adult- 

DATA FROM QUESTION 7 

7. 1 have drawings that show the life cycle of a mealwvonn beetle. 1 would like you to arrange 
them in the order that o u  beiieve they wouId occur during the life of a mealworrn beetle, and 
to tell me what you think happens during each stage. 

Anne took eighteen seconds to arrange the four drawiogs in the sequence egg, lama, 

pupa, adult. She forgot what the second image in her sequence m a s  caIIed. When asked if she 

thought it would be a lama or a nymp. she answered, "nymph and said that the nymph "eats 

and grows" and becomes a "larva". The Iarva would molt before becoming the adult beetle. 

Chdy began by discussing the life cycle of the 1adybugAady beetle. She said a lama would 

hatch out of the ladybug's egg, and that it wouid spend most of its time "eating and growing and 



shedding- .-.and then the last tirne it sheds, it's an adult." When she was given the drawings of 

the mealworm beetle to order, the sequence became egg, larva, pu- adult- She said that the pupa 

was when "it gets its sheil for the wings and gets, um [two second pause] its legs, frimer, you 

know?" She also mentioned antellnae and said that during the pupa state, ''it's getting al1 the way 

to the aduit, you know, Adult-" 

Sara laid the drawings on the table in the sequence egg, lama, pupa d d t  beetle- When 

asked: "Do you thïnk this is the larva?", she replaced the drawing of the larva with the drawing of 

the pupa saying ''this one [the drawn pupa] is bigger than this one [the drawn larva] and this one 

should be bigger than this one. Her action and comment led to the follouing exchange: 

McMillaa: But look at tbïs [the drawing of the lama]- What do you see when you look at 
the head? 

Sara: Two horns. 

McMillan: Those are jaws, Theu rnouth parts actuaily come out, project- So remember, 
what does a lama mostly do in an insect's life cycle? 

Sara: Um-m- It-t-t eats and grows- 

McMillan: Yes. It eats and grows, and it gets too big for its exoskeleton- What is this then 
[the drawing of the larva]? Do you still think tfiat's [the drawing of the pupa] the lama? 

Sara: No. 1 think that's the pupa nour. 

McMiI lan: Why? 

Sara: Because [three second pause]. Um-m-m. We just taiked about it, and I thought 
about it, and this one [the drawing of the pupa] doesn't eat anything, and this one [the 
drawing of the lama] should go here [afker the drawing of the eggs]. 

McMilIan: And what will this one [the drawing of the pupa] do? 

Sara: Um-m. Spin. A-h-h-h [three second pause] case. 

McMillan: And what does it do in that case? 

Sara: It changes, 

McMillan: Changes? 

Sara: h o  an adult. 



Each of the eleven children not yet mentioned, arranged the drawings in the egg, la- 

pupa, adult sequence of the mealworm's Iife cycle and used the correct tenninology in naming the 

four stages. Willie, Dannyy Debbie, Job, Scott, Reena, Ken, Marc, Ca*, and Michael said that 

the lama was the stage in the life cycle in which the eating, growIng, and mol~g/shedd.ing of the 

exoskeleton occurs- Dunng the pupa stage, they said that the mealworm makes a case and rests 

and changes into the adult beetle. Annie said thaî the larva "eats and grows" and that the pupa 

"sheds its exoskeletoa" and then spends the time "resting and growing and changing" into the 

adult. Cathy and Reena, like Annie, said the pupa grows- When Marc was asked ifthe mealworm 

pupa would eat, he answered, "No." 

To the question, 'Wow did you know that [\vas the larva]?", Scott replied: Because um. 

Because um, it doesnyt look like this Cpoïnting to the drawing of the adult beetiel- And when we 

did the drawing [of the ladybug's life cycle], urn [two second pause] um, it almost looked Like 

this . . - " Marc selected the drawing of the lama as the mealworm's lamal stage saying: 'This 

doesn7t look like it would when it grows up, and it has a long tail, and it kinda looks like the 

ladybug larva." Reena said she knewy "cause it had a longer tail, and this one [the drawing of the 

pupaj had a shorter tail." John said: "Because it's long." When Danny was asked how he knew 

the drawing of the pupa followed the mealwonn lama in the sequence, he responded: "Because its 

legs are tucked in undemeath." Willie's exphnation for his sequence is given in the excerpt 

below. 

McMillan: Ok. What cornes out of the egg? So we'll put that [the drawing of the 
eggs] first - 

Wiilie: Th-e. And then 1 think this [the drawing of the mealworm larva]. 

McMillan: And what is that? 

Wiilie: It's. It's a little thing with a tail. 

McMillan: And what do we cal1 it when it cornes out of the egg? 

Willie: Ah-h.. A larva, 



McMilianr Um-hum, Why did you think that was the lama and not one of these [drawings 
of the mealworrn pupa and beetle]? 

Willie: Cause. Cause this. Cause this is a beetle thiag, and, and, and 1 thought it was- 1 
thought it was the second life cycle- 1 thought it was a lama. 

McMilian: Ok. And whaî made you thuik that? What on its body gave you that idea? 

Wiiiie: Because it had a tail, and 1 thought it, 1 thought it wouid swim, keep in the water 
unal % and then it had its pupa in the water- 

Willie: Ok. So which one of these is the pupa? 

Willie: This one [the drawing of the mealworm pupa], 

McMilIan: How did you know that Willie? 

Willie: Because it looks like, it looks like the beetie's pupa, Like that- Cause 1 knew it. 
Cause 1 h e w  that tbis [the drawing of the mealworm beetle] was an adult- 

McMillan: And how did you know that was the adult? 

S - Cause it. Cause it had the wings and had the, the, the six legs, and it had the wïngs, 
the wing case, and, and it had the head, and it didn't have that lïttle tail thing anymore. 

DATA FROM QUESTION 8 

8. Here are a few beetles that 1 have borrowed fiorn the Entomology Deparîment (pinned 
specimens). Look at the pairs of beetles that have been pinned side-by-side. They are the 
same End of beetle- What do you notice about them? Do they look the same? In what way 
are they alike? How are they different? Ea child mentions size (bigger and smaller) ask, why 
do you think they are different sizes when they are the same kind of beetle? Do you think 
they are the same age? Which one is older? 

Withùi seconds of placing the ~ W O  boxes of p h e d  beetles on the tabletop, ail of the 

children spoke about the ciifferences in size of the paired beetles. These comrnents are presented 

below for al1 fourteen children dong with each child's eqlanation(s) for one beetle being bigger 

or smaller than the other. With the exception of Reena, who said she didn't know why one would 

be larger, and Marc, who spontaneously attrïbuted size to gender, age is the reason given. Larger, 

bigger beetles are "older" (Willie, Ken, and Annie), '‘duits" (Anne and Scott) or "full grown" 

(Sara). The smaller, tiny, h i e  beetle is "younger" (Cathy and Michael), "a smaller version of the 



addti7 @=y), a " M y "  (Anne, John, Cindy, Sc* Sam, and Debbie), a "larva" (Michaei) or a 

"pupa" @ebbie). 

NOTE: Italicized passages represent the voice of the interviewer, 

Willie: ". . . this one's s d  and this one's bigger and this one has small homs and that one bas 
biaer  horns. Why are these diffeerent sizes? Cause [two second pause]. Theytre- Cause 
they're bigger. my are they bigger?] Cause they [two second pause] - Cause they. Cause 
they. Cause they're older," 

Danny: ' ra is  one is smaller than this one, And this one is smdler than that one. They're just a 
s d e r  version of the adult, ,Sb where Ir the adult? Here and here bointing to the Iargest 
of each pair] - Here and here [pointing to the largest of each pair]_ So you think the bigger 
one is aZwqs the adulr? Not lalways- When is it not? When it gets older and older and 
older. What happens to it? It dies-" 

Debbie: 'TIoly! That one's srnall! This one right here looks like a baby sort of_ Just hatching out 
[three second pause] of the egg, f i t  about these two beaut@l green ones? Holy! Um 
[three second pause]. 1 know that one's not a [two second pause]. Not a, like a ah-h, 
addt because it's more [three second pause] like littleish. 1 used. It looks like, um, [three 
second pause]. Um-rn-m. It looks like ah-h [three second pause] pupa. Sort of pupa." 

Anne: 'This one's tiny and this one's bigger. W3y do you think this one is so much bigger if 
they 're supposed to be the same kind of beetle? Because that's the baby Cpointing to the 
smaller beeîle.] That's the adult [pointing to the larger beetiejand that's the baby 
[pointing to the smaller beetle]." 

John : "Ok Now what do you notice about these two? They look the same? but that one's smaller. 
That's bigger- Now why do you think one is smaller? b u s e  that's the baby, and that's 
the [two second pause] adult, Do you think that S true here. The small one is the baby, 
next to the adult? Yeah. That's the adult bointing to the larger of the pair of beetlesl-" 

Cindy: 'That one's srnalfer- That one's small, and that one's big, That's tight- Now do-vou think 
these are both adults? N-n-n-n-n. Well, that one could be lpointing to the larger of the 
pair]. f i t  about this one? I think that's, a little one. A baby one, What does a baby 
insect look like though? [Cindy looks into the box, her nose almost touching the plastic 
cover.] 11's hard to see them." 

Scott: "They 're put in pairs and each pair [internipted] Oh! 1 know. This is the adult here 
Cpointing to the larger beetle] and this is the baby [pointing to the smaller beetle]. Do you 
think the same of these? Um-hum. This is the adult right here and this is the baby. And 1 
know that this one is too. This is the adult- Because it, um, it looks very bigger than this 
little thing way down here, this little baby." 

Reena: "Ah-h-h. T b t  one's smaller and oîher one's bigger. One had big jaws. The other one's 
huge. Do you have any ldeas why one might be larger than the other? Um-m [five second 
pause]. [Do you have any ideas why that might be?] No. Do you think these are adults? 
[Five second pause] Yeah!" 



Ken: 

Sara: 

Annie: 

Marc: 

Cathy: 

"Ah-h- That one's bigger, and that one's srnalier- Why do y m  think that would be? Ah-h 
[five second pause] - Um. One's older. 

'This one's bigger, and this one's d e r .  Way smaller, And why do you think one would 
be bigger than the other? Because this one is the baby [pointing to the smaller beetie]. 
Ok And these two they 're dmost the sume size. aren 't they? Yeah escept, Y&. This one 
has hom sticking out and that one doesn't. Do you know why that would be? Because 
this is &il grown Cpointing to the larger beetle] and this one isn't-" 

ccUm-m-m-m [three second pause]. This one's smaller, This one's darker- This one's 
lighter. Ok. Do you think thar one is older or younger than the other? Um-hum. Which do 
you rhinkis oldest? That one, And why do you think that? &*cause it's bigger- What 
about these two, the beuuh@l green ones? Umm. This one's older, How do you know? 
Because [two second pause] it's M e r  and longer-" 

" They look the same only smaller, They 're both smaller? Ah-h- No. They're. This one's 
bigger. That one um-m They have almost the same body parts, except that one has the 
horns. Now why do you think they would be so different zythey 're both the same kind of 
beetle? Tbat one's the male or fende, and that one's the maie or female, and the femaIe 
or male is bigger than the other, So do you think thar even though there S such a big size 
dzxerence that they could be the surne age? Yeah. Or that one could be the adult and the 
one could be the [two second pause] um-m-rn littler one. Now think about it Marc. What 
is the littler one? The h a ,  Does if look Zike a larva? No. It- That one's un-m a male or 
a female, and that one's a male of a female-" 

'This one is smaller and this one is bigger, FKhy do_vou rhink that 's the case? Ah- Um- 
Um. it's a smaUer beetie or bug. But when Isay they 're the same kind. it would be as 
we had two ladybugs, bothjbrn the same parents. Oh. Ok. Um, Um. Maybe that one's 
M e r  and îhat one's bigger. Now what do you mean t h t  one S lirtler and that one 's 
bigger, because you te alreaày said that thar one is srnaller and that one zs bigger? 
Yeah. Do you think they 're both the same age? Ah [two second pause], Um- Not really. 
Ok- Mhar do you think is rhe dzflerence in terms of age? Ah- Because. Um his legs are 
bigger [pointing to the larger beetlel- His legs are realiy smaii lpointing to the smaller 
beetle]. E s  jaws are bigger. HZs are really small- Sb then do you think this one Cpointing 
to the smaller beetie] could be older oryounger? Younger. 

Michael: One's bigger. They're different colours. Why do you think they wozrld 6e d@erent in 
slie? Because oae's an adult, and one's a [six second pause] larva? 

Like Marc, Michael was asked if the lama would have the same physid appearance as 

the adult beetle. He answered, "no" to this question and to the succeeding question, "So do you 

think your explanation is correct?" He continued looking at the beetles and pointing out 

ciifferences in "horns" and leg size. When asked, "Do you think they are both adult beetles?", 

Michael responded: "Ah-h. Er. Yeah, but [two second pause] um-m [three second pause] no?'To 

the question, "Do you think one is youdger than the other?', he answered, "yeah". 



Wïliie, Daatly, John, Scott, Ken, and Cathy were each asked to remember the stage in the 

beetle's Me cycle where it would spend most of the &y eating and to think about what had to 

happen in order for it to grow, They were also asked ifthe adult beetie wouid g o w  once it had 

emerged fkom the pupa case and what would need to happen in order for it to do so. Wiliie and 

Danny said that the adult beetle can eat and grow because it no longer has an exoskeleton- Its 

skeleton 'cwould be inside-" It was suggested to Wiiiie that gender may be one reason for larger 

and smaller aduits- When he was asked, 7 s  your mother as taü as your dad? Does she weight as 

much as your dad?" he answered, "no," and within seconds added, ''cause my dad's forty? f o q -  

bvo, and my mom's twenty nine." 

Scott said that the beetle tarva had to "molt and do metamorphosis" in order to grow. 

When asked, "Does the adult beetle grow?" and "l)oes this 'little baby' beetle look like the 

'baby' that cornes out of the beetle's egg?", he responded "n-n-no" and "nope", respectively. His 

interview progressed as follows: 

McMillan: So i f 1  were to tell you that these were the same age, what would you t u ?  

Scott: Um-m-m-m- -Ah-h-h. 1 think this one [pointing to the smailer beetle] may have just 
come out of the case. 

McMillan: Ok, Does it grow when it cornes out of the case? 

Scott: Um-m- A little bit? 

McMillan: Well, it's goiag to be able to eat, but ifs not going to be able to molt, is it? 

Scott: Or grow. 

McMillan. So why do you think, then, ifthese are the sarne age, that one is so much 
larger than the other one? 

Scott: Um. Because it was bom before? No. Ah-h-h. It molted more? Ah-h-h. It came out 
of its case before? Ah-h- It ate more. 

McMillan: When? When in its life did it eat more? 

Scott: As a larva. 

McMillan: So if it ate a lot more, is it going to have a larger pupa [intempted] 



McMillan: and rnake a large aduh? 

McMiilan: Ok. me interview continues with a discussion of the relationship of gender to 
size in the anunal kingdom.] 

McMïilan: So now if you see two iaciybugs, and one's big and one's small, d l  you Say, 
"Oh, the small one is the baby"'? 

Scott: Um-hum- 

Ken and Cathy were told that insects as aduits don't molt. They don? grow as the lasva 

does. Having heard this, Ken was asked ifhe thought the smaiier of a pinned adult beetle pair 

would be yoiiriger than the other. He said: "No- Because after i fs  adult, it doesn't grow 

anymore." When he was asked why he thought some are bigger and some are smaller when they 

are of the same kind, he answered: Tm-m, be-ecause, they're not bom at the same iime?" 

In addition to the information on lava and adult growth, Cathy was told that some insects 

are bom without mouth parts. Their We span is so short, there is only tirne to mate and lay eggs 

before dying. At this point in her interview, she was asked, '' So if you think about it, is it possible 

that these big and little beetles could be dif5erent ages?" Her response and the next minute of her 

interview are excerpt below. 

Cathy: Ah, yeah. 

McMillaa: How could it be though? How could this one grow to that size, or this one to 
that size when they're al1 adults? 

Cathy: Oh! They're al1 adults! 

McMillaa: Well, do îhey look like pupa? 

Cathy : No. 

McMillan: Do they look like larva? 

Cath?;: No. 



John said that during the lana stage7 the h e c t  spends its tïme "'eatiag and growing, 

eating and growingy7, and thai the mealwonn larva was "worm-1ike"- He also agreed that the little 

beetle looked more like a small adult than a l m ,  His response to the subsequent question "So if 

1 were to tell you that these were both adult insects, why do you think then that one is so much 

Iarger than the other?" was: "Because t h ' s  the baby and that's the adult". He uras then asked if 

his mother was the same size as his fàther, and it was suggested to him that the sizes of the addt 

bedes  may be related to one of the beetles in each pair king a female and the other being a 

male. He pointed to one that he thought rnight be the male, saying: '"Yeah, and that's the dad-" 

The interview ended with the following exchange: 

McMillan: Youore right. That's the male. So al1 ofthese are adults 

John: Um-hum- 

McMiilan: and they will never get bigger, So even though this is small it's an adult. 

John: Cause di of these are dead. 



CaAPTER Sac 

CONCEPTUAL MODEIS AM) PERSON A N W Y  IN CHnsREN'S CONSTRUCTION OF 

SCIENTIFIC B1OIXK;ICAL KNOWLEDGE 

As a teacher, my mind is fiiled with images of the year nineteen children tried to help me 

understand w h  it means to leam in school science. 1 wonder to whaî degree the writing about 

the life science unit in the previous chapters captures what was happening in Lauren's classrmm- 

As a curriculum developer my mind is filled with notions of conceptuai models, children's 

"everyday science", and the nature of science. At one moment, I wonder ifthe org&tion of a 

curriculum and the sequence of lessons it generates bas a productive bearing on the components 

and the relationships between these cornponents that conceptual models are thought to be in long 

tenn memory. At another moment, 1 wonder how literaiiy one should interpret the view that an 

understanding of the leamer's current knowledge is the most appropriate starting point for 

instruction. As a researcher, my miud is filied with thoughts that are simultaneously enthused and 

uncertain- The doubt 1 feel is not a problem of knowing what to say; the data reported resonate 

with possibilities, It is rather a difficulty brought about by perspective and lansuage, As far as 

perspective is concemed, 1 wonder ifthe conclusions drawn will be those that any attentive reader 

wou1d induce, or has my particular way of looking at the lessons and interview data limited my 

perception? Language is problematic because in a few pithy staternents it can make something 

sound so clear and simple and obvious that in reality could not be more complex. That which 

makes the teaching of young children inuiguing, in all meanings of this word (i-e. fascinating, 

engaging, interesting, pleasantly puzzling, and the like), is at the same time that which can make 

qualitative studies perplexing. That beuig said, 1 will begin with a discussion of the thinking the 

interview &ta suggest the envisioued and enacted cumcula occasioned. The results will then be 

interpreted through I~gaki's claim that everyday biology can be elaborated and incorporatecl into 

scientific biological knowledge (1990a)- The conclusions drawn fiom these two analyses wili be 



used to propose tife science concepts and age-correlateci weaknesses in thinking that Howe 

(1993) and Metz (1997), respectively, have iavited researchers to iden-, 1 wiil conclude with a 

discussion of what the data suggest with respect to literature-based science instruction, interest, 

the modeling of productive questioning, and the kinds of initiating activïties and lessons that 

should precede the planning and execution of schoof-based archival and laboratory investigations 

that onginate in the questions of the leamer- 

FRE-INSTRUCTION CONCEPTIONS 

Like Metz (1997) and the authors of Benchmurks for Sçien~iJiç Literaq (AAAS, 1993), 1 

am interested in reporting what can be leamed fiom effective instruction- For this reason, it's 

important to understand that the classroom in which 1 worked was rndti-age (Grades 1,2 and 3), 

and that the outcomes the life science unit attempted to help the children achieve included those 

in the Science-Grade 3 Guide (199 la, Manitoba Education and Training). The Life science units 

in the provincial science cumcula, Kindergarten through Grade 6 (more than those in either the 

physid-chernical science ''theme" or earth-space science 'Yheme") are spiraled- That is, as 

Bruner suggested Ui The Process of Education, the cumculum revisits basic ideas, in 

progressively more complex forms, in an attempt to deepen one's understanding @p. 12-13). 

The red thread (basic ideas) running through the first seven years of fonnal schooling is 

the interdependency and interaction among organisms. It begins in Kindergarten with plants as 

objects that are living and, unlike nonliving objects, require "certain things to grow" (Manitoba 

Education and Training, 199 1 b). In Grade I, children are helped to realize that "people are living 

organisms (animals/mammiils)" with needs and common physical characteristics that vary to 

make each individual unique and uniquely human- The children also become acquainted with the 

distinctive fatures and needs of six cornmon groupings of animals (i-e.: mammals, insects, birds, 

amphibians, reptiles and fish) (Manitoba Education and Training, 199 1c)- Plants and animals are 

reintroduced in Grade 2. The focus, initialIy, is observable properties/characteRstics and their use 



in classification schemes. Later the children are helped to see thaî the same properties and 

characteristics are the factors which give a plant or an anunal an advantage in a partïcuiar habitat 

and thereby determine the location in which it is most Likely to be found in the environment 

(Manitoba Education and Training, 199 1d)- Grade 3 exposes children to the life cycles of 

anùnals, particularly the amphibians and insects that undergo metamorphosis, and introduces 

observable animal bebaviours that are instinctual and need not be leanied (Manitoba Education 

and Training, 199 la). Plants and animals reappear in Grade 4 as populations occupying a 

particular habitat. Children become acquainted with the ecolo@d notion of community as 

interdependent populations of plants and animals each occupying a specific niche with respect to 

the transfer of food energy (i-e. : food webs, food chahs, predator-prey relationships) (Manitoba 

Education and Training, 199 le). In Grade 5, the p h y s d  properties and characteristics of plants 

and animals introduced in Grade 2 and the stages in the hfe cycles of animais introduced in Grade 

3 are reinterpreted in the context of stmctural and behavioural adaptations (Manitoba Education 

and Training, 1991f). Population interactions are revisited in Grade 6.  The uansfer of food energy 

becomes the flow of energy in an ecosystem fiom sunlight to prïmary producers to first, second, 

and third level consumers to decomposers. The focus is cornpetition, population density, humans 

as consurners, and the consequences of abiotic fàctors (e-g.: soil, water, air,) on survival 

(Manitoba Education and Trauiing, 199 19). 

In multi-age classrooms, like those of Lauren and Cecile, where the science curricula of 

the grade levels are cycled through (each child at the end of three years will have been exposed to 

the content now mandated for Grade 1, Grade 2, and Grade 3), a spiraiing curriculum becomes 

problematic. One of the three groups of children will encounter the concepts in the sequence i11 

which they were designed, assuming, of course, that science is a part of a child's early years 

school experience. In Lauren's class, ttiis happened to be the six children in Grade 3. The seven 

children in Grade 2 would have encountered the Grade 2 science cumculum in Grade 1. The 

seven children in Grade 1 would begin the life cycles unit with personal knowledge of the life 



sustaining needs of humans and no formal instruction in the classifkatïon of animals or plants- 

Like many events tbat surfke each &y in formal schooling, this partïcular circumstance was not 

considerd an irnpediment- It was one ofthe reasons the curriculum envisioned in the pre- 

p I d g  stage focused upon patterns, an important sîrand in the mathematics cumculwn, and 

cycles. Rather t h  knowledge of speciflc science content, chiidren could draw upon their 

intuitive and, in some cases, tutored knowledge of pattern, and life cycles wouid be leamed as 

patterns (sequences) of change that happen over and over again- However successfid this 

particular conceptualization may have ben, the field notes ahded to the difficulty associated 

with the design of the lessons as benchmark-invention, elaboration, and enlargement when the 

elaboration activity was one that the children regarded as benchmark-invention (see Mon&y 30 

September). 

If it is true, as Glynn and Duit claim, that mental models and conceptual models coe'iist 

in long term memory (cf: Pines and West's (1986) vine metaphor and Solomon's (1983) thinking 

in two domains) and formal schooling is to help leamers "activate the appropriate mode1 in the 

appropriate context" (1995, pp. 2 1-22), then cumulative records of the thinking made ex~licit in 

specific conte- should be evidence not only of what has been learned but also of the conceptual 

models being developed. For this classroom-based study, the ideas expressed during the pre-and 

post-instruction interviews and science lessons are the data f3om which children's leaming and 

the incipient conceptual models oflife cycles can begin to be disclosed.. 

QUESTIONS 8 AND 9 

Ail meen of the children interviewed in early September said that they had seen an adult 

fiog. Seven of these fifteen (Willie, Debbie, Anne and Cindy in Grade 1 and Cathy, Marc and 

Michael in Grade 3) knew that the fiog before becoming the fiog was a tadpole, seven (Danny in 

Grade 1, Sarah, Ken, Robert, and Scott in Grade 2, and Amie in Grade 3) believed that it would 



begin its iife looking like a smaii or Little adult fiog, and one (Reena, Grade 2) didn't know about 

baby fiogs. 

When asked about the butîerfiy's Life cycle, eleven of the children knew that a caterpillar 

(the lama stage) became a butterfly or moth and six descnïed the pupa case (;"canoe", Willie, 

Grade 1; "'nest7', Debbie, Gracie 1; " k c o o n  egg", John, Grade 1; "hoon" ,  Cindy, Grade Ir 

"raccoon", Sara, Grade 2; 'Wîle nest thiog", Cathy, Grade3). Of the remaining fo. one child 

believed that the caterpiiiar m l d  grow during its life and get a lot bigger (Danny? Grade 1): 

another said that a Mile moth emerged fiom a butterfly egg (Anne, Grade l), and hvo didn't know 

(Ken, Grade 2 and Annie, Grade 3)- It is important to mention that the interview question 

changed in the latter three instances. Rather than being asked, 'What happens to a caterpillar as it 

gets older?" or 'What does ï t  becorne?", Anne, Ken and Anaie were asked, "Wmt does a 

butterfly look like when it emerges from an egg?" or "Do you think that when the butter@ 

hatches out of an egg that it's just a tiny butterfly that grows and gets bigger?" They may very 

well have know that a buîterfîy lama becomes transformed and does not end its life in the forrn in 

which it began- 

Two of SLY children asked about the growth of the adult butterfly said that it would grow 

"a little bit" (Scott, Grade 2 and Michael, Grade 3). Of the four who thought that it would not 

grow, two children believed that this would not hold true for wasps (Wiilie, Grade 1) or flies 

which not only increased in size like the wasps, but also becarne bumbIebees (Sara, Grade 2)- 

QUESTIONS 5 ,6 ,  AND 7 

The fourteen children growing up with pets and livestock generally described the 

changes with age in terms of size (getting bigger, taller, wider, fàtter) The descriptions did not 

ciiffer fiom the changes in height mentioned about their own growth. When b e y  were asked if it 

would be possible for baby -1s to remain baby animals, only one of the twelve children 

responding thought that it was (Robert, Grade 2). When asked what happens when a baby brother 



or baby sister gets older, Robert replie& 'They change, because they get bigger f e q  a-a-ah, they 

get bigger anns, they get bigger haïr-" 

QUESTION 10 

Three of eleven children believed that a lamb (Robert, Grade 2), cat (Ken, Grade 2), and 

a cat and a puppy (Willie, Grade 1) changed more in a lifetime than a butterfly- One child thought 

that a cat would change as much (Debbie, Grade 1). ûfthe seven who said a caterpillar or fiog 

changed more than a kitten or puppy of fish, two children suggested a person (Sara, Grade 2) and 

a shark or whale (Mkc,  Grade 3) as examples of animais that change with age as much as the 

butterfly and fiog. It should be rnentioned tbat Ken answered Question 10 without knowing the 

life cycle of the butterfly- He also suggested that a fly would change more than a cat, but the 

changes he spoke about were not associated with transformations in appearaace- They were the 

changes that such a "pestY' provokes in the lives of humans- 

In view of the literature on children's conceptions of growth in animals, the data 

substantiate what bas been reported. Iuagaki and Hatano (1 987) found that by the age of six, 

children understood that growth for Living things is inevitable. Rosengren, Gelman, Kalish, and 

McConnick (199 1) used small, medium and large photographie reproductions of animals in a 

study of real life transformations. They reported that children as young as age three "do not 

expect animals to be unchanging over time", c'reaiize that growth in animals entails a change in 

size", and "expect that the young ofa  species wiI1 dosely resemble the adult of that same species 

in coior and shape" @p. 13 1 1 and 13 1 8). Carey's (1 985) work with pre-school aged children and 

Okeke and Wood-Robinson's (1980) study of Nigerian students between the ages of sixteen and 

eighteen showed that growth was, in general, observational and defined as getting bigger. 

Ethe conclusions cited above reflect the reality of children's biological knowledge, it is 

reasonable that a child would eguate dramatic changes in sue with f'undamental morpholo@cal 

changes involving metamorphosis. They both bring about striking changes in appearance. 



Without exposure to the idea of metamorphosis, one would expect a child to believe that a srnail 

version of an adult emerges fiom an egg and that a caterpillar increases in size with age. 

Similady, one wouid expect the adult insect to grow. It is only knowledge of uisect Me cycles 

and exoskeletons tbat d o w s  one to believe otherwise. Such explanations are based upon what 

Carey (1985) refers to as the comparisoa-to-people mode1 and what 1n;igaki.i (1990) d i s  person 

analogies for non-human animate objects. Each involves the t r ade r  ofknowledge about humans 

to Iess fimiliar or unfàmiiiar objects and organisms. Striking examples of this transfer can be 

found in Russell and Watt's (1990) report on growth- In this study, p m  school aged children 

were asked to draw whaî they would see ifthe sheli of a fertilized chicken egg was transparent- 

The largest group of children drew hliy fonned (structuraUy complete) but miniature chicks that 

increased in size during incubation (pp. 28,3 1). Others drew the chick, as we know it upm 

hatching, sitîing in the egg in a state of limbo for twenty-oae Aays (p. 10). The f5ct that four of 

the six Grade 1 children in the present study mentioned the larva, pupa, and aduit stages in the life 

cycle of the butterfly suggests that they either observed the process as Cindy had read about it as 

Debbie or acquired this idonnation through other oral, d e n  or pictorial forms. The same 

inference can be made for the knowledge of tadpoles and frogs and for the children in Grades 2 

and 3. 

THE EXPERIENCED CURRICULUM: DEVELOPING CONCEPTIONS 

Regardless of the unit, instruction in school science often begins with the activity 

suggested for the first objective or outcome listed in the science cumculum document or, in this 

particular province, the first activity in Ham's-On Science, a popdar and locally developed 

teacher resource aligned with the science cumculum- Attempts are seidorn made to elicit the 

ideas and beliefs underpinning each child's everyday science, and science lessons are more often 

focused on covering content than developing an understanding and sense of wonder about the 

natural world. This is perhaps as much a coasequence of the roles, other than the one of teacher, 



that men and women in this profession bave @ d y  assumed (Groves, 1995), as it is the 

prescnïed curricula for each school subject- While the arguments for and against curicula 

mandateci by govenunent are beyond the scope of this study: the contents and ex~ectations are 

What should have become obvious in Chapter Five is the amount of time l@g- 

centered approaches to science teaching require, and the unscheduled circumstances and events 

that can consume not only the minutes set aside for science lessons but entire school days- In late 

August, Cecile and Lauren had planned for the Me cycles unit to extend over nine weeks fiom the 

9& of September to the 8' ofNovember. Whea we met after school on the 16* of October to 

discuss upcorning lessons, seven sessions remained, one of which was to be the presentation by 

graduate students fkom the entomology department. We had not begun to introduce the children 

to the concepts in the curriculum document, and the three of us recognized that every week 

utilized for the life sciences beyond the 8" meant less time for helping the children to achieve the 

eighty-six objectives in the four remaining units (ive. Energy, Heat, and Temperature; Changes in 

Matter, Air and Air Pressure; and The Earth, Sun, and Moon) (Manitoba Education and Training, 

199 la). Cecile had every right to be concerned. We all were. Lauren, however, had become my 

advocate. Her attempts to help the children distinguish between the concepts "living" and 

"nonliving" had show her what Duckworth meant when she wrote: 

Teachers are often and understandably, impatient for their midents to 
develop clear and adequate ideas. But putting ideas in relation to each 
other is not a simple job. It is confiising; and that confiision does take 
tirne-..$ we are to build the breadth and depth that give significance to 
Our knowledge (1987, p. 82). 

It is not sirnply that too many units per grade level ezcist, and that the outcornes for each 

are excessive, given the adopted strategies. A greater problem resides in the disparateness of the 

unis that rnake up a year of school science, and the difflculty of establishg even the semblance 

of coherence fiom one to the next. Using the Grade 3 curriculum as the example, one wonders 

which unit should follow a study of life cycles. Should it be an exploration of Earth-Sun and 



Earth-Sun-Moon relationships? The properties of air and the effects of air pressure? 

Investigations of heat energy, heat M e r  and the rneasurement of the hotness and wldness of an 

object? The characteristics and particdate nanire of matter, suspensions, solutions, and mixtures? 

In many classroorns, a unit begins, cornes to an end and is shelved- What has k e n  

Iearned is not seen as  king usefûl for what is to be learned- Chiidren should know, as Glynn and 

Duit maintain, that they are in the domain of physics or biology or geology so that îhey can 

''activate their conceptual models and 'think iike physicists"' or biologists or geologists (1995, p. 

22), but this does not imply t h .  tbere are no relaîionships constructed between the concepts of 

each discipline. The conceptual models teachers help children to constmct in school science 

should be more like a f d  web than several discrete food chains. This is the principal reason for 

patterns and cycles feaninng so prominently in the lessons that began the school year. They were 

the red threads (Bniner's basic ideas) that would flow through the next nine months of science 

providuig the coherence that is as important for learning as is revisiting natural phenornena in 

progressively more complex fonns. This is what Resnick and Klopfer ailude to when they wrïte, 

"[fJor key concepts and organizing structures to bewme senerative, they have to be c d e d  upon 

over and over again as ways to link, interpret, and explain new information" (1989, p. 5) -  

Key concepts, guiding principles, and organizing structures (conceptual models) are often 

perceived as being less important than the skills and strategies necessary for posing and solving 

questions when inquiry approaches are used to leam science. Ail of the reasons for scaffolding, 

presenting ideas in advance of development (Bruner, 1983), benchmark instruction (Hunt and 

Minstrell, 1994), and invention (Karplus, 1964b; Karplus and Thier, 1967) are dismissed or 

overlooked. It is as if the construction of scientific knowledge is cornmonsensical or sense 

making, when it is neither (see Chapter Three). Excerpts fiom the writing of Wolpert, on the 

uruiatural nature of science, and Hodson, on learning science, help to again rnake this cl-: 

. . .the world just is not constructed on a common-sensical basis. This 
means that 'naturaIY thinking - ordmary, &y-to-day common sense - 
will never give an understanding about the nature of science. Scientific 



ideas are, with rare exceptions, couter-intuitive: they cannot be acquired 
by simple inspection of phenornena and are often outside every&y 
experience (Wolpert, 1993, p. xi-xii). 

. . . it maners very much wbat kind of understanding students acquire- 
Learning science is not simply a matter of "'making sense of the world" 
in whatever tenns or for whatever fessons sa- the leamer. Rather, it 
involves introduction into the world of concepts, ideas, understandings 
and theories that scientists have developed and accumulated (that is, 
w k f  science knows) (Hodson, 1999, pp. 241-242). 

The benchmark-invention lessons in the Iife cycles unit were designed to introduce 

children to the world to which Hodson refers. The concepts focused on included the following: 

sett, paîterg cycle, change, model, animal, Metune, birth, living, deatb, life cycle, adult baby, 

hatcbling, metamorphosis, egg, tadpole, insect, exoskeleton, nymph, lama pupa, cocoon, 

chrysalis, case, molt, and social insect. Patterns, composed of repeathg setts, had a beginning and 

an end- They could be found in the naîurai world (branching of trees, veins of leaves, 

honeycombs, fionds of ferns, webs of orb spiders, and the me) and hurnan constructions 

(clothing, quilts, stories, songs, the components of buildings, fencing, playground stmctures, 

sidewalks, mathematics, and the like). Cycles were repeating patterns. They happened over and 

over again and, like a circle, had no apparent beginning or end- They could also be found in 

human constructions (school &y cycle, hours in a day, days in week, months in a year, t raac 

signals, and the Iike) and the n a d  world (hm beats/pulse, day and night, phases of the moon, 

cycle of the seasons, the life cycles of plants and animais, and the like). Although the lifetimes of 

ali anunals included a beginaùig (birth) and an ending (death) with living in between (Mellonie 

and Ingpen (1983), not all anirnals began life after birth in the form in wbich they would end it. 

Those bom as smaller versions (morphologically) of their adult parents included the mammals, 

reptiles, fish, and birds. The anirnals bom with a form and structure unlike the adult parent 

included the amphibians (frogs and toads) with egg, tadpole and adult stages in their life cycles 

and insects with egg, lama, pupa, and addt stages (butterflies, moths, honeybees, ants, 

mosquitoes, and ladybeetles). Each child's conceptual model would be constructed fiom concepts 



introduced in benchmark-invention lessons and the relationshïps bemeen the concepts that the 

children estabtished as new information was discussed, interpreted, questioned, elaborated 

(through dmmîizitions, drawing and writing), and refied- 

POST-INSTRUCTION CONCEE'TIONS 

QUESTION 5 

The seven children in September who believed that a little frog would emerge fkom a frog 

egg, and Reena, who said that she didn't know about baby fbgs, had no diniculty t a h g  about 

the transition fiom egg to tadpole to adult. With the exception of John who mentioned the 

appearance of fiont legs before the hind legs emerged, the responses of thirteen of the fourteen 

children interviewed were similar to Danny's who said: "First it is an egg. Then it's a tadpole. 

Then it gets the back legs. Then the fiont legs. And then it's developing his long tongue so he eats 

his taii. Then he's a young adult. And then he turns to adult-" 

Of the eight children who narned or tallced about the tadpole during the pre-instruction 

interview, only Debbie7s retelling Mered  ("egg, larva, pupa, adult")). She was not asked to 

discuss the frog's Iife cycle but to talk about what she believed the life cycle of another 

amphibian, the salamander, would be- It was not until it \vas suggested that she try to remember 

the three-dimensional modeb of the fiog's Iife cycle that she responded, "Oh yeah! Um. Um. Egg 

[three second pause], Tadpole [three second pause] - Youth," and began talking about gills and 

becorning more fiog-like. The other children, when asked the question Debbie had been asked, 

believed that the salamander emerged fiom the egg as "a srnaller version than the mom" (Danny), 

as a tadpole with legs (Willie, Scott, Ken, Annie, Cathy and Marc), or as a taclpole that would 

develop legs (John, Reena, Sara, and Michael). Cindy (Grade I) said that she didn't know. 

QUESTION 4 

When asked about the life cycle of the snake, turtle or lizard, Willie and Debbie gave 

responses similar to the answer given by Marc who replied, "The turtle, um-m, it goes fiom e-e- 



g-g, and then egg, and then a baby hutie, and then an adult d e - "  This was eveaîualiy the 

answer provided by the other children when it was suggested tbat they think ofthe three- 

dimensional models used to illustrate the M e  cycles of the d e  and the tortoise- The transfer of 

this knowledge to the lizard was problemaîic for Cindy, Sara and Cathy. Cindy thought that the 

life cycle could bey "egg,. . lama?,,, but then said that she couldn't remember. Sara believed that it 

would be egg, larva, pupa, adult. Crithy had to be reminded of the models a second tirne when she 

reaiized that it wasn't either egg, adult or egg, pupa 

In their descriptions of the reptile hatchiing, six of the children (Anne, Debbie, John, 

Reena, Sara, and Marc) said that it would look like the mother, or be a smaller version of the 

mother. No mention was made ofthe W e r .  One possible expla t ion is the importance of the 

mother as caregiver in the lives of many youag children. This, 1 suspect, is the reason Willie 

asked why the mother mail didn't take the suail egg away fiom the msirauding centipede in 

Coldrey's book, Snuiis. There is also the possibility that the relationçhip of the hatchling's 

appearance to the mother's appearance was an expression of the children's beiïefs about inherited 

characteristics. Kargbo, Hobbs, and Erickson (1980) reported that a large number of chiidren 

between the ages of seven and thirceen thought that "the mother would contribute more to the 

genetic make-up of the offspring than the m e r "  (p, 142) because "she gave birth to the babies" 

and %as the most contact" (p- 143). According to Wood-Robinson (1995), this is a belief held by 

many leamers- He suggests that the equal contribution of two parents in the genotype of their 

offspring "runs counter to everyday experience" (p. 122). 

QUESTION 7 

Al1 fourteen children arranged the drawings of the stages in the mealworm's life cycle in 

the proper sequence, and thirteen used the proper tenninology ÜI naming the four stages. Anne, 

who in September believed that a little moth would emerge for the egg of a butterfly, referred to 

the lama, that "eats and grows" as the nymph- She couldn't recall the correct tenn and selected 



nymph when larva and nymph were suggested as possibilities- Danny, who in the pre-instruction 

i n t e ~ e w  said that a caterpillar would grow bigger and bigger as it age4 not only placed the 

drawings in the order egg, lana, pupa, adult, but spoke readily about the Me cycle of the lady 

beetle, another insect tbat undergoes comple$e metamorphosis. When asked about the lady beetle 

lama, he responded: 'Tî, sheds its skin and eats and grows. And then his sk& his exoskeleton gets 

too tight, so he sheds it, and then, molts it, and then he goes, and then he, he's a pupa- He eats and 

grows and then he has a case and then he cornes out of the case and then a lactybug adult-" 

AU of the children, LiLe Anne and Danny, undemood that the larva \ras the stage in an 

insect's lifetime where eating and growing and sheddïng/molting of the exoskeleton occurred. 

The pupa state was defined wïth Iess unanïmity. The children believed that the mealworm pupa 

would make a case and rest and change into the adult beetle, but Reena, Amie3 and Cathy 

suggested that the resting involved growing. With hindsight it would have been advantageous to 

ask more children than Marc the question about the pupa eating while restïng. That is, is growth 

associated with an increase in m a s  or a change in form and structure (e-g.: the insect "growsY' 

wings and ccgrows" anteme)? 

A relationship constructed by four of the children (John, Scott, Reena, and Marc) and 

made explicit in their descriptions of the mealworm lava was one being established between the 

elongated form of the lama (worm-like in appearance) and the shape of the lady beetle larva 

(lizard-like in appearance) learned about in class. Both had a "long tail". WilIie also spoke about 

the tail but associated it with an aquatic habitat and a structure necessary for swimming. It would 

have been usefiil to know if this correspondence was a consequence of knowing about 

arnphibians andor having been shown images of the dragonfly naiad and the mosquito c'wiggler''. 

In either case, it represents what Inagaki (1989) has iabeied "similarity-based attribution." She 

draws a distinction between this form of atîribution based on specific observable properhes and 

"categov-based attribution" which she defines as "deductive attribution aniveci at by relying on 

higher-order category membership and category atîribute associations" (p. 80)- If 1 had been 



aware of her paper during the life cycles unît, the post-instniction interviews could possibly have 

had a different character. 1 was interested in children applying the biological knowledge they had 

learned through lessons focused on the life cycles of the turtle, d e ,  fiog, grasshopper, cricket, 

butterfly* honey bee, ant, mosquito, dragonfiy, and M y  b d e  to animais not discussed in lessons 

(cf- "experiencing formai knowledge in useyy, Schrag, 1992, p- 284). in many cases, the category 

was given, either directly or with explicit hints- This was believed to be necessary as the focus 

was a childys understanding of life cycles, not his or her ability to classi@ a partïcular a n i d .  In 

so doing, an association may not have been madey and the child may simply have taked about the 

M e  cycle of the known anunal. This is certainly one way of interpretïng Anne's "it loses his tail" 

and Reena's "[it] eats its tail" and Cathy's seifcorrecteci "they, da, lose their t d "  when using 

knowledge of the fiog to speak about the salamander. 

QUESTION 6 

The illustration of the life cycle of the grasshopper, in which a pupa state (the chrysalis of 

a butterfiy) had been inserted, generated three differem interpretaîions. Debbie, Sara, and Ken 

believed that it was an accurate representation of the egg, larva, pupa, and adult stages that the 

grasshopper would pass tbrough in a Metirne- Anne, Danny, John and Annie described the 

chrysalis as old skin or a discarded exoskeleton. Willie, Cindy, Reena, Scott, Cathy, Marc and 

Michael identified the chrysalis as a "pupa" (or "chrysalis" in the case of Cathy) that Wilie, 

Reena, Scott, Cathy, and Marc said did not belong in the life cycle of the grasshopper or the 

cricket. 

On the surface, it appears that eleven of the children understood that the 

grasshopper/cricket was an insect with a three stage life cycle. It emerged fiom the egg 

resembling the winged adult it would eventually become by eating and growing and molting, S k  

of these eleven children referred to the immature grasshoppedcricket as a "nymph. Two children 

identified it as a "young" or "not fùlly grown" grasshopperfcricket which is the meanhg one 



would infer fiom Anne's and Danny's c'cricket'y - it was not an ccaduit" cricket. Two ofthe 

children called it a cclarva'y, though John sensed this was not the proper term to use. My 

apprehension, with the above interpretation of the responses of these eleven children, is that the 

illustration may actualiy have been viewed by aU but five of the fourteen chiZdren as king an 

accurate representation of the grasshopper's Me cycle, d e r  than a flawed representation of 

incomplete metamorphosis. Anne, Danny, John, Cindy, Reena, and Amie in one group, and 

Debbie, Ken, and Sara in another simply talked about what they saw in the drawing whose 

accuacy they had been asked to judge. They didn't think through the knowledge theu 

interpretations were based on. How else does one explain the fàct that the c)uvsalis was identïtied 

as "old skin" or an ccexoskeleton'y being shed when the skin or exoskeleton did not resemble in 

any way the form and structure of the grasshopper's body- It was a drawing of the pupa of a 

caterpillar as Cindy and Mark and Cathy supposed. Whether a consequence of the illustration and 

questions posed or a deliberate and thoughtfirl attempt to exphin an anomalous object, the 

responses to Question 6 say more about Anne's, Danny's, John's, and Amie's understandings of 

rnolting than incomplete metamorphosis- The same can not be said of Debbie's, Ken's and Sara's 

reSponses. 

These three children saw four images, and immediately thoughî, egg' larva, pupa, adult 

and M e  more. They either fhiled to recognize that the grasshopper that emerged fiom the esg did 

not have to rest and undergo metamorphosis to achieve its adult form, or Debbîe and Sara, like 

Ken who believed the c'artist" had not included a drawing of the nymph, did not understand that 

the lama requires a pupa state because, in tenns of gross morphology, it looks nothing like the 

adult it will one &y be. One bas evolved as a consumer, the other tias evolved to disperse and 

reproduce. 



QUES~ON 2 

Twelve of the fourteen children responding to post-instruction interview question #2 

displayed a .  understanding of sett, pattern, and cycle- They were able to identif'. and repeat a sett 

in a pattem and convert a pattern, with a beginning and ending, into a cycle. Two of the children 

found these activities problematical. m e n  asked to idente one sett in a two sett pattem Anne 

said that the pattern mas the sett. She did, however, repeat the sett, when asked to do so, but did 

not put the k e e  sett pattern into a cycle in spite of the fàct that she had defined a cycle as " a  

pattern that keeps on repeating". Danny identifïed as the sett each unique animal or animal group 

making up a sen. Like Anne, he repeated the se# by "copying" one of the two in the established 

pattern- When he linked these to fonn a cycle, the sequence was altered and the circle created did 

not become a repeathg pattern. He said that a cycle was "when there's a sett, and it doesn't ever 

,op". 

The inability to successfblly perform what had been requested in two of the three tasks 

seems to have had little if any impact on Anne's and DannyYs understanding of lifetimes and life 

cycles. Al1 of the chikiren could talk about animais and the lifetimes of specific anirnals in a 

language and with a breadth and depth of understanding that was not evident in September. One 

conclusion to draw is that although underdeveloped, the network of inferences that Black and 

Harien (1993) discussed (see Chapter 2, Mental and Conceptual Modeis) as king "b often" 

vague and fiagmented, are, for the fourteen children represented here, on their way to becoming 

organized in a manner that will enable the categorization of organisrns and events as examples of 

particdar life cycle concepts. 

As the science teacher, curriculum developer, and researcher in this study, 1 can't help 

but wonder if the perceived need for continuity in school science was misguided. Perhaps the 

time spent developing the basic ideas of pattern and cycle would have been better used 

developing formal and procedural biological knowledge. This is a question that  analyses of the 

data gathered in the present study can't answer. The fàct that the lessons and instructional 



strategies, by which a tacher engages students, have been shown to inauence the development of 

scientifically valid conceptual rnodels suggests tbat a longer-range coherence would be to a 

student's advantage. One simply must determine if the immediate expenditure of the h t e d  

instnictïod time in school science is worth the potential long term gain, 

EVERYDAY BIOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC BIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 

Everyday biology is defioed by inagaki (1990a) as "informai biology acquired through 

everyday Me expenence" (p. 28 1). It rrepresents one discipline of everyday science which is one 

division of everyday cognition - the body of procedurd and conceptual knowledge acquired 

without any systernatic teaching-learnùig @latano, I 990)- 

According to Hatano (1990), Carey's (1985) cornparison-to-people mode1 and Inagaki 

and Hatano's (199 1) constrained person analogy may represent the earliest f o m  of eve~day 

biology (concepts and a set of innate and early constrauits) that make spontaneously constructed 

concepts possible and reasonable. b e r s  take what îhey know about humans and generate 

predictions for other non-human animate objects, and they check the plausibility of their 

inferences with the knowledge they possess about the target objects (ïnagaki, 1990a). Inagaki's 

(1 WOb) studies of children raising goldfish suggest that domains in which a cldd has nch 

conceptual knowledge may also be utilized as sources for making analogies. The person andogy, 

however, appears to be the "basic 'Ml-back' strategy for children" (bgaki and Hatano, 1991, p. 

230). 

When the responses to Question 4 in the pre-instruction interview are read with the 

constrained person adogy in minci, the children's predictions make perfect sense- The target 

object in the scenario is an oak tree. Children recognize that as a human grows and increases in 

height it is not simply the legs that elongate or the neck that is stretched upward or the torso that 

lengthens. Every body part appears to enlarge and to move upward but in so doing maintains its 

relative position with respect to al1 other body parts. Using the person iuralogy, a nail forced into 



a tree at a height of a p p r o h t e l y  1 .O-meter would have moved upward in ten to tweive years, as 

fourteen of the fifteen children suggested, Only Annie believed that the nail would stay in the 

same place, because she said "the nail won't grow." Like Ken, she realized that the naii would 

stay in the same position relative to the tree. The question, however, asked where the nail would 

be relative to her position as the observer- 

hagaki refers to responses such as these as "overattriiution errors" (1989, p. 86)- 

Aitribution errors are generally a consequence of limited biological knowledge - the leamer has 

no way of checkïng the plausibility of his or her inference. in the case of the oak tree, growth 

does not occur as it does in humans. Cell division is localized and occurs in the apical, prknary 

elongatingy and lateral meristems located in the tip (apex) of the shoot and the root, in a region 

below the apical meristem, and in an area behind the bark, respectively. There is a ve- good 

likelihood that the lateral meristems that b ~ g  about an increase in girth wili have begun to cover 

over the nail in ten to twelve year fimeapan. The position of the nail relative to its distance fiom 

the ground would not have increased perceptively- 

malci claùns that biology bas a "relatively privileged position" among the everyday 

sciences owing to its success for inducing correct or nearly correct answers (1 990q p. 287). 

The conclusion she reached is that everyday biology cm be elaborated and incorporated into 

scientitiç biologicd knowledge without replacing the former with the latter" (p. 286)- Given the 

previous responses and the children's answers to Question 8 in the post-instruction interview, 1 

would suggest that the constrained person analogy c m  hinder and act as an obstacle in the 

learning of biological knowledge. This is a circumstance where children would be better advised 

to do as Floden, Buchmann, and Schwille recomrnended and "break with their everyday 

experience in thoughtYy (1987, p. 485), if such "breaking" is possible for young children, 

With the exception of Marc who attributed the merence in size ofthe paired adult 

beetles in Question 8 to a ciifference in gender, the children believed that the smaller beetle in 

each pair was a younger beetle. Even Marc, when asked ifthe beetles could be the same age, 



responded, "- - . that could be the duit and that one codd be the [two second pause] um-m-m 

littler one." By "Iittler one," he rneant Iarva. This view was tenaciously heid as the excerpts fiom 

Willie's, Scott's, Ken's, and John's interviews reveal. 

Willie, like Danny, beiïeved that an adult insect had an intemal skeleton that would 

enable it to grow without the need to molt. When it was suggested to Willie that the difference in 

size could possibly be the result of gender, he agreed that his mother was smaller than his fàther 

but quickly added tbaî his M e r  was forty-two while bis mother was twenty-nine - thirteen years 

younger- 

Scott understood îhat a beetle lama wodd not resemble the adult, and he said that the 

adult beetle could not grow in size- With this knowledge, he worked through possible 

explanations for one beetle of each pair being larger, disrnissed them, and finally suggested that it 

ate more as a larva. Mer t a h g  together about the relationship of  gender to size, another 

probable explanation, he adrnitted that ifhe saw two labybugs, one small and one large, he would 

say the smali one was the baby- 

Ken was helped to realize that adult insects cm't eat and grow Iike the lama that molts. 

His explanation for the unequal size of the beetle pairs was that they were not bom at the same 

tirne. When John was told that the beetles were both adults, a realization tbat came as a surprise to 

Cathy, he attributed the sue merence to age. One was the baby and one was the adult, He 

agreed that gender could possibly cause one beetle to be larger tban another, but when told that al1 

of the beetles on display were adults that would never get bigger, he attributed this to the fàct that 

they were dead- 

As mentioned in the analysis of post-instmctionaI i n t e ~ e w  Question 7, the person 

analogy was very likely responsible for children believing that arnphibians emerging from eggs 

would be small versions of the adult. 1 also suspect it is the reason the children in this study 

invariably referred to adult animals as "mother7'~mommy" and "fàther"/"daddy" when fernale 

and male were the terms modeled. Perhaps it would have been better, in tenns of the biological 



conceptual models being constructed, to be@n the study of Mie cycles with the anirnals that 

produce "newborns" with Iittie resemblance to the adult and not make the cornparison to humans 

explicit. My suspicion is that spontaneous person anaiogies would have been made anyway- In 

this respect, 1 agree with ïnagaki wbo with her colieague Hatano ciaimed that ""young children-s 

knowiedge about humans is so immediate k t  it can eady be reîrieved at any moment as a 

potenîïal source [for predictions]" (199 1, p. 230). 

RESPONDING TO HOWE'S AND METZ'S ~JVEATIONS 

Howe envisions a theoretical basis upon which the development of science activities for 

children should occur, She challenges researchers to iden te  science concepts that children 

restructure (a) through every day experiences, (b) through appropriate guided experiences, and (c) 

through analogies, madels, mathematical expressions, and other representations that are 

inaccessible and must be presented (1993, p. 232). Metz looks at "%ge-correlated weaknesses" in 

thinking and invites researchers in science education and developmental psychology to develop a 

research base that distinguishes (a) weaknesses that are robust at a particular stage but readily 

ameliorated at a subsequent stage, (b) weaknesses that respond in vaqing degrees to instruction, 

and (c) weaknesses that consfitute an enduring challenge irrespective of age and Ievel of expertise 

(1997, p. 156). In spite of the different perspective each author's language coaveys, it's ciear that 

the purposes are much the same- Metz's research base would enable curriculum developers to 

recognize those concepts that science teachers should not spend inordinate amounts of time 

attempting to modify through guided experiences (weaknesses a and c) and those concepts that 

design tools like those of Lerher and his colleagues' (2000) will help to make more scientiflcaily 

valid (weakness b). 

It is Metz's weakness a that the following comments wili address as weaknesses that 

respond in varying degrees to instruction will have been made obvious in Chapter 5 and in the 

preceding pages of this chapter. It shodd be mentioned, however, that the instructional strategies 



embedded in the enacted cumcuium enabled chüdren to r d z e  that an animal gives rise to 

offkpring of a similar kind. This was not a conception tbat was explicitly taught- During the pst- 

instruction interview (Question 6) one of the seven children who believed that blue jays or 

hummingbirds or any kind of baby bird might possibly hatch from the eggs laid by the robin (Pre- 

instruction Interview Question 1 1) spontaneously said, "'A-a-+ 1 know if, ifthere's a mother 

cricket it can't lay, it can't lay a toad-" 

There are three areas that the data fiom this study point to as being placed too early in the 

early years science curriculum. These are the distinctions thaî cbildren are expected to make 

between living and nonliving, similanties and differences, and interences and obsemtions. The 

responses to Question 1 in the post-instruction interview could not make the difficuity children 

have with the concepts Living and nonliving more explicit. The associations between air, water, 

food, and the maintenance of life are meaningless, and the knowledge behind the utterances is 

inert, dead, or whatever term one prefers that implies non-generative. This is made clear in the 

interview with Danny, though he is by no means unique. Along with Willie, he believed that the 

potato tuber was living, and suggested that the aiien tryhg to determine whether or not it  was a 

living object would ask if it needs air or food. When D a ~ y  was asked if- he believed air and food 

were essential for the potato, he said, "no," it would need water. The potatoes he had at home, 

however, were not given water? so when he was asked a second time how the alien would decide 

the potato's status, he answered, "He would check if it needs food and air?" 

Driver, Squires, Rushworth, and Wood-Robinson (1994~) in their review of children's 

ideas about the life concept begin with the research of Piaget. As early as 1929, a progression in 

the conceptual fiamework associated with this concept showed that children over the age of 

eleven would understand that plants and animals are alive- Instruction much before this age, 

except in cases like Willie's where the child has rich life experiences and the teacher can work in 

the zone of proximal development, would seem to have little effect in the revision of mental 

models and the development of biologically vaiid conceptual models. 



Change is ofken associaîed with growi and development in the biologicai sciences and to 

detect change one must be able to distixtguish simil=inties and diflFerences. Chiidren who have 

experiences with books and actîvities that ask them to spot subtle differences between one 

iliustraîion and another have no d i fEdty  lookiag for similarities and merences in the contex-t of 

science. The problem in the Iife sciences as it becomes transformed in school science is that 

minute details are seen as being reason enough for a chiid to suggest that an organism is unlike 

another. A puppy does not resemble its adult parent, for example, because its colouring is not the 

same, or a b m y  does not look at all like the adult rabbit because it is bom without hair- Al1 

attempts in this study to focus the youngest children's attention on gross morphology and 

eventually body parts (e-g. legs, wings, eyes, nostnls, and the like) seemed to have limited 

success as the pst-instruction interview (Question 3) with Cindy illustrates- During the parring 

task, she placed the illustration ofthe lamb with the ewe and said, "Ok. Lamb, goes with this- 

Anyways it kind of doesn't really look the sarne, because it doesn't have so much fur." Her 

response suggests that the attention to gross observable features is one she had adopte4 

somewhat grudgingly, for school- It is an exarnple of Freyberg and Osborne's two perspective 

outcorne: "one view is for living, the other is for examinations" (1985, p. 87) that teachers hope 

children won? adopt- It may perhaps be to the benefit of learners and teachers alike to wait to 

discuss "looks like" or "resembles" in Grade 3 or Grade 4- 

Observable properties and characteristics of objects, matenals, and organisrns feature 

prominently in school science cumcula for children. With the demise of the process approach, 

inferences receive much less attention, They are, however, what children have the least difficulty 

making and discussing. This was made obvious when the children were asked to think out loud 

while performing the newbom-adult painng task in the post-instruction interview. Scott, as one 

exarnple, spoke about a kitten not jumping as high as a cat, and Robert telling him that a cow 

gives birth to a caif so that caif is just another word for cow. None of these statements were the 

result of observing the images on the car& to be sorteci. It becarne a greater problem in the 



cbemistry/physics unit that followed- S e v e d  weeks were spent investigating the observable 

properties of objects (e-g. colour, shape, size, mas,  texnire, hardness, and the like) and ushg 

properties to identifL objects- During the post-instmction interview for the unit, when the children 

were given a camera to descnie, all discussed the photographs it was used to make. They 

mentioned, less fiequently, the fàct thai it was an opaque, rectangular prism, gray in colou with a 

red elastic strap, traasparent lem, brïtîie case, and so on. The distinction between observations 

and inferences should certainly be modeled in teaching at these grade levels, but ciras in the 

production of one or the other will be h g h t  wah f i u t d o n ,  

L~TERATURE-BASED SCIENCE INSTRUCTION 

The life cycles unit is not one that 1 had thought of teaching in the autumn. In a 

geographicd location where snow Ws at the end of October, it seemed prudent to set it aside 

until the spring when plants and anùiriils awaken fiom their winter donnancy- A warm weather 

unit also dlows for nurnerous first-band activities that are not possible if one plans to have 

children observe the metamorphosis of indigenous species of fiogs and insects that will be 

released into the envuonment as adults. This was, however, the decision made by Lauren and 

Cecile, and 1 decided to work with it and with organisms like the cricket and mealworm available 

in local pet stores. Not f5r into the week of interviews in early September, Lauren mentioned that 

she would prefer not to have live animals in her classrmm for what 1 determined to be ethicai 

reasons - animals are best left in their namal habitats. This meant that what was pre-pianned as a 

invesbgatory inquiry of animals through time would become a second-hand investigation through 

literature-based science instruction supported by film, illustrations, and three dimensional 

models. 1 viewed it as an opportunity to assess the leaming such an approach enables. 

In a description of the different forms examples can take in teaching, Eggen and Kauchak 

claim that realia, "a substitute word for 'the real thing", . . . should be used whenever possibleyy 

(1996, p. 77). AU of the essential characteristics of the concept are illustrated by the real thing, 



which bas the consequence of making the use of pictures, models, case shidies, simulations and 

role play a compromise- Where young children are concerned, and the concepts are, on the whole, 

observable, it makes little sense not to investigaîe the reaI objects, materiais and organisms with 

which the concepts are associaîed- 

My suspicion is that suggestions to the children in the interviews, that they rernember the 

three-dimensional models used in lessons, would not have been necessary if they had been given 

the opportuni@ to observe and study Living ofganisms- Annie, for example, when asked about the 

appearance of insects emerging fiom eggs, responded that she wasn't sure because she had "never 

seen a baby insect." She was &Uàng about 'the real thing" not illudons in books or images on 

video or plastic models. 

1 also believe that the use of books contributed to invalid conceptions that would not have 

been identined using conventional forms of assessment, and h t  the use of dramatization may 

have simplified the process of insect metamorphosis and, in so doing, infiuenced the children's 

understanding in a marner tban was not intended. 

The text example is one previously mentioned in the context ofthe developing tadpole 

(see Chapter 5) . In their responses to the post-instruction interview Question 5, seven chiidren 

said that the frog eats its tail to make a tongue. The first time I heard this, I was completety taken 

aback, and became more and more astonished each time it carne up. M e n  Marc, the most 

scientifically astute child said, "Its fiont legs corne, and it develops the lungs, and ah-h-, then it. It 

makes ah-h. It's making its tongue so it eats its tail and then ah-h-h it's the-e almost the adult and 

then the adult." 1 mentioned that he was the fourth person to say that the frog eats its tail, and 

asked where he had heard this. He answered, "When we were studying science. The fiog eats its 

tail [clears throat] because it can't eat because it's making a [two second pause] long tongue to 

catch flies. 1 heard it when we were studying science." 1 later checked each resource that had been 

set out for the children during the study of amphibians. 1 began with the two books that had been 

read andlor discussed during the lesson on the fiog and toad. On page 22 of Chinery's book, 



Frog, 1 came across îhe following passage (see Chapter 5, The Enacted Curricdum, T h d y  24 

October): 

The tadpole now has ail four legs, Its eyes are getting bigger and its 
mouth is getting wider. A long toque is growing inside its mouth- The 
tadpole can't eat anything at this stage7 but it won? starve. Its tail slowly 
shrinks back into its body and this gives the fiog the food it needs 
(199 1). 

Eating the tail is c e r t d y  not the conclusion a biologist would have reached, but it is 

understandable as the interpretation made by Danny, John, Cindy, Scott, Reena, Marc, and 

Michael. 1 am p d e d ,  however, by the fàct that it was not part of the conversation that the tesx 

inspire4 and wonder wbat other passages may have motivated interpretations similar in kind, 

Drarnatïzation of a life cycle was an elaboration activity that followed the benchmark- 

invention Iessons in which animal lifetimes were introduced. The knÏt sleeves became props in 

the enactment of insect Me cycles. They were the exoskeletons of the nymph the exoskeletons of 

the larva, and the case, wcwn, or chrysalis of the pupa- My suspicion is that the formless and 

stretchy material of the knit sleeves hindered the children7s understanding of the important 

structural role of the exoskeleton. The struggle to corne out of the sleeve may have been red for 

the children, but it did not simulate the struggle of the nymph or lasva to pull itself out of a skin- 

tight, body cast without bands- This is an event that must be observed first hand and, if it is to be 

understood, the exoskeleton must be held in the fingers. 

REFLECTIONS: blTEREST. PRODUCTNE QUESTIONS, AND LNn?A1WG ACTIV~TIES 

Many educators, hcluding those cited near the end of Chapter 2, believe that curriculum 

must take account of children's interest, and in some cases build from interests, not just upon 

them. This is the essence of leading fiom behind. Unfortunately it's not possible to express an 

interest in something you know littie about, and though one would like to lead fiom behind, in 

science it is often necessary to begin by Ieadinglteaching. Exposing children to the world in 

which scientists tive and work does not mean that interests are ignored or that the subject matter 



must be made interesting to keep each learner engaged. When the discipline cornes alive for 

children in the han& of a skilled and knowledgeable teacher, it is interest that is awakened. This 

is the interest described by Dewey when he d e s  about conditions that lie behind and compel it: 

Hence it follows that M e  can be accompIished by setting up "interest" 
as an end or a method by itseE Interest is obtained not by thinking about 
it and consciously aiming at it, but by c o ~ d e ~ n g  and azming at the 
conditions that lie back of it, and compel it. If we can discover a child's 
urgent needs and powers, and if we c a .  supply an environment of 
materials, appliances, and resources - physicai, social and intellectual - 
to direct their adequate operaîion, we shall not have to thïnk about 
interest. It will take care of itself, For the mind will have met with what it 
needs in order to be mInd (1913, pp. 95-96), 

One expressed fonn of interest is questioning, particuiarly the posing of questions 

Lindfors (1999) describes as "information seeking" and "wondering"- Both "brise in what one 

knows, and in what one is doing with that kuowledge" (1999, p- 92). The consequence of this is 

that one inquires most in areas where expertise is greatest and least where one is most ignorant, 

because it is knowledge that enables one to sense the possibilities of what lies beyond his or her 

current understanding (p. 93). What Lindfors' writing suggests is that exploratoq activities and 

brainstorming sessions may aot be the best starting points for scientific inquiry- If the children 

have not previously encountered the concepts in formai instruction, there is a good likelihood that 

the questions posed will be based on mental, rather than conceptual models, and it is scientifically 

valid conceptual models that science teachers should airn to help children develop. 

When the life cycle lessons began in September, the majonty of the questions expressed 

by the children were information seeking. They asked, for example, Can the mail come out of its 

shell? Would a snail eat another saail's shell? How are sidewallcs made? Are the spaces made in 

the playground bridge like the spaces made Î n  the sidewalk? 1s the corn coloured because it is 

rotting? Does the snail have a heart? A brain? Arteries? Would an octopus eat snads? Do babies 

have teeth? Does skin stretch to fit you as you grow? Can a turtle with flippers walk on land? 



As they became accustomed to speaking with one another and sharing ideas, and as theu 

knowledge of life cycles grewt the questions began to change. Michael, for example, wondered if 

it was good for mosquitoes to bite us since they needed blood to lay eggs. We started t a l h g  

about other a d s  that the female mosquito might get a blood meal fiom, and Annie mentioned 

tbat mosquitoes bite her horses- She &O said that horse Qies bother the% and that they shake 

their heads and the mane on their necks and swish theu tails back and forth to keep the flies away. 

Several days iater Lauren pulled me aside to say that Debbie's mother had found her playing on 

her bed. She had riibons tied around her torso and waist and was on all fours moving her head 

and body back and forth so that the nibons would fly across her back- When her mother asked 

what she was doing, she repiied, '%eeping the aies auiay." 

Just before the ant was introduced in late November, Annie asked, m t  colours can 

praying mantids be?" 1 tumed her question around and asked what colours she thought they could 

be since we had learned tbat a mautid is a carnivore and hunter. She replie& "They could be 

green or the colour of a branch or a twig." 1 used this opporhinity to talk about protectïve 

colouration, and mentioned that insects coloured with r d  and yellow and orange hues are 

warning those who might eat them that "1 taste awftl-" 1 also said that some insects, which would 

be quite tasty to a carnivore, mimic these bad tasting animals, and are lefi alone. During the post- 

instruction interview, when Annie saw the salamanders, she named them and said, 'Wey're long, 

and they have the colour that urn-m protects them so things won't eat them-" This, as well as the 

episode s h e d  by Debbie's mother, represent examples of what Dewey must have had in rnind 

when he talked about conside~g and aiming at the conditions that lie back of interest and 

compel it. These were spontaneous conversations in the classroom, a byproduct of the social and 

intellectual climate, that resulted in interest and leaming that could not have been planned. 1 have 

difEcuIty thinlane of more generative ways to initiate scientific inquiry based on children's 

interests, They were certainiy ready with productive questions for both laboratory and archival 

investigations. 



CONCLUDING REMARKS 

During the early 1960s, when college-level scientists tumed their attention to elementary 

school science, one of the questions with which they wrestled whea developing currïcuia 

concemed the role of concepnial modeis: '' Can we teach children science wiîh curriculum 

materials that have a conceptuai structure?" (see page 9 1). According to Hurd and Gallagher 

(19671, the question was not one of representing the structures of a discipline, but how best to 

teach scientific concepts - that is, how to transfona %e private wanderings of thought into.. . 

what we know and prize as knowledge" (Hawkins, 1970d, p- 66). 

It had k e n  recognized by Bruner, Dewey, Gagne, Hawkins, Karplus and Schwab that the 

origiu, quaiïty, kind, and expiicitness of input idormation influenced knowledge change (cf: 

Chinn and Brewer, page 11)- This is the reason Karplus rnaintained that insrniction that fàiled to 

help children to develop a conceptuai fkarnework wouId Iead to invaiid generdizations and a 

haphazardness that wouid impede later Ieaming (see page 69). It is also the reason Bruner 

believed that a cbild's ability to recognize the connections and regularities mithin materials (;Io 

form increasingiy powerful representational systems") depended upon the sequence of instruction 

and the structure and form of the body of knowledge presented (see page 104). 

In the desire to create autonomous leamers, many involved in the education of young 

children have lost sight of the fidamental role that the teacher bas in the educationai process, 

particularly in a subject area like science, Accurate description and systernatic classification 

(natuml histov) have given way to hypotheses and theories that are human constructs produced 

by creative acts of abstraction, imagination, and invention to explain observations and make 

precise predictions. Young children have to be introduced to scientific concepts and to the 

accepted ways of seeing, thinking, formulating questions, supporthg knowledge claims, 

proposing explanations, negotiating meaning, acting and using language in science (see page 10). 

It rnay be true, as Short and Burke (see page 29) claim, k t  'Wiere are no final solutions, only 



curent best solutions", but the best solutions, in schml science, are based on scientific, not 

everyday conceptions and knowledge- 

The curriculum desiwed for the unit in the Me sciences helped children to explore new 

ideas and to construct new knowledge through dialogical interacti-on, "acts of Inquiq", and 

reflective exploration of multiple sources of information (i-e. they were not "bench-bound 

listener[sJ", see page 103)- In so doing, the children began to think about the lifetimes of anllnals 

in a richer, more sophisticated, and scientificaliy vaiid way. The curriculum was fiamed by the 

concepts and relationships between concepts that were thought to be necessary in the construction 

of scientific biological knowledge. This o rgmkt ion  dîd not "fix" wbat \vas to be learned, but 

encouraged the children to think with the ideas presented and, in so doing, to buiId and refhe 

their conceptual models. These "borrowed", interpreted, modified and continuously refined 

scientific fàcts and ideas became the conceptions, preceding sure knowledge, that act to make 

scientific inquiry (archival and laboratory investigations) fniitttl. Unlike the children inquiring 

about the birdç who struggled to record every observation (see pages 27,3 1-32), the biological 

knowledge of life cycles would hetp the children in this study to formulate questions, to know 

what to look for, to understand what wilt and will not p a s  for &ta, and the meaning to assign it. 

It is this understanding, as Schwab explained it, that accounts for "four-fifths of inquis" in 

science. 
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, Principal 
Maple Hiils School 
Maple HiUs, Manitoba R- - 

1 am studying the teaching and l e h g  of science in early years classrooms and wouid 
Iike your permission to work as a teacher/obsemer with Lauren , a Grade 1-2-3 
teacher in your school, and the nineteen students in her a r e -  

f i e  purpose of the study is to examine the manner in which science, its content, 
processes, and nature, is represented to the chiIdren in Mrs- 's classrmm and to 
document the leaming, understanding, and meaning that the children constnict and develop as a 
consecpence of carefiilly planned instructional stratesies and carefully developed, conceptually 
based units. 

Data will be collected during my teaching visits to Mrs. 's classroom, 
through informal and semi-stmctured interviews with her and the nineteen students, during 
informai cumculurn meetings, and by means of a journal which 1 have asked her to keep. 

The &ta will be used to fùifiii the thesis requirement for a Facuity-based Ph-D. in 
Education- A summary of the findings will be sent to Mrs. at the conclusion of 
the study. 

As you know, 1 have been in weekly contact with Mrs. for the past 
several months. She bas been made aware of the nature of my research. During our conversations, 
1 have made it quite clear that her right to confidentiality of any personal information collected 
d u ~ g  the teaching of science, interviews, journal transcriptions, and my participant observation 
will be maintained and informed her that she has the right to discontinue participation in the study 
at any time. 

Any fiirther information you may require can be obtained by telephoning Dr. Arthur 
Stinner (474-9068), Dr, Wayne S e r e b ~  (474-9024) - members of my advisory cornmittee, or 
myself (255-3505 home)- 

Thank you for your consideration. 1 look forward to working in Maple Hills School for 
the duration of the study. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara A, McMillan 

Please indicate your consent by signing in the space indicated below and returning this letter to 
me. 

Signature 



LETTER OF CONSENT: PARENT/GUARDUN AND CEILD 

Barbara A. McMillan 

Winnipeg, h h i m b a  - -- 

N i e  @ParenUGuardim 
AdCiress of Parent/Guardian 
Maple Hills, Manitoba - - - 

Thank you for accepting the offer, on behalfof your child, to participate in this study. in 
accordance with the cPolicies and Procedures of Ethics Retlew" established by the Faculty of 
Education at The University of Manitoba, I am requesting your consent to use the data collected 
for the study tentatively titled, ''The Science Curriculum in Early Years, Multi-age Classroorns." 

The purpose of this study is to examine the manner in which science, its content, 
processes, and nature, is represented to the children in your child's chssroom and to document 
the learning, understanding, and meaning that the children construct and develop as a 
consequence of carefùüy pplanned instructionai strategies and coUaboratively developed units. 

Data will be collected during visits to your child's science classroom and through 
informal and semi-structured interviews- Classroom events during the science component of your 
child's cumculum may be video recorded and photographed. As well, the interviews will be 
audio taped, and occasionally video taped, for transcnption. 

The information obtained from pur son (or daughter) and & (or her) classrnates \vil1 be 
used to filfi11 the thesis requîrement for a Faculty-based Ph-D. in Education. A summary of the 
results will be available upon request after the study is complete and my dissertation has been 
successfiilly defended. 

With your decision to have name ofchild participate in this study, the data \vil1 be kept 
strictly confidentid and will be avaiiable only to myselfand Mrs. - 1 would like 
your permission to use photographie images or excerpts of the student and class audio and video- 
recordings in publications related to this study. The audio recordings will be transcnbed and 
destroyed with the completion of this research. Participation in the study is voluntaxy, and your 
son (or daughter) may withdraw at any time. 

Please indicate your consent by signing in the space indicated below. 1 also ask that you 
discuss this study with name of  child and ask & (or her) to ïadicate & (or her) consent by 
signing in the space provided below- It would be helpfiil if you could return this form as soon as 
possible. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara A. McMillan 



Parent of Guardian Signature 

1 appreciate you consideration of this request, and look fionvard to workïng with your chiid in rhis 
study . 



APPENDIX B - MANITOBA EDCTCATION AND TRAINING SCIENCE 
GRADE 3 : ~TERDEPENDENCY AND   TERA ACTION AMONG ORGANTSMS: L E  CYCLES 
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GRADE 3: INTERDEPENDENcY AND -CTION AMONG ORGANISMS: LIFE CYCLES 

1. A L E E  CYCLE INCLUDES THE SEQUENTIAL CHANGES, IN O R D a  IN THE LEE OF A LIVING THNG 
The student should be able to: 
a) List the different stages that an organism goes through during its lifétime 
b) Defuie metamorphosis 

2i. ANlMALS EXHIBIT LEE CYCLES (SOME A M M A L S  EXHlBïï A COMPLETE METAMORPHOSIS) 
The student should be able to: 
a) Defhe and observe a complete metamorphosis 
b) Observe that many young animals change completely fiom theü parents 

2ii. ANIMALS EXHIBIT LEE CYCLES (SOME ANRvlAL.S EXHIBIT AN INCOMPLETE METAMORPHOSIS) 
The student should be able to: 
a) Define incornpiete metamorphosis 
b) List animals that exhibit an incornpide metamorphosis 
c) Infer that these young look much like their parents 
d) Observe an incomplete metamorphosis 

2G1. ANIMALS EXHIBiT LIFE CYCLES ( k b 4 M A L S  CAN BE CLASSIFlED ACCORDING TO THEiR 
METAMORPHOSIS) 
The student should be able to: 
a) Compare complete and incamplete metamorphosis by their similarities and differences 
b) Classifii animals into incomplete and complete metamorphoses 

3. LMNG THINGS E X H I B ~  CERTAIN BEHAVIOURS DURING llmt LEE CYCLES 
The student should be able to: 
a) Define behaviour 
b) List some behaviours of animais 
c) Observe how the behaviours of animals change in relation to heat, light and water 

4. AN INSTINCT IS THE ABILïIY TO DO SOMETHING WITHOUT HAVING TO LEARN HOW 
The sîudent should be able to: 
a) List instincts that animals have 
b) Mer that humans do not have the instinct to build nests 
c) ClassiS. animais by their instincts to build things, guard their home, migrate, Iive in groups, 
prepare for winter, and reproduce 

5.  HUMANS MUST RESPECT TKESE BEHAVIOUR AND ~ N T N C T S  TO ALLOW FOR THE CONTINU~~Y 
OF LIFE CYCLES 
The student should be able to: 
a) Recognize that animals have special behaviours that must be respected by humans 
b) Appreciate the adaptive value of some animal behaviours 





Where do o u  live? (Maple Hills, Eau Clairey Marshfïeld) 
Do you live in the town of (Maple Hills, Eau Claire, Marshfield) or out on a 
fiml? 

Does your rnother or M e r  have a garden? 
What did you grow in your garden this year? (flowers, vegetables, bemes, etc.) 
Were you able to help your rnother or hther) plant the garden in the sprhg? 
What kinds of things did you help to plant? (seeds or starter plants) 

Do you have any pets (or animais on you. h)? 
Can you tell me about them? 

Do you know what 1 have in this bag? (acorns) 
What do you think would happen to this acorn if we put it in the ground and made certain tbat 
it got plenîy of wakr and sunshine? 
Now imagine tbat you have an oak tree in your yard, and it's about my height when I'm 
standing. It's a hot, summer &y and you decide to have a lemonade sale. So you get together 
everything that you need and set up in the shade of the oak tree. And so that people going by 

know how much you're charging for a glass of lemonade, yori make a sign that shows 
the pnce. You get a hammer and nad, and you nail the sign to t?e oak tree at about your eye 
level. Now, at the end of the &y, when you've sold everything, you clean up. But there's a 
problem, you canyt get the nail out of the tree. You tell your Mother and Father and they Say, 
""Don't worry. The nail won? hurt the tree." So, you leave the nail in the tree, Now, in about 
ten or twelve years you go back and look at the tree and it's higher thaa the ceiling (> 3 -5 
meters). You remember your lemonade sale and wonder where the nail you left in the tree 
would be. Where do you think you would have to look to find it? 

Has YOW - @et: cat, dog, horse, fish, bird, etc,) changed as it has gotten older? 
How has d cbanged? 

Can you think of other animals, like your (pet: cat, dog, horse, fish, buci, etc-), that just 
seem to get bigger as they get older. 

Have you changed as you've gotten older? 
What wi you do today that you couldn't do when you were a baby? 

Have you ever seen a frog or a toad? 
What does a baby fiog (or toad) look like? 

Have you ever seen a caterpiilar? 
Do you think they change as they get older? (If"yes", ask, How do they change?, if "no", 
ask, Did you know that a butterfly develops from a caterpillar?) 

What do you think changes more during its life, a caterpillar that becomes a butlerfly/a 
tadpole that becornes a fiog or your @et: cat, dog, horse, fish, bird, etc.)? Explain. 

Imagine that a bird has built a nest in one of the trees in your yard, and that the bird is a robin. 
The robin lavs five eegs in the nest that she has built in vour tree. What do vou think will 



hatch out of those eggs? (Ifthe answer is "baby birds" or "'baby robins" ask the student if it 
would be possible for the baby bu& to be blue jays or hummingbuds.) 

12. (Inagaki's question) Show the pictures of the baby animaln (chi& penguin, pigiet, foal, 
kiaen and human baby) in the book Growine UD, Some people like baby anirnals so much 
thaï they wish they could keep them as babies. Do you think it is possible to keep a kitten a 
kitten and not have it become an adult cat, a piglet a piglet, or does it have to become a pig, 
and so on. Why do you believe thls is possibIe or impossible? 



APPENDK D - LEE CYCLES UNIT 



NOTE: These are the lesson plans written for Lausen and Cecile. They are informal and make 
reference to our spontaneous and plaMed conversations, 

1. Setts and Repeating Setts as Patterns 

M e r  liscening to Lauren speak about the concepts she h;is begun to introduce to her students 
(living and nonliving), 1 decided to begin this unit with a discussion and presentation of Scottish 
tartans. As you know, tartans were specific to highhnd clans (families who shared a siiniame). 
Clan members could idente  one another by the colour and wlour pattern woven into the 
clothing or articles of clothing they wore- The problem for the children to solve is to determine 
how this instantaneous, visual identification of M y  members was possible. Obviously it's 
pattem recognition. 

1 have three authentic Scottish kilts and the foilowing two books of S ~ m s h  tartans- 
Sir Thomas Innes of Leaniey. (1970)- The ScoMsh Tartans: With Historical Sketches of the Clam 
and Families ofScotlad, the A m  of Chiefi of Clans and Families und Ciammen S Badges, 4th 
Edition. Edinburgh: Johnston and Bacon, 1 12 p- 
Sir Thomas Inries. 1971 - The Tartans of the Cians and Families of Sco tM,8 th  Edition 
Edinburgh: Johnston and Bacon, 300 p. 

We can look at the illustrated and/ or real tartan kilts, and discuss the sirnilarities and differences 
in the use of colour and in the use of line, 

When this discussion has nia its course, 1 think we should introduce the term, "pattern", if it 
hasn't already been mentioned. Have they ever, before today, heard this word being spoken or 
used it in a sentence themselves? (patterns used in sewïng, plans or d i a m  to be followed in 
making objects out of wood or other materials, an arhstic or decorative design - a paisley pattem, 
a design of natural ongin - patterns of bird formations, etc.)- 

With the students' input, define the tenn, "pattem", and write this definition where everyone can 
see it. 

Then, you might want to ask your students if they think pattem can occur in objects or things or 
events other than woven tartan fabrics. As usual, it is not enough for them to answer "yes'' or 
"no". They must either name and descnïe a pattern they've seen, or point to a pattern they have 
noticed in the classroom- In either case, they must be able to convince you and their classrnates 
that the object or objects they are describing or pointing out rnake a pattem: it's that sanie old 
question, how do you know, what is your evidence for believing that. 

At this point, it would be best to mode1 the construction of an assortment of patterns. 
1. Patterns bas& on their positions relative to one another (squat like a fiog, stand like a bar;  
squat like a fiog, stand like a bear; squat---) 
2. Pattern based on colour (red, red, blue, white; red, red, blue, white; red.-.) 
3. Patterns based on the arrangement of two dimensional shapes (triangle, triangle, circle, square, 
square, diamond; triangle, triangle, circle, square, square, diamond; triangle ...) 
4. Pattems based on three dimensional shapes andor objects (shoe, shoe, shoe, shoe, sock, sock, 
shoe; shoe, sock, shoe, shoe, shoe, shoe, sock, sock; shoe ...) 



1 hope to have enough matenals to set up a living, non-living pattern, 1 thought I would bring in 
several living iasects and an assortment of toys (plastic tude, foam caterpillar7 marble, shelL 
rock toy car, etc.). Given the work you have completed this week, this could be a very interesthg 
discussion. 

The t h e  remaining should be used for pattem making by the children. In teams of h o ,  invite 
them to produce a pattern using the materials I've brought into the classroom (1 ttirough 10 
below), present it to the class or partner, and expiain why they believe it meets our definition of 
pattern (Iocate the sett, how many times is it repeated). 

K-NEX (13 white rods -3.5 cm, 10 yellow rods -8.5- 16 red angle connectors, 15 purple 
semi-circular connectors) 
Constnix (16 blue connectors, 15 gray connectors, 14 black bricks4-7cm, 14 gray bncks- 
L8cm ) 
11 almonds 18, peanuts,8 hazeinuts, and 20 acoms 
Beads (10 pink six-petal flowers, 8 pinWsilver glitter stars, 25 white cyiinders, 16 
turquoise/silver glitter cyiinders, 23 multi-tàceted turquoise spheres, 15 multi-fâceted navy 
blue spheres) 
Tinkertoys (12 wooden wheels, 15 white connectors, 16 yellow rods, 12 blue rods) 
18 red paper clips, 21 bras paper fàsteners, 12 blue wali plugs, 19 flat head screws 
Beads (12 fluted red-orange spheres, 8 smooth red orange spheres, 23 yellow cylinders, 18 
orange skpetal  fïowers, 18 multi-fàceted ochre spheres, 13 white stars) 
12 chop sticks, 14 yellow and white striped fle'ci-straws, 12 red checkers, 2 1 cork stoppers 
Quercetti coloured pegs and tray (26 blue, 24 yellow, 24 green, 24 red) 

10. Dned beans/peas (25 kidney beans, 41 chick peas, 50 white lima beans, 42 pïnto beans, 65 
black beans) 

2. Seeing Patterns and Making Patterns 

As we discussed on Thursday evening, this science time will be used by the children to construct 
patterns. 

1 think it would be best to begin in the fnendship circle with a review of what a pattern is. Maybe 
we could even choreograph another pattern that bas the students in three or four Merent  
positions. 1 have a book on snails that might be interesting to use. It not only discusses the life 
cycle of the snail but mentions several interesting features that the children can attempt to 
dramatize (egg - curl up in a ball; baby snails - on the fIoorz back slightly arched, arms in fiont 
and in the air - these are the two long tentacles with eyes at the end; hibemting adults - arms 
close to chest with back arched like a fkïghtened car - tentacles and bodies inside shell to escape 
the cold and their enemies, opening sealed with a thick plug of slime). 

1 will bring in the following matends for the children to use in the making of their own patterns: 

1. Eight, black shoe laces (65.5cm) with red, blue, white, yellow and green opaque cylindncal 
beads 

2 Four cans of Play-Doh (white, yellow, blue and red) and five, plastic animal cookie cutters 
(green fish, purple cat, purple duck, yellow bear, blue butterfly) 

3. Crayola, Outdoor Adventures Mini Stampers (2 orange buttedies, 2 yellow suns, 2 rnaroon 
ladybugs, 2 blue paw tracks, 2 dark green stars, 2 purple moons, 2 yellow-green shamrocks, 2 
turquoise asteris ks) 



4. Pentech stencils (lower and upper case numerals and letîers, geometnc shapes and mimals) 
and 2 vehicle stencils 

5. Coloured, s t i ck  stamps of fànn animais (multi-coloured chickens, horses, sheep, cows, pigs), 
and buildings (fkm house, barn with silo) and tractors, and square shapes (orange, red, 
purpie, green, blue, yeltow) 

6- Four, Jurassic Park dinosaur stamps, two Crayola stamp pads (bludred and purple/green) and 
six self inlàng animal stamps (red leopard, red hutTuningbùd, green fiog, blue l i z e  green 
toucan, purple crocodile) 

In terms of assessment, 1 think the students should be asked to work individually but 
cooperatively, three or four students to a centre. The patterns they create, rotating through these 
six centres, can either go directly onto the pages of theu science notebooks/science journals or 
onto paper that can be glued into these notehks/journals- 

Ifthere is any îime remaining, I have several books you might want to look through, selecting one 
to read to the class, The objective would be to have the children detect the pattern in the wrïtten 
text (story), and to look for patterns in the illustrations. The books are: Barbara Reid's- Two by 
Two; Lynley Dodd's, Harry Mccla~@om Donaldson S DaÏry; Eric Carle's, The Grouchy 
Ladybug; and Pat H u t c h ' ,  Goodnight, Owl! 

3. Recognizing Natural and Man-made Patterns in the Environment 

In a book published in 1993 by the Exploratorium, San Francisco's museum of science and art, 
the author Diane Ackerman writes an insightfiil foreword that 1 thought might interest you, given 
our present focus on pattern. It may, in fàct, help set the scene for the experïence 1 wouid like the 
playground exploration to be for the 1-2-3s. 1 won't wrïte out everything she says, just what 1 
believe to be the most relevant excerpts. 

We crave pattern. We find it ail around us in sand dunes and pine cones. we 
imagine it when we look ut clouds and starry nights. we create and leave it 
everywhere like footprinrs or scat, Our buildings, Our symphonies. our 
fabrics. our societies - ail declare patterns. Even our actions. Habirs, ndes. 
rimais, &ily routines, taboos, codes of honor, sports, traditions - we have 
many names for patterns of conduct. They reassure us that life is stable, 
orderly, and predictable. So do our similes or metaphors, because seemingiy 
unrelated things may be caughr in their pincers, and then the subrle parterns 
thar unite them shzne clear. This is sometimes how the mind comforrs itself: 
and ofren how the mind crosses from one unknown continent ofperception or 
rneaning to another, by using the land-bridge of metaphor. In conversatim, 
we meander like a river. Rocking with gnneJ a mourning wornan keens like a 
wind-bent willow. The river sings. Unanswered feners dune on a cluttered 
desk. Families branch. Music curves. spirals, c~ndflows. The spidery mind 
spins a fragile, sticky web beiween like things, gluing them together for 
fùture use. 
.-.Once is an instance. Twice may be an accident- But three times or more 
makes a pattern. 
We crave something famifiar in a chaotic world ... Without a pattern we feei 
helpiess, and life may seem as scary as an open-backed cellar sraircase with 
no raiizngs to guide us. We refy on patterns, and we also c h e n i  and admire 
rhem. 



When we began this unit, I suggested that patterns are fonned when objects are placed in orderly 
positions reiative to each other. 
Can the children lind objects pked in orderly positions relative to each other on the playground? 
We r d y  only need to look, and not that fk. Bw we must look careftllv- So, for example, they 
may notice seved  of the foiiowing relationships: 

- the way the stone and mortar are used in the siding on the school (is it an English bond, 
a Flemish bond, a stretcher bond or a waIi made wtbout the bricks overlapping?) 

- the way the big sections of sidewalk concrete are separateci by the man-made expansion 
grooves ( w h  might be the reason for this pattern?) 

- the placement and position of cracks in the sidewalk (do they meet at right angles to one 
another, ifso, they probably formed sequentially - one after the other) 

- the way the posts with spaces in between (a pattern of support) hold up the rail for the 
parking lot fences 

- the way the posts and chah are placed and separate the playground fiom the sidewalk 
and street 

- the way the links are interlocked to form the ch in  
- the symmetrical pattern of several of the playground structures (what is symmetry and 

how can you teU whether a pattern is symmetrïcai or not?) 
- and so on. 

When you feel that your students understand and recognize man-made patterns in the world, 
move on to pattern recognition in the naniral world- 
It's probably easiest to begin with the trees on the school grounds, but if someone had located an 
orb spider's web, begin there. 

Like the snaii's shell, the pinecone Ackerman makes reference to, and the florets that make up the 
golden centre of a daisy or the browning seed of a suuflower, the orb spider's web is a spiral 
pattern. A spiral shape is created by adding elements that have a shape identical to the existing 
elements, but a Merent sue - the newest and srnailest are at the centre. 

If you can't find a web, begin observing single trees and their leaves. Have the students start at 
the trunk and work their way up to the canopy. The trunk gives nse to large branches, the large 
branches support smailer branches, and the srnaller branches support twigs. Make certain that 
they look carefùlly at the main branches off the trunk. Do these branches l a v e  the trunk in a 
spiral or whirl pattern? Do they leave the trunk in an alternatïng pattern or directly opposite one 
another? 

Now look at the leaves for the tree you have been investigating. You should find that one leaf 
vein flows into smaller veins which split into even smaller ones. The srnaller veins usually rejoin 
one another and form a network. (You rnay want to compare this pattern with the branchhg of 
blood vessels in our bodies and tributaries that are fed by streams that are fed by triclcies of water 
- in al1 three instances the number of "channels" increases in a geometric progression as you get 
closer to the edge of the leaf closer to the capillaries in the extremities, and upstream to the 
river's source.) 

Pick a blade of grass. Look carefully at the veins. Do they branch and rebranch like the tree's 
leaf? Usually the veins, except the tiniest ones, lie parallel to each other- Grasses, Like corn and 
Mies and orchids and palms, are called monocots. Not only are theù leaves parallel veined but 



they have similar flowers, similar root systerns, sirniiar stems and similar seeds. AU of the other 
flowerhg plants are calleci dicots and they have netted veins. 

Paleobotanists, speciaiists in plant fossils, use the branching patterns of leaf veins to i d e n t e  leaf 
fossils, Many species of plants can be identifred by their leafvein pattern aione. 

I'li try to bring in a honeycomb, bubbles and Indian corn so that the students can see the 
similarity in objects where there is packing- Nature mes to accomplish the tightest fit using the 
shortest path and the least energy. The result is that wails meet in groups of three, forming 120 
degree angles or hexagonai shapes and three way junctions. 

Finally we can look at the fionds of a fern and self-similansf (srnaller and smaller versions of the 
same basic shape and structure). 

These Iast two observations can be made in the classroom, we can then move easily into the 
pattemed objects the chiltiren may have brought to schml. The objective here would be to have 
îhem point out the "sett", to use the Scottish tartan terminology, and to show how it is repeated. 
In this way they provide the evidence for their beliefthat the object they are discussing has a 
pattern, Lfthere is time, you might want to have them draw and describe their pattern (prose or 
symbols). At the very least, 1 think you would want them to write about their experience, as a 
detective, Iooking for patterns on the school grounds and in the world. 

4. Cycles as Repeating Patterns 

To augment the idea of cycles as repeating patterns and to help the children to begin to see more 
patterns and cycles in nature, 1 have collected the following resources &ou rnay find others in the 
school's library or your own private collections of books): Gilles Tibo's Simon in the Moonlight; 
Ailan Fowler's, So %t 's How n e  Moon Changes Shape; Gelda Mulier's, Czrcle of Seasons; 
Bruce McMillan 's, Time To.. ; Jean Marzollo's, Sun Song; Franklyn Branley 's, The Moon Seems 
to Change; Franklyn Braniey's, Whar Makes Day and Night; and Stoddart's, Ulrimate Visual 
Dictionary- They can be read during science and any other tirne that you find a lu11 in your 
teacbg day. 

Definition: A cycle is a repeating pattern. Events in a cycle happen in order, Then they start again 
and happen in the same order- 

We might want to begïn by reviewing the snail pattern we had the children act out last week - 
egg, youth, adult- Etbis pattem is repeated in a circle, and we review with them that the egg is 
laid in the soi1 by the adult, that the snail hatches out of the egg and begins eating and growing, 
and that it reaches its adult size in two years and can then mate and lay its own eggs, they should 
recognize (perhaps with some guidance) that this is a cycle. That is, it meets al1 of the criteria set 
out in the definition: events that happen in order, thust creating a pattern, and a pattern that 
repeats, or starts again and again, but always in the same order: egg, youth, adult; egg youth, 
adult; ... 

At this point, 1 tbink it would be iateresting to read one of three books on natural cycles, or you 
may have a book on cycles that I'm not fàmiliar with that could accomplish this objective just as 
well. The first selection is What Makes Day and Night by Franklin Branley. The second is The 
Moon Seems to Change by the same author. The third seiection is Gilles Tibo's, Simon in the 
Moonlight. As you may have guessed, the fïrst explains why we Live on a planet with cycles of 



light and darkness- The second and îhird are about the phases of the moon which run through a 
29.5 &y cycle. 

Then we can either open up the discussion and invite the children to state the cycles they are 
fbiliar with and to tell us why they believe their contribution is a cycle (or meets the criteria 
stipulated by the definition), or we can provide another example, this time fiom the human body. 
There are hvo possibilities if you choose the latter heart beatfpulse, or, breathing. In the Grst 
instance, tbey must find their pulse, whïch may be difficult to do. In the second they merely 
breathe. But for both body cycles, you should have them do some prediction before they actuaily 
count the beats or in-and-out breaths in a minute. We can then discuss the cycles they counted 
and the accuracy of their predïction. And, ifthere's thne we could do some activities to see how 
these cycles can be c h g e d  through exercise (skipping waikïng, jumping-jacks) and rest- 

Now, on to the recognition of cycles. 1 am not certain what the children wiil contribute to our 
discussions on cycles, but there are several cycles we could help them think about. These are their 
daily cycle of activity, the school &y cycle, and cycles of tune (day/night, weeks, months, and 
seasons, as weli as the 12 hour cycle on an anaiog clock). There are also the cycles that they may 
have experienced bicycling (pedais tuming around and around, links of a closed chain moved 
around by sprockets and gears that are tumed by rotathg the wheel and &de), at amusement parks 
(roller coaster, Fems wheel merry-go-round, go-carts), on piaygrounds (swings), or dnving 
around with their parents ( M c  signais). 

Making a cycle headband: We discussed this thoroughly on Wednesday, so 1 don't believe 1 need 
to say very much. We decided that one sett repeated tbree times would be sufficient. They could 
do leaf rubbings, using leaf shape and crayon colour to estabiish their pattern, but it may be easier 
just to use coloured markers. 

S. Cycles: Focus on the Four Seasons 

Review. 
Begin by reviewing the definition of a cycle: A cycle is a repeatingpttern. Events in a cycle 
happen in order, then they start again and happen in the same order. These events will start 
again and happen in the same order forever and mer. 

Since the students have had a week to thin. about cycles, 1 think it's important to invite the 
children to state the cycles they are familiar with and to tell us why they believe their contribution 
is a cycle (or meets the cnteria stipulated by the definition). 

HeartbeatIBreathine Activities. 
Kyou haven't had the opportunity to study heart beat/pulse or breathing, and neither of these 
cycles have been suggested by the children you might want to take the time and introduce one or 
both of these body cycles. As I suggested in the previous set of notes, you might want to have the 
children predict the number of breaths (one inhale-one exhale) they require in one minute (or half 
minute - you can multiply by 2) both resting and following exercise. 

Gredda Muller's Circle of Seasons- 
Once the discussion and body cycle activities are complete, review the cycle of the seasons.. Or, if 
you haven't had the opportwùty to read Gred& Muller's CircIe of Seasons, do so and discuss the 
changes that we experience in spring, surnmer, autumn and winter. These four seasons make a 



set& and this sett is repeated each year, so we have a patteni, and this pattern wiii start agak and 
happen in the sarne order year after year, forever and ever, so we have a cycle. 

Dramatization . 
You might even want to have the chiIdren dramatize this cycle of the seasons- What would a 
pl- a perennial perhaps, look like in the s p ~ g  when the snow bas melted and the ground is 
beginning to be wanned by the sun? How would it look in summer? In autuma? in wuiter? Do 
they have any ideas about the way in which we could make this sett- The spring plant could be 
pushing through the soi1 toward the sunlight with its first, delicate leaves, The plant in summer 
could be ta11 and erect with beautiftl flowers and al1 ofthe foliage it is going to produce. The 
autumn plant may tum a briiliant yellow or r d  or orange, but, after several fiosts, the foliage and 
stem wiil begin to wilt, The plant in winter is the living root or bulb or tuber or rhizome under the 
ground and under the blanket of snow. 

When the sett has been detennined, they should arrange themselves in groups of foru, so that the 
sett becomes a pattern t&î becomes a cycle. 

Betsv Maestro's Whv Do Leaves Change Color? 
This would be an opportune time to read the book Why Do Lemes Change Colot-? by Betsy 
Maestro and the illustrator Loretta ffipinski. Can the children explain this pheaomenon which 
happens every autumn? Let them teil you what they believe may be the cause. Then read 
Maestro's explanation. What did she say caused the leaves to change Erom green to yellow or red 
or orange or brown? Why rnay the leaves on our trees not be as brilliant this year as last year? 

Leaf Rubbings to Portrav the Cycle of the Seasons. 
As Cecile previously mentioned, this is a wonderfiil activity and it fits in very well with the first 
tenn science curriculum- Before the children begin their leaf rubbings, however, discuss with 
them the colours of the ieaves in the spring and summer, before they turned a brilliant yellow or 
orange or red. 1s a s p h g  leafas dark a green as it will become in the early summer? Wbat 
happens to the leaves when they fâll to the ground. Do they remain a brilliant yellow or orange or 
red or is there a lot of brown when you get around to raking them up near the end of October or 
after the snow has melted in the spring? They should associate a pale, yellow green with spring. 
A deep, dark green with summer. YeUows, reds, and oranges with autumn. And a wide 
assortment of browns with winter- 

These are the colours of wax crayons we will have out for them to use. They should do four 
rubbings of one leaf or four rubbings of four different leaves- The one associated with spring 
should be a pale green, and it can be placed near the top of the paper- The rubbing associated with 
swnmer should be a dark green, and it can be placed on the right band side of the paper. The 
au- mbbiag should be red or orange or yeliow, and it can be near the bottom of the paper- 
The leaf rubbing for winter should be brown, and it can be placed on the left hand side ofthe 
paper. 

It is probably easiest ifthey do the four rubbings first and then label the seasons and draw in 
arrows showing the order that these events will occur and occur again (forever and ever)- 

In the next lesson, we will be discussing the meanhg of a life cycle and arriving at the sett that 
makes up the iife cycle of man, Homo sapiens. There will be two stories and the children wili be 
asked to think about themselves as babies: their appearance and their abilities. They will then 
draw themselves ris infants, leaving spaces for weight and height measurements. Iftime pennits, 
they will write out a list of the things they could do at this very young age. 1'11 give you a much 



more thorough write-up on Monday, but my intent is to have them begin to think about the 
physical changes they have made in their very short lives and whether they were dependent or 
independent as dànîs- 

6. Cycles: Focus on the Life Cycle of Human Beings 

Brvan Mellonie and Robert Inmen's L@times. 
1 wouid Iike this session to begin with the book %&en by Bryan Meiionie and Robert Ingpen 
titied Lifetirnes: The Becmrifùl W i  to Ejcplmh Death to ChiZdren- 1 don't see Lifetimes as a book 
about death- It is r d y  a book about Me cycles: birth, living, and death. Here is the texi: 

There fi a beginning and an ending for everything t h  is alive- 
In between is living. 

All a r d  us everywhere, beginnings and endings are going on aZl the time. 

With living in between. 

This is tnre for ulj living things. 
For plants. 
For people. 
For bir& 
For fish. 

For trees. 
For animais- 

Even for the tiniest insect. 

Nothzng that is alive goes on living forever. 
How long it lives depends upon what it is and what happens while it is living. 

Sometimes living things becorne ilZ or the-v get hurt. 
Mostly, of course, they get berter uguin but there are rimes when they are so badly hurt or they 

are so ill that they die because they c m  no longer stay alive. 

This can happen when they are Young, or old, or anywhere in between. 

Ir rnay be sa4 but it is the way of all things. and it is true for everything that is alive. 
For plants. 
For people. 
For birds. 
For fish- 
For trees. 

For animals. 
Even for the tiniest insect. 

There are lots of living things in our world- 
Each one has its own special lifetime. 

Trees that are tall and strong grow slowly, standing in the sunshine and in the rain- 
Some of them live for a very long time indeed, as long as a hundredyears or more. 

Thut is their lifetimc. 



Rabbits and mice grow up in ontv a fw weeks. 
Then they go on to Iive for a year or two, crunching up carrots and nibbling at cheese until they 

grow old and very tired and it is their time to die- 
Thzt is how it happem to be for rabbits and mice- 

Zt  is the way they live, and it is their Iifetime. 

Flowers and vegetables planted as seeh at the beginning of Spring when the earth is warm, grow 
quickly to lzve through the heat of summer- 

The abys p s s  and they become OU dunng autumn when it is coder- 
Then, when Winter comes and it is c o u  they die. 

It is the way they Inte ,  That f i  their lifetime. 

Butterjlies live as butteflîes for only a few weeks. Once they have dried their wings, they flutter 
andflit from Ieaf tojlower. Atfirst they are bright and qui& but as time pusses they begin to 

slow down untilfinally they can go no firther. They resr for a while, and then they die- 
Z k t  is the way bufieflies h e ,  and thar is their ll@etime. 

Bir& grow up quzte quickly, too. 
It is oJien no more than a few monthsfiom the time t&v hatch until the-v are strong enough toAv 

and feed themselves. 
How long they live afer that seem to depend upon their size- Mostiy, the blgger th- are, the 

longer they wzll live. 
That is the way birds Iive: 

some for as long asfify years, 
others no more thun ïwo or three. 

But, however long, it is their Zifetime 
for each one. 

Fish swimrnzng in lakes and rivers 
or in the sea, c m  be so tiny i f  is hard to tell 
that they are there at all, or so big thut the 

only way to describe them is enormous, 
Again, as fur as we know, ir seems that 
the smaller they are, the shorter will be 

their llifetime, but thcrt is how it is forfish. 
Their lives can be as little as a day or so, 

or as long as eighty or ninety years. 
It xs the way the-v live, 

and those are their lifetimes. 

And people? 

Well, like everything else that is alive, 
people have Iifetimes, too. 

They Zive for about sixty or seventy years, 
sometimes even longer, doing al1 the things 

that people do Like growing up 
and being grown up. 

It can happen, though, jus? as it does with 



all other living things, t k t  people 
become iZZ or they get hurr- 

Mostly? of course, rhey get better again 
but there are times when they are so badly 

hurt or they are so il2 that fhey die 
becme they c m  no longer stay alive. 

It may be sa4 but that is how it is 
for people. It is the way they Iive 

and rt is fheir lifetirne- 

So, no matter how long fhey are, 
or how short, Zz~etitnes are really all the same- 

371ey have begîmings, and enàïngs, 
and there is living in between. 

That is how things are- 
For plants- 
For people.. 
For birds, 
ForJish. 

For animulsS 
For the tiniest insects. 

Discussion of Life Cvcle and the Corn~onents That Must Be Included in the Life Cvcle of Man 
(human beings) , 
When we think about one snail's lifetime, or one bird's lifetime, or one insect's lifetime, we have 
birth and death with living in between. 1s this a cycle? 1s this a pattern? 
We can think of one lifetirne of one kind of animal as a sett. Except for Lonesome George, a 
saddie-back tortoise from Pinta Island in the Galapagos Islands who is the only saddle-back 
tortoise left in the world, there are many ofeach kind of plant and anunai - they mate and have 
babies, and these babies grow and eventually become adults and mate and have babies. So the 
sett, birth-livingdeath, becomes a pattern when we think of families or whole groups of similar 
animals and plants- And since this pattern begins again and happens in the sarne order, forever 
and ever, we can think of patterns of birth-living-death as cycles, Scientists like to call these 
cycles of animals and plants, He cycles- So, we'll call them life cycles too. 

Now, you all remember the life cycle of the mail (egg-hatchling-youth-adult). Do you thidc tbat 
we could look at our own lives as being part o f a  cycle? 1s there any reason for believing that you 
and your parents and your grandparents and your brothers and sisters are at one point in the life 
cycle of human beings? What do you think? What might some of the stages that make up the sett 
of our life cycle be? Think of the mail and think of your own life and the people around you. 
What must we include in our s a  so that anyone looking at it will recognite that it's the sett for a 
boy or a girl or a man or a woman, not the sett for a snail, or a grasshopper, or a Canada Goose, 
or an oak tree? 

This should be an interesting discussion. As a consequence of the book, I'm certain that they will 
include birth and death, but there might be a lot more that they want to include between these to 
events (toddler, pre-school, nursery schooi, Kindergarten, elementary school - early years, middle 



years, senior years, high schooi, coilege/UILivers~, work, teenager, young adulî, parent, 
pndparent, and the me), 
Their suggestions could be d e n  down and the order (sequence) could be discussed. We need to 
make the point, however, that everything we include between birîh and death is living, and these 
components will not necessariiy be the sarne for every human being. 

Harriet Ziefert's Biser Than a Bab-- 
This is a wonderfd book that talks about babies and the things that they can do, and then 
discusses young children and the changes they have made in their short Lives. These changes 
include changes in size and cognitive abilities, as weli as  psychological or socio-cu1tural changes. 
There should be lots ofdiscussion, and the text will definitely help them think about the changes 
they have undergone. 

Babv Pictures IDrawings). 
The session's activity wili be centered upon the chiIdren as babies, the f k t  step in our life cycle. 
They must by to visuaiïze themselves as newborns, because we want them to draw a picture of 
themselves as they were before they bad their Grst birthday- So you might want them to think 
about the following questions: "Did you have a head, two eyes, a nose, a mouth, two ears, hair, a 
neck, an upper torso, two a m ,  m e r s  and thumbs, an abdomen, two legs, two feet, ten toes? Do 
you still have all ofthese same features and body parts now? Well what bas changed? What \vas 
Merent between your physical appearance then and your physical appearance today? How could 
you make a drawing of yourself as a baby look like a drawing of a baby and not a drawing of a 
girl or boy of 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 years ofage? 

M e  certain that they l a v e  room at the bottom of the page for their height and weight as 
newborns. 

Ifthere is the,  the children should begin to wrïte the list of things they could & as a baby. It 
rnight not be very long, but that's al1 nght. When we begin talking about animais that hatch out of 
eggs, especially the insects and amphibians and reptiles, they will begin to realize how much 
more independent these animais are as babies than the babies born to humans and other 
mammals . 

There are two additional books I will bring in, Both deal with the growing and changes cbildren 
experience as they leave babyhood behind. One is Z 'm Growing by Aliki- The other is Margaret 
Miller's Now I'm Big. Ifyou have tirne, you rnight want to read one or both of these books to 
your students before we begin next week's science activities. The focus will shift Erom babyhood 
to each student's present day appearance (height and weight) and the things they can do today as 
6, 7, and 8 year olcis that they couldn't do as babies. The second hour session wili begin to look at 
anirnals, Like us, that merely grow and change proportion as they age. That is, their post- 
ernbryonic development isn't very radical, so the newborns of these species look very similar to 
their adult parents. 

7. Life Cycles (Growing: From Newborn to Early Years Student) 

1 have spent the last several days tryïng to track down a series of video recordings called Bubies 
ut Play. According to the Winnipeg Public Library's on-line catalogue, there are three titles in 
this series, nameIy Babies at Play in meir Favorite Places, Babies at Play Wnder a Blue. Blue 
Sky, and Babies ut Play on a Fun, Rainy Day. 1 have been to three branches in search of these 



titles. In each case7 the Librarians on duty have ended up putaog traces on their copies. My plau is 
to pick one up at the St. James branch on Monday moming- 

1 thought we could begin the lesson by viewing the Mdeo recording- The children should then be 
given the opportunity to discuss the Merences between the babies and toddIers at play and 
themselves. Physicaüy they are quite sùnilar, except for height and proportion. This is the 
concept they have to grasp- Human babies look very much like their parents. They have the same 
number of appendages and the sarne physical fatwes. 

1 have two scientifïc illustrations (references Unmediately below) that show the changes in body 
proportions during human prenatal and postnatal growth. The children should have the 
opporhmïty to view these and discuss the changes t h  they notice. 

Cecie Starr and Ralph Taggart- 1989. Biology: The Onity and Diversis, of Li*, F#h Edition- 
Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, p. 498. Figure 34.9 Diagram of changes in the 
proportions of the human body during p r e n d  and postnatai growth. (female figure used in 
illustration) 

William T. Keeton. 1972- BiologrcaC Science, Second Edition, New York: W.W- Norton & 
Company, Inc., p. 534, Figure 16.19 Changes in body proportions during hurnan fetal and 
postnatal growth. The head grows proportionately much more slowly than the limbs. modified 
fkom Morris' Human Anatomy, ed- by C.M. Jackson, Blakiston, 1925.1 

We should then ask the students to draw a picture of themselves just as they look at this moment- 
Anyone looking at their picture should be able to recognize h e m  by the clothing they have on as 
well as the colour of their haïr7 the colour of their eyes, and so on. So, ifthey are wearing green 
corduroy slacks and a blue and green strïped shirt with yellow socks and a pair of black leather 
shoes these items of clothing should appear on their body in their drawing. Rernind thern to leave 
room at the bottom for height and weight measurements (1'11 bring a meamring tape and s a l e  for 
you to use.) 

lfthere is time remaining we rnight want to read one of three books that deal with changes to 
children (and in one case their iàther as well) that aren't possible- fn lmogene 's Antlers, a young 
girl wakes up one moniing to find that she has antlers. Oli, a young boy in the book Big Boy, is 
tired of being little. He dreams that a magical bird grants him his wish 30 be big. Big as a 
mountain and strong as the wind!" In the end he cornes to the realization that there are advantages 
to being young. In Piggybook, a M e r  and his two sons who live like pigs become pigs. The 
latter is certainly a case of metamorphosis, but metamorphosis as you know is not a 
devetopmental change that hurnans undergo, We grow in size and do not undergo drastic 
remodeling into the adult form. A discussion about what is possible and what is an impossibility 
when we consider the changes that happen to humans as they age could conclude the lesson. 

8. Animals (Birds, Reptiles, Fish, Mammals) That Grow in Size With Age 

Melvin Berger, Look Out For Turtles- 
I would like you to begin this session of science with Melvin Berger's book, Look Out For 
Turtles. It is as much a book about conservation and survivai as it is about turtle anatomy, diet, 
behaviour, and niche. And, it is nicely iilustrated- For our purposes, it dso  addresses mating, egg 
laying, and hatching . 



1 have two models that you can show the children after reading the book - one is an adult turtle 
and the other is a turtle emerghg from its egg- The two concepts you want to emphasize are the 
physical and structural sirniiarïties between the 'hatchling" and the aduh and the f5ct that, like the 
snail, the eggs are not protected- They are laid and left- The newborn turties, as a wnsequence, 
are not cared for and raised by tbeir parent or parents, but immediaîely know al1 they need to 
know to live by themselves. They are independent- What exactly does this mean? WelI? ifthey 
are a turtle (not a tortoise) they do not need to be taught how to walk fiom the nest to the water. 
They do not need to be shown the direction in which to go to find water- They do not need to be 
taught how to use tbeir flippers to swim in the water. They do not have to be fed, but know ~ h a t  
to eat and how to find and catch it- They h o w  thai they are safe fiom harm if they pull theü 
head, tail and four legs into their shell. No one teaches them these thiiigs. in kt, they are bom 
Iaiowing how to do most of the things the adult turtle c m  also do- This is not very much like us. 
As newboms we depended on our parents and care givers for just about everything (food, 
warmth, shelter, hygiene, stimulation, locomotion, love and affection, etc.) 

Activim # 1 - Matchintz Game 
1 have made a matching game using scanned photographie images of yoiing and adult animals- 
Included in this game are two birds (cypet and adult Swan, chick and adult budgerigar), a fish (a 
week old f?y and adult comrnon golcüish), two mtiles (snake and gecko), and nine mammals 
(puppy and du i t  guïnea pig, calfand adult elephant, cubs and adult polar bear, foal and adult 
zebra, cub and adult tiger, calfand adult giraffe, joey and adult wallaby, calf and adult camel, and 
a newborn and adult hedgehog). 1 had the pages that I laid out and printed, photocopied in colour, 
So, four groups of children will have a set of fourteen young and mature animais to sort. The 
point of the game is for them to recognize which baby belongs with which parent or which parent 
may have given birth to which baby. They should be given sufncient time to make these 
decisions. 1 don't think they will have much trouble because most of the animals look like 
miniature (or scaled down) versions of their parent- Regardless, this is what they must corne to 
realize. Al1 of these animals give birth to babies that resemble their parents in structure. They may 
have little or no hair, few if any feathers, but they share a common physical appearance. 

1 think i fs  important that you ask each group or specific children to j u s t e  (provide evidence for 
the correctness of) their matches- It isn't enough to shp ly  do the activity- The children must be 
abIe to articulate the f a e s  they see in both the picture of the young animal and the picture of 
the adult animal that led them to their decision to pair them. 1s it possible to make this pairhg 
Iooicing at eyes alone? Could you match the pictures only looking at the animal's feet? HaU? 
Ears? Snout? What else does one need to pay careful attention to if al1 the p a i ~ g s  are going to be 
the correct ones? It's not correct for them to Say that we paired the fiy with the goldfish because 
they were the only two fish. Or that we paired the coloured chicks with the coloured budgies. 
Would this have worked if we had nine pairs of fish and nine pairs of birds? They have to be 
more astute. 

Activitv #2 - Partner Reading (See How Thev Grow books) 
These are wondehl books put out by Scholastic and Dorling Kindersley- 1 have managed to find 
eleven diEerent tities in this senes. These are Calf; Lamb, Foal, Mouse, Rabbir, Fox, Puppy, Pïg, 
Chick, Owl and h c k  
1 think it would be interesting to have pairs of children read these books and then tell their 
classrnates about the animal they have just read about (focusing on the similarities and 
dissimilatities between the young and the adult and the changes that occur as the animal ages). 
Do they think their animal is dependent at birth, or independent at birth? 1s it like the snail and the 
t u d e  or does it more closely resemble a human baby? Ifit is dependent, what kinds of things will 
it have to leam from its parent or parents to become independent? 



Science Reading and Videotwes (if there S a lull during the week that can onlv be filled with a 
storv or film) 
1 am aiso g i d g  you several books- These are Baby Anirnals, S m k s  Are Hunters, A Fish 
Hatches, A Ducklzng is Born, and Baby Bi& and How ne-v Grow- There are models (snake, 
&h, penguin) to go with each story. 

There are also two video recordings h m  the Sony Wonder "See How They Grow" senes that I 
have included. They are wonderfiil, and were made for children of this age. Furm Anzmals 
features chicken, pie,  calves and Iambs- Wild Animals fearures rabbits, foxes, snakes, and 
pheasants. 1 also have a copy of Forest Animals, but 1 don3 think there d l  be t h e  for it until 
ne= week- 

What 1 hope the children will learn fiom these readings and films is that four groups of animals - 
the reptiles, the mammals, the fish and the birds have offSpring that resemble adults as young. 
They are simply smaller and grow with age. 

9. Animals That Change Form and Structure as They Age (Newborns Do Not Resemble 
Adults) - Focus on Am~hibians 

After reviewing the previous day's work on reptiles, buds, fish, and mamrnais (newborns 
resemble their duit parents stn~cturaliy and grow with age to the size of the adult), 1 would like 
you to begin the lesson with a book by Miliïcent E- Selsam and Joyce Hunt, A First Look A t  
Frogs, Tauds and Sahmanders- The texi provides a good introduction to amphibians - what they 
are and what they are not. It then continues with an explanation of the distinction between f?ogs 
and toads and salamanders. It also asks the reader to use his or her knowledge of shapes and 
patterns to identfi specific amphibians. 

There will probably be a lot of discussion about thk book. The concept you want to make certain 
the cbildren become îàmiliar with, however, is the fact that the newborn arnphibian tadpole does 
not, in any respect, resemble its adult parent. It is much more fish-like than fiog-like or toad-Iike. 
It has an elongated body with a large head at one end and a tapered taiI at the other- There are two 
srnali eyes, a srnall mouth and extenial gîlls. This is a very different situation compared to the 
other animals we have Iooked at (the turtle, the snake, the rainbow trout, the snail, the cow, the 
pig, the rabbit, the horse, etc.) which at birth look much like the adults except for size - they will 
grow with age. 

1 have a set of six plastic models which show this gradua1 transformation fiom tadpole to adult 
fiog. You will want to show each mode1 to your students and have them discuss what they see 
and the structural changes that occur fiom one stage to the next in the frog's life cycle. 

When every child has baâ the opportunity to hold and observe each of the models, you should 
display thern in a prominent place and read Frog by Michael Chinery. This is an excellent book, 
and 1 th* you and your students will get a lot out of it ifthey have the patience to sit through 
another reading. It is well illustrated and packed with interesting information- 

The See How They Grow: Pond Animais video recording is an excellent way to summarïze the 
ideas they have been exposed to in Selsam's/Huntys and Chinery's books. You may \vant to skip 
over the first segment on ducks and show the second segment on fiogs (the forth segment is on 
dragonflies, which we'll be studying in an upcoming session). 



1 am also leaving three other books on fiogs with you. One is fiom the Scholastic See How l k y  
Grow series, titied Frog. The other two are Kate Petty7s Frogs and Toads and Gai1 Gibbons' 
Frogs. You may want to have them out for silent or partner r&g, or o u  may choose to read 
them, at an opportune time, to the students in your class. 

10. Review Animals That At Birth Resemble Tbeir Parents and Introduce The Insects 

Have the cbildren sit in a circle on the floor. What they are going to do is name an animal that 
gives birth to a baby that resembles (looks like) its adult parent- Each student should be asked to 
give the name of one a n i d  that no one else has yet mentioned, Review the pervious &y's work. 
Remind them that we have looked at five groups of animals, the arnphibians, reptiles. birds, fish 
and mammals- Oniy the amphibians, of these five groups of animals, produced babies that didn't 
at ail resemble their parents (a tadpole and a fiog). The reptiles ( s d e s ,  nirties, and 
alligators/crocdes), mammals (cattle, pigs, dogs, cats, monkeys, horses, sheep. foses, giraffes, 
elephants, etc.), fish (goldfish rainbow trout), and birds (chickens, ducks, penguias) dl produce 
young that resemble the addt of the species. That is, the newborns and the adults have the same 
physical structure, one is simply smaller, but it will grow with age, 

I'm not certain how much tirne this activity wiii consume- It d l  depend upon how well the 
children have grasped this particular concept. 1 can't imagine that it d l  take the entire 60 
minutes, so 1 am planning on there being twenty or so minutes to introcluce that wmponent of the 
animal kingdom known as the insects. 

For this particular activity you may want to refer to Selsam's and Hunts's book, A Firsr Look a r  
Imects. They nicely make the point that the characteristics that distinguish insects from ail other 
anunals are theu p&session of an exoskeleton, three pairs of johted kgs, a body divided into 
three main regions (head, t h o r q  and abdomen) and they car& their mouth extemally on 
their head. 

1 have several models of insects you may want the children to esamine (large yellow-ochre 
grasshopper, small green grasshopper, cricket, bumblebee, three ladybug beetles, dragonfly, 
housefly, carrion beetle, solder beetle, longhoni beetle, ant, wasp, cockroach, etc. They should 
look for 3 pairs of legs, three body parts, antennae, a set of large, compound eyes, and externa1 
mouth parts. Most of the insects bey  will be looking at are winged. There are txvo orders of 
insects, the bristietails and the silverfis~ however, that are wingless. These are also the hvo Uisect 
orders that do not undergo metamorphosis. The young resemble the adults in all respects except 
size and semal maturïty. 

1 have set up a terrarium with Iadybug beetles and crickets- Mdce certain that the children have 
rnany opportunitles to view the adult beetles and cricket nymphs- There is also an assortment of 
books on insects that you may want to read to your mdents or have available for partner reading. 
These include the following: The Very Quier Criçket, Backyard Hunter: The P r ~ n g  Manris, 
Amazing Insects, Dragonflies, Discoverïng Crickets and Grmshoppers, and a textbook on 
Animals Wirhour Bacfiones. 

11. Iasects with GraduaüIncompiete Life Cycles: Egg - Nympb - Adult 

There are a number of insects that begin as eggs but do not hatch into larvae. When they batch 
they look very similar to the aduits of their species, however, they are smaller and they lack Mly 



developed wings (in place of wings they possess wing buds). These newly hatched insects are 
c d e d  nymphs. Nymphs cannot fly. Tiiey feed and grow and shed their outer skin (molt) to aliow 
for increase in size. Each time they mol& they leave theu exoskeleton bebind and become Iargeq 
their body form does not change except for the appearance of short wings at the time of the later 
molts. When the nymphs are fW grown they shed their skin for the last time and become aduits 
with fùlly developed wings- 

These insects, then, pass through three stages of developrnent - egg, nyrnph and adult. They grow 
in stages, aot contïnuously as we and other mammals, reptiles, fish and birds do- And, there is no 
resting stage (or inactive stage) before the change into the winged adult. Some authors cal1 this 
three stage life bistory simple or incornpiete metamorphosis (met uh MOR fûh sus). Entomologists 
have given it another term, hemimetaboious. 

A large number of insects fidl into this category (or Division Exopterygota - exopterygote is the 
term given to the development of wings on the outside of the body). The insects you may be most 
familiar with include grasshoppers and crickets, dragonflies and damselflies, cockroaches, 
termites, aphids, w a k g  sticks, mantids, giant water bugs, katydids, cicadas, spittle bugs, 
leaflioppers, and treehoppers- 

1 thought we would focus on grasshoppers, crickets, praying mantids, and dragonflies. 1 have 
borrowed several books fiom the public Ii'bmy on these insects (DragonJies, Backyard Hunter: 
Tkhe Praying Mantis, Dragonflies by Oxford Scienntc Films, Discovering Crickers and 
Grasshoppers, and ïïae Very Quiet Cricket) and there are the living crickets in the terrarium as 
well as the grasshopper, dragon fly and praying mantid models that 1 will rnake available. 

You may want to read several of the books to the cbildren in your classroom, paying particular 
attention to the eggs, nyrnphs, and duits of each insect species. 

1 have also checked out the See How They Gront: lnsects und Spiders video recordhg and will re- 
new the See How They Grow: Pond Animals. The former has a segment on grasshoppers, the 
latter has a segment on dragonflies. These videos are so well done, and 1 think the children enjoy 
watching them. Plus they reinforce the concepts we're tryïng to help the children understand. 

Ethere is time, you might want to contrast the Me histosf of these insects with the amphibians 
(fkogs, toads, and salamanders) or mammals, reptiles, birds and fish and have the children discuss 
the similarities and differences that have become apparent to them. 

12. Insects with Four Stages in Their Life Cycles: Egg - Larva - Pupa - Adult 

Evolutionary and deveiopmental biologists would argue that those insects highest on the e l y  
tree are the ones that pass îhrough four stages of development- Among these insects, the young 
that hatch fiom the eggs are called larvae (singular: larva). iarvae are usually in the form of a 
caterpillar, a gnib, or a rnaggot. Caterpillars are elongate and soit-bodied. They creep about on 
three pairs of legs and are of various colours and sizes. Gmbs are usually white. They are most 
fiequently found in soi1 with their bodies curled up in the form of the Ietter ccCT7. Like the 
caterpillar, gmbs also have well-developed legs and chewing mouth parts. Maggots, by contrast, 
are spindle shaped and have no legs. They are white in colour and have uicompicuous mouth 
Parts- 



The form of a larval insect is generally govemed by the kind of life it leads. Larvai honeybees, 
wasps, hornets and ants, for example, develop in wax cells where they are well protected and fed 
by workers, These larvae do not need legs since they have no need to move about and fhd food. 

It is during the larvai stage that insects do most of their feeding and growiug. This stage, in kt, 
is when insect pests are most destructive. As the larva eats, ïî grows and it must shed (molt) its 
hard exoskeleton (which fits like a suit of armor and m o t  grow or stretch) to allow for increase 
in site. Molting is not o d y  dangerous for insect iarvae, it is also hard work. Once the new 
exoskeleton is fiee ofthe old exoskeleton, the larva pu& its new skin fiil1 of air. The skin theu 
hardens and the larva retum to eating. It continues to eat until is has replaced dl the air with 
food. As a larva, it will molt many times; the exact number of molts varies with the insect- 
Most insect larvae complete their growth in one surnrner or, often, in a few weeks. #en the 
l a n d  insect has completed its growth, it seeks a protected place (roiled into Ieaves or chambers 
bunowed in the soil) or constnicts some sort ofshelter (cocoon or chrysalis). It then sheds its skin 
for the last tirne. It is now a pupa 

The pupa is the third stage in the insect's lifè. As a pupa, the k e c t  bas a mu- like 
appearance. It does not feed and it is usuaily inactive. While in this stage, p t  changes take 
place in the insect's body and internai organs (tbere is degeneration of most of the larval organs 
and a rebuilding of new tissues)- In the case of a butterfly or moth, habits change fiom feeding 
upon plant tissues to sucking out the nectar of flowers. The greatest transformation, however, is 
fiom a creeping caterpillar to a winged, adult insect adapted for flight. 

The adult insect, the nnsl stage in the Me cycle, lives just long enough to find a mate. It mates so 
that more eggs can be laid, so that there wiii be more insects to mate and lay more eggs. 

These insects, then, paçs through four distinct stages of development - egg, la- pupa, and adult- 
Like the exopterygotes, they grow in stages, not continuously. But unlike the exopterogotes, there 
is a resting stage (or inactive stage) before the change Uito the winged adult- Some authors cal1 
this four stage life history compfete metamorphosis. Entomologists have given it another term, 
holomerabolous. 

A large number of insects fall into this category (or Division Endoptelgota - endopterygote is 
the t e m  given to the intemal development ofwings). The insects o u  rnay be most familiar with 
include buttedies and moths, ants, bees, wasps and homets, mosquitoes, beetles, houseflies, fniit 
flies, and horseflies- 

1 thought we would focus on butterflies, ladybugs, and Cecile's yellow meaiworms (larvae of the 
grain beetle, Tenebrio molitor). It would be wonderhl if we could make time for mosquitoes, 
honeybees, fireflies, house flies, ants, and wasps. These are insects whose tife cycles 1 believe 
Manitoban children should become fàmiliar with. They are certainly al1 around us d u ~ g  the 
\ v a n  months of surnmer. 

I have borrowed a number of books from the public l i b r w  and will b ~ g  in several of my own. 
These include the foilowing: Scholastic's, See How They Grow: Butterfy, Amazing Butterfies 
a t ~ d  Moths; Vivian French's, Caterpiflar, CuterpiZZar; Joanne Ryder's, mere Butrerflies Grow; 
Gai1 Gibbon's Monarch Buttefly, Life of the Butterjly ( A  Carolrhoda Nature Watch Book), The 
Butrerffy C_vcfe (Oxford ScientSc Films); Margery Facklam's. Creepy, C m i y  Caterpillars; 
Selsam's and Hunt's, A First Lookat CaterpiZZars; Emery Bernhard's, Ladybug, LI@ of the 
Ldybug; Sylvia Johnson's, BeetZes and Fzrefries; Judy Hawes', Fireflies in the Night; Bainca 
Lavies', Wasps at Home; The Housefly (A  Carolrhoda Nature Watch Book); Charles Micucci's, 



The Life and Times of the Honeybee; Joanna Colek, The Ma@ School Bus inside A Beehive; Life 
of the Honeybee ( A  Carolrhoda Nature Watch Book); Christopher O'Toale's, Discovering Bees 
and Wasps; Dorothy Patent's, Mosquitoes; and Caroline Greenland's, Ants. 

1 am going to try to get several pinned insects for the children to observe. There is &O the See 
How They Grow: Insects und Spiders video recordhg that bas segments on the butterfl!r and the 
ladybug that you may want to set aside t h e  for the children in your classroom to watch. 

In addition, 1 bave made several sets of poster board wings and purchased some knit, sweater-like 
fabric that is manuiàctured in sleeves or tubular pieces, rather tban flat rectangular pieces. 1 
thought we codd use these rnatenals in dramatizïng the life cycle of the butterfiy- A child could 
shape their body into a tight bal for the egg. The larva could be a child's body stretched out on 
the floor, stomach down, han& on floor near chest and elbows at waist, that moves by sliding the 
feet forward, humping the back, and then extending the upper torso forward until the body is 
again flat on the floor. This could be done while inside one of the sleeves of fibric. ff you choose 
to use the fàbnc as the exoskeleton for this stage in the life cycle, select the colours that are most 
sirnilar to the colours ofcaterpiiiars in nature. The hbnc is very stretchy and cornes in several 
diameters. It might be possible to have a child in the tightest sleeve W. As they eat and grow, 
this sleeve wiU be much too small. The exoskeleton must be shed. So they struggle out of it and 
replace it with a larger sleeve. Now there is room again to eat and grow before the ne\% moft. The 
pupa state wiil be the child enclosed in the off white îubuiar matenal- The pupa rests for most of 
this stage, but begins to stnisgle out of the chrysalis as it emerges. This will again be the situation 
the child expenences in these tubular pieces of fàbric. The adult adonis the wings that tie around 
the chest with the aîtached strings. There arc extra pieces of poster board if children would like to 
make their own butterfiy wings. ifyou can set aside time for thern to do this, 1 suggest that they 
look at the butterfly field guides and books with photographic illu=~tions of buttedies, so that 
the wings they shape and design represent a the wings of a species found in nature. 

13. Presentation of Insects (Living, Pinned, Preserved, and Photographed) by Members of 
the Department of Entomology, University of Manitoba 

14. Local Insects with Four Stages in Tbeir Life Cycles: The Life Cycle of the Honeybee 

1 have several books that may help you in your discussions of the honeybee, and its life cycle- 
These are: Angels Jalïvert' s, The Fascinatfng World of Bees; Christop her O' Toole 's, Discovering 
Bees and Wasps; and Johanna Cole's, The Magic School Bus Inside a Beehive. 

Some bees, and this includes the honey bee, are socid insects. Insects that live together in 
colonies, whether these colonies occur in nests (am) or hives (some wasps and some bees) or 
mounds (termites), are designated social insects. Social insects don't live alone like the praying 
mantis but live in a society populated with hundreds or thousands Iike themselves, sometimes 
hundreds of thousands, and in the case of termites, millions. 

NOTE: You may want to use community in place of society because of your Cummuni-Quest 
Project, but to be biologically correct, society is the preferred label. in biology, communities are 
made up of populations of many plant, animal, fùngus, protist, and monera species. 

It is not simply having a large number of the same kind of insect living in one nest or hive or 
mound that makes a society. In societies, the insects have very specific jobs to do. Julivert, in her 
discussion of bee societies, puts it this way: "Bees are social insects. This means they live in a 



mmmunity [!] in which each bee carries out a specific function that is absolutely necesças. for 
the suMval of the colony-" If you decide to use Julivert's book, this wiil become very clear to the 
children. 

Normally a honey bee society is populated by three kïads of bees- These are a queen bee, who 
lays ali of the eggs; hwidreds to tens of thousands of worker bees, and four or five drones. The 
worker bees are females and the drones are males. The drones are larger than the worker bees, but 
smaller than the queen, They lack a stinger, have eyes mucb larger tban the eyes of a worker, and 
can not feed themselves, A &one does no work other than to mate with the queen, When winter 
approaches, and the bees have to think about conservuig their stored food, the workers ofien push 
the drones out of the hive. Because they cannot feed themselves they quickly starve. 

The queen Iays eggs in smalt cavities called c e k  M e r  oniy three days, the lacva emerges, but it 
doesn't l ave  the cell. It lmks nothing iike the adult bee, but is worm-like in appearance, with no 
wings or legs. The lama is fed by a nurse bee. It eats a lot and grows rapidy so that it soon fiIls 
the entire ceil. When it has reached this size, it enters the phase of the pupa- The workers seal the 
entrance to the cell. Little by little the pupa changes its forrn, developing G g s ,  legs, antennae 
and compound eyes- At the end of metamorphosis, the adult bee emerges, completely fonned, 

The period of metamorphosis is 16 days for the queen, 21 days for the worker and 24 days for the 
drone (the k g e s t  honeybee). The kind of bee that emerges depends not only ofthe size and 
location of the ceil but ako the kind of food fed to the larva, Worker bees receive a mixture of 
pollen and honey, sometimes called "bee bread". The queen is fed "royal jeliy", a nutritious food 
(very high in protein) secreted by the nurse bees- 

If a worker emerges fiom the cell, it does not immediately l ave  the hive looking for nectar and 
pollen. There are five stages of work it must k t  complete. It begins as a house bee cleaning up 
the empty cells so that they can again be used by the queen. She wili not 1- an egg in a dixty c e t  
When the house bee is three to ten days old, it becomes a nurse bee that cares for the eggs, lamae, 
and pupae. The nurse bee then moves on to become a wau bee- A wax bee repairs old cells and 
builds new ceUs using a special wax secreted by wau glands covering the underside of the 
abdomen. When the period of this job ends, the wax bee becomes a storage bee. The storage bee 
takes the nectar and pollen brought back to the hive and places it into cells. The cells are 
eventually capped when they are fùll and the honey, which the nectar rnixed with bee enzymes 
has become, is of the proper consistency- M e n  the workers have finished their duties as storage 
bees, they become guard bees, As a guard bee, their job is to defend the hive fiom predators and 
intruders, The final job of foraging, cdecting the pollen and nectar, is the work of the most 
mature bees. The guard bee becomes a forager bee, and it is the forager bees that we encounter on 
flowers or in their fïight to and fiom the hive. They are the only bees we tend to see, unless we 
have a relative or fnend who is a beekeeper and nins an a p i q .  

The worker bee lives about 6 to 8 weeks and forages for about three weeks. M e r  this, her wings 
are too worn out and she fiils to return to the hive. 

The children may be interested in the queen, and how the queen for a &ive is selected. It seems 
that the first queen to emerge as an adult goes through the cells and kills the other queen pupa 
which have not yet emerged- Iftwo emerge simultaneously or within minutes of one another, they 
fight to the death using their maight, barbless stingers. The winner becomes the new queen and 
she mates with the drones, and drones fiom other hives, while flying through the air above the 
colony . 



Lnteresting Facts (fiom: http~/www-bees4kidsdsorgguk) 
1. Most bees in the world are solitary bees. 
2, In addition to honeybees and solitary bees, there are several kinds of burnble bees- 
3. To convert nectar to honey, bees mix enqmes with nectar and remove much of the water. 

The water is removed by the storage bees- They fku at the entrance and drive air over the 
c d g  honey until it is the proper consistency. 

4. In summer, a typical hive of honeybees might contain 1 queen, 250 drones, 20,000 female 
foragers, 40,000 f e d e  house bees, 5,000 to 7,000 eggs, 7,000 to 1 1,000 larvae king fed, 
and 16,000 to 24,000 pupae developing into adults in sealed cells- 

5. A lama that will develop into a worker bee is fkd 1300 meals a day- 
6 The queen can lay up to 2000 eggs a day- This is about &ce her body weight. She does this 

around the clock for up to five years with only five to ten minute breaks. 
7. Workers develop fiorn fertilized eggs. Drones develop fiom unfertilized eggs. 
8. Drones die after mating with the queen- 
9.  To collect half a kilogram of honey (a pound) a bee might have to fly a distance equivalent to 

twice around the world. This is likely to involve more than 10,000 flower visits on perhaps 
500 foraging îrips. 

10. Bees eat pollen to make royal jeUy and bee bread (a mixture of pollen and honey)- Both are 
high in protein and fed to ali the larvae. 

11. A colony can use 32 kilograms of pollen each year. This requires over 300,000 foraging trips, 
with up to one million grains of pollen collected each trip- 

15. Local Insects with Four Stages in Their Life Cycles: The Life Cycle of the Ant 

1 thought that we should take a different approach with the life cycle of ants. Rather using oniy 
images fkom a trade book, 1 would like to begin with a story book. The trade book can be used to 
illustrate information not included or insufficiently elaborated in the story- The story book I've 
selected is Chris Van Allsburg's Two Bad Anrx The trade book is Ants by Caroline Greenland- 
Both should lead to interesting discussions. 

You may want to begin with a review. There are several approaches that can be taken. For 
example, you could begin by sayïng that ants are social insects like honeybees- lnvite the children 
to discuss the notion of an ïnsect soc ie~;  what this means for the honeybee, and what it might 
mean for the ant. Do they think that an insect that doesn't undergo complete metamorphosis 
would be a social insect? Why or why not- Given what they know about the life cycles of insects, 
would they like to suggest what the Me cycle of the ant might be- The review could also begin 
here with a discussion of four stage metamorphosis. How does the life cycle of the buttexfiy differ 
£tom that of the honeybee? When the caterpillar (butterfly lama) emerges fiorn the butteffly egg 
is it dependent on adult butterflies? Could the honeybee lama find food and feed itselfas the 
caterpillar does? Can it move about? 1s there anything in the honeybee's lifë cycle that compares 
to the cbrysalis? Lf so, does the honeybee lama produce this "case" without the hetp of older 
bees? Since the ant is a social insect iïke the honeybee, do they think older ants might care for the 
eggs? What do they think emerges fkom the egg? Will this be dependent on older ants or able to 
survive without any care? Whichever approach you decide to use, you will want to make certain 
that the children have an understanding of the social insects and the stages through which they 
pass with age. Continue the discussion as you read Van AlIsburg's book. 

I've brought a copy of the video Let S See How They Grow: Forest Animals which has a segment 
on leafcutting ants. Kyou have tirne, play it for the children. It would be nice if you could set 
aside a few minutes at the end for cornparhg the film's visual and auditory information with what 



was earlier discussed and read- (You wiii notice that the narrator talks about the three stages in 
the ant's life. What are these? What stage has been left out?) 

16. Local Insects with Four Stages in Their Life Cycles : Tbe Life Cycle of the Mosquito and 
Lady Beetle 

The Mosauito. 

Most of the insects we've studied up to this point have been terrestrial- They spend their lives OQ 

above, or in the earth. ûnly the dragonfly, which &gins its life as egg and nymph in water, can be 
considered aquatic. The mosquito mers  fiom the dragody in undergoing four stage 
metamorphosis and spending the Iarva and pupa stages in the water. 

The information below is fiom two web sites that you might want to access for their diagrarns, 
illustrations and videos. 

Some mosquitoes lay indiv-dual eggs on the sides of treehofes or discarded containers, or in 
depressions in the ground that will hold water. The eggs can lay dormant for several years- Some 
eggs wiil hatch when they arejloded by rmnfall. ~veralflooch'ng and dkyîng cycles are usualiy 
required for all of the eggs to hatch that are laid by a partiçular female mosquito. Other 
mosquitoes lay eggs direct& on the surfce of water. The eggs are atrached to one another to 
form a raft or the individual eggsfloat on the water. These eggs hatch in 2 U 8  hours releasing 
lurvae that are commonly called "wrïgglers" because you can open see the larvae wriggling up 
and down from the surface of the water. Generally, the larvae feed on microorganisms and 
organic materid in the water, but some rnosquitoes prey on the larvae of other mosquito species 
and are regarded to be benefical In about 7-1 0 ahys ujier eggs hatch, tarvae change to the 
pupal or "tumbler " stage in preparation for adult llye. Female rnosquitoes begÏn to seek an 
animal to feed on several days afier emerging front water- Male mosquitoes mate with females 
one to two days afrer the females emerge. Mates do not bite. but they do feed on plantjuices. 

The length of life of the adult mosquito usually depends on several factors: temperature. 
humidity, sex of the mosquito and fime ofyear. Most males live a very short tirne, about a week; 
and females /ive about a rnonth dependhg on the above factors. 

n e  feeding habits of mosquitoes are quite unique in that it is oniy the adultfemales that bite man 
and other animais. The male mosquitoes feed only on plant juices. Some female mosquitoes prefer 
to feed on only one type of animal or they can feed on a varfety of mimals- F e d e  mosquitoes 
feed on man, domestïcated animals, such as cattle, horses, goats, etc; al1 types of bards including 
chickens; ail types of wild animals including deer, rabbits; and they also feed on snakes, lizards, 
fiogs, and toads. 

1 have also brought in the book Mosquitoes written by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent. It has some 
illustrations (perbaps not the clearest for aü purposes) and good information on the stages in the 
mosquitoes life cycle. 



You rnay want to talk about the high pitched whine/buzz that the mosquito makes and where this 
sound originates. Ask the children ifthese sounds are made through its mouth as we make 
sounds, There is an interesthg book, a West Aftican tale, that would nicely compliment this 
discussion if you feel you can take the time to read it. The author is Vera Aardema and the title is 
Why Mosquitoes Bica in People S Ears- 1 have a copy ifthere isn7t one in the school's collection- 
I'm certain it would lead to interestins questions and discussion. 

The Ladv Beetle (Ladvbug) 

The children who participated in the C& Naîure Federation's Lady Beetle S w e y  \ d l  be 
very familiar with these insects, but probably only the adult stage- You may want to begin by 
inviting all children to talk about their experiences with these little colowfirl beetles, or you could 
begin with the discussion of the aduft beetle and the sbges it passes through before reaching this 
fird form. If you choose to begin this way, I would suggest that you think about your questions 
so that the children are the ones who make the connections between a four stage terrestnal insect 
and the lady beetle- 

My preference is to begin with the rhyme, "Tadybug, ladybug fly away home. - -", and the history 
behind it. 1 think the understanding we hope the children wiU develop about the ladybug's life 
cycle wili come through the discussion during and after the reading of Gladys Conklin's book, 
Lucky Ladybugs. 

If you don't remember the ladybug rhyme, here is the complete text: 

Ladybug, la&bugfl_v away home 
Four house is on fire and-vour children are flown 

Ali but one, and her name is Anne 
And she hid under the pudding pan. 

It had been recited in England hwdreds of years ago when h e r s  were buming the straw fiom 
their crops and cuttings fiom their vineyards. In startiag these fires, they hoped to kiIl aphids, but 
they wanted the lady beetles to fly away to safêty. They didn't want any harm to come to them 
because aphids are a large part of a Iady beetle's diet and aphids suck the Sap out of plants and 
reduce the fkrmer7s yields. In the mid-1700~~ the song appeared in Mother Goose. 

The Conklin book is a wonderftl story about the activities of adult lady beetles. What it doesn7t 
say about the egg, Iarva, and pupa stages can be found in the iltustrations and writing of 
Heiderose and Andreas Fischer-Nagle7s book, Li@ of the Ladybug. Unfortunately, Conklin's 
book is out of print (1968, New York: Holiday House, incorporated), so I'm including the text 
here, in case you would want to rnake use of it in future years. 

A ladybug is lucky 
She does not need tofiv 
away home- She has a new 
home everyda-v- 

Her house can 't bum. 
Zt is a blade of grass. 
a leaf on a rose bush, 
or in the center of a daisy- 



A hdybug wouldn 't know 
her children zyshe saw them. 
She l q s  her tinyyellow eggs on 
a leaf andflies away and leaves them- 

In aboutfive &ys the eggs 
hatch into baby ladjbugs- 
A baby larfybug is called a l a m  
Zr doesn 't look anything like 
i fs  parents. But it eats the 
sume kind of food 

These lirtle h a  are 
lizard-iike creatures that run 
rapidy on six long black legs. 
Their long pointed bodies are open 
marked wirh orange or blue- 
The larvae have greea appetites 
and eut tiny insecrs called aphids. 
Zn about three weeks they are ready 
to m m  into pupas. 

m e  pupa rests for a week. 
Zt can 't walk around but 
will jerk up and down when 
bothered. The Sun warms if- 
The wind blows on it. 
Znside the pupal shell 
a wonder@ thing is happening. 
The littie lama is changzng 
into an adult ladybzcg. 

One &y the pupal shell splits open. Out crawls a pale Iadybug. 
It sits quietly, waiting for its body to dty and harden. 
Slowly its color deepens 
And black spots appear on its back- 
Now it is ready tofly- 

Most ladybugs Wear shiny polka-dor dresses 
of red with black dots. 
Some have two dots. Others hme$ve, 
seven, and evenfifteen dots. Some are 
plain red with no dots- 

A ladybug is really a beetle 
and its real name 
is ladybird beetle. 

When the Sun is shining, 
ladjbugs busily crawl 
around on leaves. or rosebuds, 



or blades of gras- 
Ehey are hnting for aphiak 
Ehey eat dozens of them everydq. 

When it rains, ldybugs crawl 
under a leaf and keep dry 
When the rain stops, they open 
their hard wing covers, unfold 
their delicate fi'ng wings, 
and deparr to new places. 

A ladybug keeps itselfvery clean. 
When itfinishes eating it 
washes its face with itsflont legs- 
Then it hol& eachfi.ont leg up to 
its mouth and carefiliy nib bles it 
until it is compfeteiy clean. 
The other legs me bnSkly 
rubbed together to clean them. 

men the days become col4 
ladybugs hunt for a warm 
place to spend the winter. 
Sometimes they creep into crackx 
in houses or barns, or sleep snug 
and warm under haystackx 

In some places, ail the ladybugs 
for miles around gather into a cloud - 
thousands and thozcsands of them - 
andfly to the mountains- 

They crawl under rocks, or loose 
bark on trees, or creep under 
heaps of d v  leaves. 

In some of the southwestern States 
tons of ladybugs are scooped into sackx 
They are kept in cold storage untif 
the follow ing spn-ng. 

Then the farrners buy them &y the quart 
or the gallon- The ladybugs are setpee in the 
fields ami spend their days eating aphids. 

In the mountaim. 
there is a nish of activiîy as the 
fadybugs come out of their deep sleep. 
The tree mnks and rocks m m  bnght red 
as the mass of thousands of ladybugs starts to move. 



S o n  the air is$lled with a 
dent  swarm of  tiny scarlet beetles. 
They circle higher and higher, 
up and up umii they meer 
the prevm'Iing winds- 
Then they nde the aimuys back to thejelds 
and gardens in the vuZIey below. 

Ludybugs are lucky! 
Bir& do not like the taste of them. 
People Cike to have them in their gardens. 
mere is always pleniy of food for them to eat- 
Luàjhgs are foundall over the world, 
They are welcorned in evep country. 

Many people consider it a s i p  of 
good luck when a ladybug lana5 on them- 
There is a story that long ago some 
grain_fields were being destqved by uphids. 
In answer to prayers, a swarm of little 
red beetles appeared and are the aphids. 
Since that time, lacjtbugs have been 
known as a specialfiend of man- 

When you find a ladybug, 
Hold it gentt'y on yourfhger 
Then let itjly may- 
It may be lucky for you. 

This should lead nicely into the finai projects for art: the ceramic lady beetle papeweight and the 
lady beetle lifè cycle Christmas w d .  1 made a mock-up of the card based on May Ling's Wild 
Animal Go-Around. It shodd be perfect for the children to draw the egg, lama, pupa and adult 
stages upon. We'll just have to watch carefiliy so that the nght stage is iliustrated in the correct 
quarter of the dîsk, otherwise when the disk is spun you may have the adult following the egg. 
This, 1 know, would fnistrate several of the children who waat the correct order for the sett and 
life cycle. 



APPENDIX E - LIST OF SLIDES 
~ S E N T E D  BY T.  MC^ AND C. WY~XYKUSH, 
ENTOMOLOGY DEPARTMENT, OF MANITOBA 



PRESENTATION OF INSECTS (LIVING, m, PFtESERYED, AND PHoTOGRAPHED) BY TANJA 
MCKAY AND CARLA WYTRYKUSEI OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF 

MANITOBA 

(Tanja worked the remote and s t d  by the projector at the back of the room while Carla stood to 
the left and right of the screen pointing out the things Tanja spoke about and contributhg 
important pieces of information herself,) 

1. Ant - discuss the characteristics of insects that make them distinct fiom ail other anùnals 
(extemal skeleton, three body parts - head, thorax, and abdomen, three pairs of legs that are 
part ofthe thorax, and antennae that are part of the head). 

2.  Wasp - even though al l  insects bave three distinct body parts, not al1 insects have heads and 
thoraxes and abdomens that look the same. The abdomen of the wasp is attached to the 
thorax by a very narrow isthmus-looking structure- 

3. Robber fly - information focused on the eye of insects which is a compound eye. A 
mmpound eye isn7t at ail Iike our eyes, iî would be like having hundreds or thousands of 
eyes in one. 

4. Eggs - the development of an insect begk  with the egg stage. This slide showed a nurnber of 
eggs on a l e .  

5 -  June Beetle Larva - the second stage in the development of an insect is the larva. 
6 .  Cocoon - the third stage in the life cycle of the insect is the pupa stage. This is the restiiig 

stage. The insect doesn't eat during this stage. The cocoon is the sheU ofthe pupa. It must 
bite its way out of it- 

7. White Butteffly - This is the final stage in the life cycle- An adult emerged fiom the cocoon 
or pupa case. At tbis point Willie spoke up. He said, "My Mom hates those ones. Those 
ones that eat broccolies, broccoli plants. They tum into white butterilies-" 

8. Molting Cicada - as insect lama grow they become too big for their extenial skeleton 
(exoskeleton) and must shed it, or rnolt, As insects molt, they don't just replace the 
exoskeleton that covers their thorax or abdomen. The exoskeleton that covers their entire 
body, head, eyes, legs, etc- is replaced. 

9. Molting DragonBy Nymph - another picture of an insect molting. This is an aquatic uisect. 
WiUie speaks up saying, "My class did how dragody grows." 

10. Ants in Arnber - mention Jurassic Park and the fact that tree Sap becomes amber and that the 
insects caught in the Sap will also be preserved. 

1 1. Beetle Markings in Wood - the beetle (as larva and adult) lives in the wood creating tunnels 
as it moves around. 

12. Man Standing Next to a Termite Mound - the mound is much M e r  that the adutt male 
standing next to it- This is the home of termites- It is even temperature controlled. So they 
have air conditionhg like we do in our homes. 

13- Forest Tent Caterpillar - shows the silken threads that surround forest tent Iarvae and give it 
this insect its name. 

14. Trails of the Leaf Minor - this insect lives in the tissue between the upper and lower 
epidennis of a leaf. We can see the tunnels that it has made as it eats its way through the 
leaftissue. Some insects cause damage to leaves and crops. 

15. Beetle and Larvae Eating Grain - the insect in two stages are al1 over the seeds- 
16. Lousefly - an insect like the mosquito that is shown biàng human skia 
17. Lady Beetle Larva and Fly Lama Eahng Aphids - ïnsects even eat oîher insects. 
18. h e c t  Eating Caterpillar - straw-like mouth parts used to suck up the fluids inside the 

caterpillar (lava) . 



19. Giant Water Bug - fkont pair of legs are adapted to catch and hold prey. 
20. Beetle - shows how jaws, not legs, have beea m d e d  to catch prey. 
2 1. Bird Feeding Insects to Its Babies - insects are an important source of food for many kinds of 

birds. 
22. Alder Fly Larva - an important source of food for fish- 
23, Hahy Caterpillar - these hairs are numerous and sticky and help to protect the Iarva fiom 

birds. 
24- Caterpillar Frightening Colouration - patterns of colour on the rear end of the caterpillar 

resemble enormous eyes, a bird would think this was a liard rather than a lama and ignore 
lt . 

25- Treehoppers - disguised as thorns on a branch to protect them Çom predators. 
26, Grasshopper - coloured to resemble the grey log (branch) it was resting upon (camouflage)- 
27. Grasshopper - coloured to resemble the smooth, rounded pebbles it was resbng upon 

(camouflage) - 
28. Insect on Branch - disguised to resemble brown colour and shape of the living plant it was 

spotted upon. 
29- Praying Mantis - disguised to resemble the trig it was living upon. 
30. Leaf Footed Bug - disguised to resemble the leaves and stems upon which it Lives. 
31. Ladybug 
32. Katydid 
33. Christmas June Beetle 
34. Staghom Beetie 
35. Wood Boring Beetle 
36. Goliaîh Beetles (on a man's forearm) 
37. Blue Morpho Butterfly 





POST-INSTRUCTION INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. If you had to describe this object (a red potato tuber) to someone who had never seen it 
before, what would you say about it? If the name is not given in the description, ask: "Mat 
do you thin. it is?" 

Where wodd you look to find potatoes? Ifthe child answers, "ln a garden", ask: "Where is 
this part of the potato (the tuber) found in the garden? 1s it on the ground or hanging on the 
plant or in the earth?" 

Would you say that this potato is living or nonliving? Why do you think so? if a cbild in 
answering any of the preceding questions has already said that it is living or nonliving, ask 
the following: 

Let's say you were a scientist fiom another planet and had never seen a potato or potato plant 
before, but you knew about plants because different plants grew on your planet. Now Xyou 
happened to corne to Earth, and coulûdt speak En&-sh, and saw this (potato), what would 
you do to figure out whether or not it was living or non living? What kind of questions do you 
think a scientist would ask to determine if this object @otato) is alive or was once alive? 

2. Ask the child to name the animals in the order they are arranged on the tabletop. If she does 
not spontaneously mention that they are arranged in a pattern, ask: What can you tell me 
about this arrangement of anhals? If the child says that that animals are arranged in a 
pattern, ask: What is the pattern that you see? Can you show me the sett? How many times 
has the sett been repeated to make the pattern? Can you continue the pattern with these 
pieces? 

What could you do to make this pattern into a cycle? Can you shuw me, and as you make a 
cycle can you teU me what you are doiag to make the pattern a cycle? m a t  is a cycle? How 
does it differ fkom a pattern?) 

3. 1 have [randody] placed nine photographs of adult animais on the tabletop. Could you please 
put the photograph of each baby anirnal with its parent? While you are deciding which young 
animal goes with each aduit, cm you teil me what you are thinking? if the child is successfiil, 
ask: " M y  was this so easy for you?" How did you know which baby to pair with each adult 
parent? 



I have a mode1 of a desert short homed lizard. You can hold it ifyou would like. Do you 
know what group of animais the lizard beloags to (mammal, repîile, amphibian, bircis, fish, or 
insect)? 
The lizard is a reptile. Do you remember the two reptiles we taiked about during science? 
(snake and turtlehortoise) WeIî, this Lizard has a He cycle just like most turtle/tortoises and 
snakes. Even though we haven't studied the lizarà, teii me what you think the Iizard's life 
cycle could be. 

1 have models of three animals that look a lot Wre îizaràs9 and many people h g  them for 
the first thne klieve that this is what they art. They are not lizards though. Lizards have 
scales. The skin of this auimai is smwth. Do you know what these animals are d e d ?  
(salamanciers) Do you know the animal group they belong in? (al1 salamanders are 
amphibians) Do you remember other animals that we talked about that were also cded 
amphibians? (fiog and toad) Even though we haven't studied the salamander in detail, teil me 
what you thuik the salamander's life cycle could be. 

Six weeks ago we read and talked about grasshoppers and crickets. 1 have a diagram that a 
finend of mine drew. He was just leaming about these insects, and he wanted to do a drawing 
of the grasshopper's life cycle. Take a look at bis diagram Tell me what you see. Wbat stages 
has he showri? Point to the pupa and a&, whaî do you think this mi@ be? If you were his 
teacher, what would you say to him about the life cycle he bas drawn for the grasshopper? If 
the child sees an enor in the diagram, a pupa that shoukdn't be in a M e  cycle without a larval 
stage, show the conected diagram and ask if she believes it is a more accurate (better) 
representation of the life cycle of the grasshopper, What is it that makes h e r h  think it's 
"better" than my fiend's attempt. 

I have drawings that show the life cycle of a mealworm beetie. 1 would Wce you to arrange 
them in the order that you believe they wouid occur during the life of a mealwonn beetle, and 
to teil me what you think happens during each stage- 



8. Here are a  RU bedes that I have bonowed fiom the Entomology Department (pinned 
specimens). Look a the pairs o f  beetles that have been pimieci side-by-side. They are the 
same 1Md of beetle. What do you notice about them? Do they look the same? In wbat way 
are thq. &e? How are they different? Ifa child mentions size (bigga and smeller) ask, why 
do you think they are different sizes when they are the same kind of beetle? Do you think 
they are the same age? Which one is older? 




